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The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines were developed while
Steve Emanuel was a student at Harvard Law and were the first to approach each course from
the point of view of the student. Invaluable for use throughout your course and again at exam
time, Emanuel Law Outlines are well-correlated to all major casebooks to help you to create your
own outlines. Sophisticated yet easy to understand, each guide includes both capsule and
detailed explanations of critical issues, topics, and black letter law you must know to master the
course. Quiz Yourself Q&As, Essay Q&As, and Exam Tips give you ample opportunity to test
your knowledge throughout the semester and leading up to the exam. Every title in the series is
frequently updated and reviewed against new developments and recent cases covered in the
leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outlines provide a comprehensive breakdown of the law,
more sweeping than most, for your entire study process.For more than thirty years, Emanuel
Law Outlines have been the most trusted name in law school outlines. Here s why:Developed by
Steve Emanuel when he was a law school student at Harvard, Emanuel Law Outlines became
popular with other law students and spawned an industry of reliable study aids. (Having passed
the California bar as well, Steve Emanuel is now a member of the New York, Connecticut,
Maryland, and Virginia bars.)Each Outline is valuable throughout the course and again at exam
time.Outline chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the topics, cases, and black letter law
covered in the course and major casebooks, written in a way you can easily understand.The
Quiz Yourself Q&A in each chapter and the Essay Q&A at the end provide ample opportunity to
test your knowledge throughout the semester.Exam Tips alert you to the issues that commonly
pop up on exams and to the fact patterns commonly used to test those items.The Capsule
Summary an excellent exam preparation tool provides a quick review of the key concepts
covered in the course.The comprehensive coverage is more sweeping than most outlines.Each
Emanuel Law Outline is correlated to the leading casebooks.Every title is frequently updated
and reviewed against new developments and recent cases covered in the leading
casebooks.Tight uniformity of writing style and approach means that if you use one of these
guides, you can be confident that the others will be of similar quality.

About the AuthorLouise Emanue is a consultant child psychotherapist in the Child and Family
Department of the Tavistock Clinic. She is head of the Under Fives Service and convenor of its
training forum, the Infant Mental Health Workshop. She has a special interest in parent-infant
interventions and parent-couple work. She is Course Organiser of the MA in Infant Mental
Health and teaches on the Tavistock Clinical Training in Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy.
She has lectured in Europe, Australia, South Africa and South America, and wrote the book
'Understanding your Three-Year-Old' (Tavistock Clinic 'Understanding Your Child' series).
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TORTSKEYED TO PROSSER/WADE/SCHWARTZ THIRTEENTH EDITIONSEVENTH
EDITIONSTEVEN L. EMANUELFounder & Editor-in-Chief, Emanuel Law Outlines and Emanuel
Bar ReviewHarvard Law School, J.D. 1976Member, NY, CT, MD and VA barsThe Emanuel®Law
Outlines SeriesCopyright © 2016 Aspen Publishing. All Rights Reserved.No part of this
publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or utilized by any information storage or retrieval
system, without written permission from the publisher. For information about permissions or to
request permissions online, visit us at .To contact Customer Service, e-mail
customer.service@aspenpublishing.com, call 1-800-950-5259, or mail correspondence
to:Aspen PublishingAttn: Order DepartmentPO Box 990Frederick, MD 21705Printed in the
United States of America.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0This book is intended as a general review of a legal
subject. It is not intended as a source for advice for the solution of legal matters or problems. For
advice on legal matters, thee reader should consult an attorney.About Aspen PublishingAspen
Publishing is a leading provider of educational content and digital learning solutions to law
schools in the U.S. and around the world. Aspen provides best-in-class solutions for legal
education through authoritative textbooks, written by renowned authors, and breakthrough
products such as Connected eBooks, Connected Quizzing, and PracticePerfect.The Aspen
Casebook Series (famously known among law faculty and students as the “red and black”
casebooks) encompasses hundreds of highly regarded textbooks in more than eighty
disciplines, from large enrollment courses, such as Torts and Contracts to emerging electives
such as Sustainability and the Law of Policing. Study aids such as the Examples & Explanations
and the Emanuel Law Outlines series, both highly popular collections, help law students master
complex subject matter.Major products, programs, and initiatives include:•Connected eBooks
are enhanced digital textbooks and study aids that come with a suite of online content and
learning tools designed to maximize student success. Designed in collaboration with hundreds
of faculty and students, the Connected eBook is a significant leap forward in the legal education
learning tools available to students.•Connected Quizzing is an easy-to-use formative
assessment tool that tests law students’ understanding and provides timely feedback to improve
learning outcomes. Delivered through , the learning platform already used by students to access
their Aspen casebooks, Connected Quizzing is simple to implement and integrates seamlessly
with law school course curricula.•PracticePerfect is a visually engaging, interactive study aid to
explain commonly encountered legal doctrines through easy-to-understand animated videos,
illustrative examples, and numerous practice questions. Developed by a team of experts,
PracticePerfect is the ideal study companion for today’s law students.•The Aspen Learning
Library enables law schools to provide their students with access to the most popular study aids
on the market across all of their courses. Available through an annual subscription, the online
library consists of study aids in e-book, audio, and video formats with full text search, note-



taking, and highlighting capabilities.•Aspen’s Digital Bookshelf is an institutional-level online
education bookshelf, consolidating everything students and professors need to ensure success.
This program ensures that every student has access to affordable course materials from day
one.•Leading Edge is a community centered on thinking differently about legal education and
putting those thoughts into actionable strategies. At the core of the program is the Leading Edge
Conference, an annual gathering of legal education thought leaders looking to pool ideas and
identify promising directions of exploration.Abbreviations Used in TextCASEBOOKSD,H&B
Csbk (7th) — Dobbs, Hayden & Bublick, Torts and Compensation (West Academic, 7th Ed.
2013)Epstein & Sharkey — Cases and Materials on Torts (Wolters Kluwer, 10th Ed.,
2012)H,P&S — Henderson, Pearson and Siliciano, The Torts Process (Little, Brown, 4th Ed.,
1994)K,T&K — Keeton, Sargentich & Steiner, Tort and Accident Law (West, 3rd Ed.,
1998)P,W&S (11th) — Prosser, Wade & Schwartz, Cases and Materials on Torts (Foundation
Press, 11th Ed. 2005)P,W&S (12th) — Prosser, Wade & Schwartz, Cases and Materials on Torts
(Foundation Press, 10th Ed. 2010)PW&S (13th) — Prosser, Wade & Schwartz, Cases and
Materials on Torts (Foundation Press, 13th Ed. 2015)HORNBOOKS & OTHER REFERENCE
MATERIALSALI Study — American Law Institute, Reporters’ Study: Enterprise Responsibility
For Personal Injury (ALI, 1991)Dobbs — Dan Dobbs, The Law of Torts (West, 2000)D,H&B Trts
— Dobbs, Hayden & Bublick, The Law of Torts 4-volume treatise (West Practitioner Treatise
Series, 2d Ed., West, 2011)Epstein Tbk — Epstein, Torts (Aspen, 1st Ed. 1999)
(Textbook)H,J&G — Harper, James & Gray, The Law of Torts (Little, Brown, 2nd Ed., 1986, with
1994 Cumulative Supplement)P&K — Keeton, Dobbs, Keeton & Owen, Prosser & Keeton on
Torts (West, 5th Ed., 1984, with 1988 Supplement)Rest. 3d — American Law Institute,
Restatement Third of Torts (Liability for Physical & Emotional Harm, Intentional Torts to Persons,
Products Liability, Liability for Economic Harm, and Apportionment volumes, 1998-2016)Rest.
2d — American Law Institute, Restatement Second of Torts (Student Edition)W&S — White &
Summers, Uniform Commercial Code (West, 4th Ed., 1995)SUMMARY OF
CONTENTSPrefaceCasebook Correlation ChartCapsule Summary1. INTRODUCTION2.
INTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSON3. INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PROPERTY4. DEFENSES TO INTENTIONAL TORTS5. NEGLIGENCE GENERALLY6.
ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSE7. JOINT TORTFEASORS8. DUTY9. OWNERS AND
OCCUPIERS OF LAND10. DAMAGES11. DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS12.
VICARIOUS LIABILITY13. STRICT LIABILITY14. PRODUCTS LIABILITY15. NUISANCE16.
MISREPRESENTATION17. DEFAMATION18. MISCELLANEOUS TORTSEssay Exam
Questions and AnswersMultistate-Style Exam Questions and AnswersTable of CasesTables of
Restatement Second and Restatement Third ReferencesSubject Matter IndexTABLE OF
CONTENTSPrefaceCasebook Correlation ChartCapsule SummaryChapter
1INTRODUCTIONI. NATURE OF TORT LAWA. No satisfactory definitionII. CATEGORIES OF
TORTSA. Three types of defendant conductB. Historical overviewC. Combined tortsD.
Analyzing tort problems1. Basic requirements2. Are defenses available?3. What damages?III.



SOURCES OF LAWChapter 2INTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “INTENT”
DEFINEDA. Intent generally1. Summary of rule2. Intent to commit different tortB. “Substantial
certainty”C. No intent to harm necessaryD. Transferred intentII. NOMINAL AND PUNITIVE
DAMAGESA. Significance of intent1. Nominal damages2. Punitive damagesIII. SCOPE OF
LIABILITYIV. BATTERYA. Battery generallyB. Intent1. Meaning of “intent”2. Intent to create
apprehension of contact3. “Single intent” vs “dual intent”C. Contact that is “offensive”
sufficesD. Reasonableness standard for “offensive” contact1. Ordinary and reasonable
contacts2. Where defendant has knowledge of plaintiff’s sensitivity3. Contact beyond level
consented toE. Extends to personal effectsF. Plaintiff’s awareness of contactG. Unforeseen
consequencesH. Damages1. Mental disturbance2. Punitive damagesV. ASSAULTA.
Definition1. ExplanationB. Intent1. Intended apprehension2. Attempted battery3. No hostility
required4. Transferred intentC. “Words alone” ruleD. Actual contact or apprehension
required1. Unsuccessful prank or bluff2. Feared contact with ground or independent object
sufficesE. Imminence of threatened contact1. Future threats2. Present ability to commit
harmF. Plaintiff unaware of dangerG. Apprehension is not same as fear1. Where threat by itself
incapable of performanceH. Unreasonable apprehensionI. Threat to third persons not
actionableJ. Ability to carry out threatK. Conditional threats1. Question of legal rightL. Assault
is not attempted batteryM. Abandoned attemptN. DamagesVI. FALSE IMPRISONMENTA.
DefinitionB. IntentC. Transferred intentD. Means of escape1. Means must be “reasonable”E.
Means by which confinement enforcedF. Duty to aid in escape or releaseG. Necessity that
plaintiff know of confinementH. DamagesVII. INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (“IIED”)A.
DefinitionB. Intent1. Meaning of “reckless”C. “Transferred intent”1. P must be physically
present2. Emotional distress where other tort attemptedD. Extreme and outrageous conductE.
Actual severe distressF. Constitutional limits on IIED awards1. P is a public figure; rule from
defamation cases2. Statement on a matter of public concernG. Public utility and common
carrier liabilityQuiz Yourself onINTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSON (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onINTENTIONAL TORTSChapter 3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PROPERTYI. TRESPASS TO LANDA. DefinitionB. Intentional trespassC. Kind of intent
required1. Effect of mistakeD. DamagesE. Scope of recoveryF. Only possessor has claimG.
Indirect invasions1. Entry substantially certain2. Causing entry to third person3. Blasting
damage4. Particles and gasesH. Air spaceI. Refusal to leave as trespassJ. Continuing
trespassII. TRESPASS TO CHATTELSA. Torts against personal property generallyB.
DefinitionC. IntentD. Must be actual damagesE. Mistake as to ownershipF. Return of
chattelG. Protects possessory interestIII. CONVERSIONA. IntroductionB. Intent1.
NegligenceC. What can be convertedD. Character of defendant’s actE. Kinds of
interference1. Acquiring possession2. Removal of goods3. Withholding goods4. Destruction
or alteration of the goods5. Use of the chattel6. Assertion of ownershipQuiz Yourself
onINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTYChapter 4DEFENSES TO



INTENTIONAL TORTSI. INTRODUCTIONA. Defenses generally1. PrivilegesB. MistakeII.
CONSENTA. General rule on consentB. No operation in negligence casesC. Implied
consent1. Objective manifestation2. Custom3. InactionD. Lack of capacity to consent1.
Exception2. Consent by relativeE. Exceeding scope of consent1. Consent to act, not
consequences2. Surgery3. Athlete’s consentF. Consent due to mistake1. Mistake known or
induced by defendant2. Medical casesG. Consent to criminal actsIII. SELF-DEFENSEA.
Privilege generallyB. Two issuesC. What may be defended againstD. Apparent necessityE.
Protection only1. Retaliation2. Disarmed or helpless adversary3. Verbal provocation4. Harm
must be imminentF. Degree of force1. Both sides with claims2. Minor assaultsG. Deadly
forceH. Retreat1. One viewI. Injury to third personIV. DEFENSE OF OTHERSA. General
rule1. Degree of force2. Reasonable mistakeV. DEFENSE OF PROPERTYA. General rule1.
Reasonable force2. Verbal demand required firstB. Mistake1. Mistake as to danger2. Mistake
as to intruder’s privilegeC. Deadly force1. Serious bodily harm2. Where expulsion would injure
intruderD. Mechanical devices1. Trespasser2. Reasonable mistake3. Spring gun case4.
WarningVI. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSA. General rightB. Similar to defense of
possessionC. Detention by merchantD. Entry on landVII. RE-ENTRY ON LANDA. Privilege
generallyB. Majority ruleVIII. NECESSITYA. Directed towards innocent personB. General
scopeC. Public necessityD. Private necessityIX. ARREST AND OTHER AUTHORITY OF
LAWA. GenerallyB. Common law rules1. Arrest with warrant2. Arrest without warrant3.
Reasonable forceC. Privilege to use force in resisting arrestX. DISCIPLINEXI.
JUSTIFICATIONA. Justification as a “catch-all” defenseQuiz Yourself onDEFENSES TO
INTENTIONAL TORTS (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFENSES TO INTENTIONAL
TORTSChapter 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYI. INTRODUCTIONA. Distinguished from
intentional tortsII. COMPONENTS OF CAUSE OF ACTIONIII. UNREASONABLE RISKA.
Imposition of riskB. Balancing testC. Calculation of burdenD. Restatement standardE.
WarningsIV. THE REASONABLE PERSONA. Objective standardB. Physical and mental
characteristics1. Physical disability2. Mental attributes3. Imbecility or insanity4. Intoxication5.
ChildrenC. Knowledge1. Ordinary experience2. Stranger to community3. Duty to
investigate4. Memory5. Distractions6. Some frailties remainD. CustomE. EmergencyF.
Anticipating conduct of others1. Negligence of others2. Criminal and intentionally tortious
actsG. MisrepresentationV. MALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or knowledgeB. Malpractice
generally1. Good results not guaranteed2. Specialists held to a higher standard3. Need for
expert testimony4. “Standards of the community”5. Objective standard for professional6.
Informed consent7. Novice8. Caps on medical-malpractice recoveriesVI. AUTOMOBILE
GUEST STATUTESVII. RULES OF LAW GOVERNING BEHAVIORA. Judge-made
standardsVIII. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)A. Significance of statutory
violation1. “Negligence per se doctrine”B. Penal statutesC. Statute must apply to facts1.
Protection against particular harm2. Class of persons protectedD. Causal linkE. Excuse of
violation1. Absolute duties2. Rebuttable presumption or excuseF. Foolish or obsolete



legislationG. Contributory negligence per seH. Violation as evidenceI. Imposition of new duty
not existing at common lawJ. Compliance with statute not dispositive1. Greater hazardIX.
PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Aspects of procedureB. Burden of proofC. Circumstantial
evidenceX. RES IPSA LOQUITURA. Aid in proving the caseB. Requirements for doctrineC.
No direct evidence of D’s conductD. Inference of someone’s negligenceE. Showing that
negligence was defendant’s1. Older “exclusive control” standard2. Modern “other causes
eliminated” standard3. Multiple defendantsF. Not due to plaintiff1. Contributory negligenceG.
Evidence more available to defendantH. Effect of res ipsaI. Third Restatement’s stripped-down
approachJ. Defendant’s rebuttal evidenceK. Typical contexts1. Airplane accidents2. Car
accidentsQuiz Yourself onNEGLIGENCE GENERALLY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onNEGLIGENCEChapter 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTA.
General significance1. “But for” test2. Broad testB. Concurrent causes1. “Substantial factor”
standardC. Proof of actual cause1. Proof of “but for” aspect2. Expert testimony3. Scientific
evidence4. Increased risk, followed by actual damage5. Increased risk, not yet followed by
actual damage6. “Double fault and alternative liability”7. The “market share” theoryII.
PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. Scope of problemB. Multiple proximate causes1. Joint
tortfeasorsIII. PROXIMATE CAUSE — THE FORESEEABILITY PROBLEMA. Need for dividing
lineB. The “direct causation” viewC. The foreseeability view1. Wagon Mound case2.
Unforeseeable plaintiffD. Cardozo rule generally followed1. “Highly extraordinary” test2. Still
room for disagreement3. Third Restatement follows Cardozo view4. Exceptions to the
foreseeable-consequences approachIV. PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESA.
Nature of intervening cause1. Superseding causeB. Foreseeability ruleC. Foreseeable
intervening causes1. Illustration of scope of risk2. Acts of nature generally3. Risk of harm must
be increased4. Foreseeable negligence5. Criminal or intentionally tortious conductD.
Weakening of “foreseeable”1. “Normal” interventionE. Unforeseeable intervention but
foreseeable result1. Rationale2. Criminality or intentional tortF. Unforeseeable intervention
with unforeseeable results1. Extraordinary acts of nature2. Other extraordinary actsG.
Dependent vs. independent causesV. SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITYA. Nature of problemB. No
general rule1. Contract or other agreement on responsibility2. Cases where there is no
agreement3. Third person’s failure to discover defectQuiz Yourself onACTUAL AND
PROXIMATE CAUSE (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEChapter
7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYA. Joint liability for concurrent wrongdoing1. Joint
liability for indivisible result (traditional rule)2. Indivisible harm3. Modern trend cuts back on
joint-and-several liabilityB. No joint-and-several liability for divisible harms1. Action in
concert2. Successive incidents3. Overlapping liability4. Indivisible harmsII.
SATISFACTIONIII. RELEASEA. Significance of releaseIV. CONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution
generallyB. Historically limitedC. Present limitations1. No intentional torts2. Contribution
defendant must have liability3. Other barriers to suitD. Settlements1. Settlement by
contribution plaintiff2. Settlement by contribution defendantE. Mary Carter agreementsV.



INDEMNITYA. Concept of indemnity generallyB. No general rule1. Vicarious liability2. Retailer
versus manufacturer3. Negligent vs. intentional tortfeasor4. Contract5. Indemnity and
contribution as mutually exclusive remediesQuiz Yourself onJOINT TORTFEASORS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onJOINT TORTFEASORSChapter 8DUTYI. “DUTY” GENERALLYII.
FAILURE TO ACTA. No general duty to act1. Misfeasance v. nonfeasance2. Duty to protect or
give aidB. Exceptions1. Special relationship2. Defendant involved in injury3. Defendant and
victim as co-venturers4. Assumption of duty (“undertaking”)5. What constitutes undertaking6.
Duty to control others7. Good Samaritan protection for physiciansIII. EFFECT OF A
CONTRACTA. Relation between tort and contractB. Traditional distinction between
misfeasance and nonfeasanceC. Party to the contract; nonfeasanceD. Party to the contract;
misfeasance1. Election2. Insurer’s failure to settle3. Breach of duty of “good faith and fair
dealing”E. Non-party to contract; traditional rule as to nonfeasanceF. Non-party to the contract;
traditional rule as to misfeasanceG. Non-party to the contract; modern rule as to nonfeasance
and misfeasanceIV. MENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure mental suffering without physical impact or
injuryB. Mental distress damages “tacked on” to case involving physical impact or injury1. P
may recover2. “Parasitic” damagesC. Emotional distress, but no fear of impact on oneself or on
othersD. P is within the “zone of danger,” and suffers distressE. P is a “bystander,” and sees a
close relative suffer bodily injuryF. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily
injuryG. Special relationship or special activityH. The “at-risk plaintiff”I. Intentional tortsV.
UNBORN CHILDRENA. Scope of problemB. Modern view1. Viability2. Requirement that child
be born alive3. Pre-conception injuries4. “Wrongful life”VI. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The
problem generallyB. Standard rule disallows pure economic lossesC. Situations that are
exceptions or fall outside of the rule1. P has a proprietary interest2. Public nuisance with
special harmD. Some courts reject basic ruleE. Special statutes1. Oil spills and the OPAQuiz
Yourself onDUTY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDUTYChapter 9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS
OF LANDI. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTIONA. Landowner tort law historically1. About this
chapterII. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Natural v. artificial conditions1. Natural hazards2.
Artificial hazardsB. Conduct of othersIII. INJURIES ON THE PREMISES GENERALLYIV.
TRESPASSERSA. General rule as to trespassersB. Exceptions1. Constant trespass on limited
area2. Discovered trespassers3. Trespassing childrenV. LICENSEESA. Significance of being
a “licensee”B. Social guestsC. Dangerous activitiesVI. INVITEESA. Significance of distinction
from licenseesB. Who is invitee1. Old view2. The modern view3. Scope of invitationC. Duty
of due care1. Duty to inspect2. Effect of warning3. Duty varies with useD. Firefighters and
other public-safety personnelVII. REJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection of categoriesVIII.
LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESA. LesseeB. Lessor’s liability1. Danger unknown to
lessee which should be known to lessor2. Rented property to be held open to public3.
Common areas kept under control of lessor4. Lessor contracts to repair5. Repairs negligently
undertaken6. Duty of protection7. Persons outside the premises8. General negligence
standard for lessorsIX. VENDORS AND VENDEESA. Vendor’s liabilityB. Builder-vendorsQuiz



Yourself onOWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF LAND (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onOWNERS
AND OCCUPIERS OF LANDChapter 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
GENERALLYA. Actual injury required1. Physical injury required2. Elements of damages3.
Maximum possible verdictB. Hedonistic damagesC. Recovery for future damagesD. Effect of
taxationE. Reimbursement by third persons1. Collateral source rule2. Rationale3. Attack on
ruleF. Mitigation1. Only reasonable care required2. Seat belt defense3. Effect of comparative
negligenceG. Caps on pain-and-suffering awardsII. PUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive
damages1. Negligence cases2. Constitutional limits3. Legislative reformIII. RECOVERY BY
SPOUSE OR CHILDREN OF INJURED PARTYA. Historical action for husband1. No remedy
for wife2. Modern view3. Parent’s recovery where the child is injured4. Child’s action where
parent injured5. DefensesIV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA.
Consequences of injured party’s deathB. Survival statutesC. Wrongful death statutesExam
Tips onDAMAGESChapter 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCEA. Nature of contributory negligence defenseB. Historical emergence1.
Practical explanationC. Burden of pleading and proofD. Standard of care1. Child plaintiffsE.
Claims against which defense not usable1. Intentional torts2. Willful and wanton tort3. Strict
liability4. Negligence per seF. Last clear chanceII. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Rejection
of “all or nothing” approachB. Comparative negligence definedC. Historical emergenceD.
“Pure” vs. “cutoff%” systems1. Pure systems2. Cutoff systemsE. Multiple parties1. All parties
before court2. Not all parties before the courtF. How percentage is determined1. Contrary
viewG. Last clear chanceH. Willful and wanton misconduct by defendantI. Assumption of
riskJ. Mitigation of damagesK. P’s negligence creates the need for D’s servicesL. Violation of
safety statute by defendantM. Seat belt defenseN. Strict liabilityO. Imputed comparative
negligenceIII. ASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Nature of the doctrineB. Classes of assumption of
riskC. Express assumption of riskD. Implied assumption of risk1. Requirements for implied
assumption2. Knowledge of risk3. Voluntary assumption4. Statutory violation by defendant5.
Effect of comparative negligenceE. Burden of proofIV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONSA.
Discovery of injuryV. IMMUNITIESA. Definition of immunityB. Intra-family immunityC.
Charitable immunityD. Governmental immunity1. Federal government’s liability (FTCA
statute)2. State governments3. Local government immunity4. Government officials5.
Government contractorsQuiz Yourself onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSChapter 12VICARIOUS
LIABILITYI. VICARIOUS LIABILITY GENERALLYA. Nature of doctrineII. EMPLOYER-
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPA. Respondeat superior doctrineB. Who is an “employee”C.
Scope of employment1. Commuting trips2. Frolic and detour3. Acts prohibited by employer4.
Intentional torts5. Employer’s own liabilityD. Torts by non-employees (e.g., guests and
customers)III. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORSA. No general liabilityB. Exceptions to non-
liability1. Employer’s own liability2. Vicarious liability for non-delegable dutiesIV. JOINT
ENTERPRISEA. Nature of joint enterprise relationship1. Use in auto casesB. Requirements for



joint enterprise1. Pecuniary interest2. Mutual right of controlV. AUTO CONSENT STATUTES,
THE “FAMILY PURPOSE” DOCTRINE AND BAILMENTA. Bases for automobile liabilityB.
Consent statutesC. Automobile insurance omnibus clauseD. Judge-made doctrinesE.
BailmentsQuiz Yourself onVICARIOUS LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onVICARIOUS
LIABILITYChapter 13STRICT LIABILITYI. STRICT LIABILITY GENERALLYII. ANIMALSA.
Trespassing animals1. American ruleB. Non-trespass liability1. Wild animalsC. DefensesIII.
ABNORMALLY DANGEROUS ACTIVITIESA. The doctrine of Rylands v. FletcherB. America’s
slow adoptionC. Second Restatement’s ruleD. Third Restatement’s ruleE. Some contexts1.
Use and storage of explosives2. Crop dusting3. Airplane accidents4. Toxic chemicals and
flammable liquids5. Nuclear reactor6. Use of firearms7. Construction activities8. No strict
liability for common carrierF. Incentives and economic analysisIV. LIMITATIONS ON STRICT
LIABILITYA. Limitations generallyB. Scope of risk1. Abnormally sensitive activity by plaintiff2.
Manner in which harm occurs3. Scope of liability compared with negligence casesC. Plaintiff’s
contributory negligence no defense1. Unreasonable assumption of risk2. Assumption of risk3.
P’s comparative negligence will reduce recoveryV. WORKERS’ COMPENSATIONA.
GenerallyB. Scope of coverageC. BenefitsD. Exclusivity of remedyE. Application to other
areas1. Automobile no-fault2. Childhood vaccines3. Victims of 9/11Quiz Yourself onSTRICT
LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onSTRICT LIABILTYChapter 14PRODUCTS LIABILITYI.
NEGLIGENCEA. Negligence and privityB. Historical development1. MacPherson v. Buick2.
Acceptance of MacPhersonC. Classes of defendants1. Manufacturers2. Third person’s failure
to inspect3. RetailersII. WARRANTYA. Historical importance of warrantyB. Express
warranties1. UCC version2. Strict liability3. Restatement “misrepresentation” claimC. Implied
warranty1. Warranty of merchantability2. Warranty of fitness for a particular purpose3.
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INDEXPrefaceThanks for buying this book.Here are some of its special features: Prosser
Casebook-Specific Coverage — A discussion of virtually every principal case from the Prosser,
Wade & Schwartz casebook (13th Ed. 2015) is integrated into the outline. Discussion of a
principal case from the casebook is indicated by a symbol in the left-hand margin. “Casebook
Correlation Chart” — This chart, located just after this Preface, correlates each section of our
Outline with the pages covering the same topic in the Prosser, Wade & Schwartz casebook.
“Capsule Summary” — This is a 108-page summary of the key concepts of the law of Torts,
specially designed for use in the last week or so before your final exam. “Quiz Yourself” — At the
end of nearly every chapter we give you short-answer questions so that you can exercise your
analytical muscles. There are nearly 100 of these questions. Most are from the Law in a Flash
Torts title; some are from a book we publish called Steve Emanuel’s First-Year Questions and
Answers. (Also, we’ve got other questions, in a multiple-choice format, at p. 555). “Exam Tips”
— These alert you to what issues repeatedly pop up on real-life Torts exams, and what factual
patterns are commonly used to test those issues. We created these Tips by looking at literally
hundreds of multiple-choice and essay questions asked by law professors and bar examiners.
You’d be surprised at how predictable the issues and fact-patterns chosen by profs really are!I
intend for you to use this book both throughout the semester and for exam preparation. Here are
some suggestions about how to use it:11. During the semester, use the book in preparing each
night for the next day’s class. To do this, first read your casebook. Then, use the Casebook
Correlation Chart to get an idea of what part of the outline to read. Reading the outline will give
you a sense of how the particular cases you’ve just read in your casebook fit into the overall
structure of the subject. You may want to use a yellow highlighter to mark key portions of the
Emanuel.2. If you make your own outline for the course, use the Emanuel to give you a structure,
and to supply black letter principles. You may want to rely especially on the Capsule Summary
for this purpose. You are hereby authorized to copy small portions of the Emanuel into your own
outline, provided that your outline will be used only by you or your study group, and provided that
you are the owner of the Emanuel.3. When you first start studying for exams, read the Capsule
Summary to get an overview. This will probably take you about one day.4. Either during exam
study or earlier in the semester, do some or all of the Quiz Yourself short-answer questions. You
can find these quickly by looking for Quiz Yourself entries in the Table of Contents. When you do



these questions: (1) record your short “answer” on the small blank line provided after the
question, but also: (2) try to write out a “mini essay” on a separate piece of paper. Remember
that the only way to get good at writing essays is to write essays.5. In the week before the exam,
do the 30 multiple-choice questions at the back of the book.6. Three or four days before the
exam, review the Exam Tips that appear at the end of each chapter. You may want to combine
this step with step 4, so that you use the Tips to help you spot the issues in the short-answer
questions. You’ll also probably want to follow up from many of the Tips to the main outline’s
discussion of the topic.7. The night before the exam: (1) do some Quiz Yourself questions, just to
get your thinking and writing juices flowing; and (2) re-scan the Exam Tips (spending about 2-3
hours).My deepest thanks go to my colleagues at Aspen Publishing, Barbara Lasoff and
Barbara Roth, who have helped greatly to assure the reliability and readability of this and my
other books.Good luck in your Torts course. If you’d like any other Aspen publication, you can
find it at your bookstore or at . If you’d like to contact me, you can email me at
semanuel@westnet.com.Steve EmanuelLarchmont NYJune 16,
2016________________________1. The suggestions below relate only to this book. I don’t talk
about taking or reviewing class notes, using hornbooks or other study aids, joining a study
group, or anything else. This doesn’t mean I don’t think these other steps are important — it’s
just that in this Preface I’ve chosen to focus on how I think you can use this outline.CASEBOOK
CORRELATION CHART(Note: general sections of the outline are omitted from this chart. NC =
not directly covered by this casebook.)Emanuel’s Torts Outline (by chapter and section
heading)Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s Cases and Materials on Torts (13th Ed. 2015)CHAPTER
1INTRODUCTIONI. Nature of Tort LawII. Categories of TortsIII. Sources of Law1-22-15155,
787CHAPTER 2INTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “Intent” DefinedII. Nominal
and Punitive DamagesIII. Scope of LiabilityIV. BatteryV. AssaultVI. False ImprisonmentVII.
Infliction of Mental Distress1-3120, 140, 541, 572NC31-3939-4242-5353-72CHAPTER
3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTYI. Trespass to LandII. Trespass to
ChattelsIII. Conversion72-79, 569-57279-86, 569-57286-96, 569-572CHAPTER 4DEFENSES
TO INTENTIONAL TORTSII. ConsentIII. Self-DefenseIV. Defense of OthersV. Defense of
PropertyVI. Recapture of ChattelsVII. Re-Entry on LandVIII. NecessityIX. Arrest and Other
Authority of LawX. DisciplineXI. Justification97-110110-113113114-120120-125125126-13213
2-134134-135135-137CHAPTER 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYII. Components of Cause of
ActionIII. Unreasonable RiskIV. The Reasonable PersonV. MalpracticeVI. Automobile Guest
StatutesVII. Rules of Law Governing BehaviorVIII. Violation of Statute (Negligence per se)IX.
Procedure in Jury TrialsX. Res Ipsa Loquitur — Creating an Inference of Negligence140-141141
-155155-179180-211,1257-1263213-214215-218218-243243-250251-272CHAPTER
6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. Causation in FactII. Proximate Cause GenerallyIII.
Proximate Cause — The Foreseeability ProblemIV. Proximate Cause — Intervening CausesV.
Shifting Responsibility273-311313-314315-344, 379-383344-379383-384CHAPTER 7JOINT
TORTFEASORSI. Joint LiabilityII. SatisfactionIII. ReleaseIV. ContributionV.



Indemnity385-396, 418-422396-400400-409409-418414-418CHAPTER 8DUTYII. Failure to
ActIII. Effect of a ContractIV. Mental SufferingV. Unborn ChildrenVI. Pure Economic
Loss437-457424-437469-484372-375, 484-493457-469CHAPTER 9OWNERS AND
OCCUPIERS OF LANDII. Outside the PremisesIII. Injuries on the Premises GenerallyIV.
TrespassersV. LicenseesVI. InviteesVII. Rejection of CategoriesVIII. Liability of Lessors and
LesseesIX. Vendors and Vendees501-506NC506-510,
520-521510-513513-523523-528528-539NCCHAPTER 10DAMAGESI. Personal Injury
Damages GenerallyII. Punitive DamagesIII. Recovery by Spouse or Children of Injured PartyIV.
Wrongful Death and Survivor542-569572-591567, 1212-1214593-617CHAPTER
11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSI. Contributory NegligenceII. Comparative
NegligenceIII. Assumption of RiskIV. Statute of LimitationsV.
Immunities619-625626-637637-652652-660661-703, 1225-1230CHAPTER 12VICARIOUS
LIABILITYII. Employer-Employee RelationshipIII. Independent ContractorsIV. Joint
EnterpriseV. Auto Consent Statutes, the “Family Purpose” Doctrine and
Bailments705-713713-720720-724724-728CHAPTER 13STRICT LIABILITYII. AnimalsIII.
Abnormally Dangerous ActivitiesIV. Limitations on Strict LiabilityV. Worker’s
Compensation733-740740-758758-7651267-1275CHAPTER 14PRODUCTS LIABILITYI.
NegligenceII. WarrantyIII. Strict LiabilityIV. Design DefectsV. Duty to WarnVI. Who May Be a
DefendantVII. Interests that May Be ProtectedVIII. Defenses Based on Plaintiff’s ConductIX.
Defenses Based on Federal Regulation, including Preemption426-431,
768-770770-781781-787, 816-821787-807807-816831-846846-847822-829829-831,
835-839CHAPTER 15NUISANCEII. Public NuisanceIII. Private Nuisance851-858851-852,
858-877CHAPTER 16MISREPRESENTATIONII. Intentional Misrepresentation (“Deceit”)III.
Negligent MisrepresentationIV. Strict
Liability1097-1106,1133-11531107-1116,1118-11321116-1118CHAPTER 17DEFAMATIONI.
General PrinciplesII. Defamatory CommunicationIII. Libel vs. SlanderIV. PublicationV.
IntentVI. PrivilegesVII. Remedies879-880881-902,
958-974902-909910-920920-958974-984984-999CHAPTER 18MISCELLANEOUS TORTSI.
Invasion of PrivacyII. Misuse of Legal ProcedureIII. Interference with Advantageous
RelationsIV. Interference with Family and Political RelationsV. Torts in the
Family1001-10521075-10931155-12101053-1073,1210-1214,1233-12561215-1225CAPSULE
SUMMARYThis Capsule Summary is intended for review at the end of the semester. Reading it
is not a substitute for mastering the material in the main outline. Numbers in brackets refer to the
pages in the main outline where the topic is discussed.CHAPTER 1INTRODUCTIONI.
GENERAL INTRODUCTIONA. Definition of tort: There is no single definition of “tort.” The most
we can say is that: (1) a tort is a civil wrong committed by one person against another; and (2)
torts can and usually do arise outside of any agreement between the parties. [1]B. Categories:
There are three broad categories of torts, and there are individual named torts within each
category: [2-4]1. Intentional torts: First, intentional torts are ones where the defendant desires to



bring about a particular result. The main intentional torts are:a. Battery.b. Assault.c. False
imprisonment.d. Infliction of mental distress.2. Negligence: The next category is the generic
tort of “negligence.” Here, the defendant has not intended to bring about a certain result, but has
merely behaved carelessly. There are no individually-named torts in this category, merely the
general concept of “negligence.”3. Strict liability: Finally, there is the least culpable category,
“strict liability.” Here, the defendant is held liable even though he did not intend to bring about the
undesirable result, and even though he behaved with utmost carefulness. There are two main
individually-named torts that apply strict liability: [4]a. Conducting of abnormally dangerous
activities (e.g., blasting); andb. The selling of a defective product which causes personal injury
or property damage.C. Significance of categories: There are two main consequences that turn
on which of the three above categories a particular tort falls into: [4]1. Scope of liability: The
three categories differ concerning D’s liability for far-reaching, unexpected, consequences. The
more culpable D’s conduct, the more far-reaching his liability for unexpected consequences —
so an intentional tortfeasor is liable for a wider range of unexpected consequences than is a
negligent tortfeasor. [4]2. Damages: The measure of damages is generally broader for the more
culpable categories. In particular, D is more likely to be required to pay punitive damages when
he is an intentional tortfeasor than when he is negligent or strictly liable. [4]D. Exam approach:
First, review the fact pattern to spot each individual tort that has, or may have been, committed.
Then, for each tort you have identified:1. Prima facie case: Say whether a prima facie case for
that tort has been made.2. Defenses: Analyze what defenses and justifications, if any, D may be
able to raise.3. Damages: Finally, discuss what damages may be applicable, if the tort has been
committed and there are no defenses. Pay special attention to: (1) punitive damages; (2)
damages for emotional distress; (3) damages for loss of companionship of another person; (4)
damages for unlikely and far-reaching consequences; and (5) damages for economic loss
where there has been no personal injury or property damage.CHAPTER 2INTENTIONAL
TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “INTENT” DEFINEDA. Meaning of intent: There is no
general meaning of “intent” when discussing intentional torts. For each individual intentional tort,
you have to memorize a different definition of “intent.” All that the intentional torts have in
common is that D must have intended to bring about some sort of physical or mental effect upon
another person. [7-8]1. No intent to harm: The intentional torts generally are not defined in such
a way as to require D to have intended to harm the plaintiff. [9] (Example: D points a water gun at
P, making it seem like a robbery, when in fact it is a practical joke. If D has intended to put P in
fear of imminent harmful bodily contact, the “intent” for assault is present, even though D
intended no “harm” to P.)2. Substantial certainty: If D knows with substantial certainty that a
particular effect will occur as a result of her action, she is deemed to have intended that result.
[8] (Example: D pulls a chair out from under P as she is sitting down. If D knew with “substantial
certainty” that P would hit the ground, D meets the intent requirement for battery, even if he did
not desire that she do so. [Garratt v. Dailey])a. High likelihood: But if it is merely “highly likely,”
not “substantially certain,” that the bad consequences will occur, then the act is not an intentional



tort. “Recklessness” by D is not enough.3. Act distinguished from consequences: Distinguish
D’s act from the consequences of that act. The act must be intentional or substantially certain,
but the consequences need not be. [9] (Example: D intends to tap P lightly on the chin to annoy
him. If P has a “glass jaw,” which is broken by the light blow, D has still “intended” to cause the
contact, and the intentional tort of battery has taken place, even though the consequences —
broken jaw — were not intended.)B. Transferred intent: Under the doctrine of “transferred intent,”
if D held the necessary intent with respect to person A, he will be held to have committed an
intentional tort against any other person who happens to be injured. [9] (Example: D shoots at A,
and accidentally hits B. D is liable to B for the intentional tort of battery.)II. BATTERYA.
Definition: Battery is the intentional infliction of a harmful or offensive bodily contact.
[11]Example: A intentionally punches B in the nose. A has committed battery.B. Meaning of
“intent”: Saying that battery is an “intentional” tort does not mean that D must have desired to
physically harm P. D has the necessary intent for battery if it is the case either that:[1] D
intended to cause a harmful or offensive bodily contact; or[2] D intended to cause an imminent
apprehension on P’s part of a harmful or offensive bodily contact (even if D did not intend to
cause the contact itself). [11]Example of [1]: D shoots at P, intending to hit him with the bullet. D
has the necessary intent for battery.Example of [2]: D shoots at P, while facing him, intending to
miss P, but also intending to make P think that P would be hit. D has the intent needed for
battery.1. Intent to create apprehension of contact: Alternative [2] above means that an “intent to
commit an assault” (see infra, C-5) will suffice as the intent for battery. That is, if D intends
merely to put P in fear of an imminent harmful or offensive contact, that’s a sufficient intent for
battery, and it doesn’t matter that D does not intend that such a contact actually occur.a. Prank
gone bad: This means that a “prank gone bad,” where D tries to trick P into thinking that P will
undergo an imminent harmful or offensive contact but D doesn’t intend the contact to actually
occur, will often be an assault: if something goes wrong and a harmful contact occurs, that’s
battery of the “intent to commit assault” (i.e., intent to create an imminent apprehension of
harmful or offensive contact) variety. [11]Example: D and P are golfing together. As a prank, D
swings his club towards P’s head, desiring to make P think (falsely) that the club will strike P. D
holds up his swing at the last instant, but due to a hidden defect in the club the clubhead flies off
and strikes P in the fact, injuring him. This is battery, because: (1) D intended to create in P an
apprehension of an imminent harmful or offensive contact; and (2) an actual harmful or offensive
contact ensued.2. “Single intent” vs “dual intent”: What exactly must D intend to do in order to
meet the intent requirement for battery? It’s clear that at the very least, D must intend to bring
about a bodily contact. But must D also intend that the contact be one that will be harmful or
offensive to the plaintiff? Courts are split between two major approaches, which we’ll call the
“single intent” view and the “dual intent” view. [12]a. Two approaches defined: Here’s how the
two approaches differ: “Single intent”: Under the “single intent” approach, the sole intent that D
is required to have is the intent to bring about a bodily contact. “Dual intent”: But under the “dual
intent” approach, D meets the intent requirement for battery only if she possesses two separate



intents: (1) the intent to bring about a bodily contact; and (2) the intent that the contact, if it
occurs, be harmful or offensive to the plaintiff.b. “Dual intent” harder to satisfy: The “dual intent”
standard is the less likely of the two standards to be satisfied: any situation that satisfies “dual
intent” will necessarily satisfy “single intent,” but some situations that satisfy “single intent” will
not satisfy “dual intent.”c. Most courts apply “single intent” standard: Most courts, and the Third
Restatement, apply the single intent standard. Thus the Third Restatement says that “The intent
required for battery is the intent to cause a contact with the person of another. The actor need
not intend to cause harm or offense to the other.” Rest. 3d (Intent. Torts, Tent. Dr. 1), § 102.
[12]Example: P, a woman, and D, a man, are workplace colleagues, but not close friends. D
comes up behind P and gives P a bear hug, thinking honestly (but unreasonably) that P will not
find this contact offensive.In a court using the majority “single intent” standard, D meets the
intent requirement for battery, since he clearly intends to carry out a contact on P’s body (and
whether D intends or believes that the contact will be harmful or offensive to P is irrelevant). But
in a court using the minority “dual intent” standard, D does not meet the intent requirement,
because D has only the first intent (intent to make a bodily contact) and not the second intent
(intent that the contact, if it occurs, be harmful or offensive to the contacted person).C. Contact
that is “offensive” suffices: If the contact is “harmful” — i.e., it causes pain or bodily damage —
this qualifies. But battery also covers contacts which are merely “offensive,” i.e., damaging to a
“reasonable sense of dignity.” [13]Example: D spits on P. Even if P is not “harmed” in the sense of
being caused physical pain or physical injury, a battery has occurred because a person of
average sensitivity in P’s position would have her dignity offended.D. Reasonableness standard
for “offensive” contact: In determining whether a particular contact is “offensive,” the standard is
not whether the particular plaintiff was offended, but whether an ordinary person who is not
unduly sensitive about his dignity would have been offended. [14]1. Ordinary and reasonable
contacts: Thus if A gently pushes past B in a crowded subway, or taps him on the shoulder to
ask directions, no battery will be found even if it turns out that B is unduly sensitive and was in
fact offended by the touching.E. P need not be aware: It is not necessary that P have actual
awareness of the contact at the time it occurs. [15] (Example: D kisses P while she is asleep. D
has committed a battery.)F. Contact beyond level consented to: Battery can occur where P
consents to a certain level of bodily contact, but D goes beyond the consented-to level of
contact. At that point, the consent becomes invalid, and battery results. Look for this “beyond the
consented-to level of contact” scenario when the facts involve either a sporting event or a
medical/surgical procedure. [15]Example: D, a surgeon, agrees to perform liposuction on P’s
thighs. While P is under anesthesia, D decides that D could benefit from liposuction on P’s arms.
Assuming that P is not found to have impliedly consented in advance to the procedure on the
arms, that procedure was battery, because it went beyond the scope of the bodily contact to
which P consented.III. ASSAULTA. Definition: Assault is the intentional causing of an
apprehension of harmful or offensive contact. [16]Example: D, a bill collector, threatens to punch
P in the face if P does not pay a bill immediately. Since D has intended to put P in imminent



apprehension of a harmful bodily contact, this is assault, whether D intends to in fact hit P or
not.B. Intent: There are two different intents, either of which will suffice for assault:1. Intent to
create apprehension: First, D intends to put P in imminent apprehension of the harmful or
offensive contact, even if D does not intend to follow through (e.g., D threatens to shoot P, but
does not intend to actually shoot P); [17] or2. Intent to make contact: Alternatively, D intends to
in fact cause a harmful or offensive bodily contact.Example: D shoots a gun at P, trying to hit him.
D hopes P won’t see him, but P does. P is frightened, but the shot misses. This is assault.3.
Summary: So D has the requisite intent for assault if D either “intends to commit an assault” or
“intends to commit a battery.” [17]C. No hostility: It is not necessary that D bear malice towards
P, or intend to harm her. (Example: D as a practical joke points a toy pistol at P, hoping that P will
falsely think that P is about to be shot. D has one of the two alternative intents required for
assault — the intent to put P in imminent apprehension of a harmful or offensive contact — so
the fact that D does not desire to “harm” P is irrelevant.) [17]D. “Words alone” rule: Ordinarily,
words alone are not sufficient, by themselves, to give rise to an assault. Normally there must be
some overt act — a physical act or gesture by D — before P can claim to have been assaulted.
(Example: During an argument, D says to P “I’m gonna hit you in the face.” This is probably not
an assault, if D does not make any gesture like forming a fist or stepping towards P.) [17]1.
Special circumstances: However, the surrounding circumstances, or D’s past acts, may
occasionally make it reasonable for P to interpret D’s words alone as creating the required
apprehension of imminent contact. [17]E. Actual contact or apprehension required: Assault
requires an effect: P must either actually undergo a harmful or offensive contact, or be put in
immediate apprehension of such a contact.1. Unsuccessful prank or bluff: So where D is pulling
a prank or making a bluff, if P believes or knows that no imminent harmful or offensive contact
will really occur, and none does occur, there is no assault. [15]Example: D, holding a revolver,
walks into P’s office and says, “I know you’ve been having sex with my wife, and I’m gonna blow
your head off.” The particular gun that D is holding is a toy replica that cannot fire anything, and P
knows this because W has told him so on a previous occasion. D has not committed assault —
even if D intended to put P in fear of an imminent harmful contact (a bullet), the “result”
requirement for assault has not been met because P has not in fact been put in apprehension of
such contact.2. Feared contact with ground or independent object suffices: The harmful or
offensive contact of which P is placed in apprehension does not have to be with D or an
instrumentality under D’s control — it can be with the ground or some other free-standing object.
[18]Example: While P is riding a horse, D jumps up to frighten the horse. D’s purpose is to make
P think that P will fall. P in fact believes he’ll fall, but doesn’t. Since P has been intentionally
placed in apprehension of hitting the ground, D’s act meets the “intentional causing of
apprehension of a harmful or offensive contact” requirement, and constitutes assault.F.
Imminence: It must appear to P that the harm being threatened is imminent, and that D has the
present ability to carry out the threat. [19] (Example: D threatens to shoot P, and leaves the room
for the stated purpose of getting his revolver. D has not committed an assault on P.)G. P



unaware of danger: P must be aware of the threatened contact. [19]H. Threat to third persons: P
must have an apprehension that she herself will be subjected to a bodily contact. She may not
recover for her apprehension that someone else will be so touched. [20]Example: P sees D raise
a pistol at P’s husband. D shoots and misses. P cannot recover for assault, because she did not
fear a contact with her own body.)I. Conditional threat: Where D threatens the harm only if P
does not obey D’s demands, the existence of an assault depends on whether D had the legal
right to compel P to perform the act in question. (Example: P, a burglar, breaks into D’s house. D
says, “If you don’t get out, I’ll throw you out.” There is no assault on P, since D has the legal right
to force P to leave.) [21]IV. FALSE IMPRISONMENTA. Definition: False imprisonment is defined
as the intentional infliction of a confinement. [22]Example: D wants to have sex with P, and locks
her in his bedroom for two hours hoping that P will agree. She does not, and D lets her go. This
is false imprisonment, because D has intentionally confined P for a substantial time.B. Intent: P
must show that D either intended to confine him, or at least that D knew with substantial
certainty that P would be confined by D’s actions. The tort of false imprisonment cannot be
committed merely by negligent or reckless acts. (Example: D, a shopkeeper, negligently locks
the store while P, a customer, is in the bathroom. This is not false imprisonment, since D did not
intend to confine P.) [22]C. Means used: The imprisonment may be carried out by direct physical
means, but also by threats or by the assertion of legal authority. [22-24]1. Threats: Thus if D
threatens to use force if P tries to escape, the requisite confinement exists. [22-23]2. Assertion
of legal authority: Also, confinement may be caused by D’s assertion that he has legal authority
to confine P — this is true even if D does not in fact have the legal authority, so long as P
reasonably believed that D does, or is in doubt about whether D does. (Example: Storekeeper
suspects P of shoplifting, and says, “I hereby make a citizen’s arrest of you.” Putting aside
whether Storekeeper has a privilege to act this way, Storekeeper has “confined” P, if a
reasonable person in P’s position would think that Storekeeper had the authority to make such
an arrest, even if under local law Storekeeper did not have that authority.) [23]D. P must know of
confinement: P must either be aware of the confinement, or must suffer some actual harm.
(Example: P is locked in her hotel room by D, but P is asleep for the entire three-hour period, and
learns only later that the door was locked. This is probably not false imprisonment.) [25]V.
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (IIED)A. Definition: This tort is the
intentional or reckless infliction, by extreme and outrageous conduct, of severe emotional or
mental distress, even in the absence of physical harm. (It’s often called “IIED” for “intentional
infliction of emotional distress”) [25]Example: D threatens that if P, a garbage collector, does not
pay over part of his garbage collection proceeds to D and his henchmen, D will severely beat P.
Since D’s conduct is extreme and outrageous, and since he has intended to cause P distress
(which he has succeeded in doing), D is liable for infliction of mental distress. [State Rubbish
Collectors Assoc. v. Siliznoff]B. Intent: “Intent” for IIED is a bit broader than for other torts. There
are three possible types of mental state by D that will qualify:[1] D desires to cause P emotional
distress;[2] D knows with substantial certainty that P will suffer emotional distress; or[3] D



recklessly disregards the high probability that emotional distress will occur. [25-28]Example: D
commits suicide by blowing his brains out in P’s kitchen while P watches. D, or his estate, is
liable for intentional infliction of mental distress because although P did not desire to cause
distress to P, or even know that distress was substantially certain, he recklessly disregarded the
high risk that distress would occur.C. “Extreme and outrageous”: P must show that D’s conduct
was extreme and outrageous. D’s conduct has to be “beyond all possible bounds of
decency.” [28-29]Example: D, as a practical joke, tells P that her husband has been badly injured
in an accident, and is lying in the hospital with broken legs. This conduct is sufficiently
outrageous to qualify. [Wilkinson v. Downton]1. Bill collectors: A common fact pattern in which D
may be liable for intentional infliction of mental distress is where D is a bill collector. The
collector’s conduct can and often will be sufficiently extreme and outrageous to trigger IIED (e.g.,
repeated abusive phone calls at night; or denouncing P to P’s boss or neighbors as a
“deadbeat”). And it’s no defense to an otherwise proper IIED action that P really owed the money
that D was trying to collect. [27]D. Actual severe distress: P must suffer severe emotional
distress. P must show at least that her distress was severe enough that she sought medical aid.
Most cases do not require P to show that the distress resulted in bodily harm (assuming that the
conduct was directed at P, i.e., that it’s not a “transferred intent” scenario as discussed in Par. E
below). [29-32]E. Directed at third person: If D intentionally or recklessly directs extreme and
outrageous conduct at someone other than P (call this third person X), D will be liable for IIED to
P only if either of two scenarios occurs. [27][1] P and X are close relatives: If P (the person who
suffers the severe emotional distress) and X (the one at whom D’s outrageous conduct is
directed) are members of the same immediate family, P can recover for severe emotional
distress, even if the distress does not result in bodily harm, as long as P was present, and known
by D to be present.[2] P and X are not close relatives: If P and X are not members of the same
immediate family, thenP can recover only if P satisfies two conditions: P was present (and
known to D to be present) at the time; and The emotional distress suffered by P led to bodily
harm.Example 1 (close relatives): In front of P, D pulls a gun and threatens to shoot X to death. P,
who is X’s wife, suffers great emotional distress from watching the episode. P can recover from
D for IIED, even if P never suffered bodily harm from the distress.Example 2 (not close relatives):
Same facts as Example 1, but now P and X are friends, not relatives. If P suffers great emotional
distress without any bodily harm, she (probably) cannot recover from D for IIED. But if P’s
emotional distress leads to bodily harm (e.g., a miscarriage), she can recover.1. P must be
physically present: Notice that in both of the above scenarios (close-relatives and not-close-
relatives), P must in order to recover be physically present, and known to D to be present, when
the conduct occurs. So if P is secretly watching, D won’t be liable.F. Constitutional limits on IIED
awards: The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution places some important limits on the right
of a state to impose liability for IIED. If the conduct by the defendant that causes the distress is
the delivery of a message or communication, a state’s act of awarding damages against the
defendant for IIED may well violate the defendant’s First Amendment freedom of speech.1. P is



a public figure; rule from defamation cases: For instance, a plaintiff who is a public figure
(essentially, a famous or newsworthy person) may succeed with a claim for IIED based on a
communication only if P shows that the defendant either knew that his speech was false or
recklessly disregarded whether it was true. [Hustler Magazine v. Falwell] [30]Example: Hustler
Magazine satirizes religious leader Jerry Falwell as a drunken hypocrite who has sex with his
mother. Held, Hustler’s First Amendment rights mean that Falwell cannot recover against the
magazine for IIED unless he shows that the magazinemade a false statement about him with
knowledge of the statement’s falsity or with reckless disregard of its falsity. [Hustler Magazine v.
Falwell]2. Statement on a matter of public concern: Another way a tort recovery for IIED can
violate the defendant’s First Amendment rights is if the alleged distress stems from the
communicative impact of the defendant’s speech, and the speech involves a matter of public
concern. [Snyder v. Phelps] [31]Example: P is the father of a Marine, Matthew Snyder, recently
killed in Iraq. The Ds are members of the Westboro Baptist Church, a church that thinks God
punishes the U.S. military for tolerating homosexuality. During the course of Matthew’s funeral in
Maryland, the Ds, from a public place nearby, carry picket signs with messages like “God hates
fags,” and “Thank God for Dead Soldiers.” (The Ds apparently believe that Matthew was killed
because of God’s desire to punish the military for not rooting out homosexuality.) P brings a suit
against the Ds for intentionally causing him emotional distress. The jury awards P $4 million in
damages, based on its conclusion that the Ds’ conduct was “outrageous.”Held (by the U.S.
Supreme Court on appeal), for the Ds. Since the Ds’ speech was on a matter of “public concern,”
their First Amendment rights allowed Maryland to regulate that speech only in a “content neutral”
manner. Since the jury likely reached its verdict without observing the required “content
neutrality,” enforcing the resulting damage award against the Ds violated their First Amendment
rights. [Snyder v. Phelps, supra]CHAPTER 3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PROPERTYI. TRESPASS TO LANDA. Definition: As generally used, “trespass” occurs when
either: (1) D intentionally enters P’s land, without permission; (2) D remains on P’s land without
the right to be there, even if she entered rightfully; or (3) D puts an object on (or refuses to
remove an object from) P’s land without permission. [41]B. Intent: The term “trespass” today
refers only to intentional interference with P’s interest in property. There is no strict liability. [42]
(Example: D, a pilot, loses control of the aircraft, and the aircraft lands on P’s property. This is not
trespass to land.)1. Negligence: If D negligently enters P’s land, this is generally treated as the
tort of negligence, not trespass. [42]2. Effect of mistake: If D has the intent to commit a physical
contact with P’s land, D will have the requisite intent for trespass even if his decision to make the
contact is the result of a mistake. Thus D’s mistake about legal title or consent won’t block
liability. [42]a. Reasonableness irrelevant: This is true even if the mistake is reasonable
(assuming the mistake wasn’t induced by anything P did or said).Example: D, an absentee
owner, visits his property, which is a farm. He drives a tractor on what he reasonably thinks is his
parcel, but unbeknownst to him (and without negligence on his part), he drives over what is
really P’s land. This is trespass, despite D’s reasonable ignorance of the fact that the land he is



entering belongs to someone other than D.C. Particles and gases: If D knowingly causes
objects, including particles or gases, to enter P’s property, most courts consider this trespass.
[44]Example: D’s factory, with D’s knowledge, spews pollutants onto P’s land. D has committed a
trespass.D. Air space: It can be a trespass for a plane to fly over P’s property. However, today
most courts find liability only if: (1) the plane enters into the immediate reaches of the airspace
(below federally-prescribed minimum flight altitudes); and (2) the flight substantially interferes
with P’s use and enjoyment of his land (e.g., by causing undue noise, vibrations, pollution). [45]II.
TRESPASS TO CHATTELSA. Definition: “Trespass to chattels” is defined as any intentional
interference with a person’s use or possession of a chattel. [46] D only has to pay damages, not
the full value of the property (as in conversion, below).1. Loss of possession: If P loses
possession of the chattel for any time, recovery is allowed even if the chattel is returned
unharmed. [47] (Example: D takes P’s car for a five-minute “joy ride,” and returns it unharmed. D
has committed trespass to chattels.)2. Contact not causing dispossession: Sppose D merely
makes contact with the chattel, without taking the chattel out of P’s possession. (This
interference with plaintiff’s use or enjoyment is called “intermeddling.”)D is liable for
intermeddling only where some harm to the chattel, or some interference with P’s use and
enjoyment of the chattel, occurs. [47]Example: D, a child, climbs on P’s large dog, and pulls its
ears. No harm to the dog results. D has not committed a trespass to chattels, because D neither
took the dog out of P’s possession, nor harmed the dog or P’s “use and enjoyment” of the
dog.a. lnterference with computers: Some courts says that the “intermeddling” variety of
trespass to chattels occurs where the defendant interferes remotely with the plaintiff’s computer
system, even though the plaintiff never loses possession or use of the computer. Malicious
hacking of P’s system, or the sending of hundreds of unwanted “spam” e-mails to P, might
qualify. [47]B. Mistake as to ownership: As with trespass, the required intent does not
encompass details about ownership. So if D intends to take possession of an object, and does
take possession of it, the fact that D mistakenly believes the object is his own is no defense.
That’s true even if the mistake is a reasonable one. [48]Example: In a restaurant, D takes P’s
coat from the coat rack, thinking it’s her own. An hour later, she discovers the problem and
returns the coat. D committed trespass to chattels as soon as she took possession of P’s coat.
The fact that D honestly and/or reasonably thought the coat was her own does not negate the
tort, or constitute an affirmative defense.III. CONVERSIONA. Definition: Conversion is an
intentional interference with P’s possession or ownership of property that is so substantial that D
should be required to pay the property’s full value. [49]Example: D steals P’s car, then seriously
(though not irreparably) damages it in a collision. D is liable for conversion, and will be required
to pay P the full value of the car (though D gets to keep the car).B. Intent: Conversion is an
intentional tort, but all that is required is that D have intended to take possession of the property.
Mistake as to ownership will generally not be a defense. [49] (Example: D buys an old painting
from an art dealer, and reasonably believes that the art dealer has good title. In fact, the painting
was stolen from P years before. D keeps the painting in his house for 10 years. D is liable for



conversion, notwithstanding his honest mistake about title.)C. Distinguished from trespass to
chattels: Courts consider several factors in determining whether D’s interference with P’s
possessory rights is severe enough to be conversion, or just trespass to chattels. Factors
include: (1) duration of D’s dominion over the property; (2) D’s good or bad faith; (3) the harm
done to the property; and (4) the inconvenience caused to P. [49-50]D. Different ways to commit:
There are different ways in which conversion may be committed: [50-52]1. Acquiring
possession: D takes possession of the property from P.a. Bona fide purchaser: Most courts hold
that a bona fide purchaser of stolen goods is a converter, even if there is no way he could have
known that they were stolen. [50]2. Withholding good: D may commit conversion by refusing to
return goods to their owner, if the refusal lasts for a substantial time. (Example: D, a parking
garage, refuses to give P back her car for a day.) [51-52]3. Destruction: Conversion may occur if
D destroys the goods, or fundamentally alters them.E. Forced sale: If P is successful with her
tort suit, a forced sale occurs: D is required to pay the full value of the goods (not just the amount
of the use or damage, as in trespass to chattels), but gets to keep the goods. [53]CHAPTER
4DEFENSES TO INTENTIONAL TORTSI. CONSENTA. Express consent: If P expressly
consents to an intentional interference with his person or property, D will not be liable for that
interference. [58] (Example: P says to D, “Go ahead, hit me in the stomach — I’ll show you how
strong I am.” If D does so, P’s consent prevents P from suing for battery.)B. Implied consent:
Existence of consent may also be implied from P’s conduct, from custom, or from the
circumstances. [59-60]1. Objective manifestation: It is the objective manifestations by P that
count — if it reasonably seemed to one in D’s position that P consented, consent exists
regardless of P’s subjective state of mind. [59] (Example: D offers to vaccinate all passengers on
their ship. P holds up her arm and receives the vaccination. Since it reasonably appeared to D
that P consented, there will be consent regardless of P’s actual state of mind. [O’Brien v.
Cunard])C. Lack of capacity: Consent will be invalidated if P is incapable of giving that consent,
because she is a child, intoxicated, unconscious, etc. [60-61]1. Consent as a matter of law: But
even if P is incapable of truly giving consent, consent will be implied “as a matter of law” if these
factors exist: (1) P is unable to give consent; (2) immediate action is necessary to save P’s life or
health; (3) there is no indication that P would not consent if able; and (4) a reasonable person
would consent in the circumstances. [60-61]Example: P is brought unconscious to the
emergency room of D, a hospital. D can perform emergency surgery without P’s actual consent
— consent will be implied as a matter of law. Therefore, P cannot sue for battery.D. Exceeding
scope: Even if P does consent to an invasion of her interests, D will not be privileged if he goes
substantially beyond the scope of that consent. [61-63]Example: P visits D, a doctor, and
consents to an operation on her right ear. While P is under anesthetic, D decides that P’s left ear
needs an operation as well, and does it. P’s consent does not block an action for battery for the
left-ear operation, since the operation went beyond the scope of P’s consent. [Mohr v.
Williams]1. Emergency: However, in the surgery case, an emergency may justify extending the
surgery beyond that consented to. [61]2. Athlete’s consent: Participating in a usually-violent



sport, like football or hockey, is generally not considered to constitute consent to all injuries
which may be inflicted by an adversary. Instead, there is an increasing tendency to hold that a
player who intentionally attacks or injures his opponent may be liable in tort. [62]a. Scope of
implied consent: So if P impliedly consents to some types of harmful or offensive contact during
the sport, fellow-participant D won’t be liable for contacts falling within the scope of that implied
consent, but will be liable for contacts going beyond the ones impliedly consented to.b.
Significance of sport’s rules and customs: In determining what contacts the player impliedly
consented to, most courts attach great weight to the rules or customs of the sport. Decisions
recognize at least three major categories of contact, and tend to draw different conclusions
about whether the plaintiff “impliedly consented” to the contact based on the category the
contact falls into:[1] Conduct allowed by rules: The first category consists of contact that is
expressly allowed by the rules and customs of the sport. Where the case falls into this category,
in virtually all courts the plaintiff will be held to have impliedly consented to this type of contact,
even if in the particular situation the result is an unexpectedly grave injury. [62][2] Conduct
punishable but not “beyond the bounds” of the sport: The next category consists of conduct that
violates the rules of the sport, but is considered to be essentially within the ordinary give-and-
take of the sport. Conduct would likely fall into this category if it is subject to some minor penalty,
but not to a severe punishment like automatic ejection or a multiple-game suspension. Again,
most courts would likely hold that such conduct, while against the rules, is of a type that is
sufficiently common (and in most instances insufficiently physically dangerous) that the plaintiff
should be deemed to have impliedly consented to it. [62][3] Reckless or intentionally-harmful
conduct beyond the usual bounds: The final category consists of conduct that not only violates
the rules of the sport, but constitutes a flagrant violation by means of actions that are unrelated
to the normal method of playing the game, and that are done without any competitive purpose.
Scenarios where D intends to physically harm his opponent (or recklessly disregards the danger
of such harm), without any bona fide belief that D is advancing his own team’s competitive
interest, are typical of this category. If the case falls into this category, most courts allow a tort
suit (typically one for battery) to be brought by the injured player against the opponent who
committed the violation, and/or the teams that employed that opponent. [63]Example: P and
Clark are NFL players on opposing teams. (Clark plays for the D team.) At the end of a play,
while P is kneeling, Clark comes up behind P and uses his forearm to hit him on the back of the
head and neck, badly injuring him. P sues D for the tortious act committed by its employee
(Clark). Clark is found at trial to have acted out of anger and frustration, but without any specific
intent to injure P. The trial judge, sitting without a jury, rules that P assumed the risk of Clark’s
conduct, on the theory that “professional football is a species of warfare[.]” P appeals.Held (on
appeal): for P — case remanded for a retrial. The rules and customs of the NFL prohibit the
intentional striking of blows. Where one football player intentionally inflicts a serious injury on
another, the injured player won’t be deemed to have assumed the risk of such a conduct.
[Hackbart v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.] [63]c. A mere negligent violation of rules: Where D’s



conduct in violating the sports rule manifests mere negligence as to the risk of injury to P (rather
than an intention to hurt P or reckless disregard of P’s physical safety), few if any cases allow
recovery.E. Consent to criminal acts: Where D’s act against P is a criminal act, courts are split.
The majority rule is that P’s consent is ineffective if the act consented to is a crime. [65]
(Example: P and D agree to fight with each other. In most states, each may recover from the
other, on the theory that consent to a crime — such as breach of peace — is ineffective.)II.
SELF-DEFENSEA. Privilege generally: A person is entitled to use reasonable force to prevent
any threatened harmful or offensive bodily contact, and any threatened confinement or
imprisonment. [65]B. Apparent necessity: Self-defense may be used not only where there is a
real threat of harm, but also where D reasonably believes that there is one. [66]C. Only for
protection: The defense of self-defense applies only where D uses the force needed to protect
himself against harm. [66]1. Retaliation: Thus D may not use any degree of force in retaliation
for a tort already committed. [66]Example: P hits D with a snowball. Ten minutes later, D hits P
with a snowball, in retaliation. D has committed battery on P, because D’s act was not done in
true self-defense.2. Imminence: D may not use force to avoid harm which is not imminent,
unless it reasonably appears that there will not be a later chance to prevent the danger.
[67]Example: P says to D, “I will beat you up tomorrow.” D cannot beat P up today, to prevent
tomorrow’s attack, unless it appears that there will be no way for D to defend tomorrow.3. Verbal
provocation: D may not use self-defense in response to verbal provocation, such as taunting or
insults. Self-defense is purely a forward-looking idea: D is entitled to prevent imminent future
harm, not redress past harm, especially purely verbal harm. [67]Example: P calls D a liar and a
cheat in front of D’s friends. (Assume that D is not a liar and a cheat, and that P’s words
constitute slander for which D could recover.) P then says to D, “What’re you gonna do about,
you coward?” D hits P in the face. P can recover for battery, and D cannot successfully claim self-
defense. That’s because provocation does not justify self-defense in tort law; only the prevention
of imminent bodily harm can justify it.D. Degree of force: Only the degree of force necessary to
prevent the threatened harm may be used. If D uses more force than necessary, he will be liable
for damage caused by the excess. [67]1. Deadly force: Special rules limit the use of deadly
force, i.e., force intended or likely to cause death or serious bodily injury. [68-69]a. Danger must
be serious: D may not use deadly force unless he himself is in danger of death or serious bodily
harm. (Example: P attacks D with his fists, in a way that does not threaten D with serious bodily
harm. Even if there is no other way for D to prevent the attack, D may not use his gun to shoot P,
even if the shot is intended only to injure P — D must submit to the attack rather than use deadly
force.)E. Retreat: Courts are split on whether and when D has a “duty to retreat” (i.e., to run
away or withdraw) if the threatened harm could be avoided this way. [68]1. Restatement view:
The Second Restatement holds that: (1) D may use non-deadly force rather than retreating; but
(2) D may not use deadly force in lieu of retreating, except if attacked in his dwelling by one who
does not reside in the dwelling. [69]Example: If P attacks D on the street with a knife, under the
Restatement D may use his fists rather than running away, but may not use a gun rather than



running away if running away would avoid the danger. If the attack took place in D’s home, where
P was not also a resident, then D could use the gun.III. DEFENSE OF OTHERSA. General rule:
A person may use reasonable force to defend another person against attack. The same rules
apply as in self-defense: the defender may only use reasonable force, and may not use deadly
force to repel a non-deadly attack. [70]1. Reasonable mistake: The courts are split on the effect
of a reasonable mistake. The modern view is that if a person makes a reasonable mistake about
the need for force (including the degree of danger to the third person), the defense-of-others
defense is not forfeited. [70]a. Unreasonable mistake: But all courts agree that D’s belief in the
need to use force in defense of another (and D’s selection of the level of force to use) must at
least be reasonable. So if D makes a negligent mistake about whether the third person (call her
X) is in physical danger, or about whether D’s proposed physical contact will help avoid the
danger, D will not be able to use the defense-of-others defense.IV. DEFENSE OF
PROPERTYA. General rule: A person may generally use reasonable force to defend her
property, both land and chattels. [70-73]1. Warning required first: The owner must first make a
verbal demand that the intruder stop, unless it reasonably appears that violence or harm will
occur immediately, or that the request to stop will be useless. [70]a. Allow time for intruder to
obey: Furthermore, if the owner does make a request to leave, the owner must give the intruder
sufficient time to obey the request, unless it’s clear that the request will not be heeded.B.
Mistake: The effect of a reasonable mistake by D varies:1. Mistake as to danger: If D’s mistake
is about whether force is necessary, D is protected by a reasonable mistake. [71] (Example: D
uses non-deadly force to stop a burglar whom he reasonably believes to be armed. In fact, the
burglar is not armed. D can rely on the defense of property.)2. Privilege: But if the owner’s
mistake is about whether the intruder has a right to be there, the owner’s use of force will not be
privileged. [71] (Example: D reasonably believes that P is a burglar. In fact, P is a friend who has
entered D’s house to retrieve her purse, without wanting to bother D. Even non-deadly force by D
will not be privileged.)C. Deadly force: The owner may use deadly force only where: (1) non-
deadly force will not suffice; and (2) the owner reasonably believes that without deadly force,
death or serious bodily harm will occur. [71]Example: D sees P trespassing in P’s backyard. D
asks P to leave, but P refuses. Even if there is no way to make P leave except by shooting at him,
D may not do so, since P’s conduct does not threaten D with death or serious bodily harm.1.
Burglary: But a homeowner is generally allowed to use deadly force against a burglar, provided
that she reasonably believes that nothing short of this force will safely keep the burglar out.
[72]D. Mechanical devices: An owner may use a mechanical device to protect her property only
if she would be privileged to use a similar degree of force if she were present and acting herself.
[72-74]1. Reasonable mistake: An owner’s right to use a dangerous mechanical device in a
particular case will be measured by whether deadly force could have been used against that
particular intruder. [72]Example: D uses a spring gun to protect his house while he is away. If the
gun shoots an actual burglar, and state law would have allowed D to shoot the burglar if D was
present, then D will not be liable for using the spring gun. But if a neighbor, postal carrier, or



someone else not engaged in a crime happened to enter and was shot, D would not have a
“reasonable mistake” defense — since D could not have fired the gun at such a person directly,
the spring gun may not be used either.V. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSA. Generally: A property
owner has the general right to use reasonable force to regain possession of chattels taken from
her by someone else. [74-76]1. Fresh pursuit: The privilege exists only if the property owner is in
“fresh pursuit” to recover his property. That is, the owner must act without unreasonable delay.
[74] (Example: A learns that B has stolen a stereo and is in possession of it. A may use
reasonable force to reclaim the stereo if he acts immediately, but not if he waits, say, a week
between learning that D has the property and attempting to regain it.)2. Reasonable force: The
force used must be reasonable, and deadly force can never be used. [74]3. Wrongful taking:
The privilege exists only if the property was taken wrongfully from the owner. If the owner parts
willingly with possession, and an event then occurs which gives him the right to repossess, he
generally will not be able to use force to regain it. [74] (Example: O rents a TV to A. A refuses to
return the set on time. O probably may not use reasonable force to enter A’s home to repossess
the set, because A’s original possession was not wrongful.)B. Merchant: Where a merchant
reasonably believes that a person is stealing his property, many courts give the merchant a
privilege to temporarily detain the person for investigation. [75]1. Limited time: The detention
must be limited to a short time, generally 10 or 15 minutes or less, just long enough to determine
whether the person has really shoplifted or not. Then, the police must be called (the merchant
may not purport to arrest the suspect himself). [75]VI. NECESSITYA. General rule: Under the
defense of “necessity,” D has a privilege to harm the property interest of P where this is
necessary in order to prevent great harm to third persons or to the defendant herself. [77-79]B.
Public necessity: If interference with the land or chattels of another is necessary to prevent a
disaster to the community or to many people, the privilege is that of “public necessity.” Here, no
compensation has to be paid by the person doing the damage. [78-78]Example: Firefighters
demolish D’s house, in which a fire has just barely started, because that is the best way to stop
the fire from spreading much further. The firefighters, and the town employing them, probably do
not have to pay, because they are protected by the privilege of public necessity.C. Private
necessity: If a person prevents injury to himself or his property, or to the person or property of a
third person, this is protected by the privilege of “private necessity,” if there is no less-damaging
way of preventing the harm. [78-79]Example: A, while sailing, is caught in very rough seas. To
save his life, he may moor at a dock owned by B, and will not be liable for trespass.1. Actual
damage: Where the privilege of private necessity exists, it will be a complete defense to a tort
claim where P has suffered no actual substantial harm (as in the above example). But if actual
damage occurs, P must pay for the damage she has caused. [79]Example: On the facts of the
above example, if A’s boat slammed into B’s dock and damaged it, A would have to pay.)2.
Owner may not resist: The main purpose of the doctrine of private necessity is to prevent the
person whose property might be injured from resisting the exercise of the privilege. [79]Example:
P moors his ship at D’s dock, to avoid being shipwrecked by heavy seas. D, objecting to what he



thinks is a trespass, unmoors the ship, causing the ship to be harmed and P to be injured. P may
recover from D, because P’s mooring was privileged by private necessity and D, therefore, acted
wrongfully. [Ploof v. Putnam, 79]VII. ARRESTA. Common law rules:1. Arrest with warrant:
Where a police officer executes an arrest with an arrest warrant that appears to be correctly
issued, he will not be liable even if it turns out that there was no probable cause or the
procedures used to get the warrant were not proper. [80]2. Arrest without warrant: [80]a. Felony
or breach of peace in presence: A police officer may make a warrantless arrest for a felony or for
a breach of the peace, if the offense is being committed or seems about to be committed in his
presence. A citizen may do the same.b. Past felony: Once a felony has been committed, an
officer may still make a warrantless arrest, provided that he reasonably believes that the felony
has been committed, and also reasonably believes that he has the right criminal. A citizen may
make an arrest only if a felony has in fact been committed (though the citizen is protected if she
makes a reasonable mistake and arrests the wrong person).c. Misdemeanor: At common law,
no warrantless arrest (either by an officer or by a citizen) may be made for a past misdemeanor
not involving a breach of the peace.3. Reasonable force: One making an arrest may not use
more force than is reasonably necessary. [81]a. Prevention: Where the arrest is made to prevent
a felony which threatens human life or safety, even deadly force may be used, if there is no other
way to prevent the crime. But where the felony does not involve such danger, deadly force may
not be used.b. Apprehension after crime: If a crime has already been committed, the police may
use deadly force only if the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury
to others. (Example: Officer spots Burglar escaping after his crime. Officer knows that Burglar is
unarmed and unlikely to be violent. Officer may not shoot at Burglar to arrest him, even if there is
no other way to make the arrest.)VIII. JUSTIFICATIONA. Generally: Even if D’s conduct does
not fit within one of the narrower defenses, she may be entitled to the general defense of
“justification,” a catch-all term used where there are good reasons for exculpating D from what
would otherwise be an intentional tort. [82]CHAPTER 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYI.
COMPONENTS OF TORT OF NEGLIGENCEA. Generally: The tort of “negligence” occurs
when D’s conduct imposes an unreasonable risk upon another, which results in injury to that
other. The negligent tortfeasor’s mental state is irrelevant. [94]B. Prima facie case: The five
components of a prima facie case for negligence are: [94]1. Duty: A legal duty requiring D to
conduct himself according to a certain standard, so as to avoid unreasonable risk to others;2.
Failure to conform: A failure by D to conform his conduct to this standard. (This element can be
thought of as “carelessness.”)3. Cause in fact: A showing that D’s failure to act with reasonable
care was the “cause in fact” of the injury to plaintiff. Generally, “cause in fact” means a “but for”
cause, i.e., a cause without which the injury wouldn’t have occurred.4. Proximate cause: A
sufficiently close causal connection between D’s act of negligence and the harm suffered by P
that it’s fair to hold D liable, as a matter of policy. This is “proximate cause.”5. Actual damage:
Actual damage suffered by P. (Compare this to most intentional torts, such as trespass, where P
can recover nominal damages even without actual injury.)Note: When we say that these five



elements make up a “prima facie case” for negligence, what we mean is that if as part of P’s
case in chief, P fails to prove any of these five elements, D will be entitled to a directed verdict by
the judge (and the jury won’t even get to deliberate).II. UNREASONABLE RISKA. Generally: P
must show that D’s conduct imposed an unreasonable risk of harm on P (or on a class of
persons of whom P is a member). [95]1. Not judged by results: It is not enough for P to show
that D’s conduct resulted in a terrible injury. P must show that D’s conduct, viewed as of the time
it occurred, without benefit of hindsight, imposed an unreasonable risk of harm. [95]B.
Balancing: In determining whether the risk of harm from D’s conduct was so great as to be
“unreasonable,” courts use a balancing test: “Where an act is one which a reasonable [person]
would recognize as involving a risk of harm to another, the risk is unreasonable and the act is
negligent if the risk is of such magnitude as to outweigh what the law regards as the utility of the
act or of the particular manner in which it is done.” [95-96]1. Seriousness can outweigh
unlikelihood: So the more serious the potential injury, the less probable its occurrence need be
before the defendant will be held to be negligent for not guarding against it. Thus if a reasonable
person would realize that a potential injury, if it came to pass, would be extremely grave, there
may be liability even though it was relatively unlikely that the accident would occur.C. Warnings:
One of the ways the risks of conduct can be reduced is by giving warnings of danger. The fact
that D gave a warning of dangers to P in particular, or the public in general, is thus a factor that
will make it less likely that D will be found negligent when the danger that was warned of results
in an accident. [97]1. Failure to warn can itself be negligent: If D fails to give a warning of a
danger that he knows about, and the warning could have been easily given, the mere failure to
warn can itself constitute negligence.2. Does not immunize D: However, it’s clear that even if D
does give a warning, this does not immunize D from negligence liability — if D’s activity is
unreasonably dangerous (evaluated by balancing its benefits against its risks) despite D’s
warning to P, D will still be liable.Example: Dave, while moving out of his second-floor apartment,
throws an old television out the window, aiming for a dumpster on the ground below the window.
Just before he throws the TV, he yells out “Look out below.” Paula, a pedestrian, does not hear
the warning because she is talking on her cellphone. Dave can be found negligent despite
having given the warning — it is so dangerous to throw a heavy object out of an upstairs window,
and so easy to discard the object by safer means, that the giving of the warning did not make the
total benefits of Dave’s conduct outweigh its dangers.III. THE REASONABLE PERSONA.
Objective standard: The reasonableness of D’s conduct is viewed under an objective standard:
Would a “reasonable person of ordinary prudence,” in D’s position, do as D did? D does not
escape liability merely because she intended to behave carefully or thought she was behaving
carefully. [98]B. Physical and mental characteristics: The question is whether D behaved
reasonably “under the circumstances.” “The circumstances” generally include the physical
characteristics of D himself. [98-101]1. Physical disability: Thus if D has a physical disability, the
standard for negligence is what a reasonable person with that physical disability would have
done. [98-99] (Example: P is blind and is struck while crossing the street using a cane. If the



issue is whether P was contributorily negligent, the issue will be whether a blind person would
have crossed the street in that manner.)2. Mental characteristics: The ordinary reasonable
person is not deemed to have the particular mental characteristics of D. [100] (Example: If D is
more stupid, or more careless, than an ordinary person, this will not be a defense.)3.
Intoxication: Intoxication is no defense — even if D is drunk, she is held to the standard of
conduct of a reasonable sober person. [101]4. Children: A child is held to the level of conduct of
a reasonable person of that age and experience, not that of an adult. [101]a. Adult activity: But
where a child engages in a potentially dangerous activity normally pursued only by adults, she
will be held to the standard of care that a reasonable adult doing that activity would
exercise.Example: If D operates a motorboat, an activity that is potentially dangerous and
normally pursued by adults, D must match the standard of care of a reasonable adult boater.C.
Custom: Courts generally allow evidence as to custom for the purpose of showing presence or
absence of reasonable care. However, this evidence is generally not conclusive. [103]1.
Evidence by D: Thus where D shows that everyone else in the industry does things the way D
did them, the jury is still free to conclude that the industry custom is unreasonably dangerous
and thus negligent. [104]Example: D operates a tugboat without a radio; the fact that most
tugboats in the industry do not yet have radios does not prevent the jury from holding that D’s
lack of a radio was negligent. [The T.J. Hooper]2. Proof by plaintiff: Conversely, proof offered by
P that others in D’s industry followed a certain precaution that D did not, will be suggestive but
not conclusive evidence that D was negligent. [103]D. Emergencies: If D is confronted with an
emergency, and is forced to act with little time for reflection, D must merely behave as a
reasonable person would if confronted with the same emergency, not as a reasonable person
would with plenty of time to think. [104]Example: D is a cab driver. A thief jumps in the cab, points
a gun at D’s head, and tells him to drive fast. D, in a panic, mistakenly puts the car in reverse and
injures P. The issue is whether a cab driver confronted with a gun-pointing thief would or might
have behaved as D did, not whether a cab driver in ordinary circumstances would have behaved
that way.E. Anticipating conduct of others: A reasonable person possesses at least limited
ability to anticipate the conduct of others. [105-108]1. Negligence: D may be required to
anticipate the possibility of negligence on the part of others. [105] (Example: It may be
negligence for D to presume that all drivers near him will behave non-negligently, and that these
others will not speed, signal properly, etc.)a. Parental supervision: A parent has a duty to
exercise reasonable care to supervise the conduct of his or her minor child, to prevent the child
from intentionally harming others or posing an unreasonable risk of harm to others. [105]i. Direct
liability: This principle does not make the parent “vicariously liable” for the child’s torts. Instead, it
constitutes direct negligence by the parent not to use reasonable care in controlling the child,
where the parent has the ability to control the child, and knows or should have known of the risk
being posed by the child’s conduct.Example: As Mom is aware, Kid, her 10-year-old son, is
skateboarding on the sidewalk in front of their house, in a way that poses great danger to
pedestrian passersby. Mom knows that she could control Kid to prevent him from skateboarding



in this manner, but she unreasonably decides that the risks posed by Kid are small enough to
make it not worth Mom’s while to intervene. Kid runs into P, a little old lady, who is badly injured.P
can recover against Mom, for failing to use reasonable care to prevent Kid from dangerous
skateboarding, given that Mom both (1) knew or should have known that she had the ability to
control Kid and (2) knew or should have known that Kid’s behavior was risky to pedestrians.2.
Criminal or intentionally tortious acts: Normally the reasonable person (and, hence, D) is entitled
to presume that third persons will not commit crimes or intentional torts. [107-108]a. Special
knowledge: But if D has a special relationship with either P or a third person, or special
knowledge of the situation, then it may be negligence for D not to anticipate a crime or
intentional tort.Example: It may be negligence for D, a psychiatrist, not to warn P that a patient of
D’s is dangerous to P. [Tarasoff v. Regents, 107]i. Premises liability: One special relationship
between plaintiff and defendant that may impose a duty on the defendant to protect the plaintiff
against third-party crimes involves “premises liability.” That is, the owner of real estate that is
held open to the public normally has some sort of duty to make reasonable protections against
crimes committed by third persons against those legitimately on the property. [107]Examples: A
store owner, a hotel, or a school may be liable for failing to impose reasonable security
measures to protect against crimes against shoppers, hotel guests or students.IV.
MALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or knowledge: If D has a higher degree of knowledge, skill or
experience than the “reasonable person,” D must use that higher level. [108]Example: D,
because she is a local resident, knows that a stretch of highway is exceptionally curvy and thus
dangerous. D drives at a rate of speed that one who did not know the terrain well would think
was reasonable, and crashes, injuring her passenger, P. Even though D’s driving would not have
represented carelessness if done by a reasonable person with ordinary knowledge of the road,
D was responsible for using her special knowledge and is negligent for not doing so.B.
Malpractice generally: Professionals, including doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers, etc.,
must act with the level of skill and learning commonly possessed by members of the profession
in good standing. [108-112]1. Good results not guaranteed: The professional will not normally
be held to guarantee that a successful result will occur, only that she will use the requisite
minimum skill and competence. [108]2. Specialists: If D holds herself out as a specialist in a
certain niche in her profession, she will be held to the minimum standard of that specialty. [109]
(Example: An M.D. who holds herself out as an ophthalmologist must perform to the level of the
minimally competent ophthalmologist, not merely to the minimum level of the internist or general
practitioner.)3. Minimally qualified member: It is not enough for P to prove that D performed with
less skill than the average member of the profession. D must be shown to have lacked the skill
level of the minimally qualified member in good standing. [109]a. Novice: One who is just
beginning the practice of his special profession is held to the same level of competence as a
member of the profession generally. [112] (Example: A lawyer who has just passed the bar does
not get the benefit of a lower standard — he must perform at the level of minimally competent
lawyers generally, not novices.)4. Community standards: Traditionally, doctors and other



professionals have been bound by the professional standards prevailing in the community in
which they practice, not by a national standard. [110] (Example: Traditionally, the “country
doctor” need not perform with the skill commonly found in cities.)a. Change in rule: But this rule
is on its way out, and many if not most courts would today apply a national standard. In “modern”
courts, P may therefore use expert testimony from an expert who practices outside of D’s
community.5. Informed consent: In the case of a physician, part of the professional duty is to
adequately disclose the risks of proposed treatment to the patient in advance. The rule requiring
adequate disclosure is called the rule of “informed consent.” The doctor must disclose to the
patient all risks inherent in the proposed treatment which are sufficiently material that a
reasonable patient would take them into account in deciding whether to undergo the treatment.
Failure to get the patient’s adequate consent is deemed a form of malpractice and thus a form of
negligence. (In some cases, usually older ones, failure to get informed consent transforms the
treatment into battery.) [111-112]V. AUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTESA. Generally: A minority
of states still have “automobile guest statutes” on their books. These generally provide that an
owner-driver is not liable for any injuries received by his non-paying passenger, unless the driver
was grossly negligent or reckless. [113]VI. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER
SE)A. “Negligence per se” doctrine: Most courts apply the “negligence per se” doctrine: when a
safety statute has a sufficiently close application to the facts of the case at hand, an unexcused
violation of that statute by D is “negligence per se,” and thus conclusively establishes that D was
negligent. [115]1. Restatement standard: The Third Restatement articulates the doctrine this
way: “An actor is negligent if, without excuse, the actor violates a statute that is designed to
protect against the type of accident the actor’s conduct causes, and the accident victim is within
the class of persons the statute is designed to protect.” [115]Example: D drives at 65 m.p.h. in a
55 m.p.h. zone. While so driving, he strikes and injures P, a pedestrian. Because the 55 m.p.h.
limit is a safety measure designed to protect against accidents, and because pedestrians are
among those the statute aims to protect, the fact that D has violated the statute without excuse
conclusively establishes that D was negligent — D will not be permitted to argue that it was in
fact safe to drive at 65 m.p.h.2. Ordinances and regulations: In virtually all states, the
negligence per se doctrine applies to the violation of a statute. Where the violation is of an
ordinance or regulation, courts are split about whether the doctrine should apply, but most
courts still apply it. [116]B. Statute must apply to facts: The negligence per se doctrine will apply
only where P shows that the statute was intended to guard against the kind of injury in question.
[116-120]1. Protection against particular harm: This means that the statute must have been
intended to protect against the particular kind of harm that P seeks to recover for. [116]Example:
A statute requires that when animals are transported, each breed must be kept in a separate
pen. D, a ship operator, violates the statute by herding P’s sheep together with other animals.
Because there are no pens, the sheep are washed overboard during a storm. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because the statute was obviously intended to protect only against
spread of disease, not washing overboard. [Gorris v. Scott, 116-116]2. Class of persons



protected: Also, P must be a member of the class of persons whom the statute was designed to
protect. [117]Example: A statute requires all factory elevators to be provided with a certain safety
device. The legislative history shows that the purpose was only to protect injuries to employees.
P, a business visitor, is injured when the elevator falls due to lack of the device. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because he was not a member of the class of persons whom the
statute was designed to protect.C. Excuse of violation: The court is always free to find that the
statutory violation was excused, as long as the statute itself does not show that no excuses are
permitted. [118-120]1. Typical reasons: Some typical reasons for finding D’s violation to be
excused are:[a] D was reasonably unaware of the “factual circumstances” that make the statute
applicable;Example: A statute prohibits any contractor from doing excavation within 10 feet of a
high-voltage power line. D, a contractor, excavates within 6 feet of such a line. However, D
reasonably fails to realize that the line is present because it is obscured by heavy foliage. D
knocks down the line, injuring P, a bystander.Because D neither knew nor should have known of
“the factual circumstances” that made the statute applicable to his particular excavation session,
the negligence per se doctrine will not apply to his conduct.[b] D made a reasonable and
diligent attempt to comply;[c] The violation was due to the confusing way the requirements of
the statute were presented to the public;Example: A road sign on Main St. says “No Left Turn.”
The sign is placed just before two roads turn off of Main St., Maple and Oak. A reasonable driver
could be confused about whether the sign means that left turns are prohibited onto Maple, Oak,
or both. D, reasonably believing that the sign applies to Maple but not to Oak, turns left onto
Oak, and collides with P. D would not be subject to liability under negligence per se, because the
confusing nature of the sign would excuse his non-compliance.[d] Compliance would have
involved a greater risk of harm.D. Causal link: Even where the statute is applicable to the facts,
the defendant’s “negligence per se” does not make her liable unless the plaintiff shows that there
is a causal link between the act constituting a violation and the resulting injury. [118]1. Warnings
and safety devices: This is important in cases involving warnings or safety devices — if D
violates a statute requiring a particular type of warning or safety device, but the accident would
have happened anyway, even if the warning or device had been furnished as required, then the
negligence per se doesn’t matter. [118]Example: A statute requires all prescription drug-makers
to insert into the drug package a warning of adverse side effects. D fails to insert an appropriate
warning of a particular side effect, cardiac arrhythmia, in a drug it manufactures. P buys the drug
and contracts fatal arrhythmia. P’s estate argues that the omission of the warning was
negligence per se.If D can show that neither P nor anyone in his household ever read warnings
that accompany prescription drugs, D should win. That’s because D has shown that the statutory
violation had no causal connection to the harm (since the harm would have occurred even if the
never-to-be-read warning had been placed in the package), so the violation won’t matter.E.
Comparative negligence per se : D may get the benefit of comparative negligence per se where
P violates a statute. [120] (See C-59 for a discussion of comparative negligence
generally).Example: Cars driven by P and D collide. If P was violating the speed limit, D can use



the negligence per se doctrine to establish that P was comparatively negligent, thus reducing P’s
recovery.F. Compliance not dispositive: The fact that D has fully complied with all applicable
safety statutes does not by itself establish that he was not negligent — the finder of fact is
always free to conclude that a reasonable person would take precautions beyond those required
by statute. [121]VII. PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Burden of proof: In a negligence case
(as in almost all tort cases) P bears the “burden of proof.” This is actually two distinct burdens:
[122-123]1. Burden of production: First, P must come forward with some evidence that P was
negligent, that P suffered an injury, that D’s negligence proximately caused the injury, etc. This
burden is known as the “burden of production.” This burden shifts from P to D, and perhaps back
again during the trial. [122-123]2. Burden of persuasion: Second, P bears the “burden of
persuasion.” This means that as the case goes to the jury, P must convince the jury that it is
more probable than not that his injuries are due to D’s negligence. [123]VIII. RES IPSA
LOQUITURA. Generally: The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur (“the thing speaks for itself”) allows P
to point to the fact of the accident, and to create an inference that, even without a precise
showing of how D behaved, D was probably negligent.Example: A barrel of flour falls on P’s
head as he walks below a window on the street. At trial, P shows that the barrel fell out of a
window of D’s shop, and that barrels do not fall out of windows without some negligence. By use
of the res ipsa loquitur doctrine, P has presented enough evidence to justify a verdict for him, so
unless D comes up with rebuttal evidence that the barrel did not come from his shop or was not
dropped by negligence, D will lose. [Byrne v. Boadle] [126]B. Four requirements for: Courts
generally impose 4 (sometimes 5) requirements for the res ipsa doctrine:[1] No direct evidence
of D’s conduct: There must be no direct evidence of how D behaved in connection with the
event. [127][2] Seldom occurring without negligence: P must demonstrate that the harm that
occurred does not normally occur except through the negligence of someone. [126]Example: If
an airplane crashes without explanation, P will generally be able to establish that airplanes
usually do not crash without some negligence, thus meeting this requirement.[3] Negligence
was probably by D: P must demonstrate that any negligence that caused the accident was
probably by D (or by someone for whose conduct D is responsible).Example: P, while walking on
the sidewalk next to D hotel, is hit by a falling bottle. Without more proof, P has not satisfied the
requirement that any negligence be shown to be attributable to D, because a guest, rather than
the hotel, may be the one whose negligence caused the bottle to drop.[4] Not due to plaintiff: P
must establish that the accident was probably not due to his own conduct. [131][5] Evidence
more available to D: Some courts also require that evidence of what really happened be more
available to D than to P. [132]C. Usually caused by negligence: Requirement [2] above — that
the accident be of a type that usually doesn’t occur without negligence — is often hotly
contested.1. Certainty not required: The plaintiff is not required to demonstrate that there were
no other possible causes of the accident. She must merely prove that most of the time, this type
of accident is caused by someone’s negligence.2. How “usually caused by negligence” is to be
proven: How does the plaintiff go about carrying her burden of establishing that the accident at



issue is of a type that usually does not happen without the negligence of someone?a. Jury’s
own experience: Often, the jurors can use their own common sense and experience to
recognize that the accident is of a type that typically does not occur without the negligence of
someone.b. Need for expert testimony: But in other situations, the type of accident will be so
outside the experience of most jurors that the jurors cannot reasonably rely on their experience
and common sense to determine whether the accident is of a type that usually does not occur
without negligence. In this situation, the plaintiff will need to present expert testimony by
someone who is familiar with the type of accident in question, who will say that this type of bad
outcome usually doesn’t happen without someone’s negligence. [127]i. Medical malpractice
cases: For instance, in many medical malpractice cases, jurors will not have enough experience
with the type of poor outcome at issue to be able to reliably determine that this type of bad
outcome is usually caused by negligence on the part of the medical professional(s) handling the
matter. Therefore, most courts allow the plaintiff to introduce expert testimony that this type of
poor outcome is usually due to a failure to follow medical standards. And often, courts hold that
such expert testimony is not just allowed but necessary, so that as a matter of law, the plaintiff’s
failure to offer it prevents use of res ipsa. [James v. Wormuth]D. Showing that negligence was
probably defendant’s: Requirement [3] above — proof that the negligence was probably that of
the defendant — is also often contested.1. Older “exclusive control” standard: In older cases,
this requirement is usually expressed by stating that the plaintiff must demonstrate that the
instrumentality that caused the harm was at the relevant times within the “exclusive control” of
the defendant. [129]Example: During the great V-J celebration, P is walking on the sidewalk next
to D Hotel, when she is hit by a falling armchair. P proves no other facts at trial.Held, “A hotel
does not have exclusive control, either actual or potential, of its furniture. The guests have, at
least, partial control.” Therefore, P has failed to establish the requirement for res ipsa. [Larson v.
St. Francis Hotel]2. Modern “other causes eliminated” standard: However, modern cases have
usually abandoned the traditional requirement that the “instrumentality” that caused the harm be
shown to have been within the “exclusive control” of the defendant. The modern cases say
merely that the circumstances must be such that any negligence was probably that of the
defendant rather than attributable to the plaintiff or third parties. [129]Example: Consumer buys a
new car. The day after the purchase, the brakes fail, and Consumer strikes Pedestrian.
Consumer has had exclusive control the car prior to the accident, but there is no reason to
believe that Consumer was the negligent one. Rather, there is every reason to believe that the
responsible party is the manufacturer. So in most modern courts, Pedestrian will not have a res
ipsa claim against Consumer (but have a res-ipsa-like claim against the manufacturer) even
though the car was under Consumer’s exclusive control immediately prior to the accident.E.
Effect of res ipsa : Usually, the effect of res ipsa is to permit the jury to infer that D was negligent
(and that the negligence caused the accident), even though there is no direct evidence of
negligence. Res ipsa thus allows a particular kind of circumstantial evidence. When res ipsa is
used, P has met his burden of production, and is thus entitled to go to the jury. [132]F. Rebuttal



evidence:1. General evidence of due care: If D’s rebuttal is merely in the form of evidence
showing that he was in fact careful, this will almost never be enough to give D a directed verdict
— the case will still go to the jury. [133]2. Rebuttal of res ipsa requirements: But if D’s evidence
directly disproves one of the requirements for the doctrine’s application, then D will get a
directed verdict (assuming there is no prima facie case apart from res ipsa). [133] (Example: If, in
a state that requires exclusive control by D, D can show that the instrument that caused the harm
was not within his control at all relevant times, the doctrine will not apply, and D may get a
directed verdict.)G. Typical contexts: Here are a couple of contexts in which the res ipsa issue is
especially likely to arise:1. Airplane accidents: A commercial airplane accident in which the
plane crashes into an obstruction like a mountain, often furnishes a good illustration of res ipsa.
[128]a. Res ipsa applies: Today, airplanes don’t usually fly into obstructions without someone’s
negligence, at least in clear weather. Therefore, the estate of a dead passenger will normally be
deemed to have established negligence merely by showing that the plane crashed into an
obstruction in good weather.i. Rebuttal: But the airline is always free to try to rebut the evidence,
such as by showing that an unforeseeable explosion caused the airplane to veer off course into
the obstruction.2. Car accidents: Plaintiffs often attempt to apply res ipsa to car accidents. The
analysis varies sharply with whether there are multiple vehicles involved or just one. [128]a.
Multiple vehicles: Res ipsa usually does not apply to car crashes involving multiple vehicles. In
most multi-vehicle crashes, it generally cannot be said that that type of accident does not
happen without someone’s negligence. Furthermore, even if someone’s negligence were
probable, usually the negligence of persons other than the defendant (e.g., the plaintiff, driving
in a separate car) cannot be sufficiently eliminated by the evidence.b. Single-car accident: On
the other hand, if the accident is a single-vehicle one (e.g., between a driver and a pedestrian),
then res ipsa will often apply, since such accidents usually involve driver negligence.Example: P,
a pedestrian walking along the road, is struck from the rear by D’s car. P is probably entitled to
use res ipsa to create an inference of D’s negligence, since such accidents usually involve driver
negligence.i. Rebuttal evidence: But D is always free to come up with evidence rebutting the res
ipsa inference of negligence (e.g., that D had an unforeseeable heart attack just before the
accident, or, in the above example, that P veered directly in front of D just before the
accident).CHAPTER 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTA. Generally:
P must show that D’s conduct was the “cause in fact” of P’s injury. [145]B. “But for” test: The vast
majority of the time, the way P shows “cause in fact” is to show that D’s conduct was a “but for”
cause of P’s injuries — had D not acted negligently, P’s injuries would not have resulted.
[145]Example: P takes her prescription for a medication to D, her local pharmacy. D mistakenly
fills the prescription by giving P pills containing 30 mg of the active ingredient rather than the 20
mg called for by the prescription. After taking the pills, P suffers serious heart arrhythmia, and
sues D for this harm. P can recover only if she proves that had D provided the correct, 20 mg,
pills, P would not have suffered the arrhythmia. In other words, for P to recover, the trier of fact
must be satisfied that the wrong pills were the “but for” cause of P’s arrhythmia. [146]1. Joint



tortfeasors: There can be multiple “but for” causes of an event. D1 cannot defend on the grounds
that D2 was a “but for” cause of P’s injuries — as long as D1 was also a “but for” cause, D1 is
viewed as the “cause in fact.” [146]C. Concurrent causes: Sometimes D’s conduct can meet the
“cause in fact” requirement even though it is not a “but for” cause. This happens where two
events concur to cause harm, and either one would have been sufficient to cause substantially
the same harm without the other. Each of these concurring events is deemed a cause in fact of
the injury, since it would have been sufficient to bring the injury about. [146]Example: Sparks
from D’s locomotive start a forest fire; the fire merges with some other unknown fire, and the
combined fires burn P’s property. Either fire alone would have been sufficient to burn P’s
property. Therefore, D’s fire is a cause in fact of P’s damage, even though it is not a “but for”
cause. [Kingston v. Chicago & N.W. Ry.]D. Multiple fault: If P can show that each of two (or more)
defendants was at fault, but only one could have caused the injury, the burden shifts to each
defendant to show that the other caused the harm. [153]Example: P, D1 and D2 go hunting
together. D1 and D2 simultaneously fire negligently, and P is struck by one of the shots. It is not
known who fired the fatal shot. The court will put the burden on each of the Ds to show that it
was the other shot which hit P — if neither D can make this showing, both will be liable.
[Summers v. Tice]1. The “market share” theory: In product liability cases, courts often apply the
“market share” theory. If P cannot prove which of three or more persons caused his injury, but
can show that all produced a defective product, the court will require each of the Ds to pay that
percentage of P’s injuries which that D’s sales bore to the total market sales of that type of
product at the time of injury. The theory is used most often in cases involving prescription drugs.
[153-154]Example: 200 manufacturers make the drug DES. P shows that her mother took the
drug during pregnancy, and that the drug caused P to develop cancer. P cannot show which
DES manufacturer produced the drug taken by her mother. Held, any manufacturer who cannot
show that it could not have produced the particular doses taken by P’s mother will be liable for
the proportion of any judgment represented by that manufacturer’s share of the overall DES
market. [Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 154]a. National market share: In determining market
share, courts usually use a national, rather than local, market concept. [154]b. No joint-and-
several liability: Courts adopting the “market share” approach often reject joint-and-several
liability — they allow P to collect from any defendant only that defendant’s proportionate share of
the harm caused. [154]Example: P sues a single D, and shows that that D counted for 10% of
the market. P’s total damages are $1 million. If “market share” is the theory of liability, most
courts will allow P only to recover $100,000 from D — D will not be made jointly and severally
liable for P’s entire injuries.E. Increased risk, not yet followed by actual damage: Where D’s
conduct has increased the risk that P will suffer some later damage, but the damage has not yet
occurred, most courts deny P any recovery for that later damage unless he can show that it is
more likely than not to occur eventually. But some courts now allow recovery for such damage,
discounted by the likelihood that the damage will occur. [152]Example: D, an M.D., negligently
operates on P. The operation leaves P with a 20% risk of contracting a particular disease in the



future. At the time of trial, P does not yet have the disease. Most courts would not let P recover
anything for the risk of getting the disease in the future. But some might let P recover damages
for having the disease, discounted by 80% to reflect the 80% chance that P won’t get the
disease after all.II. PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. General: Even after P has shown that
D was the “cause in fact” of P’s injuries, P must still show that D was the “proximate cause” of
those injuries. The proximate cause requirement is a policy determination that a defendant, even
one who has behaved negligently, should not automatically be liable for all the consequences,
no matter how improbable or far-reaching, of his act. Today, the proximate cause requirement
usually means that D will not be liable for the consequences that are very unforeseeable.
[155]Example: D, driving carelessly, collides with a car driven by X. Unbeknownst to D, the car
contains dynamite, which explodes. Ten blocks away, a nurse who is carrying P, an infant, is
startled by the explosion, and drops P. P will not be able to recover against D, because the
episode is so far-fetched — it was so unforeseeable that the injury would occur from D’s
negligence — that courts will hold that D’s careless driving was not the “proximate cause” of P’s
injuries.1. Multiple proximate causes: Just as an occurrence can have many “causes in fact,” so
it may well have more than one proximate cause. [155] (Example: Each of two drivers drives
negligently, and P is injured. Each driver is probably a proximate cause of the accident.)III.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYA. The foreseeability rule generally: As the idea is
traditionally stated, D is generally liable only for those consequences of his negligence which
were reasonably foreseeable at the time she acted. [157]Example: D’s ship spills oil into a bay.
Some of the oil adheres to P’s wharf. The oil is then set afire by some molten metal dropped by
P’s worker, which ignites a cotton rag floating on the water. P’s whole dock then burns. Held, D is
not liable, because the burning of P’s dock was not the foreseeable consequence of D’s oil spill,
and thus the oil spill was not the proximate cause of the damage. This is true even though the
burning may have been the “direct” result of D’s negligence. [Wagon Mound No. 1] [158]1. Third
Restatement: The Third Restatement applies the same basic concept as the above
“foreseeability” principle, but formulates it slightly differently: a defendant is “not liable for harm
different from the harms whose risk made the [defendant’s] conduct tortious.” [161]Example 1:
Consider the above example of the oil spill that catches fire. The Third Restatement would
presumably agree with the result in the above example: what made D’s oil spill tortious was that
it was a nuisance (and perhaps a trespass) that risked junking up the wharf with a foreign
substance. The risk of a fire from the spill was not one of the risks that made the spill tortious, so
D isn’t liable for it.Example 2: D gives a loaded pistol to X, an 8-year-old, to carry across the
room and put in a cabinet. While X is carrying the pistol, he drops it. The gun lands on the bare
foot of P, X’s playmate, and because of its one-pound weight breaks P’s toe.Under the Third
Restatement’s “harms that made D’s conduct tortious” test, D would not be liable to P, since what
made the entrustment of the gun by D to a child negligent was the risk of shooting (including a
shooting caused by dropping of the gun), not the risk of a foot injury from the weight of the gun if
the gun was dropped. [164]B. Unforeseeable plaintiff: The general rule that D is liable only for



foreseeable consequences is also usually applied to the “unforeseeable plaintiff” problem. That
is, if D’s conduct is negligent as to X (in the sense that it imposes an unreasonable risk of harm
upon X), but not negligent as to P (i.e., does not impose an unreasonable risk of harm upon P),
P will not be able to recover if through some fluke he is injured. [158-160]Example: X, trying to
board D’s train, is pushed by D’s employee. X drops a package, which (unknown to anybody)
contains fireworks, which explode when they fall. The shock of the explosion makes some
scales at the other end of the platform fall down, hitting P.Held, P may not recover against D. D’s
employee may have been negligent towards X (by pushing him), but the employee’s conduct did
not involve any foreseeable risk of harm to P, who was standing far away. Since D’s conduct did
not involve an unreasonable risk of harm to P, and the damage to her was not foreseeable, the
fact that the conduct was unjustifiably risky to X is irrelevant. D’s conduct was not the “proximate
cause” of the harm to P. [Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co.] [158]C. Extensive consequences from
physical injuries: A key exception to the general rule that D is liable only for foreseeable
consequences is: once P suffers any foreseeable impact or injury, even if relatively minor, D is
liable for any additional unforeseen physical consequences. [162]1. Egg-shell skull: Thus if P,
unbeknownst to D, has a very thin skull (a skull of “egg-shell thinness”), and D negligently inflicts
a minor impact on this skull, D will be liable if, because of the hidden skull defect, P dies. The
defendant “takes his plaintiff as he finds him.” [162]D. General class of harm but not same
manner: Another exception to the “foreseeable consequences only” rule is that as long as the
harm suffered by P is of the same general sort that made D’s conduct negligent, it is irrelevant
that the harm occurred in an unusual manner. [164]Example: D gives a loaded pistol to X, an
eight-year-old, to carry to P. In handing the pistol to P, X drops it, injuring the bare foot of Y, his
playmate. The fall sets off the gun, wounding P. D is liable to P, since the same general kind of
risk that made D’s conduct negligent (the risk of accidental discharge) has materialized to injure
P; the fact that the discharge occurred in an unforeseeable manner — by the dropping of the gun
— is irrelevant. (But D is not liable to Y, since Y’s foot injury was not foreseeable, and the risk of it
was not one of the risks that made D’s conduct initially negligent.)E. Plaintiff part of foreseeable
class: Another exception to the foreseeability rule: the fact that injury to the particular plaintiff
was not especially foreseeable is irrelevant, as long as P is a member of a class as to which
there was a general foreseeability of harm. [164]Example: D negligently moors its ship, and the
ship breaks away. It smashes into a draw bridge, causing it to create a dam, which results in a
flood. The Ps, various riparian owners whose property is flooded, sue. Held, these owners can
recover against D, even though it would have been hard to foresee which particular owners
might be flooded. All of the Ps were members of the general class of riverbank property owners,
as to which class there was a risk of harm from flooding. [Petition of Kinsman Transit Co.]IV.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESA. Definition of “intervening cause”: Most
proximate cause issues arise where P’s injury is precipitated by an “intervening cause.” An
intervening cause is a force which takes effect after D’s negligence, and which contributes to
that negligence in producing P’s injury. [165]1. Superseding cause: Some, but not all,



intervening causes are sufficient to prevent D’s negligence from being held to be the proximate
cause of the injury. Intervening causes that are sufficient to prevent D from being negligent are
called “superseding” causes, since they supersede or cancel D’s liability. [165]B. Foreseeability
rule: Generally courts use a foreseeability rule to determine whether a particular intervening
cause is superseding. [165]1. Test: If D should have foreseen the possibility that the intervening
cause (or one like it) might occur, or if the kind of harm suffered by P was foreseeable (even if
the intervening cause was not itself foreseeable), D’s conduct will nonetheless be the proximate
cause. But if neither the intervening cause nor the kind of harm was foreseeable, the intervening
cause will be a superseding one, relieving D of liability. [165-166]C. Foreseeable intervening
causes: Often the risk of a particular kind of intervening cause is the very risk (or one of the
risks) which made D’s conduct negligent in the first place. Where this is the case, the intervening
cause will almost never relieve D of liability. [166-169]Example: D leaves his car keys in the
ignition, and the car unlocked, while going into a store to do an errand. X comes along, steals
the car, and while driving fast to get out of the neighborhood, runs over P. If the court believes
that the risk of theft is one of the things that makes leaving one’s keys in the ignition negligent,
the court will almost certainly conclude that X’s intervening act was not superseding.1.
Foreseeable negligence: The negligence of third persons may similarly be an intervening force
that is sufficiently foreseeable that it will not relieve D of liability. [167-169]Example: D is a tavern
owner, who serves too much liquor to X, knowing that X arrived alone by car. D also does not
object when X gets out his car keys and leaves. If X drunkenly runs over P, a court will probably
hold that X’s conduct in negligently (drunkenly) driving, although intervening, was sufficiently
foreseeable that it should not absolve D of liability.2. Criminally or intentionally tortious conduct:
A third person’s criminal conduct, or intentionally tortious acts, may also be so foreseeable that
they will not be superseding. But in general, the court is more likely to find the act superseding if
it is criminal or intentionally tortious than where it is merely negligent. [168]D. Responses to
defendant’s actions: Where the third party’s intervention is a “normal” response to the
defendant’s act, that response will generally not be considered superseding. This is true even if
the response was not all that foreseeable. [168-173]1. Escape: For instance, if in response to
the danger created by D, P or someone else attempts to escape that danger, the attempted
escape will not be a superseding cause so long as it was not completely irrational or bizarre.
[169]Example: D, driving negligently, sideswipes P’s car on the highway. P panics, thrusts the
wheel to the right, and slams into a railing. Even though most drivers in P’s position might not
have reacted in such an extreme or unhelpful manner, P’s response is not sufficiently bizarre to
constitute a superseding cause.2. Rescue: Similarly, if D’s negligence creates a danger which
causes some third person to attempt a rescue, this rescue will normally not be an intervening
cause, unless it is performed in a grossly careless manner. D may be liable to the person being
rescued (even if part or all of his injuries are due to the rescuer’s ordinary negligence), or to the
rescuer. [169]3. Aggravation of injury by medical treatment: If D negligently injures P, who then
undergoes medical treatment, D will be liable for anything that happens to P as the result of



negligence in the medical treatment, infection, etc. (Examples: P is further injured when the
ambulance carrying her gets into a collision, or when, due to the surgeon’s negligence, P’s
condition is worsened rather than improved.) [172]a. Gross mistreatment: But some results of
attempted medical treatment are so gross and unusual that they are regarded as superseding.
[170] (Example: While P is hospitalized due to injuries negligently inflicted by D, a nurse kills P
by giving him an injection of morphine which she knows may be fatal, because she wants to
spare him from suffering. D is not liable for P’s death because the nurse’s conduct is so bizarre
as to be superseding.)E. Unforeseeable intervention, foreseeable result: If an intervention is
neither foreseeable nor normal, but leads to the same type of harm as that which was
threatened by D’s negligence, the intervention is usually not superseding. [173]Example: D
negligently maintains a telephone pole, letting it get infested by termites. X drives into the pole.
The pole breaks and falls on P. A properly-maintained telephone pole would not have broken
under the blow. Even though the chain of events (termite infestation followed by car crash) was
bizarre, X’s intervention will not be superseding, because the result that occurred was the same
general type of harm as that which was threatened by D’s negligence — that the pole would
somehow fall down. [Gibson v. Garcia]F. Unforeseeable intervention, unforeseeable results: If
the intervention was not foreseeable or normal, and it produced results which are not of the
same general nature as those that made D’s conduct negligent, the intervention will probably be
superseding. [174-175]1. Extraordinary act of nature: Thus an extraordinary act of nature is
likely to be superseding.Example: Assume that it is negligent to one’s neighbors to build a large
wood pile in one’s back yard, because this may attract termites which will then spread. D builds
a large wood pile. An unprecedentedly-strong hurricane sweeps through, takes one of the logs,
and blows it into P’s bedroom, killing him. The hurricane will probably be held to be a
superseding intervening cause, because it was so strong as to be virtually unforeseeable, and
the type of harm it produced was not of the type that made D’s conduct negligent in the first
place. [174]G. Dependent vs. independent intervention: Courts sometimes distinguish between
“dependent” intervening causes and “independent” ones.1. Dependent: A dependent
intervening cause is one which occurs only in response to D’s negligence.2. Independent: An
independent intervention is one which would have occurred even had D not been negligent (but
which combined with D’s negligence to produce the harm).3. Consequence: Dependent
intervening events are probably somewhat more foreseeable on average, and thus somewhat
less likely to be superseding, than independent ones. But a dependent cause can be
superseding (e.g., a grossly negligent rescue attempt), and an independent intervention can be
non-superseding. [175]H. Third person’s failure to discover: A third person’s failure to discover
and prevent a danger will almost never be superseding. [176]Example: In 2010, Manu
manufactures a power saw that it sells to Factory. The saw contains a hidden design defect that
makes the saw blade likely to snap off, potentially injuring the user. In 2014, Manu discovers the
problem as the result of consumer complaints. Manu then promptly writes a letter to Factory
(addressed to Factory’s president) describing the problem and offering to fix it for free. The



president negligently throws the letter away, instead of reading it or telling anyone on the shop
floor about the danger. In 2016, User, a Factory employee, uses the saw and is injured when the
blade breaks.A third person’s failure to discover a danger will virtually never, by itself, constitute
a superseding cause relieving the original tortfeasor of liability. Therefore, the negligence of
Factory’s president in discarding the letter will not prevent Manu’s defective design from being a
proximate cause of User’s injury, so that negligence won’t block User from recovering against
Manu in strict product liability.1. Third person does discover: Even if the third person does
discover a danger caused by the defendant, the third person’s failure to warn the plaintiff about
that danger usually won’t be superseding.Example: Same facts as above example. Now,
however, Factory’s president reads the recall letter, then due to the press of other business fails
to mention it to User or to get the saw fixed. It’s unlikely that this third-party failure to warn will be
deemed superseding. So Manu’s defective design will still likely be considered a proximate
cause of User’s injuries. (But if Manu repeatedly calls Factory’s president with an offer to fix or
replace the saw for free, and the president simply refuses, that probably would be enough to
relieve Manu from liability to User.)CHAPTER 7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYA.
Joint-and-several liability generally: If more than one person is a proximate cause of P’s harm,
and the harm is indivisible, under the traditional approach each defendant is liable for the entire
harm. The liability is said to be “joint-and-several.” [185] (Example: D1 negligently scratches P. P
goes to the hospital, where she is negligently treated by D2, a doctor, causing her to lose her
arm. P can recover her entire damages from D1, or her entire damages from D2, though she
cannot collect twice.)1. Modern trend cuts back on joint-and-several liability: But there has been
a very sharp trend in recent decades to cut back, or even completely eliminate, joint-and-several
liability. This has been mainly due to the rise of comparative negligence as a replacement for
contributory negligence. (See infra, p. C-59).a. Few states keep traditional rule: As of 2000, only
15 jurisdictions maintained pure joint-and-several liability.b. Hybrids: About 20 states have
replaced joint-and-several liability with one of several “hybrid” schemes that combine aspects of
joint-and-several liability with aspects of pure several liability. Here are the three most common
types of hybrid schemes [187-188]: Hybrid joint-and-several liability with reallocation: Under this
approach, all defendants are jointly-and-severally liable, but if one defendant turns out to be
judgment-proof, the court reallocates the damages to all other parties (including the plaintiff) in
proportion to their comparative fault.Example: P sues D1, D2 and D3 for an indivisible harm. P’s
damages are $100,000. The jury concludes that P is 10% responsible, D1 40%, D2 25% and D3
25%. D1 turns out to be judgment-proof. The court will reallocate based on D1’s insolvency, so
that D2 and D3 are each jointly-and-severally liable for 50/60ths of $100,000 (i.e., $83,333). The
effect is that P and the remaining Ds will share the burden of D1’s insolvency in a ratio to their
relative fault. Hybrid liability based on threshold percentage: Under this approach, a tortfeasor
who bears more than a certain “threshold” percentage of the total responsibility (e.g., 50%)
remains jointly-and-severally liable, but tortfeasors whose responsibility is less than that
threshold are merely severally liable. Hybrid liability based on type of damages: Under this



approach, liability remains joint-and-several for “economic” damages but several for “non-
economic” damages (e.g., pain and suffering).c. Pure several liability: 16 states now have pure
several liability — in these states, a defendant, regardless of the nature of the case, is liable only
for her share of total responsibility.B. Indivisible versus divisible harms: Even where the
traditional rule of joint-and-several liability is in force, it applies only where P’s harm is
“indivisible,” i.e., not capable of being apportioned between or among the defendants. If there is
a rational basis for apportionment — that is, for saying that some of the harm is the result of D1’s
act and the remainder is the result of D2’s act — then each will be responsible only for that
directly-attributable harm. [185]1. Rules on apportionment: Here is a summary of the rules on
when harms will or won’t be capable of being apportioned:a. Action in concert: If the two
defendants can be said to have acted in concert, each will be liable for injuries directly caused
by the other. In other words, apportionment does not take place. [161] (Example: D1 and D2
drag race. D1’s car swerves and hits P. D2, even though his car was not part of the collision, is
liable for the entire injuries caused by D1’s collision, because D1 and D2 acted in concert.)b.
Successive injuries: Courts often are able to apportion harm if the harms occurred in successive
incidents, separated by substantial periods of time. [189]Example: D1, owner of a factory,
pollutes P’s property from 1970-1990. D1 sells to D2, who pollutes P’s property from 1991-2000.
The court will apportion the damage — neither defendant will have to pay for damage done by
the other.i. Consequence of non-apportionability: If P is harmed in successive incidents
involving multiple Ds, courts will usually place the burden of allocating the damages on the Ds,
not on P. In other words, if no one proves how much of P’s damages from the two successive
torts is reasonably allocated to D1 and how much to D2, the court will typically make the Ds
jointly and severally liable, so that the tortfeasors, not the innocent plaintiff, bear the “burden of
unallocability.” [179]Example: D1 and D2 each separately pollutes a stream, poisoning P’s
livestock, and damaging P by $100,000. Neither D (nor P) offers proof allocating the damages
as between D1 and D2. A court will likely hold D1 and D2 jointly and severally liable, on the
theory that the uncertainty about how damages should be allocated between the two should hurt
them, not P.ii. Overlapping: It may be the case that D1 is jointly and severally liable for the harm
caused by both her acts and D2’s, but that D2 is liable only for his own. This is especially likely
where D2’s negligence is in response to D1’s. [190]Example: D1 negligently breaks P’s arm. D2
negligently sets the arm, leading to gangrene and then amputation. D1 is liable for all harm,
including the amputation. D2 is only liable for the amount by which his negligence worsened the
condition — that is, he’s liable for the difference between a broken and amputated arm.c.
Indivisible harms: Some harms are indivisible (making each co-defendant jointly and severally
liable for the entire harm, in a jurisdiction following the traditional approach to joint liability).i.
Death or single injury: Thus the plaintiff’s death or any single personal injury (e.g., a broken arm)
is not divisible. [190]ii. Fires: Similarly, if P’s property is burned or otherwise destroyed, this will
be an indivisible result. [190] (Example: D1 and D2 each negligently contribute to the starting of
a fire, which then destroys P’s house. There will be no apportionment, so D1 and D2 will each be



liable for P’s full damages in a state applying traditional joint-and-several liability.)C. One
satisfaction only: Even if D1 and D2 are jointly and severally liable, P is only entitled to a single
satisfaction of her claim. [191] (Example: P suffers harm of $1 million, for which the court holds
D1 and D2 jointly and severally liable. If P recovers the full $1 million from D1, she may not
recover anything from D2.)II. CONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution generally: If two Ds are jointly
and severally liable, and one D pays more than his pro rata share, he may usually obtain partial
reimbursement from the other D. This is called “contribution.” [193]Example: A court holds that
D1 and D2 are jointly and severally liable to P for $1 million. P collects the full $1 million from D1.
In most instances, D1 may recover $500,000 contribution from D2, so that they will end up
having each paid the same amount.1. Amount: As a general rule, each joint-and-severally-liable
defendant is required to pay an equal share. [193]a. Comparative negligence: But in
comparative negligence states, the duty of contribution is usually proportional to fault.Example:
A jury finds that P was not at fault at all, that D1 was at fault 2/3 and D2 at fault 1/3. P’s damages
are $1 million. P can probably recover the full sum from either D. But if P recovers the full sum
from D1, D1 may recover $333,000 from D2.B. Limits on doctrine: Most states limit contribution
as follows:1. No intentional torts: Usually an intentional tortfeasor may not get contribution from
his co-tortfeasors (even if they, too, behaved intentionally). [194]2. Contribution defendant must
have liability: The contribution defendant (that is, the co-tortfeasor who is being sued for
contribution) must in fact be liable to the original plaintiff. [194]Example: Husband drives a car in
which Wife is a passenger. The car collides with a car driven by D. The jury finds that Husband
and D were both negligent. Wife recovers the full jury verdict from D. If intra-family immunity
would prevent Wife from recovering directly from Husband, then D may not recover contribution
from Husband either, since Husband has no underlying liability to the original plaintiff.C.
Settlements:1. Settlement by contribution plaintiff: If D settles, he may then generally obtain
contribution from other potential defendants. (Of course, he has to prove that these other
defendants would indeed have been liable to P.) [195-198]2. Settlement by contribution
defendant: Where D1 settles, and D2 — against whom P later gets a judgment — sues D1 for
contribution, courts are split among two main approaches: [195-198]a. Traditional rule: The
traditional rule is that D1, the settling defendant, is liable for contribution. This is a bad approach,
because it sharply reduces a defendant’s incentive to settle — she knows that if she settles
early, she may be dragged back into extra liability in the form of contribution to the non-settling
co-defendants.b. “Reduction of P’s claim” rule: Today, most courts deal with this problem by
taking two steps. First, they deny contribution to non-settlers (or later settlers) from the early
settler. But second, they reduce the amount of P’s claim against the non-settlers to reflect the
earlier settlement. These courts vary in how they do this [195]:i. Pro tanto reduction: Some
courts reduce P’s claim by the dollar amount of the settlement (“pro tanto” reduction).ii.
Proportional reduction: On the other hand, some reduce it by the proportion that the settling
defendant’s responsibility bears to the overall responsibility of all parties (the “comparative
share” approach.III. INDEMNITYA. Definition: Sometimes the court will not merely order two



joint-and-severally-liable defendants to split the cost (contribution), but will instead completely
shift the responsibility from one D to the other. This is the doctrine of “indemnity” — a 100%
shifting of liability, as opposed to the sharing involved in contribution. [198]B. Sample situations:
Here are two important contexts in which indemnity is often applied:1. Vicarious liability: If D1 is
only vicariously liable for D2’s conduct, D2 will be required to indemnify D1. [198]Example:
Employee injures P. P recovers against Employer on a theory of respondeat superior. Employer
will be entitled to indemnity from Employee; that is, Employee will be required to pay to Employer
the full amount of any judgment that Employer has paid.2. Retailer versus manufacturer: A
retailer who is held strictly liable for selling a defective injury-causing product will get indemnity
from others further up the distribution chain, including the manufacturer. [198]CHAPTER
8DUTYI. DUTY GENERALLYA. Concept: Generally, a person owes everyone else with whom
he comes in contact a general “duty of care.” Normally, you don’t have to worry about this duty —
it is the same in all instances, the duty to behave with the care that would be shown by a
reasonable person. But there are several situations in which courts hold that the defendant owes
plaintiff less than this regular duty. The most important of these situations are: (1) D generally
has no duty to take affirmative action to help P; (2) D generally has no duty to avoid causing
unintended mental suffering to P; and (3) D has no duty to avoid causing pure economic loss to
P in the absence of more tangible types of harm such as physical injury. [205]II. FAILURE TO
ACTA. No general duty to act: A person generally cannot be liable in tort solely on the grounds
that she has failed to act. [206]1. Duty to protect or give aid: This means that if D sees that P is
in danger, and fails to render assistance (even though D could do so easily and safely), D is not
liable for refusing to assist. (Example: D, passing by, sees P drowning in a pond. D could easily
pull P to safety without risk to D, but instead, D walks on by. D is not liable to P.)B. Exceptions:
But there are a number of commonly-recognized exceptions to the “no duty to act” rule:
[207-214]1. Special relationship: A duty to give assistance may arise out of a “special
relationship” between D and P. [207] Here is a list (from the Third Restatement) of relationships
that impose such a duty of care [207]:[a] the relationship of “a common carrier with its
passengers”;[b] “an innkeeper with its guests”;[c] “a business or other possessor of land that
holds its premises open to the public with those who are lawfully on the premises”;Example: P
gets his finger stuck in an escalator operated by D, a store where P is a customer. If D does not
give P assistance, D will be liable.[d] “an employer with its employees”;[e] “a school with its
students”;[f] “a landlord with its tenants”; and[g] “a custodian with those in its custody, if the
custodian is required by law to take custody or voluntarily takes custody of the other and the
custodian has a superior ability to protect the other.” (Example: The duty of a jailer to a
prisoner.)2. Defendant involved in injury: If the danger or injury to P is due to D’s own conduct,
or to an instrument under D’s control, D has the duty of assistance. This is true today even if D
acted without fault. [208]Example: A car driven by D strikes P, a pedestrian. Even though D has
driven completely non-negligently, and the accident is due to P’s carelessness in crossing the
street, D today has a common-law duty to stop and give reasonable assistance to P.3.



Defendant and victim as co-venturers: Where the victim and the defendant are engaged in a
common pursuit, so that they may be said to be co-venturers, some courts have imposed on the
defendant a duty of warning and assistance. For instance, if two friends went on a jog together,
or on a camping trip, their joint pursuit might be enough to give rise to a duty on each to aid the
other. [208]4. Assumption of duty: Once D voluntarily begins to render assistance to P (even if D
was under no legal obligation to do so), D must proceed with reasonable care. [208]a.
Preventing assistance by others: D is especially likely to be found liable if he begins to render
assistance, and this has the effect of dissuading others from helping P. (Example: If D stops by
the roadside to help P, an injured pedestrian, and other passers-by decline to help because they
think the problem is taken care of, D may not then abandon the attempt to help P.)b. Mere
promise: Traditionally, a mere promise by D to help P (without actual commencement of
assistance) was not enough to make D liable for not following through. But many modern courts
would make D liable even in this situation, if P has a reliance interest.Example: D promises P
that while P is away on a two-week trip, D will visit P’s apartment every day and feed P’s dog. D
then forgets to do this, and the dog is seriously injured. Today, many courts (and the Third
Restatement) would say that D is liable to P, because once he made the promise to render the
assistance, he was required to fulfill the promise with reasonable care. [210]5. Duty to control
others: If D has a duty to make reasonable efforts to control third persons, D can be negligent for
failing to try to exercise that control. [210]a. Special relationship: A duty to control a third person
may arise either because of a special relationship between D and P, or a special relationship
between D and a third person. For instance, some courts now hold that any business open to the
public must make reasonable efforts to protect its patrons from wrongdoing by third
parties.Example: D, a storekeeper, fails to take action when X, an obviously deranged man,
comes into the store wielding a knife. P, a patron, is stabbed. Most courts would find D liable for
failing to take action.b. Only reasonable care required: But even if D has a special relationship
with P that triggers a duty to try to control third persons, D is required only to use reasonable
care to prevent the third-party misconduct. If it’s the case that even reasonable care by D would
not be enough to prevent the third-party from harming P, D will not be liable to P despite the
existence of a special relationship between them.i. Lack of notice: For instance, suppose D is
not on notice that there is a special reason to fear a particular sort of third-party wrongdoing. In
this situation, D’s failure to try to prevent the wrongdoing or to warn against it will not constitute a
failure to use the required due care (since one does not ordinarily have a duty to exercise due
care in a situation not reasonably known to pose a danger).Example: At 7:30 a.m., officials of D
(a university) learn that a shooting has just taken place at Dormitory 1 on D’s campus. The
officials reasonably believe that (1) the shooting is a one-time domestic-violence scenario, and
(2) the unknown shooter has left the area. Therefore, D does not warn other students on the
campus of imminent danger. At 9:45 a.m., the same shooter then enters Dormitory 2, where he
shoots and kills dozens of additional students, including the Ps. The Ps’ estates sue D for failing
to warn them about the imminent danger.Held, for D: even if universities are deemed to have a



special relationship with their students that triggers a duty to warn of imminent dangers
(something the court assumes without deciding), prior to 9:45 a.m. D had no reason to be aware
of the imminent danger of another on-campus shooting. Therefore, as a matter of law, D had no
duty to warn of this essentially unknown new danger, and cannot be held liable for its failure to
issue such a warning. [Commonwealth v. Peterson] [211-212]III. MENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure
mental suffering without physical impact or injury: Suppose the defendant’s negligence is the
cause in fact of intense mental suffering to the plaintiff, but this suffering has been produced
without any physical impact upon the plaintiff. Does the absence of any physical impact itself bar
plaintiff from recovery? As we’ll see, the answer is, “not necessarily.” [219]1. Several categories:
We’ll look at several distinct types of scenarios:[1] P suffers a physical impact or direct physical
injury, and seeks to “tack on” to her claim a recovery for emotional distress (though this is not
one of the “pure emotional distress” scenarios). (See Par. B below.)[2] P witnesses an accident;
she never fears for the physical safety of either herself or anyone else during the episode, but
suffers emotional distress anyway, for which she seeks to recover. (See Par. C below.)[3] P
witnesses an accident or near-accident, and is sufficiently close to the dangerous event herself
that she is for a time in danger of immediate bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but
suffers mental distress from the episode. (See Par. D below.)[4] P witnesses a close relative, X,
suffer a serious bodily injury; P never fears for her own physical safety but nonetheless suffers
emotional distress (on account of her concern for X’s welfare), for which she seeks to recover.
(See Par. E below.)[5] Same as [4], but the person, X, that P witnesses suffer a serious bodily
injury is not P’s close relative. Again, P suffers emotional distress for which she attempts to
recover. (See Par. F below.)[6] P suffers emotional distress without ever being himself at risk,
and without directly witnessing serious injury to anyone else, but because of the special
relationship between P and D (or between D and a third person, X, who suffers injury), for policy
reasons the courts allow P to recover for her own emotional distress. (See Par. G below.)B.
Mental distress damages “tacked on” to case involving physical injury: First, let’s consider a
situation that does not really fall into our “pure mental suffering” category, but that we’ll want to
compare with the various pure-mental-suffering scenarios we’ll be considering. This is the
situation in which D causes an actual physical injury to P’s person (or to P’s property), and P
suffers not just physical injuries but, in addition, mental distress arising out of the episode.
[221]1. P may recover: In this scenario, it’s always been clear, in all American courts, that D is
liable not only for the physical consequences of the impact but also for virtually all the emotional
or mental suffering that flows naturally from it. This includes fright at the time of the injury, “pain
and suffering” stemming from the injury, anxiety about possibility of a repetition, humiliation from
disfigurement, etc. The mental distress claim is said to be “tacked on” to the claim for physical
injury. [221]2. “Parasitic” damages: Such “tacked on” damages from mental suffering are often
called parasitic — they “attach” to the claim for physical injury, analogously to the way a parasite
attaches to the host. The usual reason for allowing parasitic damages is that the existence of a
physical injury to P provides sufficient assurance that the claim of suffering is not being



feigned.C. Emotional distress, unaccompanied by fear of impact on oneself or others: Next, let’s
look at the scenario which furnishes probably the weakest case for allowing P to recover: P
witnesses an accident or near-accident caused by D’s negligence, but the danger takes place
far enough from P that she never fears an imminent impact with her own body, or even with the
body of anyone else nearby. Nonetheless, P later suffers mental distress from the episode. In
this situation, virtually no American courts will allow P to recover for her emotional distress, even
if that distress has physical manifestations. [221]Example 1: P is walking in New York City’s
Times Square. Twenty yards ahead of her, she sees a taxi driven by D speed through a red light,
lose control, and crash into a storefront, though miraculously neither D nor anyone else is
physically injured. At no time does P believe that she or anyone else is likely to be hit by the cab.
Nonetheless, P keeps reliving the near-disaster. She develops nightmares, symptoms of PTSD,
and an ulcer.It is unlikely that any American court would allow P to recover. As we’ll see, there
are several exceptions to the general rule against “stand-alone” recovery for negligent infliction
of emotional distress. But here, where P never even briefly feared that either she or anyone else
was likely to be hit by the cab, none of these exceptions applies. [221]1. “Boundless liability”
fear: Courts’ universal rejection of a stand-alone distress claim like the one in the above example
stems in part from courts’ fear that if such claims were allowed, there would be a flood of
litigation, with no way for courts to distinguish genuine claims from feigned ones. For instance, in
the above example letting P recover would raise the possibility that hundreds of similarly-
situated people walking or riding in Times Square might bring suit, and there would be no line
logically dividing those who should recover from those who shouldn’t.D. P is within the “zone of
danger,” and suffers distress: Our next category is where P witnesses an accident or near-
accident, and is sufficiently close to the dangerous event that she herself is at some point in
danger of immediate bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but suffers mental distress from
the episode. Courts often describe this situation as one in which the plaintiff was “within the zone
of danger.” [222]1. Most courts allow: In this “zone of danger” scenario, most courts today allow
the plaintiff to recover for her emotional distress, if plaintiff shows that the distress was severe.
[222]Example: D is traveling in his car near the Ps’ farm. Through his negligence, the car leaves
the highway, flies through the air, and sheers off a utility pole. Some electric lines, which lead into
the Ps’ house, snap, and an electrical explosion results. Though they are not directly hit by
anything, the Ps suffer an emotional disturbance, with resulting symptoms that are arguably
physical (e.g., loss of weight).Held, for the Ps. Where D’s negligence proximately causes
emotional distress to the Ps (and the distress causes physical symptoms), the Ps can recover
even though they suffered no physical impact. [Daley v. La Croix][222]2. Third Restatement
allows: The Third Restatement similarly allows the plaintiff to recover in this zone-of-danger
situation: “An actor whose negligent conduct causes serious emotional harm to another is
subject to liability to the other if the conduct: (a) places the other in danger of immediate bodily
harm and the emotional harm results from the danger[.]”Example 2: Same facts as Example 1
above. This time, however, when the taxi driven by D goes out of control, P is standing two feet



away. She jumps out of the path of the oncoming cab and barely avoids being hit. If P suffers
severe mental distress from constantly re-living the near-accident, most courts (and the Third
Restatement) will allow her to recover for that distress, because she was within the “zone of
danger.” [223]E. P is a “bystander,” and sees a close relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s turn
to the first of two categories in which the plaintiff is a “bystander” who from a position of safety
watches another person suffer bodily injury due to the defendant’s negligence. In the present
category, the injured third person is a close relative of the plaintiff, such as the plaintiff’s parent,
sibling, or child.As in the above situation illustrated by Example 2 (where the plaintiff was herself
within the “zone of danger”), in the present “bystander watching a close relative be injured”
scenario, most courts today allow the plaintiff to recover for her own distress. [223]1. Rationales:
There are two rationales for allowing recovery here: (a) we don’t have to worry much about
fraudulent claims, since it’s highly likely that a person who watches a close relative be injured
has indeed suffered great distress; and (b) we don’t have to worry about a flood of claims, since
the number of people suffering a bodily injury from a given tortious event will be limited, and
therefore the number of close relatives watching those injuries occur will also be limited.2. Third
Restatement allows: Again, the Third Restatement agrees that the plaintiff should be allowed to
recover: [223]An actor who negligently causes sudden serious bodily injury to a third person is
subject to liability for serious emotional harm caused thereby to a person who:(a) perceives the
event contemporaneously, and(b) is a close family member of the person suffering the bodily
injury.Example 3: P is walking with her 6-year-old son, S, in a cross-walk in Times Square. As P
watches, horrified, a taxi negligently driven by D jumps a red light and runs over S, killing him
instantly. P suffers severe mental distress from watching the accident and re-living it. Most courts
(and the Third Restatement) will allow P to recover against D for her own distress. This recovery
is entirely separate, conceptually, from S’s estate’s right to recover for his bodily injury. [223]3.
Meaning of “close relative”: Courts vary in how close the family relationship must be between the
bystander/plaintiff and the third person who suffers serious bodily harm.a. Sibling, parent, child,
or spouse: A bystander who is the sibling, parent, child, or spouse of the person who suffers the
bodily harm is likely to be found to be sufficiently closely-related that the bystander can recover
for distress. [224]b. More distant relative: But if the relationship is even a little more distant,
courts are likely to deny recovery. Thus one who witnesses the death or serious injury of a
fiancé, a cohabiting significant other, a son-in-law, or an aunt or uncle (even one who has raised
the child who suffers the bodily injury) is likely to be denied recovery.4. Perception must be
“contemporaneous”: Most courts insist that the bystander must perceive the accident (the bodily
harm to the bystander’s close relative) “contemporaneously.” In other words, it’s not enough that
the bystander learns of the accident very soon after it occurs. [224] So the following two
examples produce opposite legal outcomes:Example 4: P, sitting on his front porch, watches a
car negligently driven by D strike, and badly injure, P’s 6-year-old son, S, in the street in front of
P’s house. Because P has “contemporaneously” perceived the physical injury to S, P will be
entitled to recover for P’s own mental distress. [224]Example 5: P is sitting in the kitchen of his



house, which looks out only into P’s backyard. The doorbell rings, and P’s next-door neighbor, X,
tells P, “I just saw your son S be hit by a car on the street; the ambulance just took S to the
hospital.” P rushes to the hospital, where he sees S lying badly injured in the ER. In most courts
— and under the Third Restatement — P will not be allowed to recover for his emotional
distress, because P did not “contemporaneously” perceive the event that caused the harm to P’s
close relative.a. Can “perceive” by another sense: Ordinarily, the contemporaneous “perception”
will be by sight — P observes the accident with his eyes. But other senses, such as hearing, may
also suffice, as long as the “perception” is “contemporaneous.” [225]Example 6: Same facts as
Example 4 above, except that P, while sitting on his front porch, does not have his distance
glasses on, and therefore cannot see what is happening in the street with any detail. But P
knows that his son S is playing in the street. P then hears the squeal of D’s brakes, and hears S’s
screams after he is run over. P has sufficiently “perceived” (through his sense of hearing) the
event that caused the serious bodily harm to S that he will be permitted to recover for his mental
distress.b. Perception that occurs remotely rather than in person: It’s not clear whether the
contemporaneous perception has to occur “in person,” as opposed to via some remote,
electronic means. For instance, if P is video-Skyping with X and sees X hit by a car driven by D,
has P met the “contemporaneous perception” requirement? There is little if any case law on the
issue so far.5. Bodily harm witnessed must be serious: The bodily harm that the bystander
witnesses must generally be serious. So witnessing a close relative’s death, significant
permanent disfigurement, or loss of a body part or function will almost always be sufficient. But
bruises, cuts, single simple fractures, and other injuries that do not require immediate medical
treatment will rarely be sufficient. [225]6. Bodily injury must be “sudden”: The serious bodily
harm suffered by the third person in the plaintiff/bystander’s presence must occur in a “sudden
and dramatic manner,” according to most courts.Example 7: W works for years at a warehouse
owned and operated by D. D negligently stores toxic chemicals there, to which W is unwittingly
exposed. Over a period of months, W’s health gradually deteriorates, and eventually she is left in
a coma. Her husband, H, observes the deterioration with horror, and sues D for distress.Even
though H has been a “bystander” who has directly witnessed the serious bodily harm suffered by
his wife, W, a court will probably not allow H to recover for distress, because W’s bodily harm
was not “sudden.”7. P need not be in “zone of danger” or fear for own safety: In the bystander
scenario, most courts that allow bystander recovery at all do not require that the bystander
himself have ever been in the “zone of danger,” i.e., at risk of direct physical harm. In other
words, as long as the bystander “contemporaneously perceives” the injury to a close relative, the
bystander’s own lack of physical danger does not ruin the claim. [225]Example: Recall Example
4 on p. C-42, where P sits on his porch and watches as his son S is struck down by D’s car. The
fact that P was never in any physical danger himself during the episode does not nullify P’s
distress claim.F. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s
consider the other major category in which a bystander might try to recover: the bystander
witnesses serious bodily harm to another person, but this time the bystander and the physically-



injured person are not close relatives. In this scenario, few if any courts allow the bystander to
recover for mental distress. [226]1. Rationale: This is one of those situations in which courts fear
that allowing recovery will produce a flood of claims, with no easy way to determine which ones
are genuine, and no way to avoid subjecting the defendant to potentially boundless
liability.Example 8: Same basic facts as Example 1 on p. C-40. Now, however, P sees the
runaway cab strike and kill X, a stranger to P. As in Example 1, P is far enough away (20 yards)
from the cab that she never fears that she herself will or may be hit by the cab. Virtually all U.S.
courts would deny P the right to recover for her mental distress, even if that distress
unquestionably stemmed from seeing the accident and resulted in physical manifestations like
ulcers. The same fears of boundless liability and false claims that would result in courts’ rejection
of P’s claim in Example 1 would be cited here. [226]2. P not within zone of danger: The fact that
the bystander and the physically-injured person are not close relatives makes the most
difference when the bystander is never within the zone of danger. That’s because, in most
courts, if the bystander is himself within the zone of danger, that fact will allow the bystander to
recover for emotional distress from the entire episode — the court will typically not try to
distinguish between distress from the bystander’s own narrow escape and distress from the
injury to the nearby non-relative. [226]G. Special relationship or special activity: Finally, there
are a few types of “special” situations, scenarios that involve either a special activity or a special
relationship among the parties, such that courts have decided that the general rule against
recovery for negligently-inflicted emotional distress should not apply even though none of the
above exceptions to the general no-liability rule applies. In these special categories, courts have
concluded that the risk of emotional harm to the plaintiff is so great, and the number of affected
plaintiffs likely to be so small, that the court should not worry about either feigned distress or a
flood of claimants.1. Two main categories: There are two main scenarios that courts have long
recognized as being “special categories” where pure emotional harm should be recoverable:a.
Mishandling of bodies: One is the scenario in which a hospital or funeral home negligently
mishandles a corpse, thereby causing emotional distress to a close relative of the deceased.
[227]Example: Hospital negligently misidentifies a corpse (that of X), causing the corpse to be
cremated instead of sent to a funeral home for burial. X’s immediate family learns of the error,
and suffers great distress because of it. Most courts would allow the family to recover against
Hospital.b. Telegrams announcing death or serious illness: The other is the scenario in which a
telegraph company negligently and incorrectly announces that A is dead or seriously ill, and the
telegraph is delivered to B, A’s intimate family member. [227]2. Extension to other situations: In
recent decades, courts have often recognized other situations as calling for allowing an
emotional distress claim that does not fall within either of the above categories, or within any of
the physical-impact categories we discussed earlier. [227]a. Factors required: Here are a few
examples, taken from actual cases in which the court declined to rule as a matter of law that P
may not recover for distress:[1] D, a medical clinic that has run a blood test on P, negligently
(and incorrectly) informs P that she is HIV positive;[2] D, an obstetrician, negligently mishandles



a pregnancy of P, a patient, leading to a stillbirth that causes P great emotional harm;[3] D, a
fast food chain, negligently serves P a hamburger with human blood on the bun.H. The “at-risk
plaintiff”: Claims for negligent infliction of purely emotional distress are sometimes raised by “at-
risk plaintiffs.” That is, it is often possible to say that a particular plaintiff, by virtue of his exposure
to a certain substance, has suffered an increased likelihood of a particular disease (e.g.,
cancer). May such a plaintiff recover for the purely emotional harm of being distressed by this
increased likelihood of illness, assuming that there are no symptoms of the illness itself?1.
“Cancerphobia”: Liability for emotional distress due to future illness is often referred to by the
umbrella (and not-always-accurate) term “cancerphobia.” For simplicity, we’ll use this term
here.2. Hard for P to win: Plaintiffs have rarely succeeded in recovering for pure cancerphobia,
i.e., cases where the plaintiff cannot show that he has actually suffered bodily harm. Courts put
various obstacles in the path of cancerphobia plaintiffs — including obstacles summarized in
Pars. 3, 4 and 5 below— and it’s the rare plaintiff who can overcome all of these obstacles.
[227]3. Need actual exposure in toxic cases: Most of the cases raising the issue of recovery for
cancerphobia are “toxic tort” cases, i.e., cases in which the plaintiff has been or may have been
exposed to some toxic substance, whether it is the AIDS virus, hazardous environmental waste,
or some other damaging substance. In this situation, most courts have insisted, at a minimum,
that plaintiff show actual exposure to the substance, not merely the possibility of exposure.
[228]Example: Suppose that D is a physician who has open lesions on his hands and arms, and
who examines many patients, including P, while having those lesions. P later learns that at the
time D examined her, D knew that he had AIDS. P has not yet developed AIDS, and there is no
evidence that she has had HIV virus particles pass into her body. However, P is very frightened
that she will develop AIDS from her exposure to D.A court would probably hold that P loses on
her “fear of AIDS” theory, because she cannot show that she was “actually exposed” to the HIV
virus from D. That is, she will lose unless she can show that more probably than not, some virus
particles actually passed from D’s body into her own.4. Some courts require showing of actual
illness: Some courts have gone even further, and have required that the cancerphobic plaintiff
show that more probably than not, he will actually contract the illness that he is frightened of. In
other words, fear of a less-than-probable illness, no matter how devastating the illness would be
if it occurred, will not suffice, in these courts. [228]5. Need for danger of “immediate” bodily
harm: Another way that courts often make it hard or impossible to recover for emotional harm
from fear of future illness is by insisting that the danger of bodily harm be “immediate.” [228]a.
Third Restatement: Thus the Third Restatement denies recovery for cancerphobia. The
Restatement’s requirement that the plaintiff can’t recover unless she was placed in “immediate”
physical danger by the defendant’s negligence means that under the Restatement, recovery is
not allowed in cancerphobia cases. [228]6. Accompanying physical harm: But always keep in
mind that if there is some physical harm arising from the episode, the emotional distress will also
be compensable. [228]Example: Many workers exposed to asbestos have developed a lung
abnormality known as “pleural thickening.” This thickening is not by itself life-threatening, nor



does it even directly impair the patient’s life. But courts tend to consider it as a form of “bodily
harm.” And it has been statistically linked to a much higher than normal incidence of certain
cancers.A plaintiff who has suffered pleural thickening is likely to be permitted to recover
substantial sums from manufacturer of asbestos to which plaintiff was exposed. Such an award
would compensate plaintiff not just for his current physical harm from the pleural thickening itself,
but also for his distress at knowing that he has a high risk of future harm.IV. UNBORN
CHILDRENA. Modern view: Most courts have rejected the traditional view that an infant injured
in a pre-natal accident could never recover if born alive. Today, recovery for pre-natal injuries
varies:1. Child born alive: If the child is eventually born alive, nearly all courts allow recovery.
[229] (Example: D makes a drug taken by P’s mother while P is a fetus only a few weeks old. P is
born with serious birth defects resulting from the drug. Nearly all courts would allow P to
recover.)2. Child not born alive: Courts are split about whether suit can be brought on behalf of
a child who was not born alive. Usually, a court will allow recovery only if it finds that a fetus
never born alive is a “person” for purposes of the wrongful death statute. [229]3. Pre-conception
injuries: The above discussion assumes that the injury occurred while the child was in utero.
Suppose, however, that the injury occurred before the child was even conceived, but that some
effect from the injury is nonetheless suffered by the later-conceived child. Here, courts are split
as to whether the child may recover. [229-230] (Example: P’s mother, before getting pregnant
with P, takes a drug made by D. The drug damages the mother’s reproductive system. When P is
conceived, she suffers from some congenital disease or defect (e.g., sterility) as a result. P’s
mother can clearly recover from D for her own injuries, but courts are split as to whether P can
recover against D for these pre-conception events. [Enright v. Eli Lilly])4. Wrongful life: If a child
is born illegitimate, or with an unpreventable congenital disease, the child may argue that it
should be entitled to recover for “wrongful life,” in the sense that it would have been better off
aborted. But almost no courts have allowed the child to make such a wrongful life recovery.
Courts do, however, often allow the parents to recover for their medical expenses, and perhaps
their emotional distress from the child’s condition. [230]V. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The
problem generally: Suppose that D behaves negligently towards X, in a way that causes X
personal injury or property damage. Suppose further that D’s conduct also injures P, but P’s only
loss is economic, not personal injury or property damage. May P recover in tort from D? As we
will see, the traditional general answer is “no,” but there are some important exceptions.1.
Tacking on of economic loss to personal or property damage: Before we begin examining the
“three-party” situation referred to in the prior paragraph, let’s first consider a simpler “two-party”
situation: D behaves negligently towards P, and causes P both personal injury and economic
loss. In this situation, all courts agree (and have always agreed) that P, in addition to recovering
for his personal injury, may “tack on” his intangible economic harm as an additional element of
damages. [231]Example: P owns a retail store, which he personally operates. P is injured by the
negligence of D, a careless driver who hits P while P is walking. P can of course recover
damages for his physical harm (e.g., his medical bills plus pain and suffering). Once P shows



that he has suffered physical harm, he will be permitted to “tack on,” as an additional element of
damages, his loss of profits from being unable to operate the store. In other words, P’s suffering
of physical harm qualifies him to recover for the full range of damages which he has suffered,
including intangible economic ones.a. Property damage: Similarly, if P suffers property damage
(even if he does not suffer personal injury), this property damage will qualify him to tack on
intangible economic loss as well. Thus suppose, on the facts of the above example, that P’s car
was struck by D’s car, and that as a result: (1) P’s car was damaged; (2) P himself was not
physically injured; and (3) P lost two days of profits at the store because he could not commute
to the store. Once P showed that he suffered direct property damage from P’s negligence, all
courts would allow him to recover his loss-of-business damages, even though those are purely
intangible economic losses. [231]B. Standard rule disallows pure economic losses: Now, let’s
return to the three-party situation, in which D’s negligence causes physical injury or property
damage to X, but only economic loss to P. Nearly all courts agree that P may not recover
anything for his economic losses, since he has not suffered any personal injury or property
damage. This is true even though D is clearly a tortfeasor (vis-à-vis X), and even though D’s
negligence has quite clearly, and foreseeably, brought about the injuries to P. As the idea is often
put, a person may not recover for unintentionally-caused “pure economic loss.” [231]1.
Restatement 3d follows this rule: The Third Restatement of Torts follows this general no-
recovery principle: apart from a few exceptional circumstances:a claimant cannot recover for
economic loss caused by (a) unintentional personal injury to another party; or (b) unintentional
injury to property in which the claimant has no proprietary interest.a. Rationales: There are
some strong policy reasons behind this general rule barring recovery for pure economic loss.
Here are two of the leading rationales:b. Indeterminate and disproportionate liability: Most
importantly, if courts allow recovery for economic loss that is not accompanied by personal injury
or property damage to the plaintiff, the likely result is indeterminate and disproportionate
liability.c. Other ways for claimants to protect themselves: Second, courts reason that the
victims of economic injury can often protect themselves effectively by means other than a tort
suit. For instance, they may be able to buy insurance against their losses.2. Contexts in which
rule is applied: Here are some of the contexts in which the rule barring recovery for pure
economic losses is frequently applied:a. Blocking of highways or streets and thus access to P’s
business: Where the defendant negligently causes a street, highway or waterway to be closed,
business owners whose property is not directly damaged have often sued, seeking recovery for
lost business due to customers’ inability to get to the owner’s premises. Most cases find against
the plaintiff, in a straightforward application of the rule denying recovery for negligently-caused
pure economic loss. [232]b. Toxic torts affecting land or water: In another common scenario, the
defendant negligently spills toxic substances or pollutants onto either a waterway or land, and
this “toxic tort” interferes with the economic activities of persons or businesses whose person or
property are not directly and physically impacted by the spill. Again, most courts apply the
general rule to these non-physically-impacted plaintiffs — unless the plaintiff can show that the



defendant negligently created a public nuisance, and that the harm suffered by the plaintiff was
different in kind from the harms suffered by other businesses in the area, the plaintiff may not
recover for its “pure economic loss.” [232]c. Tort against employee or employer causing
economic loss to the other: Similarly, if D negligently injures P’s employee, X, P may not recover
for P’s economic losses stemming from X’s unavailability. And the converse is also true – if D
negligently damages X, a business, then P, an employee of X who is deprived of work because
of the damage to X, may not recover lost wages from D. [233]d. Interruption to power or
supplies: Similarly, if D’s negligence causes an interruption of the flow of goods or services that
are needed for P’s business, but there is no contractual relationship between D and P (and no
physical damage to P’s property), the general rule prevents P from recovering for its losses.
[233]Example: Contractor, doing excavation work on private property two buildings away from
P’s factory, negligently severs the power lines that serve the factory, putting P’s factory out of
business for a day. Assume that the power outage does not cause any damage to P’s building or
equipment. The rule against recovery for pure economic losses prevents P from recovering from
Contractor for these losses.C. Situations that are exceptions or fall outside of the rule: But there
are some important situations that are either deemed to fall outside of the scope of the general
no-liability-for-pure-economic-loss rule, or to be exceptions to the rule. Two of the more
important such situations are (a) where P has a “proprietary interest” in property that is
physically damaged by D’s negligence; and (b) where D has created a “public nuisance,” and P
has suffered harm from the nuisance that is “different in kind” from that suffered by other nearby
persons. [233]1. P has a proprietary interest: Since the general rule we’re discussing bars
recovery only for “pure” economic loss, it’s not surprising that a plaintiff can recover economic-
loss damages if the plaintiff can also show that “property” in which she has a “proprietary”
interest was damaged by the D’s negligence, leading to the economic loss. [234]a. P owns and
possesses the damaged property: If P both owns and possesses the tangible property damaged
by D’s negligence, it’s easy to see how P can recover for economic losses that stem directly from
the property damage.Example: BargeCo, the owner/operator of a barge, negligently spills
chemicals into a harbor. The spilled chemicals flow into the innards of a new custom-designed
drill owned by Contractor, a building contractor who is using the drill to finish a construction
project owned by Owner at the edge of the harbor. Repair of the drill costs Contractor $10,000,
and the process takes a month. Contractor also loses $40,000 because the month’s delay
causes Contractor to forfeit a “timely completion” bonus in that amount that Contractor would
have otherwise received from Owner. (No replacement drill was reasonably available to
Contractor sooner because of the drill’s custom design.)Because Contractor suffered direct
damage to its tangible property (the drill), Contractor is entitled to recover from BargeCo not only
the repair costs, but also the intangible economic loss (the $40,000) since that loss stemmed
directly from the same negligent act by BargeCo that caused the property damage.b. P has
possession but not ownership; the “proprietary” test: Where P does not own the property that’s
physically damaged, but has the right to use or possess that property, P can recover for



economic loss directly resulting from the episode that damages the property if and only if P’s
arrangement with the owner included at least one (and in some courts both) of the following
attributes:[1] control of the property, and[2] the responsibility for maintaining and repairing the
property.Example (right to recover economic loss): P rents one floor of a building from O. D, a
contractor working for O on the exterior of the building, negligently causes a wall to cave in,
blocking P’s employees from work for two weeks. Most courts would say that P, as the tenant of a
floor of the building, had enough control of its part of the premises to be deemed to have a
“proprietary” interest in those premises. In such a court, P would be permitted to recover its
economic losses (lost production) for the period when its employees couldn’t come to work.
[234]2. Public nuisance with special harm: Courts generally recognize an exception to the no-
recovery-for-pure-economic-losses rule if the defendant’s actions create a public nuisance, but
only if the type of economic harm suffered by the plaintiff is qualitatively different from that
suffered by other members of the community. [234]a. Taken from law of nuisance: This
“exception” is really a recognition that the tort of public nuisance has special features that
sometimes call for a private right of action for pure economic loss. (See infra, p. C-90, for a more
detailed discussion of private rights of action for public nuisances.)b. “Distinct in kind”
requirement: The requirement for private suits that the plaintiff’s losses be “distinct in kind from
those suffered by members of the affected community in general” has quite a lot of bite. Where
the nuisance has some sort of economic impact on a significant number of businesses, a
plaintiff generally won’t be able to meet the “distinct in-kind” requirement merely by showing that
her losses are of greater magnitude than those of most other community members. Rather, the
plaintiff typically has to show that something about her situation — usually tied to her particular
location — makes her losses of a “different kind,” not just “different magnitude,” from other
nearby businesses’ losses. [235]c. Commercial fishers as a special case: Some courts allow
commercial fishers to recover their lost business when the defendant wrongfully pollutes the
waterway in which the fishers have been fishing. In such suits, the courts typically conclude that
the fishers have met the requirement of showing that their harm is “different in kind” from the
losses suffered by the community in general. [235]D. Some courts reject basic rule: A few courts
seem to have simply rejected the basic rule barring recovery for economic damages where the
plaintiff has not suffered personal injury or property damage. [People Express Airlines, Inc. v.
Consolidated Rail Corp.] [235]1. Rare: But rejection of the general principle barring recovery for
pure economic loss is relatively rare, and seems not to be growing more common.E. Special
statutes: The “rule” barring liability for pure economic losses is a judge-made doctrine, and as
such can be overruled by a legislature for all or certain scenarios. And, indeed, there are some
important contexts in which state and federal statutes overturn the common-law no-recovery
rule.1. Oil spills and the OPA: For instance, Congress has enacted a special statute that in large
part reverses the standard no-recovery-for-pure-economic-losses rule for persons who suffer
economic loss as the result of an oil spill. This is the Federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (“OPA”), 33
U.S.C. § 2702 et seq. [235]Example: Suppose Hotel is located near (but not on) a beach that is



fouled by an oil spill, and Hotel loses business because customers cancel their visit when they
realize they won’t be able to use the beaches. Hotel and its employees can probably both
recover under OPA.F. Other contexts involving pure economic loss: Here, we’ve talked about
just one aspect of courts’ reluctance to award damage to a plaintiff who has suffered only
economic loss — the “three party” scenario in which D tortuously causes personal injury or
property damage to A, but only economic loss to B, who nonetheless sues. But there are a
number of other scenarios that similarly raise the issue of whether a plaintiff who has suffered
only economic loss may recover, including scenarios in which the defendant has behaved
tortiously only to one person (the one who is now bringing suit). These other scenarios — where
the court may or may not award liability for pure economic loss — include misrepresentation,
products liability, and interference with contract.CHAPTER 9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF
LANDI. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Effect outside: There are special rules lowering a
landowner’s standard of care. However, these rules do not apply to conduct by the landowner
that has effects outside of his property. Therefore, the general “reasonable care” standard
usually applies to such effects. [244-246]1. Natural hazards: However, if a hazardous condition
exists naturally on the land, the property owner generally has no duty to remove it or guard
against it, even if it poses an unreasonable danger to persons outside the property. But in an
urban or other thickly-settled area, courts are less likely to apply this traditional rule. [244-245]
(Example: O allows a tree to grow in such a way that it may hit a tall truck passing on the
roadway. Traditionally, O may not be held liable to the driver of the truck. But in an urban or
suburban context, O might be liable.)2. Artificial hazards: Where the hazardous condition is
artificially created, the owner has a general duty to prevent an unreasonable risk of harm to
persons outside the premises. [245]II. TRESPASSERSA. General rule: As a general rule, the
landowner owes no duty to a trespasser to make her land safe, to warn of dangers on it, to avoid
carrying on dangerous activities on it, or to protect the trespasser in any other way.
[247]Example: P trespasses on D railroad’s track. His foot gets caught, and he is run over by a
train. Even if the reason that P caught his foot was that D negligently maintained the roadbed, P
cannot recover because D owed him no duty before discovering his presence. [Sheehan v. St.
Paul Ry. Co.]B. Exceptions: There are three main exceptions to the general rule that there is no
duty of care to trespassers:1. Constant trespass on a limited area: If the owner has reason to
know that a limited portion of her land is frequently used by various trespassers, she must use
reasonable care to make the premises safe or at least warn of dangers. This is the “constant
trespass on a limited area” exception. [247] (Example: If trespassers have worn a path across a
railroad, the railroad must use reasonable care, such as whistles, when traversing that
crossing.)2. Discovered trespassers: Once the owner has knowledge that a particular person is
trespassing, the owner is then under a duty to exercise reasonable care for the trespasser’s
safety. [248] (Example: A railroad’s engineer must use reasonable care in stopping the train once
he sees P trespassing on the tracks.)3. Children: The owner owes a duty of reasonable care to
a trespassing child if: (1) the owner knows that the area is one where children are likely to



trespass; (2) the owner has reason to know that the condition poses an unreasonable risk of
serious injury or death to trespassing children; (3) the injured child either does not discover the
condition or does not realize the danger, due to his youth; (4) the benefit to the owner of
maintaining the condition in its dangerous form is slight weighed against the risk to the children;
and (5) the owner fails to use reasonable care to eliminate the danger. [248-250]Note:
Traditionally, some or all of these elements are summarized by saying that O is liable for
maintaining an “attractive nuisance.”Example: O knows that children often swim in a swimming
pool on O’s land. One part of the pool is unexpectedly deep. It would not cost very much for O to
install fencing. P, a child trespasser, walks on the bottom of the pool, panics after suddenly
reaching the deep part, and drowns. O is probably liable to P on these facts. Some courts would
say that O has maintained an “attractive nuisance.”a. Natural conditions: The court is less likely
to find liability where the condition is a natural one than where it is artificial. [250]b. No duty of
inspection: The child trespass rules do not generally impose any duty of inspection upon O.
[250]C. Person who goes beyond scope of invitation: A person who starts out being authorized
to be in particular premises can become a trespasser by failing to stay within the scope of the
area in which the premises owner has invited him.1. “Employees only” or “Keep out”: Thus a
customer or patron who goes into an area of business premises marked “private” or “employees
only” or “keep out” will be a trespasser once she does so, and the owner will no longer owe the
customer any duty of reasonable care if the owner is not aware of the customer’s presence or
peril. [247]III. LICENSEESA. Definition of licensee: A licensee is a person who has the owner’s
consent to be on the property, but who does not have a business purpose for being there, or
anything else entitling him to be on the land apart from the owner’s consent. [250]B. Duty to
licensees: The owner does not owe a licensee any duty to inspect for unknown dangers. On the
other hand, if the owner knows of a dangerous condition, she must warn the licensee of that
danger. [251]Example: Rear steps leading from O’s house to her back yard contain a rotten
wood plank. If O knows of the rotten condition, she must warn P, a licensee, if P cannot
reasonably be expected to spot the danger himself. But O need not inspect the steps to make
sure they are safe, even if a reasonably careful owner would do so.C. Social guests: The main
class of persons who qualify as licensees are “social guests.” [251] (Example: Even if P is invited
to O’s house for dinner, P is a “licensee,” not an “invitee.”)IV. INVITEESA. Duty to invitee: The
owner does owe an invitee a duty of reasonable inspection to find hidden dangers. Also, the
owner must use reasonable care to take affirmative action to remedy a dangerous condition.
[252]B. Definition of “invitee”: The class of invitees today includes: (1) persons who are invited
by O onto the land to conduct business with O; and (2) those who are invited as members of the
public for purposes for which the land is held open to the public. [252-253]1. Meaning of “open
to the public”: The “open to the public” branch of invitees covers those who come onto the
property for the purposes for which it is held open, even if these people will not confer any
economic benefit on the owner. [253] (Example: P, a door-to-door sales representative, pays an
unsolicited sales call on D, a storekeeper. D in fact never buys from such unsolicited callers.



However, since P reasonably understood that the premises were held open to salespeople, P is
an invitee.)2. Scope of invitation: If the visitor’s use of the premises goes beyond the business
purpose or beyond the part of the premises held open to the public, that person will change from
an invitee to a licensee. [253-253] (Example: P visits O’s store to buy cigarettes. O then allows P
to use a private bathroom in the back of the store not held open to the public. Even though P was
an invitee when he first came into the store, he becomes a licensee when he goes into the
private bathroom. [Whelan v. Van Natta])C. Duty of due care: The owner owes an invitee the
duty of reasonable care. [253] In particular:1. Duty to inspect: The owner has a duty to inspect
her premises for hidden dangers. O must use reasonable care in doing this inspecting. This is
true even as to dangers that existed before O moved onto the premises. [253]2. Warning: The
giving of a warning will often, but not always, suffice. If O should realize that a warning will not
remove the danger, then the condition must actually be remedied. [254]3. Control over third
persons: Reasonable care by O may require that she exercise control over third persons on her
premises. [255]D. Firefighters and other public-safety personnel: Under the common-law
“firefighter’s rule,” firefighters, police officers and other public-safety officials who come onto
private property in the performance of their duties are treated as mere licensees, so that the
owner does not owe them a duty to inspect the premises or to make the premises reasonably
safe. The most common application of the common-law doctrine is that a firefighter who is
injured while fighting a blaze cannot recover from the owner of the premises, even if the owner’s
negligence caused the fire. [255]1. Status of rule: A number of states have in recent years
expressed dissatisfaction with the firefighters rule. Some have eliminated it by statute; others
have limited it to the case of firefighters, and have refused to extend it to other rescue workers
(e.g., paramedics). Still others limit it to suits against landowners, terming it a rule of “premises
liability,” not a broad rule against suits by rescue workers. [255]a. Most apply: But most states
continue to apply the rule, at least in the core case: a firefighter injured fighting a fire may not
recover against a negligent fire-setter who owns the premises where the injury occurred.V.
REJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection generally: A number of courts have rejected the
categories of trespasser, licensee and invitee. These courts now apply a general single
“reasonable person” standard of liability. California [Rowland v. Christian] and New York are
included in this group. [256]1. Half the states give social guests benefit of duty of due care:
Between the rejection of categories, and other changes in legal rules, social guests are in a
much better position today than at common law. About half the states have either included social
guests in the invitee category or have completely or partially abolished the categories, so that all
or most non-trespassing social guests are entitled to reasonable care under the circumstances.
[256]a. Not followed as to trespassers: But most states have been unwilling to abolish the
categories when it comes to trespassers. Most states continue to apply the common-law rule
that an owner owes a trespasser no duty of care, and only the duty to refrain from maliciously
injuring the intruder. [257]VI. LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESA. Lessee: A tenant is
treated as if she were the owner — all the rules of owner liability above apply to her. [257]B.



Lessors: In general, a lessor is not liable in tort once he transfers possession to the lessee.
However, there are a number of exceptions to this general rule:1. Known to lessor, unknown to
lessee: The lessor will be liable to the lessee (and to the lessee’s invitees and licensees) for any
dangers existing at the start of the lease, which the lessor knows or should know about, and
which the lessee has no reason to know about. (This usually does not impose on the lessor a
duty to inspect the premises at the start of the lease.) [257]2. Open to public: If the lessor has
reason to believe that the lessee will hold the premises open to the public, the lessor has an
affirmative duty to inspect the premises to find and repair dangers before the lease starts.
[258]3. Common areas: The lessor has a general duty to use reasonable care to make common
areas (e.g., the lobby or stairwells of an apartment building) safe. [258]4. Lessor contracts to
repair: If the lessor contracts, as part of the lease, to keep the premises in good repair, most
courts hold that the landlord’s breach of this covenant to repair gives a tort claim to anyone
injured. However, P must show that D failed to use reasonable care in performing — it is not
enough to show that D breached the contract. [258]5. Negligent repairs: The landlord may incur
liability even without a contractual repair obligation if she begins to make repairs, and either
performs them unreasonably, or fails to finish them. This is clearly true where the landlord
worsens the danger by performing the repair negligently. Courts are split about what happens
where the landlord starts the repair, then abandons it, without worsening the danger. [259]6.
General negligence standard: Courts that impose a general negligence standard on occupiers
of land often impose a similar general requirement of due care upon lessors. [260]VII.
VENDORSA. Vendor’s liability: Generally, a seller of land is released from tort liability once he
has turned over the property. But there are some exceptions:1. Danger to one on the property:
First, suppose the accident happens to one on the property (e.g., a tenant of the new buyer).
Here, you only have to worry about an exception (i.e., post-closing liability of seller to persons on
the property) if the seller knew or should have known of the condition and its dangerousness. If
that condition is satisfied, then the duration of the seller’s post-closing liability varies depending
on whether the seller actively concealed the danger:a. Seller actively conceals: If the seller
actively concealed the condition, her liability persists after sale until the buyer actually discovers
the condition and has a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether the buyer takes the
opportunity or not). So here, there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to discover (or fix) the
problem. [261]b. Seller doesn’t conceal: If the seller didn’t actively conceal the condition, the
seller’s liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity to discover” the
condition and correct it. In other words here, the seller’s liability is cut off as soon as the buyer
should have discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed to actually
discover it. [261]2. Danger to one outside the property: Essentially the same rules apply to a
seller’s post-closing liability to one outside the property, except that the seller has longer liability
not only for active concealment but for having created the artificial condition. [261] Thus:a.
Seller conceals or created: If the seller actively concealed the condition, or originally created the
condition, her liability persists after sale until the buyer actually discovers the condition and has



a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether the buyer takes the opportunity or not). So here,
there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to discover (or fix) the problem.b. Seller doesn’t
conceal or create: If the seller neither actively concealed the condition nor created it, the seller’s
liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity to discover” the condition
and correct it. In other words, here the seller’s liability is cut off as soon as the buyer should have
discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed to even discover
it.CHAPTER 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES GENERALLYA. Actual injury
required: In any action based on negligence, the existence of actual injury is required. Unlike
intentional tort actions, nominal damages may not be awarded. [267]1. Physical injury required:
Furthermore, P must usually show that he suffered some kind of physical harm. (Example: P may
not recover where he sustained only mental harm, with no physical symptoms.) [268]2.
Elements of damages: But once physical harm has been proven, a variety of damages may be
recovered by P. [268] These include:a. Direct loss: The value of any direct loss of bodily
functions. (Example: $100,000 for the loss of a leg.)b. Economic loss: Out-of-pocket economic
losses stemming from the injury. (Examples: Medical expenses, lost earnings, household
attendant.)c. Pain and suffering: Pain and suffering damages.d. Hedonistic damages:
Damages for loss of the ability to enjoy one’s previous life. (Example: Compensation for loss of
the ability to walk, even if loss of that ability has no economic consequences.)B. Hedonistic
damages: As noted, most courts now allow a jury to award hedonistic damages, i.e., damages
for the loss of the ability to enjoy life. [269]C. Future damages: P brings only one action for a
particular accident, and recovers in that action not only for past damages, but also for likely
future damages. [269-271]1. Present value: When P is recovering future values, courts
generally instruct the jury to award P only the “present value” of these losses. [270]2. Periodic
payments: Some states now allow D to force P to accept periodic payments in certain situations.
These payments generally terminate upon P’s death. [270-271] (Example: In New York medical
malpractice cases, where the judgment is for more than $250,000, D may pay the judgment by
purchasing an annuity for P, which will terminate on P’s death.)D. Tax: Any recovery or
settlement for personal injuries is free of federal income tax. [271]E. The collateral source rule:
At common law, P is entitled to recover her out-of-pocket expenses, even if P was reimbursed for
these losses by some third party. This is known as the “collateral source rule.” [272-272]
(Example: P has hospital bills of $100,000. A health insurance policy owned by P pays every
dime of this. When P sues D, and establishes liability, P may recover the whole $100,000 even
though in a sense she has collected twice.)1. Statutory modifications: Nearly half the states
have modified the common law collateral source rule in one way or another. [272]2.
Subrogation: Where the common law rule remains in effect, P may not get a windfall after all. An
insurance company that makes payments to P will normally be subrogated to P’s tort rights. That
is, it is the insurance company, not P, who will actually collect any judgment from D up to the
amount of the payments made by the insurer. [272]F. Mitigation: P has a “duty to mitigate.” That
is, P cannot recover for any harm which, by exercise of reasonable care, he could have avoided.



In particular, P cannot recover for any harm which would have been avoided had P sought
adequate medical care. [273]1. Seat belt defense: In some states, failure to use a seat belt may
deprive P of recovery under the duty to mitigate — if D can show that P would not have been
seriously injured had P worn a seat belt, D may escape liability for the avoidable injuries. [273]II.
PUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive damages generally: Punitive damages can be awarded to
penalize a defendant whose conduct is particularly outrageous. [274]1. Negligence cases: In
cases of negligence (as opposed to intentional torts), punitive damages are usually awarded
only where D’s conduct was “reckless” or “willful and wanton.” [274]a. Product liability suits:
Punitive damages are also frequently awarded in product liability suits, if P shows that D knew its
product was defective, or recklessly disregarded the risk of a defect.2. Constitutional limits: The
U.S. Constitution places some — but not severe — limits on the award of punitive damages.
[274-276]a. Due process: A defendant might be able to show that a particular punitive damages
award violated its Fourteenth Amendment due process rights.b. Ratio of actual to punitive: One
of the most important factors in whether an award of punitive damages violates due process is
the ratio of the punitive damages to the actual damages. The higher this ratio, the more likely it is
that a due process violation will be found. [276]Example: D, an insurer, refuses in bad faith to
settle a claim by X against P, its policy owner. This refusal temporarily places P in fear of having
to pay an excess judgment of $136,000. (D eventually pays the judgment all by itself). A state
court awards P punitive damages of $145 million, on top of a $1 million compensatory award.
Held, this award violated D’s due process rights. “Few awards [significantly] exceeding a single-
digit ratio between punitive and compensatory damages . . . will satisfy due process.” [State
Farm Mut. Auto. Insur. Co. v. Campbell]III. RECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENA. General
action by spouse: Most states allow the spouse of an injured person to bring an independent
action for his or her own injuries. [277-278] (Examples: A spouse of the injured person may
recover for loss of companionship or loss of sex.)B. Recovery by parent: Similarly, nearly all
jurisdictions allow a parent to recover medical expenses incurred due to injury to the child. Also,
there may be an action for loss of companionship (e.g., the child is in a coma). [278]C. Child’s
recovery: Some — but still not most — courts allow a child to recover for loss of companionship
or guidance where the parent is injured. [278]Note: The discussion in paragraphs A, B and C
above assumes that the victim is only injured, not killed. Where the victim is killed, the “wrongful
death” statutes discussed below apply instead.D. Defenses: In such third-party actions,
generally any defense which could have been asserted in a suit brought by the injured party may
be asserted against the plaintiff. [278] (Example: In a suit by Husband for loss of companionship
and sex due to injuries to Wife, D may assert that Wife was contributorily negligent.)1. Defenses
against plaintiff: Furthermore, defenses may be asserted against the plaintiff even though these
could not have been asserted in a suit brought by the victim. [278] (Example: Husband drives
and collides with D; Wife is injured. If Husband sues for loss of companionship, D can raise
Husband’s contributory negligence as a defense, even though this would not be a defense in a
suit brought by Wife.)IV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA. Wrongful death



distinguished from survivor: Most states have two types of statutes which take effect when a
personal injury victim dies. The “survival” statute governs whether the victim’s own right of
recovery continues after his death. The “wrongful death” statute governs the right of the victim’s
survivors (typically, spouse and children) to recover. [279]B. Survival statutes: The survival
statute in most states provides that when an accident victim dies, his estate may sue for those
elements of damages that the victim himself could have sued for had he lived. Thus a survival
statute typically allows the estate to sue for pain and suffering, lost earnings prior to death,
actual medical expenses, etc. In many states, if death is instantaneous, there is no survival
action at all, since all damages are sustained on account of or after the death. [279]C. Wrongful
death: Most states have “wrongful death” statutes, which allow a defined group to recover for the
loss they have sustained by virtue of the decedent’s death. Typically, the decedent’s spouse and
children are covered. If the decedent has no spouse or children, usually the parents are covered.
[280-281]1. Elements of damages: In a wrongful death action, the survivors may recover for: (1)
the economic support they would have received had the accident and death not occurred; and
(2) usually, the companionship (including sexual companionship) and moral guidance that would
have been given by the decedent. Some — but not most — states also allow the survivors to
recover for grief. [280-281]a. Recovery by parent where child is dead: Many courts now allow a
parent whose child has died to recover for the loss of companionship of that child. [280]2.
Defenses: In a wrongful death action, D may assert any defense which he would have been able
to use against the decedent if the decedent was still alive and suing in her own name. [281]
(Examples: The decedent’s contributory negligence, assumption of risk, consent, etc. will all bar
an action for wrongful death by the survivors.)CHAPTER 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE
ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCEA. General rule: At common law, the doctrine of
contributory negligence applies. The doctrine provides that a plaintiff who is negligent, and
whose negligence contributes proximately to his injuries, is totally barred from recovery.
[285-286]Example: P, while crossing the street, fails to pay attention. D, travelling at a high rate of
speed while drunk, hits and kills P. Had P behaved carefully, he would have been able to get out
of the way. Even though D’s negligence is much greater than P’s, P will be totally barred from
recovery because of his contributory negligence, if the doctrine applies.B. Standard of care:
The plaintiff is held to the same standard of care as the defendant (i.e., the care of a “reasonable
person under like circumstances”). [286]C. Proximate cause: The contributory negligence
defense only applies where P’s negligence contributes proximately to his injuries. The same test
for “proximate causation” is used as where D’s liability is being evaluated. [286]Example: On the
facts of the above example, suppose that D was travelling so fast that even had P been careful,
D would still have struck P. P will not be barred by contributory negligence, because his
negligence was not a “but for” cause, and thus not a proximate cause, of P’s injuries.D. Claims
against which defense not usable: Since the contributory negligence defense is based on
general negligence principles, it may be used as a bar only to a claim that is itself based on
negligence. [286-287]1. Intentional torts: Thus the defense may not be used where P’s claim is



for an intentional tort. [286]2. Willful and wanton: Similarly, if P’s conduct is found to have been
“willful and wanton” or “reckless,” the contributory negligence defense will not be allowed. (But if
D’s negligence is merely “gross,” contributory negligence usually will be allowed.) The idea is
that the defense does not apply where D disregards a conscious risk. [286-287]3. Negligence
per se : Contributory negligence can usually be asserted as a defense even to D’s “negligence
per se,” i.e., his negligence based on a statutory violation. (But if the statute was enacted solely
for the purpose of protecting a class of which P is a member, contributory negligence usually
may not be asserted as a defense.) [287]E. Last clear chance: The doctrine of “last clear
chance” acts as a limit on the contributory negligence defense. If, just before the accident, D had
an opportunity to prevent the harm, and P did not have such an opportunity, the existence of this
opportunity (this last clear chance) wipes out the effect of P’s contributory negligence.
[287]Example: P crosses the street without looking. D, who is travelling faster than the speed
limit, discovers P’s plight shortly before the collision. D tries to hit the brake, but negligently hits
the accelerator instead. P never spotted D’s car at all. D’s discovery of the danger gave him a
last clear chance to avoid the accident, which D failed to take advantage of. This last clear
chance wipes out the effect of P’s contributory negligence, and P may recover against D.II.
COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Definition: A “comparative negligence” system rejects the all-
or-nothing approach of contributory negligence. It instead attempts to divide liability between P
and D in proportion to their relative degrees of fault. P is not barred from recovery by his
contributory negligence, but his recovery is reduced by a proportion equal to the ratio between
his own negligence and the total negligence contributing to the accident. [288]Example: P
suffers damages of $100,000. A jury finds that P was 30% negligent and D was 70% negligent. P
will recover, under a comparative negligence system, $70,000 — $100,000 minus 30% of
$100,000.1. Commonly adopted: 46 states have adopted some form of comparative
negligence.B. “Pure” versus “50%” systems: Only 13 states have adopted “pure” comparative
negligence. The rest completely bar P if his negligence is (depending on the state) “as great” as
D’s, or “greater” than D’s. [289-290]C. Multiple parties: Where there are multiple defendants,
comparative negligence is harder to apply:1. All parties before court: If all defendants are joined
in the same lawsuit, the solution is simple: only the negligence due directly to P is deducted from
his recovery. [289] (Example: Taking all negligence by all parties, P is 20% negligent, D1 is 50%
negligent, and D2 is 30% negligent. P will recover 80% of his damages.)2. Not all parties before
court: If not all defendants are before the court, hard questions arise concerning joint-and-
several liability. The issue is whether the defendant(s) before the court, who is/are found to be
only partly responsible for P’s loss, must pay for the whole loss aside from that caused by P’s
own fault. [290-290]Example: P’s accident is caused by the negligence of D and X. P sues D, but
can’t find or sue X. The jury finds that P was 20% responsible; D, 30% responsible; and X, 50%
responsible. P’s damages total $1 million. It is not clear whether P can collect the full $800,000
from D. Under traditional “joint and several liability” rules, P would be able to collect this full
$800,000.a. Total abolition: About 1/3 of the states have completely abolished the doctrine of



joint-and-several liability in comparative negligence cases. In these states, all liability is “several.”
That is, each defendant is only required to pay his or her own share of the total responsibility. (So
in such a state, P in the above example could collect only $240,000 from D, i.e., his 30% share
of the overall $1 million in damages.)b. Hybrid: An additional significant number of states have
replaced traditional joint-and-several liability with some sort of “hybrid” approach, which
combines aspects of joint-and-several liability and aspects of several liability. (See supra, C-33,
for a discussion of these hybrids.)D. Last clear chance: Courts are split about whether the
doctrine of last clear chance should survive in a comparative negligence jurisdiction. [291]E.
Extreme misconduct by D: If D’s conduct is not merely negligent, but “willful and wanton” or
“reckless,” most states nonetheless will reduce P’s damages. [291]1. Intentional tort: But if D’s
tort is intentional, most comparative negligence statutes will not apply. [291]F. Seat belt defense:
The “seat belt defense” is increasingly accepted in comparative negligence jurisdictions. In this
defense, D argues that P’s injuries from a car accident could have been reduced or entirely
avoided had P worn a seat belt; P’s damages should therefore be reduced. [293]1. Contributory
negligence jurisdictions: In most contributory negligence jurisdictions, courts refuse to allow the
seat belt defense at all. That is, P’s failure to wear a seat belt does not count against his recovery
in most courts. [293]2. Comparative negligence jurisdictions: But in states that have
comparative negligence, the seat belt defense is more successful. There are various
approaches: (1) D is liable only for those injuries that would have occurred even had P worn a
seat belt; (2) D is liable for all injuries, with a reduction made equal to the percentage of P’s fault;
and (3) D is liable for all injuries, but P’s fault reduces his recovery for those injuries that would
have been avoided. [293-294]a. Effect of statute: Thirty-two states have mandatory seat belt
use statutes. But the majority of these either prohibit the seat belt defense completely or make
the defense almost valueless by allowing only a small reduction of damages. [294]G. Imputed
comparative negligence: Occasionally, the fault of one person (call her A) may by imputed to
another (B), to as to reduce B’s recovery.1. “Both ways” rule: But under the so-called “both
ways” rule, this imputation will happen only if B would be vicariously liable (see infra, p. C-66) for
A’s torts. As the Third Restatement puts it, “The negligence of another person is imputed to a
plaintiff whenever the negligence of the other person would have been imputed had the plaintiff
been a defendant[.]” [272]a. Employer/employee: This means that if suit is brought by an
employer for damages arising out of an accident involving the employer’s employee, any fault by
the employee will reduce the plaintiff employer’s recovery.Example: Company hires Worker to
drive a delivery truck for Company’s business. (Assume that Company is not negligent in
selecting or training Worker for this role). Worker has a collision with a car driven by Dave, which
damages Company’s truck. Company sues Dave for the damage to the truck.If Worker was
negligent in driving the truck, this negligence will be imputed to Company under the “both ways”
rule. That’s because, if Company were the defendant in a suit by Dave, Company would have
been vicariously liable for Worker’s negligence under the respondeat superior doctrine.
Therefore, in a comparative-negligence jurisdiction, Company’s recovery will be reduced by the



percentage of fault attributable to Worker.b. Not attributed from parent to child: Suppose a child
is the plaintiff, the child’s parent has contributed to the accident (e.g., by a failure to supervise)
and some third party has also been negligent. The both-ways rule normally means that any fault
attributable to the child’s parents won’t reduce the child’s recovery against the third person.
[273]Example: Kid is injured in a playground accident, due in part to Guard’s failure to supervise
rough playing between Kid and Ted, another child. The accident is also due in part to a negligent
failure of supervision by Dad, Kid’s father, who is also present. Kid has suffered $10,000 in
damages, and sues Guard for this sum.Kid can collect the entire $10,000 from Guard, without
reduction for any percentage of fault due to Dad. That’s because: (1) Dad would not be
vicariously liable for Kid’s negligence if Kid were a defendant in an action brought by Ted (since
parents are not vicariously liable for their children’s torts); (2) consequently, under the “both
ways” rule, Dad’s fault won’t be attributed to Kid, and can’t reduce Kid’s recovery against either
Guard or Dad; and (3) therefore, Dad and Guard are jointly and severally liable, and Guard can
be required to pay the whole amount. (Guard could then seek contribution from Dad.)III.
ASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Definition: A plaintiff is said to have assumed the risk of certain
harm if she has voluntarily consented to take her chances that harm will occur. Where such an
assumption is shown, the plaintiff is, at common law, completely barred from recovery.
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intentional tortsII. COMPONENTS OF CAUSE OF ACTIONIII. UNREASONABLE RISKA.
Imposition of riskB. Balancing testC. Calculation of burdenD. Restatement standardE.
WarningsIV. THE REASONABLE PERSONA. Objective standardB. Physical and mental
characteristics1. Physical disability2. Mental attributes3. Imbecility or insanity4. Intoxication5.
ChildrenC. Knowledge1. Ordinary experience2. Stranger to community3. Duty to
investigate4. Memory5. Distractions6. Some frailties remainD. CustomE. EmergencyF.
Anticipating conduct of others1. Negligence of others2. Criminal and intentionally tortious



actsG. MisrepresentationV. MALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or knowledgeB. Malpractice
generally1. Good results not guaranteed2. Specialists held to a higher standard3. Need for
expert testimony4. “Standards of the community”5. Objective standard for professional6.
Informed consent7. Novice8. Caps on medical-malpractice recoveriesVI. AUTOMOBILE
GUEST STATUTESVII. RULES OF LAW GOVERNING BEHAVIORA. Judge-made
standardsVIII. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)A. Significance of statutory
violation1. “Negligence per se doctrine”B. Penal statutesC. Statute must apply to facts1.
Protection against particular harm2. Class of persons protectedD. Causal linkE. Excuse of
violation1. Absolute duties2. Rebuttable presumption or excuseF. Foolish or obsolete
legislationG. Contributory negligence per seH. Violation as evidenceI. Imposition of new duty
not existing at common lawJ. Compliance with statute not dispositive1. Greater hazardIX.
PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Aspects of procedureB. Burden of proofC. Circumstantial
evidenceX. RES IPSA LOQUITURA. Aid in proving the caseB. Requirements for doctrineC.
No direct evidence of D’s conductD. Inference of someone’s negligenceE. Showing that
negligence was defendant’s1. Older “exclusive control” standard2. Modern “other causes
eliminated” standard3. Multiple defendantsF. Not due to plaintiff1. Contributory negligenceG.
Evidence more available to defendantH. Effect of res ipsaI. Third Restatement’s stripped-down
approachJ. Defendant’s rebuttal evidenceK. Typical contexts1. Airplane accidents2. Car
accidentsQuiz Yourself onNEGLIGENCE GENERALLY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onNEGLIGENCEChapter 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTA.
General significance1. “But for” test2. Broad testB. Concurrent causes1. “Substantial factor”
standardC. Proof of actual cause1. Proof of “but for” aspect2. Expert testimony3. Scientific
evidence4. Increased risk, followed by actual damage5. Increased risk, not yet followed by
actual damage6. “Double fault and alternative liability”7. The “market share” theoryII.
PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. Scope of problemB. Multiple proximate causes1. Joint
tortfeasorsIII. PROXIMATE CAUSE — THE FORESEEABILITY PROBLEMA. Need for dividing
lineB. The “direct causation” viewC. The foreseeability view1. Wagon Mound case2.
Unforeseeable plaintiffD. Cardozo rule generally followed1. “Highly extraordinary” test2. Still
room for disagreement3. Third Restatement follows Cardozo view4. Exceptions to the
foreseeable-consequences approachIV. PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESA.
Nature of intervening cause1. Superseding causeB. Foreseeability ruleC. Foreseeable
intervening causes1. Illustration of scope of risk2. Acts of nature generally3. Risk of harm must
be increased4. Foreseeable negligence5. Criminal or intentionally tortious conductD.
Weakening of “foreseeable”1. “Normal” interventionE. Unforeseeable intervention but
foreseeable result1. Rationale2. Criminality or intentional tortF. Unforeseeable intervention
with unforeseeable results1. Extraordinary acts of nature2. Other extraordinary actsG.
Dependent vs. independent causesV. SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITYA. Nature of problemB. No
general rule1. Contract or other agreement on responsibility2. Cases where there is no
agreement3. Third person’s failure to discover defectQuiz Yourself onACTUAL AND



PROXIMATE CAUSE (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEChapter
7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYA. Joint liability for concurrent wrongdoing1. Joint
liability for indivisible result (traditional rule)2. Indivisible harm3. Modern trend cuts back on
joint-and-several liabilityB. No joint-and-several liability for divisible harms1. Action in
concert2. Successive incidents3. Overlapping liability4. Indivisible harmsII.
SATISFACTIONIII. RELEASEA. Significance of releaseIV. CONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution
generallyB. Historically limitedC. Present limitations1. No intentional torts2. Contribution
defendant must have liability3. Other barriers to suitD. Settlements1. Settlement by
contribution plaintiff2. Settlement by contribution defendantE. Mary Carter agreementsV.
INDEMNITYA. Concept of indemnity generallyB. No general rule1. Vicarious liability2. Retailer
versus manufacturer3. Negligent vs. intentional tortfeasor4. Contract5. Indemnity and
contribution as mutually exclusive remediesQuiz Yourself onJOINT TORTFEASORS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onJOINT TORTFEASORSChapter 8DUTYI. “DUTY” GENERALLYII.
FAILURE TO ACTA. No general duty to act1. Misfeasance v. nonfeasance2. Duty to protect or
give aidB. Exceptions1. Special relationship2. Defendant involved in injury3. Defendant and
victim as co-venturers4. Assumption of duty (“undertaking”)5. What constitutes undertaking6.
Duty to control others7. Good Samaritan protection for physiciansIII. EFFECT OF A
CONTRACTA. Relation between tort and contractB. Traditional distinction between
misfeasance and nonfeasanceC. Party to the contract; nonfeasanceD. Party to the contract;
misfeasance1. Election2. Insurer’s failure to settle3. Breach of duty of “good faith and fair
dealing”E. Non-party to contract; traditional rule as to nonfeasanceF. Non-party to the contract;
traditional rule as to misfeasanceG. Non-party to the contract; modern rule as to nonfeasance
and misfeasanceIV. MENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure mental suffering without physical impact or
injuryB. Mental distress damages “tacked on” to case involving physical impact or injury1. P
may recover2. “Parasitic” damagesC. Emotional distress, but no fear of impact on oneself or on
othersD. P is within the “zone of danger,” and suffers distressE. P is a “bystander,” and sees a
close relative suffer bodily injuryF. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily
injuryG. Special relationship or special activityH. The “at-risk plaintiff”I. Intentional tortsV.
UNBORN CHILDRENA. Scope of problemB. Modern view1. Viability2. Requirement that child
be born alive3. Pre-conception injuries4. “Wrongful life”VI. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The
problem generallyB. Standard rule disallows pure economic lossesC. Situations that are
exceptions or fall outside of the rule1. P has a proprietary interest2. Public nuisance with
special harmD. Some courts reject basic ruleE. Special statutes1. Oil spills and the OPAQuiz
Yourself onDUTY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDUTYChapter 9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS
OF LANDI. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTIONA. Landowner tort law historically1. About this
chapterII. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Natural v. artificial conditions1. Natural hazards2.
Artificial hazardsB. Conduct of othersIII. INJURIES ON THE PREMISES GENERALLYIV.
TRESPASSERSA. General rule as to trespassersB. Exceptions1. Constant trespass on limited
area2. Discovered trespassers3. Trespassing childrenV. LICENSEESA. Significance of being



a “licensee”B. Social guestsC. Dangerous activitiesVI. INVITEESA. Significance of distinction
from licenseesB. Who is invitee1. Old view2. The modern view3. Scope of invitationC. Duty
of due care1. Duty to inspect2. Effect of warning3. Duty varies with useD. Firefighters and
other public-safety personnelVII. REJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection of categoriesVIII.
LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESA. LesseeB. Lessor’s liability1. Danger unknown to
lessee which should be known to lessor2. Rented property to be held open to public3.
Common areas kept under control of lessor4. Lessor contracts to repair5. Repairs negligently
undertaken6. Duty of protection7. Persons outside the premises8. General negligence
standard for lessorsIX. VENDORS AND VENDEESA. Vendor’s liabilityB. Builder-vendorsQuiz
Yourself onOWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF LAND (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onOWNERS
AND OCCUPIERS OF LANDChapter 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
GENERALLYA. Actual injury required1. Physical injury required2. Elements of damages3.
Maximum possible verdictB. Hedonistic damagesC. Recovery for future damagesD. Effect of
taxationE. Reimbursement by third persons1. Collateral source rule2. Rationale3. Attack on
ruleF. Mitigation1. Only reasonable care required2. Seat belt defense3. Effect of comparative
negligenceG. Caps on pain-and-suffering awardsII. PUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive
damages1. Negligence cases2. Constitutional limits3. Legislative reformIII. RECOVERY BY
SPOUSE OR CHILDREN OF INJURED PARTYA. Historical action for husband1. No remedy
for wife2. Modern view3. Parent’s recovery where the child is injured4. Child’s action where
parent injured5. DefensesIV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA.
Consequences of injured party’s deathB. Survival statutesC. Wrongful death statutesExam
Tips onDAMAGESChapter 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCEA. Nature of contributory negligence defenseB. Historical emergence1.
Practical explanationC. Burden of pleading and proofD. Standard of care1. Child plaintiffsE.
Claims against which defense not usable1. Intentional torts2. Willful and wanton tort3. Strict
liability4. Negligence per seF. Last clear chanceII. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Rejection
of “all or nothing” approachB. Comparative negligence definedC. Historical emergenceD.
“Pure” vs. “cutoff%” systems1. Pure systems2. Cutoff systemsE. Multiple parties1. All parties
before court2. Not all parties before the courtF. How percentage is determined1. Contrary
viewG. Last clear chanceH. Willful and wanton misconduct by defendantI. Assumption of
riskJ. Mitigation of damagesK. P’s negligence creates the need for D’s servicesL. Violation of
safety statute by defendantM. Seat belt defenseN. Strict liabilityO. Imputed comparative
negligenceIII. ASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Nature of the doctrineB. Classes of assumption of
riskC. Express assumption of riskD. Implied assumption of risk1. Requirements for implied
assumption2. Knowledge of risk3. Voluntary assumption4. Statutory violation by defendant5.
Effect of comparative negligenceE. Burden of proofIV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONSA.
Discovery of injuryV. IMMUNITIESA. Definition of immunityB. Intra-family immunityC.
Charitable immunityD. Governmental immunity1. Federal government’s liability (FTCA
statute)2. State governments3. Local government immunity4. Government officials5.



Government contractorsQuiz Yourself onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSChapter 12VICARIOUS
LIABILITYI. VICARIOUS LIABILITY GENERALLYA. Nature of doctrineII. EMPLOYER-
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPA. Respondeat superior doctrineB. Who is an “employee”C.
Scope of employment1. Commuting trips2. Frolic and detour3. Acts prohibited by employer4.
Intentional torts5. Employer’s own liabilityD. Torts by non-employees (e.g., guests and
customers)III. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORSA. No general liabilityB. Exceptions to non-
liability1. Employer’s own liability2. Vicarious liability for non-delegable dutiesIV. JOINT
ENTERPRISEA. Nature of joint enterprise relationship1. Use in auto casesB. Requirements for
joint enterprise1. Pecuniary interest2. Mutual right of controlV. AUTO CONSENT STATUTES,
THE “FAMILY PURPOSE” DOCTRINE AND BAILMENTA. Bases for automobile liabilityB.
Consent statutesC. Automobile insurance omnibus clauseD. Judge-made doctrinesE.
BailmentsQuiz Yourself onVICARIOUS LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onVICARIOUS
LIABILITYChapter 13STRICT LIABILITYI. STRICT LIABILITY GENERALLYII. ANIMALSA.
Trespassing animals1. American ruleB. Non-trespass liability1. Wild animalsC. DefensesIII.
ABNORMALLY DANGEROUS ACTIVITIESA. The doctrine of Rylands v. FletcherB. America’s
slow adoptionC. Second Restatement’s ruleD. Third Restatement’s ruleE. Some contexts1.
Use and storage of explosives2. Crop dusting3. Airplane accidents4. Toxic chemicals and
flammable liquids5. Nuclear reactor6. Use of firearms7. Construction activities8. No strict
liability for common carrierF. Incentives and economic analysisIV. LIMITATIONS ON STRICT
LIABILITYA. Limitations generallyB. Scope of risk1. Abnormally sensitive activity by plaintiff2.
Manner in which harm occurs3. Scope of liability compared with negligence casesC. Plaintiff’s
contributory negligence no defense1. Unreasonable assumption of risk2. Assumption of risk3.
P’s comparative negligence will reduce recoveryV. WORKERS’ COMPENSATIONA.
GenerallyB. Scope of coverageC. BenefitsD. Exclusivity of remedyE. Application to other
areas1. Automobile no-fault2. Childhood vaccines3. Victims of 9/11Quiz Yourself onSTRICT
LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onSTRICT LIABILTYChapter 14PRODUCTS LIABILITYI.
NEGLIGENCEA. Negligence and privityB. Historical development1. MacPherson v. Buick2.
Acceptance of MacPhersonC. Classes of defendants1. Manufacturers2. Third person’s failure
to inspect3. RetailersII. WARRANTYA. Historical importance of warrantyB. Express
warranties1. UCC version2. Strict liability3. Restatement “misrepresentation” claimC. Implied
warranty1. Warranty of merchantability2. Warranty of fitness for a particular purpose3.
PrivityD. Warranty defenses1. Disclaimers2. Limitation of consequential damages3. Notice of
breachE. Phasing out of warranty suits1. Useful cases2. Privity actionIII. STRICT LIABILITYA.
Historical emergenceB. Restatement Second §402AC. Third Restatement on Products
LiabilityD. What products meet the testE. Unavoidably unsafe products1. Second
Restatement’s exemption2. Third Restatement takes risk-utility view3. Prescription drugs and
medical devicesF. Unknowable dangersG. Food products1. Foreign/natural distinction2. The
majority’s “consumer expectation” standardH. Warning1. Negligence aspectsI. Obvious



dangers1. Second Restatement’s “consumer expectation” standard2. Third Restatement’s
approachJ. Books or other information as “products”K. Proving the case1. Manufacture or sale
by defendant2. Existence of defect3. Causation4. Defect existed when in hands of
defendantL. Epidemiological proof1. Victories by defendants2. General causation used to
prove specific causation3. The “doubling” ruleM. Bystanders and other non-user plaintiffsIV.
DESIGN DEFECTSA. Design defects distinguished from manufacturing ones1. Manufacturing
defect2. Design defect definedB. Aspects of negligenceC. Third Restatement’s approach1.
Text of definition2. Based on negligence3. The “reasonable alternative design” (RAD)4.
Consumer-expectation test not dispositive5. “State-of-the-art” defense allowed6. Strict liability
for resellerD. Types of design defect claimsE. Structural defectsF. Lack of safety features1.
Defenses2. Obvious defects3. Subsequently discovered precautionG. Suitability for
unintended uses1. Unforeseeable misuse2. Foreseeable misuse3. Second collision cases4.
Contributory negligence defenseH. Unavoidably unsafe categoriesI. Military products sold to
and approved by governmentJ. Regulatory compliance defenseV. DUTY TO WARNA. How the
duty to warn may arise1. Negligence aspects predominateB. Significance of duty to warnC.
Risk-utility basis for warnings liabilityD. Drug casesE. CigarettesF. Duty to warn of unknown
and unknowable dangersG. Effect of government labeling standardsH. Danger to small
number of peopleI. Obvious dangerJ. Warning against misuseK. Post-sale duty to warnL.
AllergiesM. Hidden causation issueVI. WHO MAY BE A DEFENDANTA. Cases involving
chattels1. Retail dealers2. Used goods3. Component manufacturersB. Lessors of goodsC.
Sellers of real estateD. Lessors of real propertyE. Services1. Electric utilities2. Construction
workers3. Product incorporated in service4. Services by professionalsVII. INTERESTS THAT
MAY BE PROTECTEDA. Property damageB. Intangible economic harm1. Direct purchaser2.
Remote purchasers and non-purchasersVIII. DEFENSES BASED ON THE PLAINTIFF’S
CONDUCTA. IntroductionB. The Second Restatement and early decisionsC. The modern
approach recognizes comparative fault1. Third Restatement2. Different situations3. Failure to
discover the risk4. Knowing assumption of risk5. Conduct that is high-risk apart from defect6.
Ignoring of safety precautionD. “Misuse” of the product1. Reduction in recovery2. Indication
that product was not defective at all3. Misuse as superseding causeIX. DEFENSES BASED
ON FEDERAL REGULATION, MAINLY THE DEFENSE OF PREEMPTIONA. PreemptionB.
Compliance with government standardsQuiz Yourself onPRODUCTS LIABILITY (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onPRODUCTS LIABILITYChapter 15NUISANCEI. NUISANCE
GENERALLYII. PUBLIC NUISANCEA. Definition of public nuisanceB. Requirement of
particular damage1. Magnitude of pecuniary loss irrelevant2. In exercise of common right3.
InjunctionIII. PRIVATE NUISANCEA. Nature of private nuisance1. Distinguished from
trespass2. Must have interest in land3. Elements of the caseB. Interference with useC.
Defendant’s conductD. Intentional1. Unreasonableness requirement2. Nature of
neighborhood3. Action taken for spiteE. Interference with waterF. Remedies1. Damages2.
Injunction3. Self-help abatementG. Defenses1. Contributory negligence2. Assumption of



riskQuiz Yourself onNUISANCE (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onNUISANCEChapter
16MISREPRESENTATIONI. INTRODUCTIONII. INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
(“DECEIT”)A. Common law action1. Elements of cause of actionB. Misrepresentation1.
Actions2. Concealment3. NondisclosureC. Scienter1. What constitutes scienter2.
Negligence not enough3. Stating belief as knowledge4. Negligent and innocent
misrepresentationD. Right of third persons to recoverE. Justifiable reliance1. Causal
question2. Justifiability of reliance3. MaterialityF. Opinion1. More liberal rule2. Opinion of
adverse party3. “Puffing” still not actionable4. Opinion of apparently disinterested person5.
Opinion implying factG. Statements as to lawH. Prediction and intentionI. Damages1.
Proximate cause2. Measure of damagesIII. NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATIONA. Historical
viewB. Business relationshipC. Liability to third persons1. Strict (New York) view2.
Restatement intermediate view3. Broad, modern viewD. Contributory negligenceE. Damages
limited to pecuniary harmIV. STRICT LIABILITYA. Increasing willingness to allowB. Sale, rental
or exchangeC. Misrepresentation by seller of chattels to consumerQuiz Yourself
onMISREPRESENTATION (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onMISREPRESENTATIONChapter
17DEFAMATIONI. GENERAL PRINCIPLESA. Prima facie caseII. DEFAMATORY
COMMUNICATIONA. Injury to reputation1. Special activity of plaintiff2. Reputation not actually
injuredB. Effect limited to one segment of publicC. Meaning to be attached to statement1.
Judge-jury allocationD. Reference to plaintiff1. Defendant’s intent irrelevant2. Groups3.
Reference need not be by nameE. Truth1. Effect of constitutional decisions2. Substantial
truthF. Opinion1. Pure opinion2. Implied assertions of fact3. Hyperbole4. Context5.
ReviewsG. Who may be defamed1. Deceased persons2. CorporationIII. LIBEL VS.
SLANDERA. Significance of distinctionB. Libel1. Embodied in physical form2. Dictation to
stenographer3. Radio and televisionC. SlanderD. Special harm1. Tacking on of damages2.
Harm caused by repetition3. Cases where no special harm necessary (“slander per se”)4.
LibelIV. PUBLICATIONA. Requirement of publication generally1. Must be intentional or
negligent2. Must be understoodB. Publication by plaintiffC. Repeater’s liabilityD. Single or
multiple publicationV. INTENTA. Common law strict liability1. FalsityB. Constitutional
decisions1. New York Times v. Sullivan2. Meaning of “actual malice”3. Public figures4. Private
figures5. Application to non-media6. Private aspects of public figuresC. Appellate court’s “de
novo” review of factsVI. PRIVILEGESA. Privileges generallyB. Absolute privileges1. Judicial
proceedings2. Legislative proceedings3. Government officials4. Husband and wife5.
ConsentC. Qualified privilege1. Protection of publisher’s interest2. Interest of others3.
Common interest4. Where recipient can act in public interest5. Report of public proceedings6.
The “neutral reportage” privilegeD. Abuse1. Knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard2.
Purpose of the privilege3. Excessive publicationE. Statutory privileges1. Internet Service
ProvidersVII. REMEDIESA. Damages1. Punitive damages2. Presumed damages3. Nominal
damagesB. RetractionC. “Libel tourism,” and U.S. attempts to prevent itQuiz Yourself
onDEFAMATION (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFAMATIONChapter 18MISCELLANEOUS



TORTSI. INVASION OF PRIVACYA. Right generallyB. Misappropriation of identity1. Statutory
regulation2. Evoking a celebrity3. Plaintiff whose name has little commercial value4. First
Amendment “newsworthiness privilege”C. Intrusion1. Must be private placeD. Publicity of
private life1. Not all states recognize2. Elements of the tort3. Must be publicized4. Already-
public information5. Must not be of legitimate public concern6. Constitutional viability of tort7.
Some courts reject entirelyE. False lightF. PrivilegesII. MISUSE OF LEGAL PROCEDUREA.
Three tortsB. Malicious prosecutionC. Wrongful civil proceedingsD. Abuse of processIII.
INTERFERENCE WITH ADVANTAGEOUS RELATIONSA. Three business tortsB. Injurious
falsehoodC. Interference with existing contractD. Interference with prospective advantageE.
Common-law trademark, copyright and unfair competition claimsIV. INTERFERENCE WITH
FAMILY AND POLITICAL RELATIONS AND WITH CIVIL RIGHTSA. Interference with family
relationsB. Interference with political and civil rights1. §1983 suits for state violation of federal
rights2. Civil RICO3. Other statutory rights4. Prima facie tortV. TORTS IN THE FAMILYA.
Consequence of canceling immunity1. Direct wrongdoing by parent2. Failure to supervise3.
“Failure of parenting”Quiz Yourself onMISCELLANEOUS TORTS (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onMISCELLANEOUS TORTSESSAY EXAM QUESTIONS AND ANSWERSMULTISTATE-
STYLE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERSTABLE OF CASESTABLE OF RESTATEMENT SECOND
REFERENCESTABLE OF RESTATEMENT THIRD REFERENCESSUBJECT MATTER
INDEXTABLE OF CONTENTSPrefaceCasebook Correlation ChartCapsule SummaryChapter
1INTRODUCTIONI. NATURE OF TORT LAWA. No satisfactory definitionII. CATEGORIES OF
TORTSA. Three types of defendant conductB. Historical overviewC. Combined tortsD.
Analyzing tort problems1. Basic requirements2. Are defenses available?3. What damages?III.
SOURCES OF LAWChapter 2INTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “INTENT”
DEFINEDA. Intent generally1. Summary of rule2. Intent to commit different tortB. “Substantial
certainty”C. No intent to harm necessaryD. Transferred intentII. NOMINAL AND PUNITIVE
DAMAGESA. Significance of intent1. Nominal damages2. Punitive damagesIII. SCOPE OF
LIABILITYIV. BATTERYA. Battery generallyB. Intent1. Meaning of “intent”2. Intent to create
apprehension of contact3. “Single intent” vs “dual intent”C. Contact that is “offensive”
sufficesD. Reasonableness standard for “offensive” contact1. Ordinary and reasonable
contacts2. Where defendant has knowledge of plaintiff’s sensitivity3. Contact beyond level
consented toE. Extends to personal effectsF. Plaintiff’s awareness of contactG. Unforeseen
consequencesH. Damages1. Mental disturbance2. Punitive damagesV. ASSAULTA.
Definition1. ExplanationB. Intent1. Intended apprehension2. Attempted battery3. No hostility
required4. Transferred intentC. “Words alone” ruleD. Actual contact or apprehension
required1. Unsuccessful prank or bluff2. Feared contact with ground or independent object
sufficesE. Imminence of threatened contact1. Future threats2. Present ability to commit
harmF. Plaintiff unaware of dangerG. Apprehension is not same as fear1. Where threat by itself
incapable of performanceH. Unreasonable apprehensionI. Threat to third persons not
actionableJ. Ability to carry out threatK. Conditional threats1. Question of legal rightL. Assault



is not attempted batteryM. Abandoned attemptN. DamagesVI. FALSE IMPRISONMENTA.
DefinitionB. IntentC. Transferred intentD. Means of escape1. Means must be “reasonable”E.
Means by which confinement enforcedF. Duty to aid in escape or releaseG. Necessity that
plaintiff know of confinementH. DamagesVII. INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (“IIED”)A.
DefinitionB. Intent1. Meaning of “reckless”C. “Transferred intent”1. P must be physically
present2. Emotional distress where other tort attemptedD. Extreme and outrageous conductE.
Actual severe distressF. Constitutional limits on IIED awards1. P is a public figure; rule from
defamation cases2. Statement on a matter of public concernG. Public utility and common
carrier liabilityQuiz Yourself onINTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSON (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onINTENTIONAL TORTSChapter 3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PROPERTYI. TRESPASS TO LANDA. DefinitionB. Intentional trespassC. Kind of intent
required1. Effect of mistakeD. DamagesE. Scope of recoveryF. Only possessor has claimG.
Indirect invasions1. Entry substantially certain2. Causing entry to third person3. Blasting
damage4. Particles and gasesH. Air spaceI. Refusal to leave as trespassJ. Continuing
trespassII. TRESPASS TO CHATTELSA. Torts against personal property generallyB.
DefinitionC. IntentD. Must be actual damagesE. Mistake as to ownershipF. Return of
chattelG. Protects possessory interestIII. CONVERSIONA. IntroductionB. Intent1.
NegligenceC. What can be convertedD. Character of defendant’s actE. Kinds of
interference1. Acquiring possession2. Removal of goods3. Withholding goods4. Destruction
or alteration of the goods5. Use of the chattel6. Assertion of ownershipQuiz Yourself
onINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onINTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTYChapter 4DEFENSES TO
INTENTIONAL TORTSI. INTRODUCTIONA. Defenses generally1. PrivilegesB. MistakeII.
CONSENTA. General rule on consentB. No operation in negligence casesC. Implied
consent1. Objective manifestation2. Custom3. InactionD. Lack of capacity to consent1.
Exception2. Consent by relativeE. Exceeding scope of consent1. Consent to act, not
consequences2. Surgery3. Athlete’s consentF. Consent due to mistake1. Mistake known or
induced by defendant2. Medical casesG. Consent to criminal actsIII. SELF-DEFENSEA.
Privilege generallyB. Two issuesC. What may be defended againstD. Apparent necessityE.
Protection only1. Retaliation2. Disarmed or helpless adversary3. Verbal provocation4. Harm
must be imminentF. Degree of force1. Both sides with claims2. Minor assaultsG. Deadly
forceH. Retreat1. One viewI. Injury to third personIV. DEFENSE OF OTHERSA. General
rule1. Degree of force2. Reasonable mistakeV. DEFENSE OF PROPERTYA. General rule1.
Reasonable force2. Verbal demand required firstB. Mistake1. Mistake as to danger2. Mistake
as to intruder’s privilegeC. Deadly force1. Serious bodily harm2. Where expulsion would injure
intruderD. Mechanical devices1. Trespasser2. Reasonable mistake3. Spring gun case4.
WarningVI. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSA. General rightB. Similar to defense of
possessionC. Detention by merchantD. Entry on landVII. RE-ENTRY ON LANDA. Privilege
generallyB. Majority ruleVIII. NECESSITYA. Directed towards innocent personB. General



scopeC. Public necessityD. Private necessityIX. ARREST AND OTHER AUTHORITY OF
LAWA. GenerallyB. Common law rules1. Arrest with warrant2. Arrest without warrant3.
Reasonable forceC. Privilege to use force in resisting arrestX. DISCIPLINEXI.
JUSTIFICATIONA. Justification as a “catch-all” defenseQuiz Yourself onDEFENSES TO
INTENTIONAL TORTS (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFENSES TO INTENTIONAL
TORTSChapter 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYI. INTRODUCTIONA. Distinguished from
intentional tortsII. COMPONENTS OF CAUSE OF ACTIONIII. UNREASONABLE RISKA.
Imposition of riskB. Balancing testC. Calculation of burdenD. Restatement standardE.
WarningsIV. THE REASONABLE PERSONA. Objective standardB. Physical and mental
characteristics1. Physical disability2. Mental attributes3. Imbecility or insanity4. Intoxication5.
ChildrenC. Knowledge1. Ordinary experience2. Stranger to community3. Duty to
investigate4. Memory5. Distractions6. Some frailties remainD. CustomE. EmergencyF.
Anticipating conduct of others1. Negligence of others2. Criminal and intentionally tortious
actsG. MisrepresentationV. MALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or knowledgeB. Malpractice
generally1. Good results not guaranteed2. Specialists held to a higher standard3. Need for
expert testimony4. “Standards of the community”5. Objective standard for professional6.
Informed consent7. Novice8. Caps on medical-malpractice recoveriesVI. AUTOMOBILE
GUEST STATUTESVII. RULES OF LAW GOVERNING BEHAVIORA. Judge-made
standardsVIII. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)A. Significance of statutory
violation1. “Negligence per se doctrine”B. Penal statutesC. Statute must apply to facts1.
Protection against particular harm2. Class of persons protectedD. Causal linkE. Excuse of
violation1. Absolute duties2. Rebuttable presumption or excuseF. Foolish or obsolete
legislationG. Contributory negligence per seH. Violation as evidenceI. Imposition of new duty
not existing at common lawJ. Compliance with statute not dispositive1. Greater hazardIX.
PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Aspects of procedureB. Burden of proofC. Circumstantial
evidenceX. RES IPSA LOQUITURA. Aid in proving the caseB. Requirements for doctrineC.
No direct evidence of D’s conductD. Inference of someone’s negligenceE. Showing that
negligence was defendant’s1. Older “exclusive control” standard2. Modern “other causes
eliminated” standard3. Multiple defendantsF. Not due to plaintiff1. Contributory negligenceG.
Evidence more available to defendantH. Effect of res ipsaI. Third Restatement’s stripped-down
approachJ. Defendant’s rebuttal evidenceK. Typical contexts1. Airplane accidents2. Car
accidentsQuiz Yourself onNEGLIGENCE GENERALLY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onNEGLIGENCEChapter 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTA.
General significance1. “But for” test2. Broad testB. Concurrent causes1. “Substantial factor”
standardC. Proof of actual cause1. Proof of “but for” aspect2. Expert testimony3. Scientific
evidence4. Increased risk, followed by actual damage5. Increased risk, not yet followed by
actual damage6. “Double fault and alternative liability”7. The “market share” theoryII.
PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. Scope of problemB. Multiple proximate causes1. Joint
tortfeasorsIII. PROXIMATE CAUSE — THE FORESEEABILITY PROBLEMA. Need for dividing



lineB. The “direct causation” viewC. The foreseeability view1. Wagon Mound case2.
Unforeseeable plaintiffD. Cardozo rule generally followed1. “Highly extraordinary” test2. Still
room for disagreement3. Third Restatement follows Cardozo view4. Exceptions to the
foreseeable-consequences approachIV. PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESA.
Nature of intervening cause1. Superseding causeB. Foreseeability ruleC. Foreseeable
intervening causes1. Illustration of scope of risk2. Acts of nature generally3. Risk of harm must
be increased4. Foreseeable negligence5. Criminal or intentionally tortious conductD.
Weakening of “foreseeable”1. “Normal” interventionE. Unforeseeable intervention but
foreseeable result1. Rationale2. Criminality or intentional tortF. Unforeseeable intervention
with unforeseeable results1. Extraordinary acts of nature2. Other extraordinary actsG.
Dependent vs. independent causesV. SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITYA. Nature of problemB. No
general rule1. Contract or other agreement on responsibility2. Cases where there is no
agreement3. Third person’s failure to discover defectQuiz Yourself onACTUAL AND
PROXIMATE CAUSE (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEChapter
7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYA. Joint liability for concurrent wrongdoing1. Joint
liability for indivisible result (traditional rule)2. Indivisible harm3. Modern trend cuts back on
joint-and-several liabilityB. No joint-and-several liability for divisible harms1. Action in
concert2. Successive incidents3. Overlapping liability4. Indivisible harmsII.
SATISFACTIONIII. RELEASEA. Significance of releaseIV. CONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution
generallyB. Historically limitedC. Present limitations1. No intentional torts2. Contribution
defendant must have liability3. Other barriers to suitD. Settlements1. Settlement by
contribution plaintiff2. Settlement by contribution defendantE. Mary Carter agreementsV.
INDEMNITYA. Concept of indemnity generallyB. No general rule1. Vicarious liability2. Retailer
versus manufacturer3. Negligent vs. intentional tortfeasor4. Contract5. Indemnity and
contribution as mutually exclusive remediesQuiz Yourself onJOINT TORTFEASORS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onJOINT TORTFEASORSChapter 8DUTYI. “DUTY” GENERALLYII.
FAILURE TO ACTA. No general duty to act1. Misfeasance v. nonfeasance2. Duty to protect or
give aidB. Exceptions1. Special relationship2. Defendant involved in injury3. Defendant and
victim as co-venturers4. Assumption of duty (“undertaking”)5. What constitutes undertaking6.
Duty to control others7. Good Samaritan protection for physiciansIII. EFFECT OF A
CONTRACTA. Relation between tort and contractB. Traditional distinction between
misfeasance and nonfeasanceC. Party to the contract; nonfeasanceD. Party to the contract;
misfeasance1. Election2. Insurer’s failure to settle3. Breach of duty of “good faith and fair
dealing”E. Non-party to contract; traditional rule as to nonfeasanceF. Non-party to the contract;
traditional rule as to misfeasanceG. Non-party to the contract; modern rule as to nonfeasance
and misfeasanceIV. MENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure mental suffering without physical impact or
injuryB. Mental distress damages “tacked on” to case involving physical impact or injury1. P
may recover2. “Parasitic” damagesC. Emotional distress, but no fear of impact on oneself or on
othersD. P is within the “zone of danger,” and suffers distressE. P is a “bystander,” and sees a



close relative suffer bodily injuryF. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily
injuryG. Special relationship or special activityH. The “at-risk plaintiff”I. Intentional tortsV.
UNBORN CHILDRENA. Scope of problemB. Modern view1. Viability2. Requirement that child
be born alive3. Pre-conception injuries4. “Wrongful life”VI. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The
problem generallyB. Standard rule disallows pure economic lossesC. Situations that are
exceptions or fall outside of the rule1. P has a proprietary interest2. Public nuisance with
special harmD. Some courts reject basic ruleE. Special statutes1. Oil spills and the OPAQuiz
Yourself onDUTY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDUTYChapter 9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS
OF LANDI. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTIONA. Landowner tort law historically1. About this
chapterII. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Natural v. artificial conditions1. Natural hazards2.
Artificial hazardsB. Conduct of othersIII. INJURIES ON THE PREMISES GENERALLYIV.
TRESPASSERSA. General rule as to trespassersB. Exceptions1. Constant trespass on limited
area2. Discovered trespassers3. Trespassing childrenV. LICENSEESA. Significance of being
a “licensee”B. Social guestsC. Dangerous activitiesVI. INVITEESA. Significance of distinction
from licenseesB. Who is invitee1. Old view2. The modern view3. Scope of invitationC. Duty
of due care1. Duty to inspect2. Effect of warning3. Duty varies with useD. Firefighters and
other public-safety personnelVII. REJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection of categoriesVIII.
LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESA. LesseeB. Lessor’s liability1. Danger unknown to
lessee which should be known to lessor2. Rented property to be held open to public3.
Common areas kept under control of lessor4. Lessor contracts to repair5. Repairs negligently
undertaken6. Duty of protection7. Persons outside the premises8. General negligence
standard for lessorsIX. VENDORS AND VENDEESA. Vendor’s liabilityB. Builder-vendorsQuiz
Yourself onOWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF LAND (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onOWNERS
AND OCCUPIERS OF LANDChapter 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
GENERALLYA. Actual injury required1. Physical injury required2. Elements of damages3.
Maximum possible verdictB. Hedonistic damagesC. Recovery for future damagesD. Effect of
taxationE. Reimbursement by third persons1. Collateral source rule2. Rationale3. Attack on
ruleF. Mitigation1. Only reasonable care required2. Seat belt defense3. Effect of comparative
negligenceG. Caps on pain-and-suffering awardsII. PUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive
damages1. Negligence cases2. Constitutional limits3. Legislative reformIII. RECOVERY BY
SPOUSE OR CHILDREN OF INJURED PARTYA. Historical action for husband1. No remedy
for wife2. Modern view3. Parent’s recovery where the child is injured4. Child’s action where
parent injured5. DefensesIV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA.
Consequences of injured party’s deathB. Survival statutesC. Wrongful death statutesExam
Tips onDAMAGESChapter 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCEA. Nature of contributory negligence defenseB. Historical emergence1.
Practical explanationC. Burden of pleading and proofD. Standard of care1. Child plaintiffsE.
Claims against which defense not usable1. Intentional torts2. Willful and wanton tort3. Strict
liability4. Negligence per seF. Last clear chanceII. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Rejection



of “all or nothing” approachB. Comparative negligence definedC. Historical emergenceD.
“Pure” vs. “cutoff%” systems1. Pure systems2. Cutoff systemsE. Multiple parties1. All parties
before court2. Not all parties before the courtF. How percentage is determined1. Contrary
viewG. Last clear chanceH. Willful and wanton misconduct by defendantI. Assumption of
riskJ. Mitigation of damagesK. P’s negligence creates the need for D’s servicesL. Violation of
safety statute by defendantM. Seat belt defenseN. Strict liabilityO. Imputed comparative
negligenceIII. ASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Nature of the doctrineB. Classes of assumption of
riskC. Express assumption of riskD. Implied assumption of risk1. Requirements for implied
assumption2. Knowledge of risk3. Voluntary assumption4. Statutory violation by defendant5.
Effect of comparative negligenceE. Burden of proofIV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONSA.
Discovery of injuryV. IMMUNITIESA. Definition of immunityB. Intra-family immunityC.
Charitable immunityD. Governmental immunity1. Federal government’s liability (FTCA
statute)2. State governments3. Local government immunity4. Government officials5.
Government contractorsQuiz Yourself onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE ACTIONSChapter 12VICARIOUS
LIABILITYI. VICARIOUS LIABILITY GENERALLYA. Nature of doctrineII. EMPLOYER-
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPA. Respondeat superior doctrineB. Who is an “employee”C.
Scope of employment1. Commuting trips2. Frolic and detour3. Acts prohibited by employer4.
Intentional torts5. Employer’s own liabilityD. Torts by non-employees (e.g., guests and
customers)III. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORSA. No general liabilityB. Exceptions to non-
liability1. Employer’s own liability2. Vicarious liability for non-delegable dutiesIV. JOINT
ENTERPRISEA. Nature of joint enterprise relationship1. Use in auto casesB. Requirements for
joint enterprise1. Pecuniary interest2. Mutual right of controlV. AUTO CONSENT STATUTES,
THE “FAMILY PURPOSE” DOCTRINE AND BAILMENTA. Bases for automobile liabilityB.
Consent statutesC. Automobile insurance omnibus clauseD. Judge-made doctrinesE.
BailmentsQuiz Yourself onVICARIOUS LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onVICARIOUS
LIABILITYChapter 13STRICT LIABILITYI. STRICT LIABILITY GENERALLYII. ANIMALSA.
Trespassing animals1. American ruleB. Non-trespass liability1. Wild animalsC. DefensesIII.
ABNORMALLY DANGEROUS ACTIVITIESA. The doctrine of Rylands v. FletcherB. America’s
slow adoptionC. Second Restatement’s ruleD. Third Restatement’s ruleE. Some contexts1.
Use and storage of explosives2. Crop dusting3. Airplane accidents4. Toxic chemicals and
flammable liquids5. Nuclear reactor6. Use of firearms7. Construction activities8. No strict
liability for common carrierF. Incentives and economic analysisIV. LIMITATIONS ON STRICT
LIABILITYA. Limitations generallyB. Scope of risk1. Abnormally sensitive activity by plaintiff2.
Manner in which harm occurs3. Scope of liability compared with negligence casesC. Plaintiff’s
contributory negligence no defense1. Unreasonable assumption of risk2. Assumption of risk3.
P’s comparative negligence will reduce recoveryV. WORKERS’ COMPENSATIONA.
GenerallyB. Scope of coverageC. BenefitsD. Exclusivity of remedyE. Application to other
areas1. Automobile no-fault2. Childhood vaccines3. Victims of 9/11Quiz Yourself onSTRICT



LIABILITY (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onSTRICT LIABILTYChapter 14PRODUCTS LIABILITYI.
NEGLIGENCEA. Negligence and privityB. Historical development1. MacPherson v. Buick2.
Acceptance of MacPhersonC. Classes of defendants1. Manufacturers2. Third person’s failure
to inspect3. RetailersII. WARRANTYA. Historical importance of warrantyB. Express
warranties1. UCC version2. Strict liability3. Restatement “misrepresentation” claimC. Implied
warranty1. Warranty of merchantability2. Warranty of fitness for a particular purpose3.
PrivityD. Warranty defenses1. Disclaimers2. Limitation of consequential damages3. Notice of
breachE. Phasing out of warranty suits1. Useful cases2. Privity actionIII. STRICT LIABILITYA.
Historical emergenceB. Restatement Second §402AC. Third Restatement on Products
LiabilityD. What products meet the testE. Unavoidably unsafe products1. Second
Restatement’s exemption2. Third Restatement takes risk-utility view3. Prescription drugs and
medical devicesF. Unknowable dangersG. Food products1. Foreign/natural distinction2. The
majority’s “consumer expectation” standardH. Warning1. Negligence aspectsI. Obvious
dangers1. Second Restatement’s “consumer expectation” standard2. Third Restatement’s
approachJ. Books or other information as “products”K. Proving the case1. Manufacture or sale
by defendant2. Existence of defect3. Causation4. Defect existed when in hands of
defendantL. Epidemiological proof1. Victories by defendants2. General causation used to
prove specific causation3. The “doubling” ruleM. Bystanders and other non-user plaintiffsIV.
DESIGN DEFECTSA. Design defects distinguished from manufacturing ones1. Manufacturing
defect2. Design defect definedB. Aspects of negligenceC. Third Restatement’s approach1.
Text of definition2. Based on negligence3. The “reasonable alternative design” (RAD)4.
Consumer-expectation test not dispositive5. “State-of-the-art” defense allowed6. Strict liability
for resellerD. Types of design defect claimsE. Structural defectsF. Lack of safety features1.
Defenses2. Obvious defects3. Subsequently discovered precautionG. Suitability for
unintended uses1. Unforeseeable misuse2. Foreseeable misuse3. Second collision cases4.
Contributory negligence defenseH. Unavoidably unsafe categoriesI. Military products sold to
and approved by governmentJ. Regulatory compliance defenseV. DUTY TO WARNA. How the
duty to warn may arise1. Negligence aspects predominateB. Significance of duty to warnC.
Risk-utility basis for warnings liabilityD. Drug casesE. CigarettesF. Duty to warn of unknown
and unknowable dangersG. Effect of government labeling standardsH. Danger to small
number of peopleI. Obvious dangerJ. Warning against misuseK. Post-sale duty to warnL.
AllergiesM. Hidden causation issueVI. WHO MAY BE A DEFENDANTA. Cases involving
chattels1. Retail dealers2. Used goods3. Component manufacturersB. Lessors of goodsC.
Sellers of real estateD. Lessors of real propertyE. Services1. Electric utilities2. Construction
workers3. Product incorporated in service4. Services by professionalsVII. INTERESTS THAT
MAY BE PROTECTEDA. Property damageB. Intangible economic harm1. Direct purchaser2.
Remote purchasers and non-purchasersVIII. DEFENSES BASED ON THE PLAINTIFF’S
CONDUCTA. IntroductionB. The Second Restatement and early decisionsC. The modern
approach recognizes comparative fault1. Third Restatement2. Different situations3. Failure to



discover the risk4. Knowing assumption of risk5. Conduct that is high-risk apart from defect6.
Ignoring of safety precautionD. “Misuse” of the product1. Reduction in recovery2. Indication
that product was not defective at all3. Misuse as superseding causeIX. DEFENSES BASED
ON FEDERAL REGULATION, MAINLY THE DEFENSE OF PREEMPTIONA. PreemptionB.
Compliance with government standardsQuiz Yourself onPRODUCTS LIABILITY (Entire
Chapter)Exam Tips onPRODUCTS LIABILITYChapter 15NUISANCEI. NUISANCE
GENERALLYII. PUBLIC NUISANCEA. Definition of public nuisanceB. Requirement of
particular damage1. Magnitude of pecuniary loss irrelevant2. In exercise of common right3.
InjunctionIII. PRIVATE NUISANCEA. Nature of private nuisance1. Distinguished from
trespass2. Must have interest in land3. Elements of the caseB. Interference with useC.
Defendant’s conductD. Intentional1. Unreasonableness requirement2. Nature of
neighborhood3. Action taken for spiteE. Interference with waterF. Remedies1. Damages2.
Injunction3. Self-help abatementG. Defenses1. Contributory negligence2. Assumption of
riskQuiz Yourself onNUISANCE (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onNUISANCEChapter
16MISREPRESENTATIONI. INTRODUCTIONII. INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
(“DECEIT”)A. Common law action1. Elements of cause of actionB. Misrepresentation1.
Actions2. Concealment3. NondisclosureC. Scienter1. What constitutes scienter2.
Negligence not enough3. Stating belief as knowledge4. Negligent and innocent
misrepresentationD. Right of third persons to recoverE. Justifiable reliance1. Causal
question2. Justifiability of reliance3. MaterialityF. Opinion1. More liberal rule2. Opinion of
adverse party3. “Puffing” still not actionable4. Opinion of apparently disinterested person5.
Opinion implying factG. Statements as to lawH. Prediction and intentionI. Damages1.
Proximate cause2. Measure of damagesIII. NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATIONA. Historical
viewB. Business relationshipC. Liability to third persons1. Strict (New York) view2.
Restatement intermediate view3. Broad, modern viewD. Contributory negligenceE. Damages
limited to pecuniary harmIV. STRICT LIABILITYA. Increasing willingness to allowB. Sale, rental
or exchangeC. Misrepresentation by seller of chattels to consumerQuiz Yourself
onMISREPRESENTATION (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onMISREPRESENTATIONChapter
17DEFAMATIONI. GENERAL PRINCIPLESA. Prima facie caseII. DEFAMATORY
COMMUNICATIONA. Injury to reputation1. Special activity of plaintiff2. Reputation not actually
injuredB. Effect limited to one segment of publicC. Meaning to be attached to statement1.
Judge-jury allocationD. Reference to plaintiff1. Defendant’s intent irrelevant2. Groups3.
Reference need not be by nameE. Truth1. Effect of constitutional decisions2. Substantial
truthF. Opinion1. Pure opinion2. Implied assertions of fact3. Hyperbole4. Context5.
ReviewsG. Who may be defamed1. Deceased persons2. CorporationIII. LIBEL VS.
SLANDERA. Significance of distinctionB. Libel1. Embodied in physical form2. Dictation to
stenographer3. Radio and televisionC. SlanderD. Special harm1. Tacking on of damages2.
Harm caused by repetition3. Cases where no special harm necessary (“slander per se”)4.
LibelIV. PUBLICATIONA. Requirement of publication generally1. Must be intentional or



negligent2. Must be understoodB. Publication by plaintiffC. Repeater’s liabilityD. Single or
multiple publicationV. INTENTA. Common law strict liability1. FalsityB. Constitutional
decisions1. New York Times v. Sullivan2. Meaning of “actual malice”3. Public figures4. Private
figures5. Application to non-media6. Private aspects of public figuresC. Appellate court’s “de
novo” review of factsVI. PRIVILEGESA. Privileges generallyB. Absolute privileges1. Judicial
proceedings2. Legislative proceedings3. Government officials4. Husband and wife5.
ConsentC. Qualified privilege1. Protection of publisher’s interest2. Interest of others3.
Common interest4. Where recipient can act in public interest5. Report of public proceedings6.
The “neutral reportage” privilegeD. Abuse1. Knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard2.
Purpose of the privilege3. Excessive publicationE. Statutory privileges1. Internet Service
ProvidersVII. REMEDIESA. Damages1. Punitive damages2. Presumed damages3. Nominal
damagesB. RetractionC. “Libel tourism,” and U.S. attempts to prevent itQuiz Yourself
onDEFAMATION (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips onDEFAMATIONChapter 18MISCELLANEOUS
TORTSI. INVASION OF PRIVACYA. Right generallyB. Misappropriation of identity1. Statutory
regulation2. Evoking a celebrity3. Plaintiff whose name has little commercial value4. First
Amendment “newsworthiness privilege”C. Intrusion1. Must be private placeD. Publicity of
private life1. Not all states recognize2. Elements of the tort3. Must be publicized4. Already-
public information5. Must not be of legitimate public concern6. Constitutional viability of tort7.
Some courts reject entirelyE. False lightF. PrivilegesII. MISUSE OF LEGAL PROCEDUREA.
Three tortsB. Malicious prosecutionC. Wrongful civil proceedingsD. Abuse of processIII.
INTERFERENCE WITH ADVANTAGEOUS RELATIONSA. Three business tortsB. Injurious
falsehoodC. Interference with existing contractD. Interference with prospective advantageE.
Common-law trademark, copyright and unfair competition claimsIV. INTERFERENCE WITH
FAMILY AND POLITICAL RELATIONS AND WITH CIVIL RIGHTSA. Interference with family
relationsB. Interference with political and civil rights1. §1983 suits for state violation of federal
rights2. Civil RICO3. Other statutory rights4. Prima facie tortV. TORTS IN THE FAMILYA.
Consequence of canceling immunity1. Direct wrongdoing by parent2. Failure to supervise3.
“Failure of parenting”Quiz Yourself onMISCELLANEOUS TORTS (Entire Chapter)Exam Tips
onMISCELLANEOUS TORTSESSAY EXAM QUESTIONS AND ANSWERSMULTISTATE-
STYLE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERSTABLE OF CASESTABLE OF RESTATEMENT SECOND
REFERENCESTABLE OF RESTATEMENT THIRD REFERENCESSUBJECT MATTER
INDEXPrefaceThanks for buying this book.Here are some of its special features: Prosser
Casebook-Specific Coverage — A discussion of virtually every principal case from the Prosser,
Wade & Schwartz casebook (13th Ed. 2015) is integrated into the outline. Discussion of a
principal case from the casebook is indicated by a symbol in the left-hand margin. “Casebook
Correlation Chart” — This chart, located just after this Preface, correlates each section of our
Outline with the pages covering the same topic in the Prosser, Wade & Schwartz casebook.
“Capsule Summary” — This is a 108-page summary of the key concepts of the law of Torts,
specially designed for use in the last week or so before your final exam. “Quiz Yourself” — At the



end of nearly every chapter we give you short-answer questions so that you can exercise your
analytical muscles. There are nearly 100 of these questions. Most are from the Law in a Flash
Torts title; some are from a book we publish called Steve Emanuel’s First-Year Questions and
Answers. (Also, we’ve got other questions, in a multiple-choice format, at p. 555). “Exam Tips”
— These alert you to what issues repeatedly pop up on real-life Torts exams, and what factual
patterns are commonly used to test those issues. We created these Tips by looking at literally
hundreds of multiple-choice and essay questions asked by law professors and bar examiners.
You’d be surprised at how predictable the issues and fact-patterns chosen by profs really are!I
intend for you to use this book both throughout the semester and for exam preparation. Here are
some suggestions about how to use it:11. During the semester, use the book in preparing each
night for the next day’s class. To do this, first read your casebook. Then, use the Casebook
Correlation Chart to get an idea of what part of the outline to read. Reading the outline will give
you a sense of how the particular cases you’ve just read in your casebook fit into the overall
structure of the subject. You may want to use a yellow highlighter to mark key portions of the
Emanuel.2. If you make your own outline for the course, use the Emanuel to give you a structure,
and to supply black letter principles. You may want to rely especially on the Capsule Summary
for this purpose. You are hereby authorized to copy small portions of the Emanuel into your own
outline, provided that your outline will be used only by you or your study group, and provided that
you are the owner of the Emanuel.3. When you first start studying for exams, read the Capsule
Summary to get an overview. This will probably take you about one day.4. Either during exam
study or earlier in the semester, do some or all of the Quiz Yourself short-answer questions. You
can find these quickly by looking for Quiz Yourself entries in the Table of Contents. When you do
these questions: (1) record your short “answer” on the small blank line provided after the
question, but also: (2) try to write out a “mini essay” on a separate piece of paper. Remember
that the only way to get good at writing essays is to write essays.5. In the week before the exam,
do the 30 multiple-choice questions at the back of the book.6. Three or four days before the
exam, review the Exam Tips that appear at the end of each chapter. You may want to combine
this step with step 4, so that you use the Tips to help you spot the issues in the short-answer
questions. You’ll also probably want to follow up from many of the Tips to the main outline’s
discussion of the topic.7. The night before the exam: (1) do some Quiz Yourself questions, just to
get your thinking and writing juices flowing; and (2) re-scan the Exam Tips (spending about 2-3
hours).My deepest thanks go to my colleagues at Aspen Publishing, Barbara Lasoff and
Barbara Roth, who have helped greatly to assure the reliability and readability of this and my
other books.Good luck in your Torts course. If you’d like any other Aspen publication, you can
find it at your bookstore or at . If you’d like to contact me, you can email me at
semanuel@westnet.com.Steve EmanuelLarchmont NYJune 16,
2016________________________1. The suggestions below relate only to this book. I don’t talk
about taking or reviewing class notes, using hornbooks or other study aids, joining a study
group, or anything else. This doesn’t mean I don’t think these other steps are important — it’s



just that in this Preface I’ve chosen to focus on how I think you can use this
outline.PrefaceThanks for buying this book.Here are some of its special features: Prosser
Casebook-Specific Coverage — A discussion of virtually every principal case from the Prosser,
Wade & Schwartz casebook (13th Ed. 2015) is integrated into the outline. Discussion of a
principal case from the casebook is indicated by a symbol in the left-hand margin. “Casebook
Correlation Chart” — This chart, located just after this Preface, correlates each section of our
Outline with the pages covering the same topic in the Prosser, Wade & Schwartz casebook.
“Capsule Summary” — This is a 108-page summary of the key concepts of the law of Torts,
specially designed for use in the last week or so before your final exam. “Quiz Yourself” — At the
end of nearly every chapter we give you short-answer questions so that you can exercise your
analytical muscles. There are nearly 100 of these questions. Most are from the Law in a Flash
Torts title; some are from a book we publish called Steve Emanuel’s First-Year Questions and
Answers. (Also, we’ve got other questions, in a multiple-choice format, at p. 555). “Exam Tips”
— These alert you to what issues repeatedly pop up on real-life Torts exams, and what factual
patterns are commonly used to test those issues. We created these Tips by looking at literally
hundreds of multiple-choice and essay questions asked by law professors and bar examiners.
You’d be surprised at how predictable the issues and fact-patterns chosen by profs really are!I
intend for you to use this book both throughout the semester and for exam preparation. Here are
some suggestions about how to use it:11. During the semester, use the book in preparing each
night for the next day’s class. To do this, first read your casebook. Then, use the Casebook
Correlation Chart to get an idea of what part of the outline to read. Reading the outline will give
you a sense of how the particular cases you’ve just read in your casebook fit into the overall
structure of the subject. You may want to use a yellow highlighter to mark key portions of the
Emanuel.2. If you make your own outline for the course, use the Emanuel to give you a structure,
and to supply black letter principles. You may want to rely especially on the Capsule Summary
for this purpose. You are hereby authorized to copy small portions of the Emanuel into your own
outline, provided that your outline will be used only by you or your study group, and provided that
you are the owner of the Emanuel.3. When you first start studying for exams, read the Capsule
Summary to get an overview. This will probably take you about one day.4. Either during exam
study or earlier in the semester, do some or all of the Quiz Yourself short-answer questions. You
can find these quickly by looking for Quiz Yourself entries in the Table of Contents. When you do
these questions: (1) record your short “answer” on the small blank line provided after the
question, but also: (2) try to write out a “mini essay” on a separate piece of paper. Remember
that the only way to get good at writing essays is to write essays.5. In the week before the exam,
do the 30 multiple-choice questions at the back of the book.6. Three or four days before the
exam, review the Exam Tips that appear at the end of each chapter. You may want to combine
this step with step 4, so that you use the Tips to help you spot the issues in the short-answer
questions. You’ll also probably want to follow up from many of the Tips to the main outline’s
discussion of the topic.7. The night before the exam: (1) do some Quiz Yourself questions, just to



get your thinking and writing juices flowing; and (2) re-scan the Exam Tips (spending about 2-3
hours).My deepest thanks go to my colleagues at Aspen Publishing, Barbara Lasoff and
Barbara Roth, who have helped greatly to assure the reliability and readability of this and my
other books.Good luck in your Torts course. If you’d like any other Aspen publication, you can
find it at your bookstore or at . If you’d like to contact me, you can email me at
semanuel@westnet.com.Steve EmanuelLarchmont NYJune 16,
2016________________________1. The suggestions below relate only to this book. I don’t talk
about taking or reviewing class notes, using hornbooks or other study aids, joining a study
group, or anything else. This doesn’t mean I don’t think these other steps are important — it’s
just that in this Preface I’ve chosen to focus on how I think you can use this outline.CASEBOOK
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SUMMARYThis Capsule Summary is intended for review at the end of the semester. Reading it
is not a substitute for mastering the material in the main outline. Numbers in brackets refer to the
pages in the main outline where the topic is discussed.CHAPTER 1INTRODUCTIONI.
GENERAL INTRODUCTIONA. Definition of tort: There is no single definition of “tort.” The most
we can say is that: (1) a tort is a civil wrong committed by one person against another; and (2)
torts can and usually do arise outside of any agreement between the parties. [1]B. Categories:
There are three broad categories of torts, and there are individual named torts within each
category: [2-4]1. Intentional torts: First, intentional torts are ones where the defendant desires to
bring about a particular result. The main intentional torts are:a. Battery.b. Assault.c. False



imprisonment.d. Infliction of mental distress.2. Negligence: The next category is the generic
tort of “negligence.” Here, the defendant has not intended to bring about a certain result, but has
merely behaved carelessly. There are no individually-named torts in this category, merely the
general concept of “negligence.”3. Strict liability: Finally, there is the least culpable category,
“strict liability.” Here, the defendant is held liable even though he did not intend to bring about the
undesirable result, and even though he behaved with utmost carefulness. There are two main
individually-named torts that apply strict liability: [4]a. Conducting of abnormally dangerous
activities (e.g., blasting); andb. The selling of a defective product which causes personal injury
or property damage.C. Significance of categories: There are two main consequences that turn
on which of the three above categories a particular tort falls into: [4]1. Scope of liability: The
three categories differ concerning D’s liability for far-reaching, unexpected, consequences. The
more culpable D’s conduct, the more far-reaching his liability for unexpected consequences —
so an intentional tortfeasor is liable for a wider range of unexpected consequences than is a
negligent tortfeasor. [4]2. Damages: The measure of damages is generally broader for the more
culpable categories. In particular, D is more likely to be required to pay punitive damages when
he is an intentional tortfeasor than when he is negligent or strictly liable. [4]D. Exam approach:
First, review the fact pattern to spot each individual tort that has, or may have been, committed.
Then, for each tort you have identified:1. Prima facie case: Say whether a prima facie case for
that tort has been made.2. Defenses: Analyze what defenses and justifications, if any, D may be
able to raise.3. Damages: Finally, discuss what damages may be applicable, if the tort has been
committed and there are no defenses. Pay special attention to: (1) punitive damages; (2)
damages for emotional distress; (3) damages for loss of companionship of another person; (4)
damages for unlikely and far-reaching consequences; and (5) damages for economic loss
where there has been no personal injury or property damage.CHAPTER 2INTENTIONAL
TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “INTENT” DEFINEDA. Meaning of intent: There is no
general meaning of “intent” when discussing intentional torts. For each individual intentional tort,
you have to memorize a different definition of “intent.” All that the intentional torts have in
common is that D must have intended to bring about some sort of physical or mental effect upon
another person. [7-8]1. No intent to harm: The intentional torts generally are not defined in such
a way as to require D to have intended to harm the plaintiff. [9] (Example: D points a water gun at
P, making it seem like a robbery, when in fact it is a practical joke. If D has intended to put P in
fear of imminent harmful bodily contact, the “intent” for assault is present, even though D
intended no “harm” to P.)2. Substantial certainty: If D knows with substantial certainty that a
particular effect will occur as a result of her action, she is deemed to have intended that result.
[8] (Example: D pulls a chair out from under P as she is sitting down. If D knew with “substantial
certainty” that P would hit the ground, D meets the intent requirement for battery, even if he did
not desire that she do so. [Garratt v. Dailey])a. High likelihood: But if it is merely “highly likely,”
not “substantially certain,” that the bad consequences will occur, then the act is not an intentional
tort. “Recklessness” by D is not enough.3. Act distinguished from consequences: Distinguish



D’s act from the consequences of that act. The act must be intentional or substantially certain,
but the consequences need not be. [9] (Example: D intends to tap P lightly on the chin to annoy
him. If P has a “glass jaw,” which is broken by the light blow, D has still “intended” to cause the
contact, and the intentional tort of battery has taken place, even though the consequences —
broken jaw — were not intended.)B. Transferred intent: Under the doctrine of “transferred intent,”
if D held the necessary intent with respect to person A, he will be held to have committed an
intentional tort against any other person who happens to be injured. [9] (Example: D shoots at A,
and accidentally hits B. D is liable to B for the intentional tort of battery.)II. BATTERYA.
Definition: Battery is the intentional infliction of a harmful or offensive bodily contact.
[11]Example: A intentionally punches B in the nose. A has committed battery.B. Meaning of
“intent”: Saying that battery is an “intentional” tort does not mean that D must have desired to
physically harm P. D has the necessary intent for battery if it is the case either that:[1] D
intended to cause a harmful or offensive bodily contact; or[2] D intended to cause an imminent
apprehension on P’s part of a harmful or offensive bodily contact (even if D did not intend to
cause the contact itself). [11]Example of [1]: D shoots at P, intending to hit him with the bullet. D
has the necessary intent for battery.Example of [2]: D shoots at P, while facing him, intending to
miss P, but also intending to make P think that P would be hit. D has the intent needed for
battery.1. Intent to create apprehension of contact: Alternative [2] above means that an “intent to
commit an assault” (see infra, C-5) will suffice as the intent for battery. That is, if D intends
merely to put P in fear of an imminent harmful or offensive contact, that’s a sufficient intent for
battery, and it doesn’t matter that D does not intend that such a contact actually occur.a. Prank
gone bad: This means that a “prank gone bad,” where D tries to trick P into thinking that P will
undergo an imminent harmful or offensive contact but D doesn’t intend the contact to actually
occur, will often be an assault: if something goes wrong and a harmful contact occurs, that’s
battery of the “intent to commit assault” (i.e., intent to create an imminent apprehension of
harmful or offensive contact) variety. [11]Example: D and P are golfing together. As a prank, D
swings his club towards P’s head, desiring to make P think (falsely) that the club will strike P. D
holds up his swing at the last instant, but due to a hidden defect in the club the clubhead flies off
and strikes P in the fact, injuring him. This is battery, because: (1) D intended to create in P an
apprehension of an imminent harmful or offensive contact; and (2) an actual harmful or offensive
contact ensued.2. “Single intent” vs “dual intent”: What exactly must D intend to do in order to
meet the intent requirement for battery? It’s clear that at the very least, D must intend to bring
about a bodily contact. But must D also intend that the contact be one that will be harmful or
offensive to the plaintiff? Courts are split between two major approaches, which we’ll call the
“single intent” view and the “dual intent” view. [12]a. Two approaches defined: Here’s how the
two approaches differ: “Single intent”: Under the “single intent” approach, the sole intent that D
is required to have is the intent to bring about a bodily contact. “Dual intent”: But under the “dual
intent” approach, D meets the intent requirement for battery only if she possesses two separate
intents: (1) the intent to bring about a bodily contact; and (2) the intent that the contact, if it



occurs, be harmful or offensive to the plaintiff.b. “Dual intent” harder to satisfy: The “dual intent”
standard is the less likely of the two standards to be satisfied: any situation that satisfies “dual
intent” will necessarily satisfy “single intent,” but some situations that satisfy “single intent” will
not satisfy “dual intent.”c. Most courts apply “single intent” standard: Most courts, and the Third
Restatement, apply the single intent standard. Thus the Third Restatement says that “The intent
required for battery is the intent to cause a contact with the person of another. The actor need
not intend to cause harm or offense to the other.” Rest. 3d (Intent. Torts, Tent. Dr. 1), § 102.
[12]Example: P, a woman, and D, a man, are workplace colleagues, but not close friends. D
comes up behind P and gives P a bear hug, thinking honestly (but unreasonably) that P will not
find this contact offensive.In a court using the majority “single intent” standard, D meets the
intent requirement for battery, since he clearly intends to carry out a contact on P’s body (and
whether D intends or believes that the contact will be harmful or offensive to P is irrelevant). But
in a court using the minority “dual intent” standard, D does not meet the intent requirement,
because D has only the first intent (intent to make a bodily contact) and not the second intent
(intent that the contact, if it occurs, be harmful or offensive to the contacted person).C. Contact
that is “offensive” suffices: If the contact is “harmful” — i.e., it causes pain or bodily damage —
this qualifies. But battery also covers contacts which are merely “offensive,” i.e., damaging to a
“reasonable sense of dignity.” [13]Example: D spits on P. Even if P is not “harmed” in the sense of
being caused physical pain or physical injury, a battery has occurred because a person of
average sensitivity in P’s position would have her dignity offended.D. Reasonableness standard
for “offensive” contact: In determining whether a particular contact is “offensive,” the standard is
not whether the particular plaintiff was offended, but whether an ordinary person who is not
unduly sensitive about his dignity would have been offended. [14]1. Ordinary and reasonable
contacts: Thus if A gently pushes past B in a crowded subway, or taps him on the shoulder to
ask directions, no battery will be found even if it turns out that B is unduly sensitive and was in
fact offended by the touching.E. P need not be aware: It is not necessary that P have actual
awareness of the contact at the time it occurs. [15] (Example: D kisses P while she is asleep. D
has committed a battery.)F. Contact beyond level consented to: Battery can occur where P
consents to a certain level of bodily contact, but D goes beyond the consented-to level of
contact. At that point, the consent becomes invalid, and battery results. Look for this “beyond the
consented-to level of contact” scenario when the facts involve either a sporting event or a
medical/surgical procedure. [15]Example: D, a surgeon, agrees to perform liposuction on P’s
thighs. While P is under anesthesia, D decides that D could benefit from liposuction on P’s arms.
Assuming that P is not found to have impliedly consented in advance to the procedure on the
arms, that procedure was battery, because it went beyond the scope of the bodily contact to
which P consented.III. ASSAULTA. Definition: Assault is the intentional causing of an
apprehension of harmful or offensive contact. [16]Example: D, a bill collector, threatens to punch
P in the face if P does not pay a bill immediately. Since D has intended to put P in imminent
apprehension of a harmful bodily contact, this is assault, whether D intends to in fact hit P or



not.B. Intent: There are two different intents, either of which will suffice for assault:1. Intent to
create apprehension: First, D intends to put P in imminent apprehension of the harmful or
offensive contact, even if D does not intend to follow through (e.g., D threatens to shoot P, but
does not intend to actually shoot P); [17] or2. Intent to make contact: Alternatively, D intends to
in fact cause a harmful or offensive bodily contact.Example: D shoots a gun at P, trying to hit him.
D hopes P won’t see him, but P does. P is frightened, but the shot misses. This is assault.3.
Summary: So D has the requisite intent for assault if D either “intends to commit an assault” or
“intends to commit a battery.” [17]C. No hostility: It is not necessary that D bear malice towards
P, or intend to harm her. (Example: D as a practical joke points a toy pistol at P, hoping that P will
falsely think that P is about to be shot. D has one of the two alternative intents required for
assault — the intent to put P in imminent apprehension of a harmful or offensive contact — so
the fact that D does not desire to “harm” P is irrelevant.) [17]D. “Words alone” rule: Ordinarily,
words alone are not sufficient, by themselves, to give rise to an assault. Normally there must be
some overt act — a physical act or gesture by D — before P can claim to have been assaulted.
(Example: During an argument, D says to P “I’m gonna hit you in the face.” This is probably not
an assault, if D does not make any gesture like forming a fist or stepping towards P.) [17]1.
Special circumstances: However, the surrounding circumstances, or D’s past acts, may
occasionally make it reasonable for P to interpret D’s words alone as creating the required
apprehension of imminent contact. [17]E. Actual contact or apprehension required: Assault
requires an effect: P must either actually undergo a harmful or offensive contact, or be put in
immediate apprehension of such a contact.1. Unsuccessful prank or bluff: So where D is pulling
a prank or making a bluff, if P believes or knows that no imminent harmful or offensive contact
will really occur, and none does occur, there is no assault. [15]Example: D, holding a revolver,
walks into P’s office and says, “I know you’ve been having sex with my wife, and I’m gonna blow
your head off.” The particular gun that D is holding is a toy replica that cannot fire anything, and P
knows this because W has told him so on a previous occasion. D has not committed assault —
even if D intended to put P in fear of an imminent harmful contact (a bullet), the “result”
requirement for assault has not been met because P has not in fact been put in apprehension of
such contact.2. Feared contact with ground or independent object suffices: The harmful or
offensive contact of which P is placed in apprehension does not have to be with D or an
instrumentality under D’s control — it can be with the ground or some other free-standing object.
[18]Example: While P is riding a horse, D jumps up to frighten the horse. D’s purpose is to make
P think that P will fall. P in fact believes he’ll fall, but doesn’t. Since P has been intentionally
placed in apprehension of hitting the ground, D’s act meets the “intentional causing of
apprehension of a harmful or offensive contact” requirement, and constitutes assault.F.
Imminence: It must appear to P that the harm being threatened is imminent, and that D has the
present ability to carry out the threat. [19] (Example: D threatens to shoot P, and leaves the room
for the stated purpose of getting his revolver. D has not committed an assault on P.)G. P
unaware of danger: P must be aware of the threatened contact. [19]H. Threat to third persons: P



must have an apprehension that she herself will be subjected to a bodily contact. She may not
recover for her apprehension that someone else will be so touched. [20]Example: P sees D raise
a pistol at P’s husband. D shoots and misses. P cannot recover for assault, because she did not
fear a contact with her own body.)I. Conditional threat: Where D threatens the harm only if P
does not obey D’s demands, the existence of an assault depends on whether D had the legal
right to compel P to perform the act in question. (Example: P, a burglar, breaks into D’s house. D
says, “If you don’t get out, I’ll throw you out.” There is no assault on P, since D has the legal right
to force P to leave.) [21]IV. FALSE IMPRISONMENTA. Definition: False imprisonment is defined
as the intentional infliction of a confinement. [22]Example: D wants to have sex with P, and locks
her in his bedroom for two hours hoping that P will agree. She does not, and D lets her go. This
is false imprisonment, because D has intentionally confined P for a substantial time.B. Intent: P
must show that D either intended to confine him, or at least that D knew with substantial
certainty that P would be confined by D’s actions. The tort of false imprisonment cannot be
committed merely by negligent or reckless acts. (Example: D, a shopkeeper, negligently locks
the store while P, a customer, is in the bathroom. This is not false imprisonment, since D did not
intend to confine P.) [22]C. Means used: The imprisonment may be carried out by direct physical
means, but also by threats or by the assertion of legal authority. [22-24]1. Threats: Thus if D
threatens to use force if P tries to escape, the requisite confinement exists. [22-23]2. Assertion
of legal authority: Also, confinement may be caused by D’s assertion that he has legal authority
to confine P — this is true even if D does not in fact have the legal authority, so long as P
reasonably believed that D does, or is in doubt about whether D does. (Example: Storekeeper
suspects P of shoplifting, and says, “I hereby make a citizen’s arrest of you.” Putting aside
whether Storekeeper has a privilege to act this way, Storekeeper has “confined” P, if a
reasonable person in P’s position would think that Storekeeper had the authority to make such
an arrest, even if under local law Storekeeper did not have that authority.) [23]D. P must know of
confinement: P must either be aware of the confinement, or must suffer some actual harm.
(Example: P is locked in her hotel room by D, but P is asleep for the entire three-hour period, and
learns only later that the door was locked. This is probably not false imprisonment.) [25]V.
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (IIED)A. Definition: This tort is the
intentional or reckless infliction, by extreme and outrageous conduct, of severe emotional or
mental distress, even in the absence of physical harm. (It’s often called “IIED” for “intentional
infliction of emotional distress”) [25]Example: D threatens that if P, a garbage collector, does not
pay over part of his garbage collection proceeds to D and his henchmen, D will severely beat P.
Since D’s conduct is extreme and outrageous, and since he has intended to cause P distress
(which he has succeeded in doing), D is liable for infliction of mental distress. [State Rubbish
Collectors Assoc. v. Siliznoff]B. Intent: “Intent” for IIED is a bit broader than for other torts. There
are three possible types of mental state by D that will qualify:[1] D desires to cause P emotional
distress;[2] D knows with substantial certainty that P will suffer emotional distress; or[3] D
recklessly disregards the high probability that emotional distress will occur. [25-28]Example: D



commits suicide by blowing his brains out in P’s kitchen while P watches. D, or his estate, is
liable for intentional infliction of mental distress because although P did not desire to cause
distress to P, or even know that distress was substantially certain, he recklessly disregarded the
high risk that distress would occur.C. “Extreme and outrageous”: P must show that D’s conduct
was extreme and outrageous. D’s conduct has to be “beyond all possible bounds of
decency.” [28-29]Example: D, as a practical joke, tells P that her husband has been badly injured
in an accident, and is lying in the hospital with broken legs. This conduct is sufficiently
outrageous to qualify. [Wilkinson v. Downton]1. Bill collectors: A common fact pattern in which D
may be liable for intentional infliction of mental distress is where D is a bill collector. The
collector’s conduct can and often will be sufficiently extreme and outrageous to trigger IIED (e.g.,
repeated abusive phone calls at night; or denouncing P to P’s boss or neighbors as a
“deadbeat”). And it’s no defense to an otherwise proper IIED action that P really owed the money
that D was trying to collect. [27]D. Actual severe distress: P must suffer severe emotional
distress. P must show at least that her distress was severe enough that she sought medical aid.
Most cases do not require P to show that the distress resulted in bodily harm (assuming that the
conduct was directed at P, i.e., that it’s not a “transferred intent” scenario as discussed in Par. E
below). [29-32]E. Directed at third person: If D intentionally or recklessly directs extreme and
outrageous conduct at someone other than P (call this third person X), D will be liable for IIED to
P only if either of two scenarios occurs. [27][1] P and X are close relatives: If P (the person who
suffers the severe emotional distress) and X (the one at whom D’s outrageous conduct is
directed) are members of the same immediate family, P can recover for severe emotional
distress, even if the distress does not result in bodily harm, as long as P was present, and known
by D to be present.[2] P and X are not close relatives: If P and X are not members of the same
immediate family, thenP can recover only if P satisfies two conditions: P was present (and
known to D to be present) at the time; and The emotional distress suffered by P led to bodily
harm.Example 1 (close relatives): In front of P, D pulls a gun and threatens to shoot X to death. P,
who is X’s wife, suffers great emotional distress from watching the episode. P can recover from
D for IIED, even if P never suffered bodily harm from the distress.Example 2 (not close relatives):
Same facts as Example 1, but now P and X are friends, not relatives. If P suffers great emotional
distress without any bodily harm, she (probably) cannot recover from D for IIED. But if P’s
emotional distress leads to bodily harm (e.g., a miscarriage), she can recover.1. P must be
physically present: Notice that in both of the above scenarios (close-relatives and not-close-
relatives), P must in order to recover be physically present, and known to D to be present, when
the conduct occurs. So if P is secretly watching, D won’t be liable.F. Constitutional limits on IIED
awards: The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution places some important limits on the right
of a state to impose liability for IIED. If the conduct by the defendant that causes the distress is
the delivery of a message or communication, a state’s act of awarding damages against the
defendant for IIED may well violate the defendant’s First Amendment freedom of speech.1. P is
a public figure; rule from defamation cases: For instance, a plaintiff who is a public figure



(essentially, a famous or newsworthy person) may succeed with a claim for IIED based on a
communication only if P shows that the defendant either knew that his speech was false or
recklessly disregarded whether it was true. [Hustler Magazine v. Falwell] [30]Example: Hustler
Magazine satirizes religious leader Jerry Falwell as a drunken hypocrite who has sex with his
mother. Held, Hustler’s First Amendment rights mean that Falwell cannot recover against the
magazine for IIED unless he shows that the magazinemade a false statement about him with
knowledge of the statement’s falsity or with reckless disregard of its falsity. [Hustler Magazine v.
Falwell]2. Statement on a matter of public concern: Another way a tort recovery for IIED can
violate the defendant’s First Amendment rights is if the alleged distress stems from the
communicative impact of the defendant’s speech, and the speech involves a matter of public
concern. [Snyder v. Phelps] [31]Example: P is the father of a Marine, Matthew Snyder, recently
killed in Iraq. The Ds are members of the Westboro Baptist Church, a church that thinks God
punishes the U.S. military for tolerating homosexuality. During the course of Matthew’s funeral in
Maryland, the Ds, from a public place nearby, carry picket signs with messages like “God hates
fags,” and “Thank God for Dead Soldiers.” (The Ds apparently believe that Matthew was killed
because of God’s desire to punish the military for not rooting out homosexuality.) P brings a suit
against the Ds for intentionally causing him emotional distress. The jury awards P $4 million in
damages, based on its conclusion that the Ds’ conduct was “outrageous.”Held (by the U.S.
Supreme Court on appeal), for the Ds. Since the Ds’ speech was on a matter of “public concern,”
their First Amendment rights allowed Maryland to regulate that speech only in a “content neutral”
manner. Since the jury likely reached its verdict without observing the required “content
neutrality,” enforcing the resulting damage award against the Ds violated their First Amendment
rights. [Snyder v. Phelps, supra]CHAPTER 3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH
PROPERTYI. TRESPASS TO LANDA. Definition: As generally used, “trespass” occurs when
either: (1) D intentionally enters P’s land, without permission; (2) D remains on P’s land without
the right to be there, even if she entered rightfully; or (3) D puts an object on (or refuses to
remove an object from) P’s land without permission. [41]B. Intent: The term “trespass” today
refers only to intentional interference with P’s interest in property. There is no strict liability. [42]
(Example: D, a pilot, loses control of the aircraft, and the aircraft lands on P’s property. This is not
trespass to land.)1. Negligence: If D negligently enters P’s land, this is generally treated as the
tort of negligence, not trespass. [42]2. Effect of mistake: If D has the intent to commit a physical
contact with P’s land, D will have the requisite intent for trespass even if his decision to make the
contact is the result of a mistake. Thus D’s mistake about legal title or consent won’t block
liability. [42]a. Reasonableness irrelevant: This is true even if the mistake is reasonable
(assuming the mistake wasn’t induced by anything P did or said).Example: D, an absentee
owner, visits his property, which is a farm. He drives a tractor on what he reasonably thinks is his
parcel, but unbeknownst to him (and without negligence on his part), he drives over what is
really P’s land. This is trespass, despite D’s reasonable ignorance of the fact that the land he is
entering belongs to someone other than D.C. Particles and gases: If D knowingly causes



objects, including particles or gases, to enter P’s property, most courts consider this trespass.
[44]Example: D’s factory, with D’s knowledge, spews pollutants onto P’s land. D has committed a
trespass.D. Air space: It can be a trespass for a plane to fly over P’s property. However, today
most courts find liability only if: (1) the plane enters into the immediate reaches of the airspace
(below federally-prescribed minimum flight altitudes); and (2) the flight substantially interferes
with P’s use and enjoyment of his land (e.g., by causing undue noise, vibrations, pollution). [45]II.
TRESPASS TO CHATTELSA. Definition: “Trespass to chattels” is defined as any intentional
interference with a person’s use or possession of a chattel. [46] D only has to pay damages, not
the full value of the property (as in conversion, below).1. Loss of possession: If P loses
possession of the chattel for any time, recovery is allowed even if the chattel is returned
unharmed. [47] (Example: D takes P’s car for a five-minute “joy ride,” and returns it unharmed. D
has committed trespass to chattels.)2. Contact not causing dispossession: Sppose D merely
makes contact with the chattel, without taking the chattel out of P’s possession. (This
interference with plaintiff’s use or enjoyment is called “intermeddling.”)D is liable for
intermeddling only where some harm to the chattel, or some interference with P’s use and
enjoyment of the chattel, occurs. [47]Example: D, a child, climbs on P’s large dog, and pulls its
ears. No harm to the dog results. D has not committed a trespass to chattels, because D neither
took the dog out of P’s possession, nor harmed the dog or P’s “use and enjoyment” of the
dog.a. lnterference with computers: Some courts says that the “intermeddling” variety of
trespass to chattels occurs where the defendant interferes remotely with the plaintiff’s computer
system, even though the plaintiff never loses possession or use of the computer. Malicious
hacking of P’s system, or the sending of hundreds of unwanted “spam” e-mails to P, might
qualify. [47]B. Mistake as to ownership: As with trespass, the required intent does not
encompass details about ownership. So if D intends to take possession of an object, and does
take possession of it, the fact that D mistakenly believes the object is his own is no defense.
That’s true even if the mistake is a reasonable one. [48]Example: In a restaurant, D takes P’s
coat from the coat rack, thinking it’s her own. An hour later, she discovers the problem and
returns the coat. D committed trespass to chattels as soon as she took possession of P’s coat.
The fact that D honestly and/or reasonably thought the coat was her own does not negate the
tort, or constitute an affirmative defense.III. CONVERSIONA. Definition: Conversion is an
intentional interference with P’s possession or ownership of property that is so substantial that D
should be required to pay the property’s full value. [49]Example: D steals P’s car, then seriously
(though not irreparably) damages it in a collision. D is liable for conversion, and will be required
to pay P the full value of the car (though D gets to keep the car).B. Intent: Conversion is an
intentional tort, but all that is required is that D have intended to take possession of the property.
Mistake as to ownership will generally not be a defense. [49] (Example: D buys an old painting
from an art dealer, and reasonably believes that the art dealer has good title. In fact, the painting
was stolen from P years before. D keeps the painting in his house for 10 years. D is liable for
conversion, notwithstanding his honest mistake about title.)C. Distinguished from trespass to



chattels: Courts consider several factors in determining whether D’s interference with P’s
possessory rights is severe enough to be conversion, or just trespass to chattels. Factors
include: (1) duration of D’s dominion over the property; (2) D’s good or bad faith; (3) the harm
done to the property; and (4) the inconvenience caused to P. [49-50]D. Different ways to commit:
There are different ways in which conversion may be committed: [50-52]1. Acquiring
possession: D takes possession of the property from P.a. Bona fide purchaser: Most courts hold
that a bona fide purchaser of stolen goods is a converter, even if there is no way he could have
known that they were stolen. [50]2. Withholding good: D may commit conversion by refusing to
return goods to their owner, if the refusal lasts for a substantial time. (Example: D, a parking
garage, refuses to give P back her car for a day.) [51-52]3. Destruction: Conversion may occur if
D destroys the goods, or fundamentally alters them.E. Forced sale: If P is successful with her
tort suit, a forced sale occurs: D is required to pay the full value of the goods (not just the amount
of the use or damage, as in trespass to chattels), but gets to keep the goods. [53]CHAPTER
4DEFENSES TO INTENTIONAL TORTSI. CONSENTA. Express consent: If P expressly
consents to an intentional interference with his person or property, D will not be liable for that
interference. [58] (Example: P says to D, “Go ahead, hit me in the stomach — I’ll show you how
strong I am.” If D does so, P’s consent prevents P from suing for battery.)B. Implied consent:
Existence of consent may also be implied from P’s conduct, from custom, or from the
circumstances. [59-60]1. Objective manifestation: It is the objective manifestations by P that
count — if it reasonably seemed to one in D’s position that P consented, consent exists
regardless of P’s subjective state of mind. [59] (Example: D offers to vaccinate all passengers on
their ship. P holds up her arm and receives the vaccination. Since it reasonably appeared to D
that P consented, there will be consent regardless of P’s actual state of mind. [O’Brien v.
Cunard])C. Lack of capacity: Consent will be invalidated if P is incapable of giving that consent,
because she is a child, intoxicated, unconscious, etc. [60-61]1. Consent as a matter of law: But
even if P is incapable of truly giving consent, consent will be implied “as a matter of law” if these
factors exist: (1) P is unable to give consent; (2) immediate action is necessary to save P’s life or
health; (3) there is no indication that P would not consent if able; and (4) a reasonable person
would consent in the circumstances. [60-61]Example: P is brought unconscious to the
emergency room of D, a hospital. D can perform emergency surgery without P’s actual consent
— consent will be implied as a matter of law. Therefore, P cannot sue for battery.D. Exceeding
scope: Even if P does consent to an invasion of her interests, D will not be privileged if he goes
substantially beyond the scope of that consent. [61-63]Example: P visits D, a doctor, and
consents to an operation on her right ear. While P is under anesthetic, D decides that P’s left ear
needs an operation as well, and does it. P’s consent does not block an action for battery for the
left-ear operation, since the operation went beyond the scope of P’s consent. [Mohr v.
Williams]1. Emergency: However, in the surgery case, an emergency may justify extending the
surgery beyond that consented to. [61]2. Athlete’s consent: Participating in a usually-violent
sport, like football or hockey, is generally not considered to constitute consent to all injuries



which may be inflicted by an adversary. Instead, there is an increasing tendency to hold that a
player who intentionally attacks or injures his opponent may be liable in tort. [62]a. Scope of
implied consent: So if P impliedly consents to some types of harmful or offensive contact during
the sport, fellow-participant D won’t be liable for contacts falling within the scope of that implied
consent, but will be liable for contacts going beyond the ones impliedly consented to.b.
Significance of sport’s rules and customs: In determining what contacts the player impliedly
consented to, most courts attach great weight to the rules or customs of the sport. Decisions
recognize at least three major categories of contact, and tend to draw different conclusions
about whether the plaintiff “impliedly consented” to the contact based on the category the
contact falls into:[1] Conduct allowed by rules: The first category consists of contact that is
expressly allowed by the rules and customs of the sport. Where the case falls into this category,
in virtually all courts the plaintiff will be held to have impliedly consented to this type of contact,
even if in the particular situation the result is an unexpectedly grave injury. [62][2] Conduct
punishable but not “beyond the bounds” of the sport: The next category consists of conduct that
violates the rules of the sport, but is considered to be essentially within the ordinary give-and-
take of the sport. Conduct would likely fall into this category if it is subject to some minor penalty,
but not to a severe punishment like automatic ejection or a multiple-game suspension. Again,
most courts would likely hold that such conduct, while against the rules, is of a type that is
sufficiently common (and in most instances insufficiently physically dangerous) that the plaintiff
should be deemed to have impliedly consented to it. [62][3] Reckless or intentionally-harmful
conduct beyond the usual bounds: The final category consists of conduct that not only violates
the rules of the sport, but constitutes a flagrant violation by means of actions that are unrelated
to the normal method of playing the game, and that are done without any competitive purpose.
Scenarios where D intends to physically harm his opponent (or recklessly disregards the danger
of such harm), without any bona fide belief that D is advancing his own team’s competitive
interest, are typical of this category. If the case falls into this category, most courts allow a tort
suit (typically one for battery) to be brought by the injured player against the opponent who
committed the violation, and/or the teams that employed that opponent. [63]Example: P and
Clark are NFL players on opposing teams. (Clark plays for the D team.) At the end of a play,
while P is kneeling, Clark comes up behind P and uses his forearm to hit him on the back of the
head and neck, badly injuring him. P sues D for the tortious act committed by its employee
(Clark). Clark is found at trial to have acted out of anger and frustration, but without any specific
intent to injure P. The trial judge, sitting without a jury, rules that P assumed the risk of Clark’s
conduct, on the theory that “professional football is a species of warfare[.]” P appeals.Held (on
appeal): for P — case remanded for a retrial. The rules and customs of the NFL prohibit the
intentional striking of blows. Where one football player intentionally inflicts a serious injury on
another, the injured player won’t be deemed to have assumed the risk of such a conduct.
[Hackbart v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.] [63]c. A mere negligent violation of rules: Where D’s
conduct in violating the sports rule manifests mere negligence as to the risk of injury to P (rather



than an intention to hurt P or reckless disregard of P’s physical safety), few if any cases allow
recovery.E. Consent to criminal acts: Where D’s act against P is a criminal act, courts are split.
The majority rule is that P’s consent is ineffective if the act consented to is a crime. [65]
(Example: P and D agree to fight with each other. In most states, each may recover from the
other, on the theory that consent to a crime — such as breach of peace — is ineffective.)II.
SELF-DEFENSEA. Privilege generally: A person is entitled to use reasonable force to prevent
any threatened harmful or offensive bodily contact, and any threatened confinement or
imprisonment. [65]B. Apparent necessity: Self-defense may be used not only where there is a
real threat of harm, but also where D reasonably believes that there is one. [66]C. Only for
protection: The defense of self-defense applies only where D uses the force needed to protect
himself against harm. [66]1. Retaliation: Thus D may not use any degree of force in retaliation
for a tort already committed. [66]Example: P hits D with a snowball. Ten minutes later, D hits P
with a snowball, in retaliation. D has committed battery on P, because D’s act was not done in
true self-defense.2. Imminence: D may not use force to avoid harm which is not imminent,
unless it reasonably appears that there will not be a later chance to prevent the danger.
[67]Example: P says to D, “I will beat you up tomorrow.” D cannot beat P up today, to prevent
tomorrow’s attack, unless it appears that there will be no way for D to defend tomorrow.3. Verbal
provocation: D may not use self-defense in response to verbal provocation, such as taunting or
insults. Self-defense is purely a forward-looking idea: D is entitled to prevent imminent future
harm, not redress past harm, especially purely verbal harm. [67]Example: P calls D a liar and a
cheat in front of D’s friends. (Assume that D is not a liar and a cheat, and that P’s words
constitute slander for which D could recover.) P then says to D, “What’re you gonna do about,
you coward?” D hits P in the face. P can recover for battery, and D cannot successfully claim self-
defense. That’s because provocation does not justify self-defense in tort law; only the prevention
of imminent bodily harm can justify it.D. Degree of force: Only the degree of force necessary to
prevent the threatened harm may be used. If D uses more force than necessary, he will be liable
for damage caused by the excess. [67]1. Deadly force: Special rules limit the use of deadly
force, i.e., force intended or likely to cause death or serious bodily injury. [68-69]a. Danger must
be serious: D may not use deadly force unless he himself is in danger of death or serious bodily
harm. (Example: P attacks D with his fists, in a way that does not threaten D with serious bodily
harm. Even if there is no other way for D to prevent the attack, D may not use his gun to shoot P,
even if the shot is intended only to injure P — D must submit to the attack rather than use deadly
force.)E. Retreat: Courts are split on whether and when D has a “duty to retreat” (i.e., to run
away or withdraw) if the threatened harm could be avoided this way. [68]1. Restatement view:
The Second Restatement holds that: (1) D may use non-deadly force rather than retreating; but
(2) D may not use deadly force in lieu of retreating, except if attacked in his dwelling by one who
does not reside in the dwelling. [69]Example: If P attacks D on the street with a knife, under the
Restatement D may use his fists rather than running away, but may not use a gun rather than
running away if running away would avoid the danger. If the attack took place in D’s home, where



P was not also a resident, then D could use the gun.III. DEFENSE OF OTHERSA. General rule:
A person may use reasonable force to defend another person against attack. The same rules
apply as in self-defense: the defender may only use reasonable force, and may not use deadly
force to repel a non-deadly attack. [70]1. Reasonable mistake: The courts are split on the effect
of a reasonable mistake. The modern view is that if a person makes a reasonable mistake about
the need for force (including the degree of danger to the third person), the defense-of-others
defense is not forfeited. [70]a. Unreasonable mistake: But all courts agree that D’s belief in the
need to use force in defense of another (and D’s selection of the level of force to use) must at
least be reasonable. So if D makes a negligent mistake about whether the third person (call her
X) is in physical danger, or about whether D’s proposed physical contact will help avoid the
danger, D will not be able to use the defense-of-others defense.IV. DEFENSE OF
PROPERTYA. General rule: A person may generally use reasonable force to defend her
property, both land and chattels. [70-73]1. Warning required first: The owner must first make a
verbal demand that the intruder stop, unless it reasonably appears that violence or harm will
occur immediately, or that the request to stop will be useless. [70]a. Allow time for intruder to
obey: Furthermore, if the owner does make a request to leave, the owner must give the intruder
sufficient time to obey the request, unless it’s clear that the request will not be heeded.B.
Mistake: The effect of a reasonable mistake by D varies:1. Mistake as to danger: If D’s mistake
is about whether force is necessary, D is protected by a reasonable mistake. [71] (Example: D
uses non-deadly force to stop a burglar whom he reasonably believes to be armed. In fact, the
burglar is not armed. D can rely on the defense of property.)2. Privilege: But if the owner’s
mistake is about whether the intruder has a right to be there, the owner’s use of force will not be
privileged. [71] (Example: D reasonably believes that P is a burglar. In fact, P is a friend who has
entered D’s house to retrieve her purse, without wanting to bother D. Even non-deadly force by D
will not be privileged.)C. Deadly force: The owner may use deadly force only where: (1) non-
deadly force will not suffice; and (2) the owner reasonably believes that without deadly force,
death or serious bodily harm will occur. [71]Example: D sees P trespassing in P’s backyard. D
asks P to leave, but P refuses. Even if there is no way to make P leave except by shooting at him,
D may not do so, since P’s conduct does not threaten D with death or serious bodily harm.1.
Burglary: But a homeowner is generally allowed to use deadly force against a burglar, provided
that she reasonably believes that nothing short of this force will safely keep the burglar out.
[72]D. Mechanical devices: An owner may use a mechanical device to protect her property only
if she would be privileged to use a similar degree of force if she were present and acting herself.
[72-74]1. Reasonable mistake: An owner’s right to use a dangerous mechanical device in a
particular case will be measured by whether deadly force could have been used against that
particular intruder. [72]Example: D uses a spring gun to protect his house while he is away. If the
gun shoots an actual burglar, and state law would have allowed D to shoot the burglar if D was
present, then D will not be liable for using the spring gun. But if a neighbor, postal carrier, or
someone else not engaged in a crime happened to enter and was shot, D would not have a



“reasonable mistake” defense — since D could not have fired the gun at such a person directly,
the spring gun may not be used either.V. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSA. Generally: A property
owner has the general right to use reasonable force to regain possession of chattels taken from
her by someone else. [74-76]1. Fresh pursuit: The privilege exists only if the property owner is in
“fresh pursuit” to recover his property. That is, the owner must act without unreasonable delay.
[74] (Example: A learns that B has stolen a stereo and is in possession of it. A may use
reasonable force to reclaim the stereo if he acts immediately, but not if he waits, say, a week
between learning that D has the property and attempting to regain it.)2. Reasonable force: The
force used must be reasonable, and deadly force can never be used. [74]3. Wrongful taking:
The privilege exists only if the property was taken wrongfully from the owner. If the owner parts
willingly with possession, and an event then occurs which gives him the right to repossess, he
generally will not be able to use force to regain it. [74] (Example: O rents a TV to A. A refuses to
return the set on time. O probably may not use reasonable force to enter A’s home to repossess
the set, because A’s original possession was not wrongful.)B. Merchant: Where a merchant
reasonably believes that a person is stealing his property, many courts give the merchant a
privilege to temporarily detain the person for investigation. [75]1. Limited time: The detention
must be limited to a short time, generally 10 or 15 minutes or less, just long enough to determine
whether the person has really shoplifted or not. Then, the police must be called (the merchant
may not purport to arrest the suspect himself). [75]VI. NECESSITYA. General rule: Under the
defense of “necessity,” D has a privilege to harm the property interest of P where this is
necessary in order to prevent great harm to third persons or to the defendant herself. [77-79]B.
Public necessity: If interference with the land or chattels of another is necessary to prevent a
disaster to the community or to many people, the privilege is that of “public necessity.” Here, no
compensation has to be paid by the person doing the damage. [78-78]Example: Firefighters
demolish D’s house, in which a fire has just barely started, because that is the best way to stop
the fire from spreading much further. The firefighters, and the town employing them, probably do
not have to pay, because they are protected by the privilege of public necessity.C. Private
necessity: If a person prevents injury to himself or his property, or to the person or property of a
third person, this is protected by the privilege of “private necessity,” if there is no less-damaging
way of preventing the harm. [78-79]Example: A, while sailing, is caught in very rough seas. To
save his life, he may moor at a dock owned by B, and will not be liable for trespass.1. Actual
damage: Where the privilege of private necessity exists, it will be a complete defense to a tort
claim where P has suffered no actual substantial harm (as in the above example). But if actual
damage occurs, P must pay for the damage she has caused. [79]Example: On the facts of the
above example, if A’s boat slammed into B’s dock and damaged it, A would have to pay.)2.
Owner may not resist: The main purpose of the doctrine of private necessity is to prevent the
person whose property might be injured from resisting the exercise of the privilege. [79]Example:
P moors his ship at D’s dock, to avoid being shipwrecked by heavy seas. D, objecting to what he
thinks is a trespass, unmoors the ship, causing the ship to be harmed and P to be injured. P may



recover from D, because P’s mooring was privileged by private necessity and D, therefore, acted
wrongfully. [Ploof v. Putnam, 79]VII. ARRESTA. Common law rules:1. Arrest with warrant:
Where a police officer executes an arrest with an arrest warrant that appears to be correctly
issued, he will not be liable even if it turns out that there was no probable cause or the
procedures used to get the warrant were not proper. [80]2. Arrest without warrant: [80]a. Felony
or breach of peace in presence: A police officer may make a warrantless arrest for a felony or for
a breach of the peace, if the offense is being committed or seems about to be committed in his
presence. A citizen may do the same.b. Past felony: Once a felony has been committed, an
officer may still make a warrantless arrest, provided that he reasonably believes that the felony
has been committed, and also reasonably believes that he has the right criminal. A citizen may
make an arrest only if a felony has in fact been committed (though the citizen is protected if she
makes a reasonable mistake and arrests the wrong person).c. Misdemeanor: At common law,
no warrantless arrest (either by an officer or by a citizen) may be made for a past misdemeanor
not involving a breach of the peace.3. Reasonable force: One making an arrest may not use
more force than is reasonably necessary. [81]a. Prevention: Where the arrest is made to prevent
a felony which threatens human life or safety, even deadly force may be used, if there is no other
way to prevent the crime. But where the felony does not involve such danger, deadly force may
not be used.b. Apprehension after crime: If a crime has already been committed, the police may
use deadly force only if the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury
to others. (Example: Officer spots Burglar escaping after his crime. Officer knows that Burglar is
unarmed and unlikely to be violent. Officer may not shoot at Burglar to arrest him, even if there is
no other way to make the arrest.)VIII. JUSTIFICATIONA. Generally: Even if D’s conduct does
not fit within one of the narrower defenses, she may be entitled to the general defense of
“justification,” a catch-all term used where there are good reasons for exculpating D from what
would otherwise be an intentional tort. [82]CHAPTER 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYI.
COMPONENTS OF TORT OF NEGLIGENCEA. Generally: The tort of “negligence” occurs
when D’s conduct imposes an unreasonable risk upon another, which results in injury to that
other. The negligent tortfeasor’s mental state is irrelevant. [94]B. Prima facie case: The five
components of a prima facie case for negligence are: [94]1. Duty: A legal duty requiring D to
conduct himself according to a certain standard, so as to avoid unreasonable risk to others;2.
Failure to conform: A failure by D to conform his conduct to this standard. (This element can be
thought of as “carelessness.”)3. Cause in fact: A showing that D’s failure to act with reasonable
care was the “cause in fact” of the injury to plaintiff. Generally, “cause in fact” means a “but for”
cause, i.e., a cause without which the injury wouldn’t have occurred.4. Proximate cause: A
sufficiently close causal connection between D’s act of negligence and the harm suffered by P
that it’s fair to hold D liable, as a matter of policy. This is “proximate cause.”5. Actual damage:
Actual damage suffered by P. (Compare this to most intentional torts, such as trespass, where P
can recover nominal damages even without actual injury.)Note: When we say that these five
elements make up a “prima facie case” for negligence, what we mean is that if as part of P’s



case in chief, P fails to prove any of these five elements, D will be entitled to a directed verdict by
the judge (and the jury won’t even get to deliberate).II. UNREASONABLE RISKA. Generally: P
must show that D’s conduct imposed an unreasonable risk of harm on P (or on a class of
persons of whom P is a member). [95]1. Not judged by results: It is not enough for P to show
that D’s conduct resulted in a terrible injury. P must show that D’s conduct, viewed as of the time
it occurred, without benefit of hindsight, imposed an unreasonable risk of harm. [95]B.
Balancing: In determining whether the risk of harm from D’s conduct was so great as to be
“unreasonable,” courts use a balancing test: “Where an act is one which a reasonable [person]
would recognize as involving a risk of harm to another, the risk is unreasonable and the act is
negligent if the risk is of such magnitude as to outweigh what the law regards as the utility of the
act or of the particular manner in which it is done.” [95-96]1. Seriousness can outweigh
unlikelihood: So the more serious the potential injury, the less probable its occurrence need be
before the defendant will be held to be negligent for not guarding against it. Thus if a reasonable
person would realize that a potential injury, if it came to pass, would be extremely grave, there
may be liability even though it was relatively unlikely that the accident would occur.C. Warnings:
One of the ways the risks of conduct can be reduced is by giving warnings of danger. The fact
that D gave a warning of dangers to P in particular, or the public in general, is thus a factor that
will make it less likely that D will be found negligent when the danger that was warned of results
in an accident. [97]1. Failure to warn can itself be negligent: If D fails to give a warning of a
danger that he knows about, and the warning could have been easily given, the mere failure to
warn can itself constitute negligence.2. Does not immunize D: However, it’s clear that even if D
does give a warning, this does not immunize D from negligence liability — if D’s activity is
unreasonably dangerous (evaluated by balancing its benefits against its risks) despite D’s
warning to P, D will still be liable.Example: Dave, while moving out of his second-floor apartment,
throws an old television out the window, aiming for a dumpster on the ground below the window.
Just before he throws the TV, he yells out “Look out below.” Paula, a pedestrian, does not hear
the warning because she is talking on her cellphone. Dave can be found negligent despite
having given the warning — it is so dangerous to throw a heavy object out of an upstairs window,
and so easy to discard the object by safer means, that the giving of the warning did not make the
total benefits of Dave’s conduct outweigh its dangers.III. THE REASONABLE PERSONA.
Objective standard: The reasonableness of D’s conduct is viewed under an objective standard:
Would a “reasonable person of ordinary prudence,” in D’s position, do as D did? D does not
escape liability merely because she intended to behave carefully or thought she was behaving
carefully. [98]B. Physical and mental characteristics: The question is whether D behaved
reasonably “under the circumstances.” “The circumstances” generally include the physical
characteristics of D himself. [98-101]1. Physical disability: Thus if D has a physical disability, the
standard for negligence is what a reasonable person with that physical disability would have
done. [98-99] (Example: P is blind and is struck while crossing the street using a cane. If the
issue is whether P was contributorily negligent, the issue will be whether a blind person would



have crossed the street in that manner.)2. Mental characteristics: The ordinary reasonable
person is not deemed to have the particular mental characteristics of D. [100] (Example: If D is
more stupid, or more careless, than an ordinary person, this will not be a defense.)3.
Intoxication: Intoxication is no defense — even if D is drunk, she is held to the standard of
conduct of a reasonable sober person. [101]4. Children: A child is held to the level of conduct of
a reasonable person of that age and experience, not that of an adult. [101]a. Adult activity: But
where a child engages in a potentially dangerous activity normally pursued only by adults, she
will be held to the standard of care that a reasonable adult doing that activity would
exercise.Example: If D operates a motorboat, an activity that is potentially dangerous and
normally pursued by adults, D must match the standard of care of a reasonable adult boater.C.
Custom: Courts generally allow evidence as to custom for the purpose of showing presence or
absence of reasonable care. However, this evidence is generally not conclusive. [103]1.
Evidence by D: Thus where D shows that everyone else in the industry does things the way D
did them, the jury is still free to conclude that the industry custom is unreasonably dangerous
and thus negligent. [104]Example: D operates a tugboat without a radio; the fact that most
tugboats in the industry do not yet have radios does not prevent the jury from holding that D’s
lack of a radio was negligent. [The T.J. Hooper]2. Proof by plaintiff: Conversely, proof offered by
P that others in D’s industry followed a certain precaution that D did not, will be suggestive but
not conclusive evidence that D was negligent. [103]D. Emergencies: If D is confronted with an
emergency, and is forced to act with little time for reflection, D must merely behave as a
reasonable person would if confronted with the same emergency, not as a reasonable person
would with plenty of time to think. [104]Example: D is a cab driver. A thief jumps in the cab, points
a gun at D’s head, and tells him to drive fast. D, in a panic, mistakenly puts the car in reverse and
injures P. The issue is whether a cab driver confronted with a gun-pointing thief would or might
have behaved as D did, not whether a cab driver in ordinary circumstances would have behaved
that way.E. Anticipating conduct of others: A reasonable person possesses at least limited
ability to anticipate the conduct of others. [105-108]1. Negligence: D may be required to
anticipate the possibility of negligence on the part of others. [105] (Example: It may be
negligence for D to presume that all drivers near him will behave non-negligently, and that these
others will not speed, signal properly, etc.)a. Parental supervision: A parent has a duty to
exercise reasonable care to supervise the conduct of his or her minor child, to prevent the child
from intentionally harming others or posing an unreasonable risk of harm to others. [105]i. Direct
liability: This principle does not make the parent “vicariously liable” for the child’s torts. Instead, it
constitutes direct negligence by the parent not to use reasonable care in controlling the child,
where the parent has the ability to control the child, and knows or should have known of the risk
being posed by the child’s conduct.Example: As Mom is aware, Kid, her 10-year-old son, is
skateboarding on the sidewalk in front of their house, in a way that poses great danger to
pedestrian passersby. Mom knows that she could control Kid to prevent him from skateboarding
in this manner, but she unreasonably decides that the risks posed by Kid are small enough to



make it not worth Mom’s while to intervene. Kid runs into P, a little old lady, who is badly injured.P
can recover against Mom, for failing to use reasonable care to prevent Kid from dangerous
skateboarding, given that Mom both (1) knew or should have known that she had the ability to
control Kid and (2) knew or should have known that Kid’s behavior was risky to pedestrians.2.
Criminal or intentionally tortious acts: Normally the reasonable person (and, hence, D) is entitled
to presume that third persons will not commit crimes or intentional torts. [107-108]a. Special
knowledge: But if D has a special relationship with either P or a third person, or special
knowledge of the situation, then it may be negligence for D not to anticipate a crime or
intentional tort.Example: It may be negligence for D, a psychiatrist, not to warn P that a patient of
D’s is dangerous to P. [Tarasoff v. Regents, 107]i. Premises liability: One special relationship
between plaintiff and defendant that may impose a duty on the defendant to protect the plaintiff
against third-party crimes involves “premises liability.” That is, the owner of real estate that is
held open to the public normally has some sort of duty to make reasonable protections against
crimes committed by third persons against those legitimately on the property. [107]Examples: A
store owner, a hotel, or a school may be liable for failing to impose reasonable security
measures to protect against crimes against shoppers, hotel guests or students.IV.
MALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or knowledge: If D has a higher degree of knowledge, skill or
experience than the “reasonable person,” D must use that higher level. [108]Example: D,
because she is a local resident, knows that a stretch of highway is exceptionally curvy and thus
dangerous. D drives at a rate of speed that one who did not know the terrain well would think
was reasonable, and crashes, injuring her passenger, P. Even though D’s driving would not have
represented carelessness if done by a reasonable person with ordinary knowledge of the road,
D was responsible for using her special knowledge and is negligent for not doing so.B.
Malpractice generally: Professionals, including doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers, etc.,
must act with the level of skill and learning commonly possessed by members of the profession
in good standing. [108-112]1. Good results not guaranteed: The professional will not normally
be held to guarantee that a successful result will occur, only that she will use the requisite
minimum skill and competence. [108]2. Specialists: If D holds herself out as a specialist in a
certain niche in her profession, she will be held to the minimum standard of that specialty. [109]
(Example: An M.D. who holds herself out as an ophthalmologist must perform to the level of the
minimally competent ophthalmologist, not merely to the minimum level of the internist or general
practitioner.)3. Minimally qualified member: It is not enough for P to prove that D performed with
less skill than the average member of the profession. D must be shown to have lacked the skill
level of the minimally qualified member in good standing. [109]a. Novice: One who is just
beginning the practice of his special profession is held to the same level of competence as a
member of the profession generally. [112] (Example: A lawyer who has just passed the bar does
not get the benefit of a lower standard — he must perform at the level of minimally competent
lawyers generally, not novices.)4. Community standards: Traditionally, doctors and other
professionals have been bound by the professional standards prevailing in the community in



which they practice, not by a national standard. [110] (Example: Traditionally, the “country
doctor” need not perform with the skill commonly found in cities.)a. Change in rule: But this rule
is on its way out, and many if not most courts would today apply a national standard. In “modern”
courts, P may therefore use expert testimony from an expert who practices outside of D’s
community.5. Informed consent: In the case of a physician, part of the professional duty is to
adequately disclose the risks of proposed treatment to the patient in advance. The rule requiring
adequate disclosure is called the rule of “informed consent.” The doctor must disclose to the
patient all risks inherent in the proposed treatment which are sufficiently material that a
reasonable patient would take them into account in deciding whether to undergo the treatment.
Failure to get the patient’s adequate consent is deemed a form of malpractice and thus a form of
negligence. (In some cases, usually older ones, failure to get informed consent transforms the
treatment into battery.) [111-112]V. AUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTESA. Generally: A minority
of states still have “automobile guest statutes” on their books. These generally provide that an
owner-driver is not liable for any injuries received by his non-paying passenger, unless the driver
was grossly negligent or reckless. [113]VI. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER
SE)A. “Negligence per se” doctrine: Most courts apply the “negligence per se” doctrine: when a
safety statute has a sufficiently close application to the facts of the case at hand, an unexcused
violation of that statute by D is “negligence per se,” and thus conclusively establishes that D was
negligent. [115]1. Restatement standard: The Third Restatement articulates the doctrine this
way: “An actor is negligent if, without excuse, the actor violates a statute that is designed to
protect against the type of accident the actor’s conduct causes, and the accident victim is within
the class of persons the statute is designed to protect.” [115]Example: D drives at 65 m.p.h. in a
55 m.p.h. zone. While so driving, he strikes and injures P, a pedestrian. Because the 55 m.p.h.
limit is a safety measure designed to protect against accidents, and because pedestrians are
among those the statute aims to protect, the fact that D has violated the statute without excuse
conclusively establishes that D was negligent — D will not be permitted to argue that it was in
fact safe to drive at 65 m.p.h.2. Ordinances and regulations: In virtually all states, the
negligence per se doctrine applies to the violation of a statute. Where the violation is of an
ordinance or regulation, courts are split about whether the doctrine should apply, but most
courts still apply it. [116]B. Statute must apply to facts: The negligence per se doctrine will apply
only where P shows that the statute was intended to guard against the kind of injury in question.
[116-120]1. Protection against particular harm: This means that the statute must have been
intended to protect against the particular kind of harm that P seeks to recover for. [116]Example:
A statute requires that when animals are transported, each breed must be kept in a separate
pen. D, a ship operator, violates the statute by herding P’s sheep together with other animals.
Because there are no pens, the sheep are washed overboard during a storm. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because the statute was obviously intended to protect only against
spread of disease, not washing overboard. [Gorris v. Scott, 116-116]2. Class of persons
protected: Also, P must be a member of the class of persons whom the statute was designed to



protect. [117]Example: A statute requires all factory elevators to be provided with a certain safety
device. The legislative history shows that the purpose was only to protect injuries to employees.
P, a business visitor, is injured when the elevator falls due to lack of the device. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because he was not a member of the class of persons whom the
statute was designed to protect.C. Excuse of violation: The court is always free to find that the
statutory violation was excused, as long as the statute itself does not show that no excuses are
permitted. [118-120]1. Typical reasons: Some typical reasons for finding D’s violation to be
excused are:[a] D was reasonably unaware of the “factual circumstances” that make the statute
applicable;Example: A statute prohibits any contractor from doing excavation within 10 feet of a
high-voltage power line. D, a contractor, excavates within 6 feet of such a line. However, D
reasonably fails to realize that the line is present because it is obscured by heavy foliage. D
knocks down the line, injuring P, a bystander.Because D neither knew nor should have known of
“the factual circumstances” that made the statute applicable to his particular excavation session,
the negligence per se doctrine will not apply to his conduct.[b] D made a reasonable and
diligent attempt to comply;[c] The violation was due to the confusing way the requirements of
the statute were presented to the public;Example: A road sign on Main St. says “No Left Turn.”
The sign is placed just before two roads turn off of Main St., Maple and Oak. A reasonable driver
could be confused about whether the sign means that left turns are prohibited onto Maple, Oak,
or both. D, reasonably believing that the sign applies to Maple but not to Oak, turns left onto
Oak, and collides with P. D would not be subject to liability under negligence per se, because the
confusing nature of the sign would excuse his non-compliance.[d] Compliance would have
involved a greater risk of harm.D. Causal link: Even where the statute is applicable to the facts,
the defendant’s “negligence per se” does not make her liable unless the plaintiff shows that there
is a causal link between the act constituting a violation and the resulting injury. [118]1. Warnings
and safety devices: This is important in cases involving warnings or safety devices — if D
violates a statute requiring a particular type of warning or safety device, but the accident would
have happened anyway, even if the warning or device had been furnished as required, then the
negligence per se doesn’t matter. [118]Example: A statute requires all prescription drug-makers
to insert into the drug package a warning of adverse side effects. D fails to insert an appropriate
warning of a particular side effect, cardiac arrhythmia, in a drug it manufactures. P buys the drug
and contracts fatal arrhythmia. P’s estate argues that the omission of the warning was
negligence per se.If D can show that neither P nor anyone in his household ever read warnings
that accompany prescription drugs, D should win. That’s because D has shown that the statutory
violation had no causal connection to the harm (since the harm would have occurred even if the
never-to-be-read warning had been placed in the package), so the violation won’t matter.E.
Comparative negligence per se : D may get the benefit of comparative negligence per se where
P violates a statute. [120] (See C-59 for a discussion of comparative negligence
generally).Example: Cars driven by P and D collide. If P was violating the speed limit, D can use
the negligence per se doctrine to establish that P was comparatively negligent, thus reducing P’s



recovery.F. Compliance not dispositive: The fact that D has fully complied with all applicable
safety statutes does not by itself establish that he was not negligent — the finder of fact is
always free to conclude that a reasonable person would take precautions beyond those required
by statute. [121]VII. PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Burden of proof: In a negligence case
(as in almost all tort cases) P bears the “burden of proof.” This is actually two distinct burdens:
[122-123]1. Burden of production: First, P must come forward with some evidence that P was
negligent, that P suffered an injury, that D’s negligence proximately caused the injury, etc. This
burden is known as the “burden of production.” This burden shifts from P to D, and perhaps back
again during the trial. [122-123]2. Burden of persuasion: Second, P bears the “burden of
persuasion.” This means that as the case goes to the jury, P must convince the jury that it is
more probable than not that his injuries are due to D’s negligence. [123]VIII. RES IPSA
LOQUITURA. Generally: The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur (“the thing speaks for itself”) allows P
to point to the fact of the accident, and to create an inference that, even without a precise
showing of how D behaved, D was probably negligent.Example: A barrel of flour falls on P’s
head as he walks below a window on the street. At trial, P shows that the barrel fell out of a
window of D’s shop, and that barrels do not fall out of windows without some negligence. By use
of the res ipsa loquitur doctrine, P has presented enough evidence to justify a verdict for him, so
unless D comes up with rebuttal evidence that the barrel did not come from his shop or was not
dropped by negligence, D will lose. [Byrne v. Boadle] [126]B. Four requirements for: Courts
generally impose 4 (sometimes 5) requirements for the res ipsa doctrine:[1] No direct evidence
of D’s conduct: There must be no direct evidence of how D behaved in connection with the
event. [127][2] Seldom occurring without negligence: P must demonstrate that the harm that
occurred does not normally occur except through the negligence of someone. [126]Example: If
an airplane crashes without explanation, P will generally be able to establish that airplanes
usually do not crash without some negligence, thus meeting this requirement.[3] Negligence
was probably by D: P must demonstrate that any negligence that caused the accident was
probably by D (or by someone for whose conduct D is responsible).Example: P, while walking on
the sidewalk next to D hotel, is hit by a falling bottle. Without more proof, P has not satisfied the
requirement that any negligence be shown to be attributable to D, because a guest, rather than
the hotel, may be the one whose negligence caused the bottle to drop.[4] Not due to plaintiff: P
must establish that the accident was probably not due to his own conduct. [131][5] Evidence
more available to D: Some courts also require that evidence of what really happened be more
available to D than to P. [132]C. Usually caused by negligence: Requirement [2] above — that
the accident be of a type that usually doesn’t occur without negligence — is often hotly
contested.1. Certainty not required: The plaintiff is not required to demonstrate that there were
no other possible causes of the accident. She must merely prove that most of the time, this type
of accident is caused by someone’s negligence.2. How “usually caused by negligence” is to be
proven: How does the plaintiff go about carrying her burden of establishing that the accident at
issue is of a type that usually does not happen without the negligence of someone?a. Jury’s



own experience: Often, the jurors can use their own common sense and experience to
recognize that the accident is of a type that typically does not occur without the negligence of
someone.b. Need for expert testimony: But in other situations, the type of accident will be so
outside the experience of most jurors that the jurors cannot reasonably rely on their experience
and common sense to determine whether the accident is of a type that usually does not occur
without negligence. In this situation, the plaintiff will need to present expert testimony by
someone who is familiar with the type of accident in question, who will say that this type of bad
outcome usually doesn’t happen without someone’s negligence. [127]i. Medical malpractice
cases: For instance, in many medical malpractice cases, jurors will not have enough experience
with the type of poor outcome at issue to be able to reliably determine that this type of bad
outcome is usually caused by negligence on the part of the medical professional(s) handling the
matter. Therefore, most courts allow the plaintiff to introduce expert testimony that this type of
poor outcome is usually due to a failure to follow medical standards. And often, courts hold that
such expert testimony is not just allowed but necessary, so that as a matter of law, the plaintiff’s
failure to offer it prevents use of res ipsa. [James v. Wormuth]D. Showing that negligence was
probably defendant’s: Requirement [3] above — proof that the negligence was probably that of
the defendant — is also often contested.1. Older “exclusive control” standard: In older cases,
this requirement is usually expressed by stating that the plaintiff must demonstrate that the
instrumentality that caused the harm was at the relevant times within the “exclusive control” of
the defendant. [129]Example: During the great V-J celebration, P is walking on the sidewalk next
to D Hotel, when she is hit by a falling armchair. P proves no other facts at trial.Held, “A hotel
does not have exclusive control, either actual or potential, of its furniture. The guests have, at
least, partial control.” Therefore, P has failed to establish the requirement for res ipsa. [Larson v.
St. Francis Hotel]2. Modern “other causes eliminated” standard: However, modern cases have
usually abandoned the traditional requirement that the “instrumentality” that caused the harm be
shown to have been within the “exclusive control” of the defendant. The modern cases say
merely that the circumstances must be such that any negligence was probably that of the
defendant rather than attributable to the plaintiff or third parties. [129]Example: Consumer buys a
new car. The day after the purchase, the brakes fail, and Consumer strikes Pedestrian.
Consumer has had exclusive control the car prior to the accident, but there is no reason to
believe that Consumer was the negligent one. Rather, there is every reason to believe that the
responsible party is the manufacturer. So in most modern courts, Pedestrian will not have a res
ipsa claim against Consumer (but have a res-ipsa-like claim against the manufacturer) even
though the car was under Consumer’s exclusive control immediately prior to the accident.E.
Effect of res ipsa : Usually, the effect of res ipsa is to permit the jury to infer that D was negligent
(and that the negligence caused the accident), even though there is no direct evidence of
negligence. Res ipsa thus allows a particular kind of circumstantial evidence. When res ipsa is
used, P has met his burden of production, and is thus entitled to go to the jury. [132]F. Rebuttal
evidence:1. General evidence of due care: If D’s rebuttal is merely in the form of evidence



showing that he was in fact careful, this will almost never be enough to give D a directed verdict
— the case will still go to the jury. [133]2. Rebuttal of res ipsa requirements: But if D’s evidence
directly disproves one of the requirements for the doctrine’s application, then D will get a
directed verdict (assuming there is no prima facie case apart from res ipsa). [133] (Example: If, in
a state that requires exclusive control by D, D can show that the instrument that caused the harm
was not within his control at all relevant times, the doctrine will not apply, and D may get a
directed verdict.)G. Typical contexts: Here are a couple of contexts in which the res ipsa issue is
especially likely to arise:1. Airplane accidents: A commercial airplane accident in which the
plane crashes into an obstruction like a mountain, often furnishes a good illustration of res ipsa.
[128]a. Res ipsa applies: Today, airplanes don’t usually fly into obstructions without someone’s
negligence, at least in clear weather. Therefore, the estate of a dead passenger will normally be
deemed to have established negligence merely by showing that the plane crashed into an
obstruction in good weather.i. Rebuttal: But the airline is always free to try to rebut the evidence,
such as by showing that an unforeseeable explosion caused the airplane to veer off course into
the obstruction.2. Car accidents: Plaintiffs often attempt to apply res ipsa to car accidents. The
analysis varies sharply with whether there are multiple vehicles involved or just one. [128]a.
Multiple vehicles: Res ipsa usually does not apply to car crashes involving multiple vehicles. In
most multi-vehicle crashes, it generally cannot be said that that type of accident does not
happen without someone’s negligence. Furthermore, even if someone’s negligence were
probable, usually the negligence of persons other than the defendant (e.g., the plaintiff, driving
in a separate car) cannot be sufficiently eliminated by the evidence.b. Single-car accident: On
the other hand, if the accident is a single-vehicle one (e.g., between a driver and a pedestrian),
then res ipsa will often apply, since such accidents usually involve driver negligence.Example: P,
a pedestrian walking along the road, is struck from the rear by D’s car. P is probably entitled to
use res ipsa to create an inference of D’s negligence, since such accidents usually involve driver
negligence.i. Rebuttal evidence: But D is always free to come up with evidence rebutting the res
ipsa inference of negligence (e.g., that D had an unforeseeable heart attack just before the
accident, or, in the above example, that P veered directly in front of D just before the
accident).CHAPTER 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTA. Generally:
P must show that D’s conduct was the “cause in fact” of P’s injury. [145]B. “But for” test: The vast
majority of the time, the way P shows “cause in fact” is to show that D’s conduct was a “but for”
cause of P’s injuries — had D not acted negligently, P’s injuries would not have resulted.
[145]Example: P takes her prescription for a medication to D, her local pharmacy. D mistakenly
fills the prescription by giving P pills containing 30 mg of the active ingredient rather than the 20
mg called for by the prescription. After taking the pills, P suffers serious heart arrhythmia, and
sues D for this harm. P can recover only if she proves that had D provided the correct, 20 mg,
pills, P would not have suffered the arrhythmia. In other words, for P to recover, the trier of fact
must be satisfied that the wrong pills were the “but for” cause of P’s arrhythmia. [146]1. Joint
tortfeasors: There can be multiple “but for” causes of an event. D1 cannot defend on the grounds



that D2 was a “but for” cause of P’s injuries — as long as D1 was also a “but for” cause, D1 is
viewed as the “cause in fact.” [146]C. Concurrent causes: Sometimes D’s conduct can meet the
“cause in fact” requirement even though it is not a “but for” cause. This happens where two
events concur to cause harm, and either one would have been sufficient to cause substantially
the same harm without the other. Each of these concurring events is deemed a cause in fact of
the injury, since it would have been sufficient to bring the injury about. [146]Example: Sparks
from D’s locomotive start a forest fire; the fire merges with some other unknown fire, and the
combined fires burn P’s property. Either fire alone would have been sufficient to burn P’s
property. Therefore, D’s fire is a cause in fact of P’s damage, even though it is not a “but for”
cause. [Kingston v. Chicago & N.W. Ry.]D. Multiple fault: If P can show that each of two (or more)
defendants was at fault, but only one could have caused the injury, the burden shifts to each
defendant to show that the other caused the harm. [153]Example: P, D1 and D2 go hunting
together. D1 and D2 simultaneously fire negligently, and P is struck by one of the shots. It is not
known who fired the fatal shot. The court will put the burden on each of the Ds to show that it
was the other shot which hit P — if neither D can make this showing, both will be liable.
[Summers v. Tice]1. The “market share” theory: In product liability cases, courts often apply the
“market share” theory. If P cannot prove which of three or more persons caused his injury, but
can show that all produced a defective product, the court will require each of the Ds to pay that
percentage of P’s injuries which that D’s sales bore to the total market sales of that type of
product at the time of injury. The theory is used most often in cases involving prescription drugs.
[153-154]Example: 200 manufacturers make the drug DES. P shows that her mother took the
drug during pregnancy, and that the drug caused P to develop cancer. P cannot show which
DES manufacturer produced the drug taken by her mother. Held, any manufacturer who cannot
show that it could not have produced the particular doses taken by P’s mother will be liable for
the proportion of any judgment represented by that manufacturer’s share of the overall DES
market. [Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 154]a. National market share: In determining market
share, courts usually use a national, rather than local, market concept. [154]b. No joint-and-
several liability: Courts adopting the “market share” approach often reject joint-and-several
liability — they allow P to collect from any defendant only that defendant’s proportionate share of
the harm caused. [154]Example: P sues a single D, and shows that that D counted for 10% of
the market. P’s total damages are $1 million. If “market share” is the theory of liability, most
courts will allow P only to recover $100,000 from D — D will not be made jointly and severally
liable for P’s entire injuries.E. Increased risk, not yet followed by actual damage: Where D’s
conduct has increased the risk that P will suffer some later damage, but the damage has not yet
occurred, most courts deny P any recovery for that later damage unless he can show that it is
more likely than not to occur eventually. But some courts now allow recovery for such damage,
discounted by the likelihood that the damage will occur. [152]Example: D, an M.D., negligently
operates on P. The operation leaves P with a 20% risk of contracting a particular disease in the
future. At the time of trial, P does not yet have the disease. Most courts would not let P recover



anything for the risk of getting the disease in the future. But some might let P recover damages
for having the disease, discounted by 80% to reflect the 80% chance that P won’t get the
disease after all.II. PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. General: Even after P has shown that
D was the “cause in fact” of P’s injuries, P must still show that D was the “proximate cause” of
those injuries. The proximate cause requirement is a policy determination that a defendant, even
one who has behaved negligently, should not automatically be liable for all the consequences,
no matter how improbable or far-reaching, of his act. Today, the proximate cause requirement
usually means that D will not be liable for the consequences that are very unforeseeable.
[155]Example: D, driving carelessly, collides with a car driven by X. Unbeknownst to D, the car
contains dynamite, which explodes. Ten blocks away, a nurse who is carrying P, an infant, is
startled by the explosion, and drops P. P will not be able to recover against D, because the
episode is so far-fetched — it was so unforeseeable that the injury would occur from D’s
negligence — that courts will hold that D’s careless driving was not the “proximate cause” of P’s
injuries.1. Multiple proximate causes: Just as an occurrence can have many “causes in fact,” so
it may well have more than one proximate cause. [155] (Example: Each of two drivers drives
negligently, and P is injured. Each driver is probably a proximate cause of the accident.)III.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYA. The foreseeability rule generally: As the idea is
traditionally stated, D is generally liable only for those consequences of his negligence which
were reasonably foreseeable at the time she acted. [157]Example: D’s ship spills oil into a bay.
Some of the oil adheres to P’s wharf. The oil is then set afire by some molten metal dropped by
P’s worker, which ignites a cotton rag floating on the water. P’s whole dock then burns. Held, D is
not liable, because the burning of P’s dock was not the foreseeable consequence of D’s oil spill,
and thus the oil spill was not the proximate cause of the damage. This is true even though the
burning may have been the “direct” result of D’s negligence. [Wagon Mound No. 1] [158]1. Third
Restatement: The Third Restatement applies the same basic concept as the above
“foreseeability” principle, but formulates it slightly differently: a defendant is “not liable for harm
different from the harms whose risk made the [defendant’s] conduct tortious.” [161]Example 1:
Consider the above example of the oil spill that catches fire. The Third Restatement would
presumably agree with the result in the above example: what made D’s oil spill tortious was that
it was a nuisance (and perhaps a trespass) that risked junking up the wharf with a foreign
substance. The risk of a fire from the spill was not one of the risks that made the spill tortious, so
D isn’t liable for it.Example 2: D gives a loaded pistol to X, an 8-year-old, to carry across the
room and put in a cabinet. While X is carrying the pistol, he drops it. The gun lands on the bare
foot of P, X’s playmate, and because of its one-pound weight breaks P’s toe.Under the Third
Restatement’s “harms that made D’s conduct tortious” test, D would not be liable to P, since what
made the entrustment of the gun by D to a child negligent was the risk of shooting (including a
shooting caused by dropping of the gun), not the risk of a foot injury from the weight of the gun if
the gun was dropped. [164]B. Unforeseeable plaintiff: The general rule that D is liable only for
foreseeable consequences is also usually applied to the “unforeseeable plaintiff” problem. That



is, if D’s conduct is negligent as to X (in the sense that it imposes an unreasonable risk of harm
upon X), but not negligent as to P (i.e., does not impose an unreasonable risk of harm upon P),
P will not be able to recover if through some fluke he is injured. [158-160]Example: X, trying to
board D’s train, is pushed by D’s employee. X drops a package, which (unknown to anybody)
contains fireworks, which explode when they fall. The shock of the explosion makes some
scales at the other end of the platform fall down, hitting P.Held, P may not recover against D. D’s
employee may have been negligent towards X (by pushing him), but the employee’s conduct did
not involve any foreseeable risk of harm to P, who was standing far away. Since D’s conduct did
not involve an unreasonable risk of harm to P, and the damage to her was not foreseeable, the
fact that the conduct was unjustifiably risky to X is irrelevant. D’s conduct was not the “proximate
cause” of the harm to P. [Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co.] [158]C. Extensive consequences from
physical injuries: A key exception to the general rule that D is liable only for foreseeable
consequences is: once P suffers any foreseeable impact or injury, even if relatively minor, D is
liable for any additional unforeseen physical consequences. [162]1. Egg-shell skull: Thus if P,
unbeknownst to D, has a very thin skull (a skull of “egg-shell thinness”), and D negligently inflicts
a minor impact on this skull, D will be liable if, because of the hidden skull defect, P dies. The
defendant “takes his plaintiff as he finds him.” [162]D. General class of harm but not same
manner: Another exception to the “foreseeable consequences only” rule is that as long as the
harm suffered by P is of the same general sort that made D’s conduct negligent, it is irrelevant
that the harm occurred in an unusual manner. [164]Example: D gives a loaded pistol to X, an
eight-year-old, to carry to P. In handing the pistol to P, X drops it, injuring the bare foot of Y, his
playmate. The fall sets off the gun, wounding P. D is liable to P, since the same general kind of
risk that made D’s conduct negligent (the risk of accidental discharge) has materialized to injure
P; the fact that the discharge occurred in an unforeseeable manner — by the dropping of the gun
— is irrelevant. (But D is not liable to Y, since Y’s foot injury was not foreseeable, and the risk of it
was not one of the risks that made D’s conduct initially negligent.)E. Plaintiff part of foreseeable
class: Another exception to the foreseeability rule: the fact that injury to the particular plaintiff
was not especially foreseeable is irrelevant, as long as P is a member of a class as to which
there was a general foreseeability of harm. [164]Example: D negligently moors its ship, and the
ship breaks away. It smashes into a draw bridge, causing it to create a dam, which results in a
flood. The Ps, various riparian owners whose property is flooded, sue. Held, these owners can
recover against D, even though it would have been hard to foresee which particular owners
might be flooded. All of the Ps were members of the general class of riverbank property owners,
as to which class there was a risk of harm from flooding. [Petition of Kinsman Transit Co.]IV.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESA. Definition of “intervening cause”: Most
proximate cause issues arise where P’s injury is precipitated by an “intervening cause.” An
intervening cause is a force which takes effect after D’s negligence, and which contributes to
that negligence in producing P’s injury. [165]1. Superseding cause: Some, but not all,
intervening causes are sufficient to prevent D’s negligence from being held to be the proximate



cause of the injury. Intervening causes that are sufficient to prevent D from being negligent are
called “superseding” causes, since they supersede or cancel D’s liability. [165]B. Foreseeability
rule: Generally courts use a foreseeability rule to determine whether a particular intervening
cause is superseding. [165]1. Test: If D should have foreseen the possibility that the intervening
cause (or one like it) might occur, or if the kind of harm suffered by P was foreseeable (even if
the intervening cause was not itself foreseeable), D’s conduct will nonetheless be the proximate
cause. But if neither the intervening cause nor the kind of harm was foreseeable, the intervening
cause will be a superseding one, relieving D of liability. [165-166]C. Foreseeable intervening
causes: Often the risk of a particular kind of intervening cause is the very risk (or one of the
risks) which made D’s conduct negligent in the first place. Where this is the case, the intervening
cause will almost never relieve D of liability. [166-169]Example: D leaves his car keys in the
ignition, and the car unlocked, while going into a store to do an errand. X comes along, steals
the car, and while driving fast to get out of the neighborhood, runs over P. If the court believes
that the risk of theft is one of the things that makes leaving one’s keys in the ignition negligent,
the court will almost certainly conclude that X’s intervening act was not superseding.1.
Foreseeable negligence: The negligence of third persons may similarly be an intervening force
that is sufficiently foreseeable that it will not relieve D of liability. [167-169]Example: D is a tavern
owner, who serves too much liquor to X, knowing that X arrived alone by car. D also does not
object when X gets out his car keys and leaves. If X drunkenly runs over P, a court will probably
hold that X’s conduct in negligently (drunkenly) driving, although intervening, was sufficiently
foreseeable that it should not absolve D of liability.2. Criminally or intentionally tortious conduct:
A third person’s criminal conduct, or intentionally tortious acts, may also be so foreseeable that
they will not be superseding. But in general, the court is more likely to find the act superseding if
it is criminal or intentionally tortious than where it is merely negligent. [168]D. Responses to
defendant’s actions: Where the third party’s intervention is a “normal” response to the
defendant’s act, that response will generally not be considered superseding. This is true even if
the response was not all that foreseeable. [168-173]1. Escape: For instance, if in response to
the danger created by D, P or someone else attempts to escape that danger, the attempted
escape will not be a superseding cause so long as it was not completely irrational or bizarre.
[169]Example: D, driving negligently, sideswipes P’s car on the highway. P panics, thrusts the
wheel to the right, and slams into a railing. Even though most drivers in P’s position might not
have reacted in such an extreme or unhelpful manner, P’s response is not sufficiently bizarre to
constitute a superseding cause.2. Rescue: Similarly, if D’s negligence creates a danger which
causes some third person to attempt a rescue, this rescue will normally not be an intervening
cause, unless it is performed in a grossly careless manner. D may be liable to the person being
rescued (even if part or all of his injuries are due to the rescuer’s ordinary negligence), or to the
rescuer. [169]3. Aggravation of injury by medical treatment: If D negligently injures P, who then
undergoes medical treatment, D will be liable for anything that happens to P as the result of
negligence in the medical treatment, infection, etc. (Examples: P is further injured when the



ambulance carrying her gets into a collision, or when, due to the surgeon’s negligence, P’s
condition is worsened rather than improved.) [172]a. Gross mistreatment: But some results of
attempted medical treatment are so gross and unusual that they are regarded as superseding.
[170] (Example: While P is hospitalized due to injuries negligently inflicted by D, a nurse kills P
by giving him an injection of morphine which she knows may be fatal, because she wants to
spare him from suffering. D is not liable for P’s death because the nurse’s conduct is so bizarre
as to be superseding.)E. Unforeseeable intervention, foreseeable result: If an intervention is
neither foreseeable nor normal, but leads to the same type of harm as that which was
threatened by D’s negligence, the intervention is usually not superseding. [173]Example: D
negligently maintains a telephone pole, letting it get infested by termites. X drives into the pole.
The pole breaks and falls on P. A properly-maintained telephone pole would not have broken
under the blow. Even though the chain of events (termite infestation followed by car crash) was
bizarre, X’s intervention will not be superseding, because the result that occurred was the same
general type of harm as that which was threatened by D’s negligence — that the pole would
somehow fall down. [Gibson v. Garcia]F. Unforeseeable intervention, unforeseeable results: If
the intervention was not foreseeable or normal, and it produced results which are not of the
same general nature as those that made D’s conduct negligent, the intervention will probably be
superseding. [174-175]1. Extraordinary act of nature: Thus an extraordinary act of nature is
likely to be superseding.Example: Assume that it is negligent to one’s neighbors to build a large
wood pile in one’s back yard, because this may attract termites which will then spread. D builds
a large wood pile. An unprecedentedly-strong hurricane sweeps through, takes one of the logs,
and blows it into P’s bedroom, killing him. The hurricane will probably be held to be a
superseding intervening cause, because it was so strong as to be virtually unforeseeable, and
the type of harm it produced was not of the type that made D’s conduct negligent in the first
place. [174]G. Dependent vs. independent intervention: Courts sometimes distinguish between
“dependent” intervening causes and “independent” ones.1. Dependent: A dependent
intervening cause is one which occurs only in response to D’s negligence.2. Independent: An
independent intervention is one which would have occurred even had D not been negligent (but
which combined with D’s negligence to produce the harm).3. Consequence: Dependent
intervening events are probably somewhat more foreseeable on average, and thus somewhat
less likely to be superseding, than independent ones. But a dependent cause can be
superseding (e.g., a grossly negligent rescue attempt), and an independent intervention can be
non-superseding. [175]H. Third person’s failure to discover: A third person’s failure to discover
and prevent a danger will almost never be superseding. [176]Example: In 2010, Manu
manufactures a power saw that it sells to Factory. The saw contains a hidden design defect that
makes the saw blade likely to snap off, potentially injuring the user. In 2014, Manu discovers the
problem as the result of consumer complaints. Manu then promptly writes a letter to Factory
(addressed to Factory’s president) describing the problem and offering to fix it for free. The
president negligently throws the letter away, instead of reading it or telling anyone on the shop



floor about the danger. In 2016, User, a Factory employee, uses the saw and is injured when the
blade breaks.A third person’s failure to discover a danger will virtually never, by itself, constitute
a superseding cause relieving the original tortfeasor of liability. Therefore, the negligence of
Factory’s president in discarding the letter will not prevent Manu’s defective design from being a
proximate cause of User’s injury, so that negligence won’t block User from recovering against
Manu in strict product liability.1. Third person does discover: Even if the third person does
discover a danger caused by the defendant, the third person’s failure to warn the plaintiff about
that danger usually won’t be superseding.Example: Same facts as above example. Now,
however, Factory’s president reads the recall letter, then due to the press of other business fails
to mention it to User or to get the saw fixed. It’s unlikely that this third-party failure to warn will be
deemed superseding. So Manu’s defective design will still likely be considered a proximate
cause of User’s injuries. (But if Manu repeatedly calls Factory’s president with an offer to fix or
replace the saw for free, and the president simply refuses, that probably would be enough to
relieve Manu from liability to User.)CHAPTER 7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYA.
Joint-and-several liability generally: If more than one person is a proximate cause of P’s harm,
and the harm is indivisible, under the traditional approach each defendant is liable for the entire
harm. The liability is said to be “joint-and-several.” [185] (Example: D1 negligently scratches P. P
goes to the hospital, where she is negligently treated by D2, a doctor, causing her to lose her
arm. P can recover her entire damages from D1, or her entire damages from D2, though she
cannot collect twice.)1. Modern trend cuts back on joint-and-several liability: But there has been
a very sharp trend in recent decades to cut back, or even completely eliminate, joint-and-several
liability. This has been mainly due to the rise of comparative negligence as a replacement for
contributory negligence. (See infra, p. C-59).a. Few states keep traditional rule: As of 2000, only
15 jurisdictions maintained pure joint-and-several liability.b. Hybrids: About 20 states have
replaced joint-and-several liability with one of several “hybrid” schemes that combine aspects of
joint-and-several liability with aspects of pure several liability. Here are the three most common
types of hybrid schemes [187-188]: Hybrid joint-and-several liability with reallocation: Under this
approach, all defendants are jointly-and-severally liable, but if one defendant turns out to be
judgment-proof, the court reallocates the damages to all other parties (including the plaintiff) in
proportion to their comparative fault.Example: P sues D1, D2 and D3 for an indivisible harm. P’s
damages are $100,000. The jury concludes that P is 10% responsible, D1 40%, D2 25% and D3
25%. D1 turns out to be judgment-proof. The court will reallocate based on D1’s insolvency, so
that D2 and D3 are each jointly-and-severally liable for 50/60ths of $100,000 (i.e., $83,333). The
effect is that P and the remaining Ds will share the burden of D1’s insolvency in a ratio to their
relative fault. Hybrid liability based on threshold percentage: Under this approach, a tortfeasor
who bears more than a certain “threshold” percentage of the total responsibility (e.g., 50%)
remains jointly-and-severally liable, but tortfeasors whose responsibility is less than that
threshold are merely severally liable. Hybrid liability based on type of damages: Under this
approach, liability remains joint-and-several for “economic” damages but several for “non-



economic” damages (e.g., pain and suffering).c. Pure several liability: 16 states now have pure
several liability — in these states, a defendant, regardless of the nature of the case, is liable only
for her share of total responsibility.B. Indivisible versus divisible harms: Even where the
traditional rule of joint-and-several liability is in force, it applies only where P’s harm is
“indivisible,” i.e., not capable of being apportioned between or among the defendants. If there is
a rational basis for apportionment — that is, for saying that some of the harm is the result of D1’s
act and the remainder is the result of D2’s act — then each will be responsible only for that
directly-attributable harm. [185]1. Rules on apportionment: Here is a summary of the rules on
when harms will or won’t be capable of being apportioned:a. Action in concert: If the two
defendants can be said to have acted in concert, each will be liable for injuries directly caused
by the other. In other words, apportionment does not take place. [161] (Example: D1 and D2
drag race. D1’s car swerves and hits P. D2, even though his car was not part of the collision, is
liable for the entire injuries caused by D1’s collision, because D1 and D2 acted in concert.)b.
Successive injuries: Courts often are able to apportion harm if the harms occurred in successive
incidents, separated by substantial periods of time. [189]Example: D1, owner of a factory,
pollutes P’s property from 1970-1990. D1 sells to D2, who pollutes P’s property from 1991-2000.
The court will apportion the damage — neither defendant will have to pay for damage done by
the other.i. Consequence of non-apportionability: If P is harmed in successive incidents
involving multiple Ds, courts will usually place the burden of allocating the damages on the Ds,
not on P. In other words, if no one proves how much of P’s damages from the two successive
torts is reasonably allocated to D1 and how much to D2, the court will typically make the Ds
jointly and severally liable, so that the tortfeasors, not the innocent plaintiff, bear the “burden of
unallocability.” [179]Example: D1 and D2 each separately pollutes a stream, poisoning P’s
livestock, and damaging P by $100,000. Neither D (nor P) offers proof allocating the damages
as between D1 and D2. A court will likely hold D1 and D2 jointly and severally liable, on the
theory that the uncertainty about how damages should be allocated between the two should hurt
them, not P.ii. Overlapping: It may be the case that D1 is jointly and severally liable for the harm
caused by both her acts and D2’s, but that D2 is liable only for his own. This is especially likely
where D2’s negligence is in response to D1’s. [190]Example: D1 negligently breaks P’s arm. D2
negligently sets the arm, leading to gangrene and then amputation. D1 is liable for all harm,
including the amputation. D2 is only liable for the amount by which his negligence worsened the
condition — that is, he’s liable for the difference between a broken and amputated arm.c.
Indivisible harms: Some harms are indivisible (making each co-defendant jointly and severally
liable for the entire harm, in a jurisdiction following the traditional approach to joint liability).i.
Death or single injury: Thus the plaintiff’s death or any single personal injury (e.g., a broken arm)
is not divisible. [190]ii. Fires: Similarly, if P’s property is burned or otherwise destroyed, this will
be an indivisible result. [190] (Example: D1 and D2 each negligently contribute to the starting of
a fire, which then destroys P’s house. There will be no apportionment, so D1 and D2 will each be
liable for P’s full damages in a state applying traditional joint-and-several liability.)C. One



satisfaction only: Even if D1 and D2 are jointly and severally liable, P is only entitled to a single
satisfaction of her claim. [191] (Example: P suffers harm of $1 million, for which the court holds
D1 and D2 jointly and severally liable. If P recovers the full $1 million from D1, she may not
recover anything from D2.)II. CONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution generally: If two Ds are jointly
and severally liable, and one D pays more than his pro rata share, he may usually obtain partial
reimbursement from the other D. This is called “contribution.” [193]Example: A court holds that
D1 and D2 are jointly and severally liable to P for $1 million. P collects the full $1 million from D1.
In most instances, D1 may recover $500,000 contribution from D2, so that they will end up
having each paid the same amount.1. Amount: As a general rule, each joint-and-severally-liable
defendant is required to pay an equal share. [193]a. Comparative negligence: But in
comparative negligence states, the duty of contribution is usually proportional to fault.Example:
A jury finds that P was not at fault at all, that D1 was at fault 2/3 and D2 at fault 1/3. P’s damages
are $1 million. P can probably recover the full sum from either D. But if P recovers the full sum
from D1, D1 may recover $333,000 from D2.B. Limits on doctrine: Most states limit contribution
as follows:1. No intentional torts: Usually an intentional tortfeasor may not get contribution from
his co-tortfeasors (even if they, too, behaved intentionally). [194]2. Contribution defendant must
have liability: The contribution defendant (that is, the co-tortfeasor who is being sued for
contribution) must in fact be liable to the original plaintiff. [194]Example: Husband drives a car in
which Wife is a passenger. The car collides with a car driven by D. The jury finds that Husband
and D were both negligent. Wife recovers the full jury verdict from D. If intra-family immunity
would prevent Wife from recovering directly from Husband, then D may not recover contribution
from Husband either, since Husband has no underlying liability to the original plaintiff.C.
Settlements:1. Settlement by contribution plaintiff: If D settles, he may then generally obtain
contribution from other potential defendants. (Of course, he has to prove that these other
defendants would indeed have been liable to P.) [195-198]2. Settlement by contribution
defendant: Where D1 settles, and D2 — against whom P later gets a judgment — sues D1 for
contribution, courts are split among two main approaches: [195-198]a. Traditional rule: The
traditional rule is that D1, the settling defendant, is liable for contribution. This is a bad approach,
because it sharply reduces a defendant’s incentive to settle — she knows that if she settles
early, she may be dragged back into extra liability in the form of contribution to the non-settling
co-defendants.b. “Reduction of P’s claim” rule: Today, most courts deal with this problem by
taking two steps. First, they deny contribution to non-settlers (or later settlers) from the early
settler. But second, they reduce the amount of P’s claim against the non-settlers to reflect the
earlier settlement. These courts vary in how they do this [195]:i. Pro tanto reduction: Some
courts reduce P’s claim by the dollar amount of the settlement (“pro tanto” reduction).ii.
Proportional reduction: On the other hand, some reduce it by the proportion that the settling
defendant’s responsibility bears to the overall responsibility of all parties (the “comparative
share” approach.III. INDEMNITYA. Definition: Sometimes the court will not merely order two
joint-and-severally-liable defendants to split the cost (contribution), but will instead completely



shift the responsibility from one D to the other. This is the doctrine of “indemnity” — a 100%
shifting of liability, as opposed to the sharing involved in contribution. [198]B. Sample situations:
Here are two important contexts in which indemnity is often applied:1. Vicarious liability: If D1 is
only vicariously liable for D2’s conduct, D2 will be required to indemnify D1. [198]Example:
Employee injures P. P recovers against Employer on a theory of respondeat superior. Employer
will be entitled to indemnity from Employee; that is, Employee will be required to pay to Employer
the full amount of any judgment that Employer has paid.2. Retailer versus manufacturer: A
retailer who is held strictly liable for selling a defective injury-causing product will get indemnity
from others further up the distribution chain, including the manufacturer. [198]CHAPTER
8DUTYI. DUTY GENERALLYA. Concept: Generally, a person owes everyone else with whom
he comes in contact a general “duty of care.” Normally, you don’t have to worry about this duty —
it is the same in all instances, the duty to behave with the care that would be shown by a
reasonable person. But there are several situations in which courts hold that the defendant owes
plaintiff less than this regular duty. The most important of these situations are: (1) D generally
has no duty to take affirmative action to help P; (2) D generally has no duty to avoid causing
unintended mental suffering to P; and (3) D has no duty to avoid causing pure economic loss to
P in the absence of more tangible types of harm such as physical injury. [205]II. FAILURE TO
ACTA. No general duty to act: A person generally cannot be liable in tort solely on the grounds
that she has failed to act. [206]1. Duty to protect or give aid: This means that if D sees that P is
in danger, and fails to render assistance (even though D could do so easily and safely), D is not
liable for refusing to assist. (Example: D, passing by, sees P drowning in a pond. D could easily
pull P to safety without risk to D, but instead, D walks on by. D is not liable to P.)B. Exceptions:
But there are a number of commonly-recognized exceptions to the “no duty to act” rule:
[207-214]1. Special relationship: A duty to give assistance may arise out of a “special
relationship” between D and P. [207] Here is a list (from the Third Restatement) of relationships
that impose such a duty of care [207]:[a] the relationship of “a common carrier with its
passengers”;[b] “an innkeeper with its guests”;[c] “a business or other possessor of land that
holds its premises open to the public with those who are lawfully on the premises”;Example: P
gets his finger stuck in an escalator operated by D, a store where P is a customer. If D does not
give P assistance, D will be liable.[d] “an employer with its employees”;[e] “a school with its
students”;[f] “a landlord with its tenants”; and[g] “a custodian with those in its custody, if the
custodian is required by law to take custody or voluntarily takes custody of the other and the
custodian has a superior ability to protect the other.” (Example: The duty of a jailer to a
prisoner.)2. Defendant involved in injury: If the danger or injury to P is due to D’s own conduct,
or to an instrument under D’s control, D has the duty of assistance. This is true today even if D
acted without fault. [208]Example: A car driven by D strikes P, a pedestrian. Even though D has
driven completely non-negligently, and the accident is due to P’s carelessness in crossing the
street, D today has a common-law duty to stop and give reasonable assistance to P.3.
Defendant and victim as co-venturers: Where the victim and the defendant are engaged in a



common pursuit, so that they may be said to be co-venturers, some courts have imposed on the
defendant a duty of warning and assistance. For instance, if two friends went on a jog together,
or on a camping trip, their joint pursuit might be enough to give rise to a duty on each to aid the
other. [208]4. Assumption of duty: Once D voluntarily begins to render assistance to P (even if D
was under no legal obligation to do so), D must proceed with reasonable care. [208]a.
Preventing assistance by others: D is especially likely to be found liable if he begins to render
assistance, and this has the effect of dissuading others from helping P. (Example: If D stops by
the roadside to help P, an injured pedestrian, and other passers-by decline to help because they
think the problem is taken care of, D may not then abandon the attempt to help P.)b. Mere
promise: Traditionally, a mere promise by D to help P (without actual commencement of
assistance) was not enough to make D liable for not following through. But many modern courts
would make D liable even in this situation, if P has a reliance interest.Example: D promises P
that while P is away on a two-week trip, D will visit P’s apartment every day and feed P’s dog. D
then forgets to do this, and the dog is seriously injured. Today, many courts (and the Third
Restatement) would say that D is liable to P, because once he made the promise to render the
assistance, he was required to fulfill the promise with reasonable care. [210]5. Duty to control
others: If D has a duty to make reasonable efforts to control third persons, D can be negligent for
failing to try to exercise that control. [210]a. Special relationship: A duty to control a third person
may arise either because of a special relationship between D and P, or a special relationship
between D and a third person. For instance, some courts now hold that any business open to the
public must make reasonable efforts to protect its patrons from wrongdoing by third
parties.Example: D, a storekeeper, fails to take action when X, an obviously deranged man,
comes into the store wielding a knife. P, a patron, is stabbed. Most courts would find D liable for
failing to take action.b. Only reasonable care required: But even if D has a special relationship
with P that triggers a duty to try to control third persons, D is required only to use reasonable
care to prevent the third-party misconduct. If it’s the case that even reasonable care by D would
not be enough to prevent the third-party from harming P, D will not be liable to P despite the
existence of a special relationship between them.i. Lack of notice: For instance, suppose D is
not on notice that there is a special reason to fear a particular sort of third-party wrongdoing. In
this situation, D’s failure to try to prevent the wrongdoing or to warn against it will not constitute a
failure to use the required due care (since one does not ordinarily have a duty to exercise due
care in a situation not reasonably known to pose a danger).Example: At 7:30 a.m., officials of D
(a university) learn that a shooting has just taken place at Dormitory 1 on D’s campus. The
officials reasonably believe that (1) the shooting is a one-time domestic-violence scenario, and
(2) the unknown shooter has left the area. Therefore, D does not warn other students on the
campus of imminent danger. At 9:45 a.m., the same shooter then enters Dormitory 2, where he
shoots and kills dozens of additional students, including the Ps. The Ps’ estates sue D for failing
to warn them about the imminent danger.Held, for D: even if universities are deemed to have a
special relationship with their students that triggers a duty to warn of imminent dangers



(something the court assumes without deciding), prior to 9:45 a.m. D had no reason to be aware
of the imminent danger of another on-campus shooting. Therefore, as a matter of law, D had no
duty to warn of this essentially unknown new danger, and cannot be held liable for its failure to
issue such a warning. [Commonwealth v. Peterson] [211-212]III. MENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure
mental suffering without physical impact or injury: Suppose the defendant’s negligence is the
cause in fact of intense mental suffering to the plaintiff, but this suffering has been produced
without any physical impact upon the plaintiff. Does the absence of any physical impact itself bar
plaintiff from recovery? As we’ll see, the answer is, “not necessarily.” [219]1. Several categories:
We’ll look at several distinct types of scenarios:[1] P suffers a physical impact or direct physical
injury, and seeks to “tack on” to her claim a recovery for emotional distress (though this is not
one of the “pure emotional distress” scenarios). (See Par. B below.)[2] P witnesses an accident;
she never fears for the physical safety of either herself or anyone else during the episode, but
suffers emotional distress anyway, for which she seeks to recover. (See Par. C below.)[3] P
witnesses an accident or near-accident, and is sufficiently close to the dangerous event herself
that she is for a time in danger of immediate bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but
suffers mental distress from the episode. (See Par. D below.)[4] P witnesses a close relative, X,
suffer a serious bodily injury; P never fears for her own physical safety but nonetheless suffers
emotional distress (on account of her concern for X’s welfare), for which she seeks to recover.
(See Par. E below.)[5] Same as [4], but the person, X, that P witnesses suffer a serious bodily
injury is not P’s close relative. Again, P suffers emotional distress for which she attempts to
recover. (See Par. F below.)[6] P suffers emotional distress without ever being himself at risk,
and without directly witnessing serious injury to anyone else, but because of the special
relationship between P and D (or between D and a third person, X, who suffers injury), for policy
reasons the courts allow P to recover for her own emotional distress. (See Par. G below.)B.
Mental distress damages “tacked on” to case involving physical injury: First, let’s consider a
situation that does not really fall into our “pure mental suffering” category, but that we’ll want to
compare with the various pure-mental-suffering scenarios we’ll be considering. This is the
situation in which D causes an actual physical injury to P’s person (or to P’s property), and P
suffers not just physical injuries but, in addition, mental distress arising out of the episode.
[221]1. P may recover: In this scenario, it’s always been clear, in all American courts, that D is
liable not only for the physical consequences of the impact but also for virtually all the emotional
or mental suffering that flows naturally from it. This includes fright at the time of the injury, “pain
and suffering” stemming from the injury, anxiety about possibility of a repetition, humiliation from
disfigurement, etc. The mental distress claim is said to be “tacked on” to the claim for physical
injury. [221]2. “Parasitic” damages: Such “tacked on” damages from mental suffering are often
called parasitic — they “attach” to the claim for physical injury, analogously to the way a parasite
attaches to the host. The usual reason for allowing parasitic damages is that the existence of a
physical injury to P provides sufficient assurance that the claim of suffering is not being
feigned.C. Emotional distress, unaccompanied by fear of impact on oneself or others: Next, let’s



look at the scenario which furnishes probably the weakest case for allowing P to recover: P
witnesses an accident or near-accident caused by D’s negligence, but the danger takes place
far enough from P that she never fears an imminent impact with her own body, or even with the
body of anyone else nearby. Nonetheless, P later suffers mental distress from the episode. In
this situation, virtually no American courts will allow P to recover for her emotional distress, even
if that distress has physical manifestations. [221]Example 1: P is walking in New York City’s
Times Square. Twenty yards ahead of her, she sees a taxi driven by D speed through a red light,
lose control, and crash into a storefront, though miraculously neither D nor anyone else is
physically injured. At no time does P believe that she or anyone else is likely to be hit by the cab.
Nonetheless, P keeps reliving the near-disaster. She develops nightmares, symptoms of PTSD,
and an ulcer.It is unlikely that any American court would allow P to recover. As we’ll see, there
are several exceptions to the general rule against “stand-alone” recovery for negligent infliction
of emotional distress. But here, where P never even briefly feared that either she or anyone else
was likely to be hit by the cab, none of these exceptions applies. [221]1. “Boundless liability”
fear: Courts’ universal rejection of a stand-alone distress claim like the one in the above example
stems in part from courts’ fear that if such claims were allowed, there would be a flood of
litigation, with no way for courts to distinguish genuine claims from feigned ones. For instance, in
the above example letting P recover would raise the possibility that hundreds of similarly-
situated people walking or riding in Times Square might bring suit, and there would be no line
logically dividing those who should recover from those who shouldn’t.D. P is within the “zone of
danger,” and suffers distress: Our next category is where P witnesses an accident or near-
accident, and is sufficiently close to the dangerous event that she herself is at some point in
danger of immediate bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but suffers mental distress from
the episode. Courts often describe this situation as one in which the plaintiff was “within the zone
of danger.” [222]1. Most courts allow: In this “zone of danger” scenario, most courts today allow
the plaintiff to recover for her emotional distress, if plaintiff shows that the distress was severe.
[222]Example: D is traveling in his car near the Ps’ farm. Through his negligence, the car leaves
the highway, flies through the air, and sheers off a utility pole. Some electric lines, which lead into
the Ps’ house, snap, and an electrical explosion results. Though they are not directly hit by
anything, the Ps suffer an emotional disturbance, with resulting symptoms that are arguably
physical (e.g., loss of weight).Held, for the Ps. Where D’s negligence proximately causes
emotional distress to the Ps (and the distress causes physical symptoms), the Ps can recover
even though they suffered no physical impact. [Daley v. La Croix][222]2. Third Restatement
allows: The Third Restatement similarly allows the plaintiff to recover in this zone-of-danger
situation: “An actor whose negligent conduct causes serious emotional harm to another is
subject to liability to the other if the conduct: (a) places the other in danger of immediate bodily
harm and the emotional harm results from the danger[.]”Example 2: Same facts as Example 1
above. This time, however, when the taxi driven by D goes out of control, P is standing two feet
away. She jumps out of the path of the oncoming cab and barely avoids being hit. If P suffers



severe mental distress from constantly re-living the near-accident, most courts (and the Third
Restatement) will allow her to recover for that distress, because she was within the “zone of
danger.” [223]E. P is a “bystander,” and sees a close relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s turn
to the first of two categories in which the plaintiff is a “bystander” who from a position of safety
watches another person suffer bodily injury due to the defendant’s negligence. In the present
category, the injured third person is a close relative of the plaintiff, such as the plaintiff’s parent,
sibling, or child.As in the above situation illustrated by Example 2 (where the plaintiff was herself
within the “zone of danger”), in the present “bystander watching a close relative be injured”
scenario, most courts today allow the plaintiff to recover for her own distress. [223]1. Rationales:
There are two rationales for allowing recovery here: (a) we don’t have to worry much about
fraudulent claims, since it’s highly likely that a person who watches a close relative be injured
has indeed suffered great distress; and (b) we don’t have to worry about a flood of claims, since
the number of people suffering a bodily injury from a given tortious event will be limited, and
therefore the number of close relatives watching those injuries occur will also be limited.2. Third
Restatement allows: Again, the Third Restatement agrees that the plaintiff should be allowed to
recover: [223]An actor who negligently causes sudden serious bodily injury to a third person is
subject to liability for serious emotional harm caused thereby to a person who:(a) perceives the
event contemporaneously, and(b) is a close family member of the person suffering the bodily
injury.Example 3: P is walking with her 6-year-old son, S, in a cross-walk in Times Square. As P
watches, horrified, a taxi negligently driven by D jumps a red light and runs over S, killing him
instantly. P suffers severe mental distress from watching the accident and re-living it. Most courts
(and the Third Restatement) will allow P to recover against D for her own distress. This recovery
is entirely separate, conceptually, from S’s estate’s right to recover for his bodily injury. [223]3.
Meaning of “close relative”: Courts vary in how close the family relationship must be between the
bystander/plaintiff and the third person who suffers serious bodily harm.a. Sibling, parent, child,
or spouse: A bystander who is the sibling, parent, child, or spouse of the person who suffers the
bodily harm is likely to be found to be sufficiently closely-related that the bystander can recover
for distress. [224]b. More distant relative: But if the relationship is even a little more distant,
courts are likely to deny recovery. Thus one who witnesses the death or serious injury of a
fiancé, a cohabiting significant other, a son-in-law, or an aunt or uncle (even one who has raised
the child who suffers the bodily injury) is likely to be denied recovery.4. Perception must be
“contemporaneous”: Most courts insist that the bystander must perceive the accident (the bodily
harm to the bystander’s close relative) “contemporaneously.” In other words, it’s not enough that
the bystander learns of the accident very soon after it occurs. [224] So the following two
examples produce opposite legal outcomes:Example 4: P, sitting on his front porch, watches a
car negligently driven by D strike, and badly injure, P’s 6-year-old son, S, in the street in front of
P’s house. Because P has “contemporaneously” perceived the physical injury to S, P will be
entitled to recover for P’s own mental distress. [224]Example 5: P is sitting in the kitchen of his
house, which looks out only into P’s backyard. The doorbell rings, and P’s next-door neighbor, X,



tells P, “I just saw your son S be hit by a car on the street; the ambulance just took S to the
hospital.” P rushes to the hospital, where he sees S lying badly injured in the ER. In most courts
— and under the Third Restatement — P will not be allowed to recover for his emotional
distress, because P did not “contemporaneously” perceive the event that caused the harm to P’s
close relative.a. Can “perceive” by another sense: Ordinarily, the contemporaneous “perception”
will be by sight — P observes the accident with his eyes. But other senses, such as hearing, may
also suffice, as long as the “perception” is “contemporaneous.” [225]Example 6: Same facts as
Example 4 above, except that P, while sitting on his front porch, does not have his distance
glasses on, and therefore cannot see what is happening in the street with any detail. But P
knows that his son S is playing in the street. P then hears the squeal of D’s brakes, and hears S’s
screams after he is run over. P has sufficiently “perceived” (through his sense of hearing) the
event that caused the serious bodily harm to S that he will be permitted to recover for his mental
distress.b. Perception that occurs remotely rather than in person: It’s not clear whether the
contemporaneous perception has to occur “in person,” as opposed to via some remote,
electronic means. For instance, if P is video-Skyping with X and sees X hit by a car driven by D,
has P met the “contemporaneous perception” requirement? There is little if any case law on the
issue so far.5. Bodily harm witnessed must be serious: The bodily harm that the bystander
witnesses must generally be serious. So witnessing a close relative’s death, significant
permanent disfigurement, or loss of a body part or function will almost always be sufficient. But
bruises, cuts, single simple fractures, and other injuries that do not require immediate medical
treatment will rarely be sufficient. [225]6. Bodily injury must be “sudden”: The serious bodily
harm suffered by the third person in the plaintiff/bystander’s presence must occur in a “sudden
and dramatic manner,” according to most courts.Example 7: W works for years at a warehouse
owned and operated by D. D negligently stores toxic chemicals there, to which W is unwittingly
exposed. Over a period of months, W’s health gradually deteriorates, and eventually she is left in
a coma. Her husband, H, observes the deterioration with horror, and sues D for distress.Even
though H has been a “bystander” who has directly witnessed the serious bodily harm suffered by
his wife, W, a court will probably not allow H to recover for distress, because W’s bodily harm
was not “sudden.”7. P need not be in “zone of danger” or fear for own safety: In the bystander
scenario, most courts that allow bystander recovery at all do not require that the bystander
himself have ever been in the “zone of danger,” i.e., at risk of direct physical harm. In other
words, as long as the bystander “contemporaneously perceives” the injury to a close relative, the
bystander’s own lack of physical danger does not ruin the claim. [225]Example: Recall Example
4 on p. C-42, where P sits on his porch and watches as his son S is struck down by D’s car. The
fact that P was never in any physical danger himself during the episode does not nullify P’s
distress claim.F. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s
consider the other major category in which a bystander might try to recover: the bystander
witnesses serious bodily harm to another person, but this time the bystander and the physically-
injured person are not close relatives. In this scenario, few if any courts allow the bystander to



recover for mental distress. [226]1. Rationale: This is one of those situations in which courts fear
that allowing recovery will produce a flood of claims, with no easy way to determine which ones
are genuine, and no way to avoid subjecting the defendant to potentially boundless
liability.Example 8: Same basic facts as Example 1 on p. C-40. Now, however, P sees the
runaway cab strike and kill X, a stranger to P. As in Example 1, P is far enough away (20 yards)
from the cab that she never fears that she herself will or may be hit by the cab. Virtually all U.S.
courts would deny P the right to recover for her mental distress, even if that distress
unquestionably stemmed from seeing the accident and resulted in physical manifestations like
ulcers. The same fears of boundless liability and false claims that would result in courts’ rejection
of P’s claim in Example 1 would be cited here. [226]2. P not within zone of danger: The fact that
the bystander and the physically-injured person are not close relatives makes the most
difference when the bystander is never within the zone of danger. That’s because, in most
courts, if the bystander is himself within the zone of danger, that fact will allow the bystander to
recover for emotional distress from the entire episode — the court will typically not try to
distinguish between distress from the bystander’s own narrow escape and distress from the
injury to the nearby non-relative. [226]G. Special relationship or special activity: Finally, there
are a few types of “special” situations, scenarios that involve either a special activity or a special
relationship among the parties, such that courts have decided that the general rule against
recovery for negligently-inflicted emotional distress should not apply even though none of the
above exceptions to the general no-liability rule applies. In these special categories, courts have
concluded that the risk of emotional harm to the plaintiff is so great, and the number of affected
plaintiffs likely to be so small, that the court should not worry about either feigned distress or a
flood of claimants.1. Two main categories: There are two main scenarios that courts have long
recognized as being “special categories” where pure emotional harm should be recoverable:a.
Mishandling of bodies: One is the scenario in which a hospital or funeral home negligently
mishandles a corpse, thereby causing emotional distress to a close relative of the deceased.
[227]Example: Hospital negligently misidentifies a corpse (that of X), causing the corpse to be
cremated instead of sent to a funeral home for burial. X’s immediate family learns of the error,
and suffers great distress because of it. Most courts would allow the family to recover against
Hospital.b. Telegrams announcing death or serious illness: The other is the scenario in which a
telegraph company negligently and incorrectly announces that A is dead or seriously ill, and the
telegraph is delivered to B, A’s intimate family member. [227]2. Extension to other situations: In
recent decades, courts have often recognized other situations as calling for allowing an
emotional distress claim that does not fall within either of the above categories, or within any of
the physical-impact categories we discussed earlier. [227]a. Factors required: Here are a few
examples, taken from actual cases in which the court declined to rule as a matter of law that P
may not recover for distress:[1] D, a medical clinic that has run a blood test on P, negligently
(and incorrectly) informs P that she is HIV positive;[2] D, an obstetrician, negligently mishandles
a pregnancy of P, a patient, leading to a stillbirth that causes P great emotional harm;[3] D, a



fast food chain, negligently serves P a hamburger with human blood on the bun.H. The “at-risk
plaintiff”: Claims for negligent infliction of purely emotional distress are sometimes raised by “at-
risk plaintiffs.” That is, it is often possible to say that a particular plaintiff, by virtue of his exposure
to a certain substance, has suffered an increased likelihood of a particular disease (e.g.,
cancer). May such a plaintiff recover for the purely emotional harm of being distressed by this
increased likelihood of illness, assuming that there are no symptoms of the illness itself?1.
“Cancerphobia”: Liability for emotional distress due to future illness is often referred to by the
umbrella (and not-always-accurate) term “cancerphobia.” For simplicity, we’ll use this term
here.2. Hard for P to win: Plaintiffs have rarely succeeded in recovering for pure cancerphobia,
i.e., cases where the plaintiff cannot show that he has actually suffered bodily harm. Courts put
various obstacles in the path of cancerphobia plaintiffs — including obstacles summarized in
Pars. 3, 4 and 5 below— and it’s the rare plaintiff who can overcome all of these obstacles.
[227]3. Need actual exposure in toxic cases: Most of the cases raising the issue of recovery for
cancerphobia are “toxic tort” cases, i.e., cases in which the plaintiff has been or may have been
exposed to some toxic substance, whether it is the AIDS virus, hazardous environmental waste,
or some other damaging substance. In this situation, most courts have insisted, at a minimum,
that plaintiff show actual exposure to the substance, not merely the possibility of exposure.
[228]Example: Suppose that D is a physician who has open lesions on his hands and arms, and
who examines many patients, including P, while having those lesions. P later learns that at the
time D examined her, D knew that he had AIDS. P has not yet developed AIDS, and there is no
evidence that she has had HIV virus particles pass into her body. However, P is very frightened
that she will develop AIDS from her exposure to D.A court would probably hold that P loses on
her “fear of AIDS” theory, because she cannot show that she was “actually exposed” to the HIV
virus from D. That is, she will lose unless she can show that more probably than not, some virus
particles actually passed from D’s body into her own.4. Some courts require showing of actual
illness: Some courts have gone even further, and have required that the cancerphobic plaintiff
show that more probably than not, he will actually contract the illness that he is frightened of. In
other words, fear of a less-than-probable illness, no matter how devastating the illness would be
if it occurred, will not suffice, in these courts. [228]5. Need for danger of “immediate” bodily
harm: Another way that courts often make it hard or impossible to recover for emotional harm
from fear of future illness is by insisting that the danger of bodily harm be “immediate.” [228]a.
Third Restatement: Thus the Third Restatement denies recovery for cancerphobia. The
Restatement’s requirement that the plaintiff can’t recover unless she was placed in “immediate”
physical danger by the defendant’s negligence means that under the Restatement, recovery is
not allowed in cancerphobia cases. [228]6. Accompanying physical harm: But always keep in
mind that if there is some physical harm arising from the episode, the emotional distress will also
be compensable. [228]Example: Many workers exposed to asbestos have developed a lung
abnormality known as “pleural thickening.” This thickening is not by itself life-threatening, nor
does it even directly impair the patient’s life. But courts tend to consider it as a form of “bodily



harm.” And it has been statistically linked to a much higher than normal incidence of certain
cancers.A plaintiff who has suffered pleural thickening is likely to be permitted to recover
substantial sums from manufacturer of asbestos to which plaintiff was exposed. Such an award
would compensate plaintiff not just for his current physical harm from the pleural thickening itself,
but also for his distress at knowing that he has a high risk of future harm.IV. UNBORN
CHILDRENA. Modern view: Most courts have rejected the traditional view that an infant injured
in a pre-natal accident could never recover if born alive. Today, recovery for pre-natal injuries
varies:1. Child born alive: If the child is eventually born alive, nearly all courts allow recovery.
[229] (Example: D makes a drug taken by P’s mother while P is a fetus only a few weeks old. P is
born with serious birth defects resulting from the drug. Nearly all courts would allow P to
recover.)2. Child not born alive: Courts are split about whether suit can be brought on behalf of
a child who was not born alive. Usually, a court will allow recovery only if it finds that a fetus
never born alive is a “person” for purposes of the wrongful death statute. [229]3. Pre-conception
injuries: The above discussion assumes that the injury occurred while the child was in utero.
Suppose, however, that the injury occurred before the child was even conceived, but that some
effect from the injury is nonetheless suffered by the later-conceived child. Here, courts are split
as to whether the child may recover. [229-230] (Example: P’s mother, before getting pregnant
with P, takes a drug made by D. The drug damages the mother’s reproductive system. When P is
conceived, she suffers from some congenital disease or defect (e.g., sterility) as a result. P’s
mother can clearly recover from D for her own injuries, but courts are split as to whether P can
recover against D for these pre-conception events. [Enright v. Eli Lilly])4. Wrongful life: If a child
is born illegitimate, or with an unpreventable congenital disease, the child may argue that it
should be entitled to recover for “wrongful life,” in the sense that it would have been better off
aborted. But almost no courts have allowed the child to make such a wrongful life recovery.
Courts do, however, often allow the parents to recover for their medical expenses, and perhaps
their emotional distress from the child’s condition. [230]V. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The
problem generally: Suppose that D behaves negligently towards X, in a way that causes X
personal injury or property damage. Suppose further that D’s conduct also injures P, but P’s only
loss is economic, not personal injury or property damage. May P recover in tort from D? As we
will see, the traditional general answer is “no,” but there are some important exceptions.1.
Tacking on of economic loss to personal or property damage: Before we begin examining the
“three-party” situation referred to in the prior paragraph, let’s first consider a simpler “two-party”
situation: D behaves negligently towards P, and causes P both personal injury and economic
loss. In this situation, all courts agree (and have always agreed) that P, in addition to recovering
for his personal injury, may “tack on” his intangible economic harm as an additional element of
damages. [231]Example: P owns a retail store, which he personally operates. P is injured by the
negligence of D, a careless driver who hits P while P is walking. P can of course recover
damages for his physical harm (e.g., his medical bills plus pain and suffering). Once P shows
that he has suffered physical harm, he will be permitted to “tack on,” as an additional element of



damages, his loss of profits from being unable to operate the store. In other words, P’s suffering
of physical harm qualifies him to recover for the full range of damages which he has suffered,
including intangible economic ones.a. Property damage: Similarly, if P suffers property damage
(even if he does not suffer personal injury), this property damage will qualify him to tack on
intangible economic loss as well. Thus suppose, on the facts of the above example, that P’s car
was struck by D’s car, and that as a result: (1) P’s car was damaged; (2) P himself was not
physically injured; and (3) P lost two days of profits at the store because he could not commute
to the store. Once P showed that he suffered direct property damage from P’s negligence, all
courts would allow him to recover his loss-of-business damages, even though those are purely
intangible economic losses. [231]B. Standard rule disallows pure economic losses: Now, let’s
return to the three-party situation, in which D’s negligence causes physical injury or property
damage to X, but only economic loss to P. Nearly all courts agree that P may not recover
anything for his economic losses, since he has not suffered any personal injury or property
damage. This is true even though D is clearly a tortfeasor (vis-à-vis X), and even though D’s
negligence has quite clearly, and foreseeably, brought about the injuries to P. As the idea is often
put, a person may not recover for unintentionally-caused “pure economic loss.” [231]1.
Restatement 3d follows this rule: The Third Restatement of Torts follows this general no-
recovery principle: apart from a few exceptional circumstances:a claimant cannot recover for
economic loss caused by (a) unintentional personal injury to another party; or (b) unintentional
injury to property in which the claimant has no proprietary interest.a. Rationales: There are
some strong policy reasons behind this general rule barring recovery for pure economic loss.
Here are two of the leading rationales:b. Indeterminate and disproportionate liability: Most
importantly, if courts allow recovery for economic loss that is not accompanied by personal injury
or property damage to the plaintiff, the likely result is indeterminate and disproportionate
liability.c. Other ways for claimants to protect themselves: Second, courts reason that the
victims of economic injury can often protect themselves effectively by means other than a tort
suit. For instance, they may be able to buy insurance against their losses.2. Contexts in which
rule is applied: Here are some of the contexts in which the rule barring recovery for pure
economic losses is frequently applied:a. Blocking of highways or streets and thus access to P’s
business: Where the defendant negligently causes a street, highway or waterway to be closed,
business owners whose property is not directly damaged have often sued, seeking recovery for
lost business due to customers’ inability to get to the owner’s premises. Most cases find against
the plaintiff, in a straightforward application of the rule denying recovery for negligently-caused
pure economic loss. [232]b. Toxic torts affecting land or water: In another common scenario, the
defendant negligently spills toxic substances or pollutants onto either a waterway or land, and
this “toxic tort” interferes with the economic activities of persons or businesses whose person or
property are not directly and physically impacted by the spill. Again, most courts apply the
general rule to these non-physically-impacted plaintiffs — unless the plaintiff can show that the
defendant negligently created a public nuisance, and that the harm suffered by the plaintiff was



different in kind from the harms suffered by other businesses in the area, the plaintiff may not
recover for its “pure economic loss.” [232]c. Tort against employee or employer causing
economic loss to the other: Similarly, if D negligently injures P’s employee, X, P may not recover
for P’s economic losses stemming from X’s unavailability. And the converse is also true – if D
negligently damages X, a business, then P, an employee of X who is deprived of work because
of the damage to X, may not recover lost wages from D. [233]d. Interruption to power or
supplies: Similarly, if D’s negligence causes an interruption of the flow of goods or services that
are needed for P’s business, but there is no contractual relationship between D and P (and no
physical damage to P’s property), the general rule prevents P from recovering for its losses.
[233]Example: Contractor, doing excavation work on private property two buildings away from
P’s factory, negligently severs the power lines that serve the factory, putting P’s factory out of
business for a day. Assume that the power outage does not cause any damage to P’s building or
equipment. The rule against recovery for pure economic losses prevents P from recovering from
Contractor for these losses.C. Situations that are exceptions or fall outside of the rule: But there
are some important situations that are either deemed to fall outside of the scope of the general
no-liability-for-pure-economic-loss rule, or to be exceptions to the rule. Two of the more
important such situations are (a) where P has a “proprietary interest” in property that is
physically damaged by D’s negligence; and (b) where D has created a “public nuisance,” and P
has suffered harm from the nuisance that is “different in kind” from that suffered by other nearby
persons. [233]1. P has a proprietary interest: Since the general rule we’re discussing bars
recovery only for “pure” economic loss, it’s not surprising that a plaintiff can recover economic-
loss damages if the plaintiff can also show that “property” in which she has a “proprietary”
interest was damaged by the D’s negligence, leading to the economic loss. [234]a. P owns and
possesses the damaged property: If P both owns and possesses the tangible property damaged
by D’s negligence, it’s easy to see how P can recover for economic losses that stem directly from
the property damage.Example: BargeCo, the owner/operator of a barge, negligently spills
chemicals into a harbor. The spilled chemicals flow into the innards of a new custom-designed
drill owned by Contractor, a building contractor who is using the drill to finish a construction
project owned by Owner at the edge of the harbor. Repair of the drill costs Contractor $10,000,
and the process takes a month. Contractor also loses $40,000 because the month’s delay
causes Contractor to forfeit a “timely completion” bonus in that amount that Contractor would
have otherwise received from Owner. (No replacement drill was reasonably available to
Contractor sooner because of the drill’s custom design.)Because Contractor suffered direct
damage to its tangible property (the drill), Contractor is entitled to recover from BargeCo not only
the repair costs, but also the intangible economic loss (the $40,000) since that loss stemmed
directly from the same negligent act by BargeCo that caused the property damage.b. P has
possession but not ownership; the “proprietary” test: Where P does not own the property that’s
physically damaged, but has the right to use or possess that property, P can recover for
economic loss directly resulting from the episode that damages the property if and only if P’s



arrangement with the owner included at least one (and in some courts both) of the following
attributes:[1] control of the property, and[2] the responsibility for maintaining and repairing the
property.Example (right to recover economic loss): P rents one floor of a building from O. D, a
contractor working for O on the exterior of the building, negligently causes a wall to cave in,
blocking P’s employees from work for two weeks. Most courts would say that P, as the tenant of a
floor of the building, had enough control of its part of the premises to be deemed to have a
“proprietary” interest in those premises. In such a court, P would be permitted to recover its
economic losses (lost production) for the period when its employees couldn’t come to work.
[234]2. Public nuisance with special harm: Courts generally recognize an exception to the no-
recovery-for-pure-economic-losses rule if the defendant’s actions create a public nuisance, but
only if the type of economic harm suffered by the plaintiff is qualitatively different from that
suffered by other members of the community. [234]a. Taken from law of nuisance: This
“exception” is really a recognition that the tort of public nuisance has special features that
sometimes call for a private right of action for pure economic loss. (See infra, p. C-90, for a more
detailed discussion of private rights of action for public nuisances.)b. “Distinct in kind”
requirement: The requirement for private suits that the plaintiff’s losses be “distinct in kind from
those suffered by members of the affected community in general” has quite a lot of bite. Where
the nuisance has some sort of economic impact on a significant number of businesses, a
plaintiff generally won’t be able to meet the “distinct in-kind” requirement merely by showing that
her losses are of greater magnitude than those of most other community members. Rather, the
plaintiff typically has to show that something about her situation — usually tied to her particular
location — makes her losses of a “different kind,” not just “different magnitude,” from other
nearby businesses’ losses. [235]c. Commercial fishers as a special case: Some courts allow
commercial fishers to recover their lost business when the defendant wrongfully pollutes the
waterway in which the fishers have been fishing. In such suits, the courts typically conclude that
the fishers have met the requirement of showing that their harm is “different in kind” from the
losses suffered by the community in general. [235]D. Some courts reject basic rule: A few courts
seem to have simply rejected the basic rule barring recovery for economic damages where the
plaintiff has not suffered personal injury or property damage. [People Express Airlines, Inc. v.
Consolidated Rail Corp.] [235]1. Rare: But rejection of the general principle barring recovery for
pure economic loss is relatively rare, and seems not to be growing more common.E. Special
statutes: The “rule” barring liability for pure economic losses is a judge-made doctrine, and as
such can be overruled by a legislature for all or certain scenarios. And, indeed, there are some
important contexts in which state and federal statutes overturn the common-law no-recovery
rule.1. Oil spills and the OPA: For instance, Congress has enacted a special statute that in large
part reverses the standard no-recovery-for-pure-economic-losses rule for persons who suffer
economic loss as the result of an oil spill. This is the Federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (“OPA”), 33
U.S.C. § 2702 et seq. [235]Example: Suppose Hotel is located near (but not on) a beach that is
fouled by an oil spill, and Hotel loses business because customers cancel their visit when they



realize they won’t be able to use the beaches. Hotel and its employees can probably both
recover under OPA.F. Other contexts involving pure economic loss: Here, we’ve talked about
just one aspect of courts’ reluctance to award damage to a plaintiff who has suffered only
economic loss — the “three party” scenario in which D tortuously causes personal injury or
property damage to A, but only economic loss to B, who nonetheless sues. But there are a
number of other scenarios that similarly raise the issue of whether a plaintiff who has suffered
only economic loss may recover, including scenarios in which the defendant has behaved
tortiously only to one person (the one who is now bringing suit). These other scenarios — where
the court may or may not award liability for pure economic loss — include misrepresentation,
products liability, and interference with contract.CHAPTER 9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF
LANDI. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Effect outside: There are special rules lowering a
landowner’s standard of care. However, these rules do not apply to conduct by the landowner
that has effects outside of his property. Therefore, the general “reasonable care” standard
usually applies to such effects. [244-246]1. Natural hazards: However, if a hazardous condition
exists naturally on the land, the property owner generally has no duty to remove it or guard
against it, even if it poses an unreasonable danger to persons outside the property. But in an
urban or other thickly-settled area, courts are less likely to apply this traditional rule. [244-245]
(Example: O allows a tree to grow in such a way that it may hit a tall truck passing on the
roadway. Traditionally, O may not be held liable to the driver of the truck. But in an urban or
suburban context, O might be liable.)2. Artificial hazards: Where the hazardous condition is
artificially created, the owner has a general duty to prevent an unreasonable risk of harm to
persons outside the premises. [245]II. TRESPASSERSA. General rule: As a general rule, the
landowner owes no duty to a trespasser to make her land safe, to warn of dangers on it, to avoid
carrying on dangerous activities on it, or to protect the trespasser in any other way.
[247]Example: P trespasses on D railroad’s track. His foot gets caught, and he is run over by a
train. Even if the reason that P caught his foot was that D negligently maintained the roadbed, P
cannot recover because D owed him no duty before discovering his presence. [Sheehan v. St.
Paul Ry. Co.]B. Exceptions: There are three main exceptions to the general rule that there is no
duty of care to trespassers:1. Constant trespass on a limited area: If the owner has reason to
know that a limited portion of her land is frequently used by various trespassers, she must use
reasonable care to make the premises safe or at least warn of dangers. This is the “constant
trespass on a limited area” exception. [247] (Example: If trespassers have worn a path across a
railroad, the railroad must use reasonable care, such as whistles, when traversing that
crossing.)2. Discovered trespassers: Once the owner has knowledge that a particular person is
trespassing, the owner is then under a duty to exercise reasonable care for the trespasser’s
safety. [248] (Example: A railroad’s engineer must use reasonable care in stopping the train once
he sees P trespassing on the tracks.)3. Children: The owner owes a duty of reasonable care to
a trespassing child if: (1) the owner knows that the area is one where children are likely to
trespass; (2) the owner has reason to know that the condition poses an unreasonable risk of



serious injury or death to trespassing children; (3) the injured child either does not discover the
condition or does not realize the danger, due to his youth; (4) the benefit to the owner of
maintaining the condition in its dangerous form is slight weighed against the risk to the children;
and (5) the owner fails to use reasonable care to eliminate the danger. [248-250]Note:
Traditionally, some or all of these elements are summarized by saying that O is liable for
maintaining an “attractive nuisance.”Example: O knows that children often swim in a swimming
pool on O’s land. One part of the pool is unexpectedly deep. It would not cost very much for O to
install fencing. P, a child trespasser, walks on the bottom of the pool, panics after suddenly
reaching the deep part, and drowns. O is probably liable to P on these facts. Some courts would
say that O has maintained an “attractive nuisance.”a. Natural conditions: The court is less likely
to find liability where the condition is a natural one than where it is artificial. [250]b. No duty of
inspection: The child trespass rules do not generally impose any duty of inspection upon O.
[250]C. Person who goes beyond scope of invitation: A person who starts out being authorized
to be in particular premises can become a trespasser by failing to stay within the scope of the
area in which the premises owner has invited him.1. “Employees only” or “Keep out”: Thus a
customer or patron who goes into an area of business premises marked “private” or “employees
only” or “keep out” will be a trespasser once she does so, and the owner will no longer owe the
customer any duty of reasonable care if the owner is not aware of the customer’s presence or
peril. [247]III. LICENSEESA. Definition of licensee: A licensee is a person who has the owner’s
consent to be on the property, but who does not have a business purpose for being there, or
anything else entitling him to be on the land apart from the owner’s consent. [250]B. Duty to
licensees: The owner does not owe a licensee any duty to inspect for unknown dangers. On the
other hand, if the owner knows of a dangerous condition, she must warn the licensee of that
danger. [251]Example: Rear steps leading from O’s house to her back yard contain a rotten
wood plank. If O knows of the rotten condition, she must warn P, a licensee, if P cannot
reasonably be expected to spot the danger himself. But O need not inspect the steps to make
sure they are safe, even if a reasonably careful owner would do so.C. Social guests: The main
class of persons who qualify as licensees are “social guests.” [251] (Example: Even if P is invited
to O’s house for dinner, P is a “licensee,” not an “invitee.”)IV. INVITEESA. Duty to invitee: The
owner does owe an invitee a duty of reasonable inspection to find hidden dangers. Also, the
owner must use reasonable care to take affirmative action to remedy a dangerous condition.
[252]B. Definition of “invitee”: The class of invitees today includes: (1) persons who are invited
by O onto the land to conduct business with O; and (2) those who are invited as members of the
public for purposes for which the land is held open to the public. [252-253]1. Meaning of “open
to the public”: The “open to the public” branch of invitees covers those who come onto the
property for the purposes for which it is held open, even if these people will not confer any
economic benefit on the owner. [253] (Example: P, a door-to-door sales representative, pays an
unsolicited sales call on D, a storekeeper. D in fact never buys from such unsolicited callers.
However, since P reasonably understood that the premises were held open to salespeople, P is



an invitee.)2. Scope of invitation: If the visitor’s use of the premises goes beyond the business
purpose or beyond the part of the premises held open to the public, that person will change from
an invitee to a licensee. [253-253] (Example: P visits O’s store to buy cigarettes. O then allows P
to use a private bathroom in the back of the store not held open to the public. Even though P was
an invitee when he first came into the store, he becomes a licensee when he goes into the
private bathroom. [Whelan v. Van Natta])C. Duty of due care: The owner owes an invitee the
duty of reasonable care. [253] In particular:1. Duty to inspect: The owner has a duty to inspect
her premises for hidden dangers. O must use reasonable care in doing this inspecting. This is
true even as to dangers that existed before O moved onto the premises. [253]2. Warning: The
giving of a warning will often, but not always, suffice. If O should realize that a warning will not
remove the danger, then the condition must actually be remedied. [254]3. Control over third
persons: Reasonable care by O may require that she exercise control over third persons on her
premises. [255]D. Firefighters and other public-safety personnel: Under the common-law
“firefighter’s rule,” firefighters, police officers and other public-safety officials who come onto
private property in the performance of their duties are treated as mere licensees, so that the
owner does not owe them a duty to inspect the premises or to make the premises reasonably
safe. The most common application of the common-law doctrine is that a firefighter who is
injured while fighting a blaze cannot recover from the owner of the premises, even if the owner’s
negligence caused the fire. [255]1. Status of rule: A number of states have in recent years
expressed dissatisfaction with the firefighters rule. Some have eliminated it by statute; others
have limited it to the case of firefighters, and have refused to extend it to other rescue workers
(e.g., paramedics). Still others limit it to suits against landowners, terming it a rule of “premises
liability,” not a broad rule against suits by rescue workers. [255]a. Most apply: But most states
continue to apply the rule, at least in the core case: a firefighter injured fighting a fire may not
recover against a negligent fire-setter who owns the premises where the injury occurred.V.
REJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection generally: A number of courts have rejected the
categories of trespasser, licensee and invitee. These courts now apply a general single
“reasonable person” standard of liability. California [Rowland v. Christian] and New York are
included in this group. [256]1. Half the states give social guests benefit of duty of due care:
Between the rejection of categories, and other changes in legal rules, social guests are in a
much better position today than at common law. About half the states have either included social
guests in the invitee category or have completely or partially abolished the categories, so that all
or most non-trespassing social guests are entitled to reasonable care under the circumstances.
[256]a. Not followed as to trespassers: But most states have been unwilling to abolish the
categories when it comes to trespassers. Most states continue to apply the common-law rule
that an owner owes a trespasser no duty of care, and only the duty to refrain from maliciously
injuring the intruder. [257]VI. LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESA. Lessee: A tenant is
treated as if she were the owner — all the rules of owner liability above apply to her. [257]B.
Lessors: In general, a lessor is not liable in tort once he transfers possession to the lessee.



However, there are a number of exceptions to this general rule:1. Known to lessor, unknown to
lessee: The lessor will be liable to the lessee (and to the lessee’s invitees and licensees) for any
dangers existing at the start of the lease, which the lessor knows or should know about, and
which the lessee has no reason to know about. (This usually does not impose on the lessor a
duty to inspect the premises at the start of the lease.) [257]2. Open to public: If the lessor has
reason to believe that the lessee will hold the premises open to the public, the lessor has an
affirmative duty to inspect the premises to find and repair dangers before the lease starts.
[258]3. Common areas: The lessor has a general duty to use reasonable care to make common
areas (e.g., the lobby or stairwells of an apartment building) safe. [258]4. Lessor contracts to
repair: If the lessor contracts, as part of the lease, to keep the premises in good repair, most
courts hold that the landlord’s breach of this covenant to repair gives a tort claim to anyone
injured. However, P must show that D failed to use reasonable care in performing — it is not
enough to show that D breached the contract. [258]5. Negligent repairs: The landlord may incur
liability even without a contractual repair obligation if she begins to make repairs, and either
performs them unreasonably, or fails to finish them. This is clearly true where the landlord
worsens the danger by performing the repair negligently. Courts are split about what happens
where the landlord starts the repair, then abandons it, without worsening the danger. [259]6.
General negligence standard: Courts that impose a general negligence standard on occupiers
of land often impose a similar general requirement of due care upon lessors. [260]VII.
VENDORSA. Vendor’s liability: Generally, a seller of land is released from tort liability once he
has turned over the property. But there are some exceptions:1. Danger to one on the property:
First, suppose the accident happens to one on the property (e.g., a tenant of the new buyer).
Here, you only have to worry about an exception (i.e., post-closing liability of seller to persons on
the property) if the seller knew or should have known of the condition and its dangerousness. If
that condition is satisfied, then the duration of the seller’s post-closing liability varies depending
on whether the seller actively concealed the danger:a. Seller actively conceals: If the seller
actively concealed the condition, her liability persists after sale until the buyer actually discovers
the condition and has a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether the buyer takes the
opportunity or not). So here, there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to discover (or fix) the
problem. [261]b. Seller doesn’t conceal: If the seller didn’t actively conceal the condition, the
seller’s liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity to discover” the
condition and correct it. In other words here, the seller’s liability is cut off as soon as the buyer
should have discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed to actually
discover it. [261]2. Danger to one outside the property: Essentially the same rules apply to a
seller’s post-closing liability to one outside the property, except that the seller has longer liability
not only for active concealment but for having created the artificial condition. [261] Thus:a.
Seller conceals or created: If the seller actively concealed the condition, or originally created the
condition, her liability persists after sale until the buyer actually discovers the condition and has
a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether the buyer takes the opportunity or not). So here,



there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to discover (or fix) the problem.b. Seller doesn’t
conceal or create: If the seller neither actively concealed the condition nor created it, the seller’s
liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity to discover” the condition
and correct it. In other words, here the seller’s liability is cut off as soon as the buyer should have
discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed to even discover
it.CHAPTER 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES GENERALLYA. Actual injury
required: In any action based on negligence, the existence of actual injury is required. Unlike
intentional tort actions, nominal damages may not be awarded. [267]1. Physical injury required:
Furthermore, P must usually show that he suffered some kind of physical harm. (Example: P may
not recover where he sustained only mental harm, with no physical symptoms.) [268]2.
Elements of damages: But once physical harm has been proven, a variety of damages may be
recovered by P. [268] These include:a. Direct loss: The value of any direct loss of bodily
functions. (Example: $100,000 for the loss of a leg.)b. Economic loss: Out-of-pocket economic
losses stemming from the injury. (Examples: Medical expenses, lost earnings, household
attendant.)c. Pain and suffering: Pain and suffering damages.d. Hedonistic damages:
Damages for loss of the ability to enjoy one’s previous life. (Example: Compensation for loss of
the ability to walk, even if loss of that ability has no economic consequences.)B. Hedonistic
damages: As noted, most courts now allow a jury to award hedonistic damages, i.e., damages
for the loss of the ability to enjoy life. [269]C. Future damages: P brings only one action for a
particular accident, and recovers in that action not only for past damages, but also for likely
future damages. [269-271]1. Present value: When P is recovering future values, courts
generally instruct the jury to award P only the “present value” of these losses. [270]2. Periodic
payments: Some states now allow D to force P to accept periodic payments in certain situations.
These payments generally terminate upon P’s death. [270-271] (Example: In New York medical
malpractice cases, where the judgment is for more than $250,000, D may pay the judgment by
purchasing an annuity for P, which will terminate on P’s death.)D. Tax: Any recovery or
settlement for personal injuries is free of federal income tax. [271]E. The collateral source rule:
At common law, P is entitled to recover her out-of-pocket expenses, even if P was reimbursed for
these losses by some third party. This is known as the “collateral source rule.” [272-272]
(Example: P has hospital bills of $100,000. A health insurance policy owned by P pays every
dime of this. When P sues D, and establishes liability, P may recover the whole $100,000 even
though in a sense she has collected twice.)1. Statutory modifications: Nearly half the states
have modified the common law collateral source rule in one way or another. [272]2.
Subrogation: Where the common law rule remains in effect, P may not get a windfall after all. An
insurance company that makes payments to P will normally be subrogated to P’s tort rights. That
is, it is the insurance company, not P, who will actually collect any judgment from D up to the
amount of the payments made by the insurer. [272]F. Mitigation: P has a “duty to mitigate.” That
is, P cannot recover for any harm which, by exercise of reasonable care, he could have avoided.
In particular, P cannot recover for any harm which would have been avoided had P sought



adequate medical care. [273]1. Seat belt defense: In some states, failure to use a seat belt may
deprive P of recovery under the duty to mitigate — if D can show that P would not have been
seriously injured had P worn a seat belt, D may escape liability for the avoidable injuries. [273]II.
PUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive damages generally: Punitive damages can be awarded to
penalize a defendant whose conduct is particularly outrageous. [274]1. Negligence cases: In
cases of negligence (as opposed to intentional torts), punitive damages are usually awarded
only where D’s conduct was “reckless” or “willful and wanton.” [274]a. Product liability suits:
Punitive damages are also frequently awarded in product liability suits, if P shows that D knew its
product was defective, or recklessly disregarded the risk of a defect.2. Constitutional limits: The
U.S. Constitution places some — but not severe — limits on the award of punitive damages.
[274-276]a. Due process: A defendant might be able to show that a particular punitive damages
award violated its Fourteenth Amendment due process rights.b. Ratio of actual to punitive: One
of the most important factors in whether an award of punitive damages violates due process is
the ratio of the punitive damages to the actual damages. The higher this ratio, the more likely it is
that a due process violation will be found. [276]Example: D, an insurer, refuses in bad faith to
settle a claim by X against P, its policy owner. This refusal temporarily places P in fear of having
to pay an excess judgment of $136,000. (D eventually pays the judgment all by itself). A state
court awards P punitive damages of $145 million, on top of a $1 million compensatory award.
Held, this award violated D’s due process rights. “Few awards [significantly] exceeding a single-
digit ratio between punitive and compensatory damages . . . will satisfy due process.” [State
Farm Mut. Auto. Insur. Co. v. Campbell]III. RECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENA. General
action by spouse: Most states allow the spouse of an injured person to bring an independent
action for his or her own injuries. [277-278] (Examples: A spouse of the injured person may
recover for loss of companionship or loss of sex.)B. Recovery by parent: Similarly, nearly all
jurisdictions allow a parent to recover medical expenses incurred due to injury to the child. Also,
there may be an action for loss of companionship (e.g., the child is in a coma). [278]C. Child’s
recovery: Some — but still not most — courts allow a child to recover for loss of companionship
or guidance where the parent is injured. [278]Note: The discussion in paragraphs A, B and C
above assumes that the victim is only injured, not killed. Where the victim is killed, the “wrongful
death” statutes discussed below apply instead.D. Defenses: In such third-party actions,
generally any defense which could have been asserted in a suit brought by the injured party may
be asserted against the plaintiff. [278] (Example: In a suit by Husband for loss of companionship
and sex due to injuries to Wife, D may assert that Wife was contributorily negligent.)1. Defenses
against plaintiff: Furthermore, defenses may be asserted against the plaintiff even though these
could not have been asserted in a suit brought by the victim. [278] (Example: Husband drives
and collides with D; Wife is injured. If Husband sues for loss of companionship, D can raise
Husband’s contributory negligence as a defense, even though this would not be a defense in a
suit brought by Wife.)IV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA. Wrongful death
distinguished from survivor: Most states have two types of statutes which take effect when a



personal injury victim dies. The “survival” statute governs whether the victim’s own right of
recovery continues after his death. The “wrongful death” statute governs the right of the victim’s
survivors (typically, spouse and children) to recover. [279]B. Survival statutes: The survival
statute in most states provides that when an accident victim dies, his estate may sue for those
elements of damages that the victim himself could have sued for had he lived. Thus a survival
statute typically allows the estate to sue for pain and suffering, lost earnings prior to death,
actual medical expenses, etc. In many states, if death is instantaneous, there is no survival
action at all, since all damages are sustained on account of or after the death. [279]C. Wrongful
death: Most states have “wrongful death” statutes, which allow a defined group to recover for the
loss they have sustained by virtue of the decedent’s death. Typically, the decedent’s spouse and
children are covered. If the decedent has no spouse or children, usually the parents are covered.
[280-281]1. Elements of damages: In a wrongful death action, the survivors may recover for: (1)
the economic support they would have received had the accident and death not occurred; and
(2) usually, the companionship (including sexual companionship) and moral guidance that would
have been given by the decedent. Some — but not most — states also allow the survivors to
recover for grief. [280-281]a. Recovery by parent where child is dead: Many courts now allow a
parent whose child has died to recover for the loss of companionship of that child. [280]2.
Defenses: In a wrongful death action, D may assert any defense which he would have been able
to use against the decedent if the decedent was still alive and suing in her own name. [281]
(Examples: The decedent’s contributory negligence, assumption of risk, consent, etc. will all bar
an action for wrongful death by the survivors.)CHAPTER 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE
ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCEA. General rule: At common law, the doctrine of
contributory negligence applies. The doctrine provides that a plaintiff who is negligent, and
whose negligence contributes proximately to his injuries, is totally barred from recovery.
[285-286]Example: P, while crossing the street, fails to pay attention. D, travelling at a high rate of
speed while drunk, hits and kills P. Had P behaved carefully, he would have been able to get out
of the way. Even though D’s negligence is much greater than P’s, P will be totally barred from
recovery because of his contributory negligence, if the doctrine applies.B. Standard of care:
The plaintiff is held to the same standard of care as the defendant (i.e., the care of a “reasonable
person under like circumstances”). [286]C. Proximate cause: The contributory negligence
defense only applies where P’s negligence contributes proximately to his injuries. The same test
for “proximate causation” is used as where D’s liability is being evaluated. [286]Example: On the
facts of the above example, suppose that D was travelling so fast that even had P been careful,
D would still have struck P. P will not be barred by contributory negligence, because his
negligence was not a “but for” cause, and thus not a proximate cause, of P’s injuries.D. Claims
against which defense not usable: Since the contributory negligence defense is based on
general negligence principles, it may be used as a bar only to a claim that is itself based on
negligence. [286-287]1. Intentional torts: Thus the defense may not be used where P’s claim is
for an intentional tort. [286]2. Willful and wanton: Similarly, if P’s conduct is found to have been



“willful and wanton” or “reckless,” the contributory negligence defense will not be allowed. (But if
D’s negligence is merely “gross,” contributory negligence usually will be allowed.) The idea is
that the defense does not apply where D disregards a conscious risk. [286-287]3. Negligence
per se : Contributory negligence can usually be asserted as a defense even to D’s “negligence
per se,” i.e., his negligence based on a statutory violation. (But if the statute was enacted solely
for the purpose of protecting a class of which P is a member, contributory negligence usually
may not be asserted as a defense.) [287]E. Last clear chance: The doctrine of “last clear
chance” acts as a limit on the contributory negligence defense. If, just before the accident, D had
an opportunity to prevent the harm, and P did not have such an opportunity, the existence of this
opportunity (this last clear chance) wipes out the effect of P’s contributory negligence.
[287]Example: P crosses the street without looking. D, who is travelling faster than the speed
limit, discovers P’s plight shortly before the collision. D tries to hit the brake, but negligently hits
the accelerator instead. P never spotted D’s car at all. D’s discovery of the danger gave him a
last clear chance to avoid the accident, which D failed to take advantage of. This last clear
chance wipes out the effect of P’s contributory negligence, and P may recover against D.II.
COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Definition: A “comparative negligence” system rejects the all-
or-nothing approach of contributory negligence. It instead attempts to divide liability between P
and D in proportion to their relative degrees of fault. P is not barred from recovery by his
contributory negligence, but his recovery is reduced by a proportion equal to the ratio between
his own negligence and the total negligence contributing to the accident. [288]Example: P
suffers damages of $100,000. A jury finds that P was 30% negligent and D was 70% negligent. P
will recover, under a comparative negligence system, $70,000 — $100,000 minus 30% of
$100,000.1. Commonly adopted: 46 states have adopted some form of comparative
negligence.B. “Pure” versus “50%” systems: Only 13 states have adopted “pure” comparative
negligence. The rest completely bar P if his negligence is (depending on the state) “as great” as
D’s, or “greater” than D’s. [289-290]C. Multiple parties: Where there are multiple defendants,
comparative negligence is harder to apply:1. All parties before court: If all defendants are joined
in the same lawsuit, the solution is simple: only the negligence due directly to P is deducted from
his recovery. [289] (Example: Taking all negligence by all parties, P is 20% negligent, D1 is 50%
negligent, and D2 is 30% negligent. P will recover 80% of his damages.)2. Not all parties before
court: If not all defendants are before the court, hard questions arise concerning joint-and-
several liability. The issue is whether the defendant(s) before the court, who is/are found to be
only partly responsible for P’s loss, must pay for the whole loss aside from that caused by P’s
own fault. [290-290]Example: P’s accident is caused by the negligence of D and X. P sues D, but
can’t find or sue X. The jury finds that P was 20% responsible; D, 30% responsible; and X, 50%
responsible. P’s damages total $1 million. It is not clear whether P can collect the full $800,000
from D. Under traditional “joint and several liability” rules, P would be able to collect this full
$800,000.a. Total abolition: About 1/3 of the states have completely abolished the doctrine of
joint-and-several liability in comparative negligence cases. In these states, all liability is “several.”



That is, each defendant is only required to pay his or her own share of the total responsibility. (So
in such a state, P in the above example could collect only $240,000 from D, i.e., his 30% share
of the overall $1 million in damages.)b. Hybrid: An additional significant number of states have
replaced traditional joint-and-several liability with some sort of “hybrid” approach, which
combines aspects of joint-and-several liability and aspects of several liability. (See supra, C-33,
for a discussion of these hybrids.)D. Last clear chance: Courts are split about whether the
doctrine of last clear chance should survive in a comparative negligence jurisdiction. [291]E.
Extreme misconduct by D: If D’s conduct is not merely negligent, but “willful and wanton” or
“reckless,” most states nonetheless will reduce P’s damages. [291]1. Intentional tort: But if D’s
tort is intentional, most comparative negligence statutes will not apply. [291]F. Seat belt defense:
The “seat belt defense” is increasingly accepted in comparative negligence jurisdictions. In this
defense, D argues that P’s injuries from a car accident could have been reduced or entirely
avoided had P worn a seat belt; P’s damages should therefore be reduced. [293]1. Contributory
negligence jurisdictions: In most contributory negligence jurisdictions, courts refuse to allow the
seat belt defense at all. That is, P’s failure to wear a seat belt does not count against his recovery
in most courts. [293]2. Comparative negligence jurisdictions: But in states that have
comparative negligence, the seat belt defense is more successful. There are various
approaches: (1) D is liable only for those injuries that would have occurred even had P worn a
seat belt; (2) D is liable for all injuries, with a reduction made equal to the percentage of P’s fault;
and (3) D is liable for all injuries, but P’s fault reduces his recovery for those injuries that would
have been avoided. [293-294]a. Effect of statute: Thirty-two states have mandatory seat belt
use statutes. But the majority of these either prohibit the seat belt defense completely or make
the defense almost valueless by allowing only a small reduction of damages. [294]G. Imputed
comparative negligence: Occasionally, the fault of one person (call her A) may by imputed to
another (B), to as to reduce B’s recovery.1. “Both ways” rule: But under the so-called “both
ways” rule, this imputation will happen only if B would be vicariously liable (see infra, p. C-66) for
A’s torts. As the Third Restatement puts it, “The negligence of another person is imputed to a
plaintiff whenever the negligence of the other person would have been imputed had the plaintiff
been a defendant[.]” [272]a. Employer/employee: This means that if suit is brought by an
employer for damages arising out of an accident involving the employer’s employee, any fault by
the employee will reduce the plaintiff employer’s recovery.Example: Company hires Worker to
drive a delivery truck for Company’s business. (Assume that Company is not negligent in
selecting or training Worker for this role). Worker has a collision with a car driven by Dave, which
damages Company’s truck. Company sues Dave for the damage to the truck.If Worker was
negligent in driving the truck, this negligence will be imputed to Company under the “both ways”
rule. That’s because, if Company were the defendant in a suit by Dave, Company would have
been vicariously liable for Worker’s negligence under the respondeat superior doctrine.
Therefore, in a comparative-negligence jurisdiction, Company’s recovery will be reduced by the
percentage of fault attributable to Worker.b. Not attributed from parent to child: Suppose a child



is the plaintiff, the child’s parent has contributed to the accident (e.g., by a failure to supervise)
and some third party has also been negligent. The both-ways rule normally means that any fault
attributable to the child’s parents won’t reduce the child’s recovery against the third person.
[273]Example: Kid is injured in a playground accident, due in part to Guard’s failure to supervise
rough playing between Kid and Ted, another child. The accident is also due in part to a negligent
failure of supervision by Dad, Kid’s father, who is also present. Kid has suffered $10,000 in
damages, and sues Guard for this sum.Kid can collect the entire $10,000 from Guard, without
reduction for any percentage of fault due to Dad. That’s because: (1) Dad would not be
vicariously liable for Kid’s negligence if Kid were a defendant in an action brought by Ted (since
parents are not vicariously liable for their children’s torts); (2) consequently, under the “both
ways” rule, Dad’s fault won’t be attributed to Kid, and can’t reduce Kid’s recovery against either
Guard or Dad; and (3) therefore, Dad and Guard are jointly and severally liable, and Guard can
be required to pay the whole amount. (Guard could then seek contribution from Dad.)III.
ASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Definition: A plaintiff is said to have assumed the risk of certain
harm if she has voluntarily consented to take her chances that harm will occur. Where such an
assumption is shown, the plaintiff is, at common law, completely barred from recovery.
[296]CAPSULE SUMMARYThis Capsule Summary is intended for review at the end of the
semester. Reading it is not a substitute for mastering the material in the main outline. Numbers in
brackets refer to the pages in the main outline where the topic is discussed.CHAPTER
1INTRODUCTIONI. GENERAL INTRODUCTIONI. GENERAL INTRODUCTIONI. I. GENERAL
INTRODUCTIONGENERAL INTRODUCTIONA. Definition of tort: There is no single definition
of “tort.” The most we can say is that: (1) a tort is a civil wrong committed by one person against
another; and (2) torts can and usually do arise outside of any agreement between the parties.
[1]B. Categories: There are three broad categories of torts, and there are individual named torts
within each category: [2-4]1. Intentional torts: First, intentional torts are ones where the
defendant desires to bring about a particular result. The main intentional torts are:a. Battery.b.
Assault.c. False imprisonment.d. Infliction of mental distress.2. Negligence: The next category
is the generic tort of “negligence.” Here, the defendant has not intended to bring about a certain
result, but has merely behaved carelessly. There are no individually-named torts in this category,
merely the general concept of “negligence.”3. Strict liability: Finally, there is the least culpable
category, “strict liability.” Here, the defendant is held liable even though he did not intend to bring
about the undesirable result, and even though he behaved with utmost carefulness. There are
two main individually-named torts that apply strict liability: [4]a. Conducting of abnormally
dangerous activities (e.g., blasting); andb. The selling of a defective product which causes
personal injury or property damage.C. Significance of categories: There are two main
consequences that turn on which of the three above categories a particular tort falls into: [4]1.
Scope of liability: The three categories differ concerning D’s liability for far-reaching,
unexpected, consequences. The more culpable D’s conduct, the more far-reaching his liability
for unexpected consequences — so an intentional tortfeasor is liable for a wider range of



unexpected consequences than is a negligent tortfeasor. [4]2. Damages: The measure of
damages is generally broader for the more culpable categories. In particular, D is more likely to
be required to pay punitive damages when he is an intentional tortfeasor than when he is
negligent or strictly liable. [4]D. Exam approach: First, review the fact pattern to spot each
individual tort that has, or may have been, committed. Then, for each tort you have identified:1.
Prima facie case: Say whether a prima facie case for that tort has been made.2. Defenses:
Analyze what defenses and justifications, if any, D may be able to raise.3. Damages: Finally,
discuss what damages may be applicable, if the tort has been committed and there are no
defenses. Pay special attention to: (1) punitive damages; (2) damages for emotional distress; (3)
damages for loss of companionship of another person; (4) damages for unlikely and far-reaching
consequences; and (5) damages for economic loss where there has been no personal injury or
property damage.CHAPTER 2INTENTIONAL TORTS AGAINST THE PERSONI. “INTENT”
DEFINEDI. “INTENT” DEFINEDI. I. “INTENT” DEFINED“INTENT” DEFINEDA. Meaning of
intent: There is no general meaning of “intent” when discussing intentional torts. For each
individual intentional tort, you have to memorize a different definition of “intent.” All that the
intentional torts have in common is that D must have intended to bring about some sort of
physical or mental effect upon another person. [7-8]1. No intent to harm: The intentional torts
generally are not defined in such a way as to require D to have intended to harm the plaintiff. [9]
(Example: D points a water gun at P, making it seem like a robbery, when in fact it is a practical
joke. If D has intended to put P in fear of imminent harmful bodily contact, the “intent” for assault
is present, even though D intended no “harm” to P.)2. Substantial certainty: If D knows with
substantial certainty that a particular effect will occur as a result of her action, she is deemed to
have intended that result. [8] (Example: D pulls a chair out from under P as she is sitting down. If
D knew with “substantial certainty” that P would hit the ground, D meets the intent requirement
for battery, even if he did not desire that she do so. [Garratt v. Dailey])a. High likelihood: But if it
is merely “highly likely,” not “substantially certain,” that the bad consequences will occur, then the
act is not an intentional tort. “Recklessness” by D is not enough.3. Act distinguished from
consequences: Distinguish D’s act from the consequences of that act. The act must be
intentional or substantially certain, but the consequences need not be. [9] (Example: D intends
to tap P lightly on the chin to annoy him. If P has a “glass jaw,” which is broken by the light blow,
D has still “intended” to cause the contact, and the intentional tort of battery has taken place,
even though the consequences — broken jaw — were not intended.)B. Transferred intent:
Under the doctrine of “transferred intent,” if D held the necessary intent with respect to person A,
he will be held to have committed an intentional tort against any other person who happens to
be injured. [9] (Example: D shoots at A, and accidentally hits B. D is liable to B for the intentional
tort of battery.)II. BATTERYII. BATTERYII. II. BATTERYBATTERYA. Definition: Battery is the
intentional infliction of a harmful or offensive bodily contact. [11]Example: A intentionally
punches B in the nose. A has committed battery.B. Meaning of “intent”: Saying that battery is an
“intentional” tort does not mean that D must have desired to physically harm P. D has the



necessary intent for battery if it is the case either that:[1] D intended to cause a harmful or
offensive bodily contact; or[2] D intended to cause an imminent apprehension on P’s part of a
harmful or offensive bodily contact (even if D did not intend to cause the contact itself).
[11]Example of [1]: D shoots at P, intending to hit him with the bullet. D has the necessary intent
for battery.Example of [2]: D shoots at P, while facing him, intending to miss P, but also intending
to make P think that P would be hit. D has the intent needed for battery.1. Intent to create
apprehension of contact: Alternative [2] above means that an “intent to commit an assault” (see
infra, C-5) will suffice as the intent for battery. That is, if D intends merely to put P in fear of an
imminent harmful or offensive contact, that’s a sufficient intent for battery, and it doesn’t matter
that D does not intend that such a contact actually occur.a. Prank gone bad: This means that a
“prank gone bad,” where D tries to trick P into thinking that P will undergo an imminent harmful or
offensive contact but D doesn’t intend the contact to actually occur, will often be an assault: if
something goes wrong and a harmful contact occurs, that’s battery of the “intent to commit
assault” (i.e., intent to create an imminent apprehension of harmful or offensive contact) variety.
[11]Example: D and P are golfing together. As a prank, D swings his club towards P’s head,
desiring to make P think (falsely) that the club will strike P. D holds up his swing at the last
instant, but due to a hidden defect in the club the clubhead flies off and strikes P in the fact,
injuring him. This is battery, because: (1) D intended to create in P an apprehension of an
imminent harmful or offensive contact; and (2) an actual harmful or offensive contact ensued.2.
“Single intent” vs “dual intent”: What exactly must D intend to do in order to meet the intent
requirement for battery? It’s clear that at the very least, D must intend to bring about a bodily
contact. But must D also intend that the contact be one that will be harmful or offensive to the
plaintiff? Courts are split between two major approaches, which we’ll call the “single intent” view
and the “dual intent” view. [12]a. Two approaches defined: Here’s how the two approaches
differ: “Single intent”: Under the “single intent” approach, the sole intent that D is required to
have is the intent to bring about a bodily contact. “Dual intent”: But under the “dual intent”
approach, D meets the intent requirement for battery only if she possesses two separate intents:
(1) the intent to bring about a bodily contact; and (2) the intent that the contact, if it occurs, be
harmful or offensive to the plaintiff.b. “Dual intent” harder to satisfy: The “dual intent” standard is
the less likely of the two standards to be satisfied: any situation that satisfies “dual intent” will
necessarily satisfy “single intent,” but some situations that satisfy “single intent” will not satisfy
“dual intent.”c. Most courts apply “single intent” standard: Most courts, and the Third
Restatement, apply the single intent standard. Thus the Third Restatement says that “The intent
required for battery is the intent to cause a contact with the person of another. The actor need
not intend to cause harm or offense to the other.” Rest. 3d (Intent. Torts, Tent. Dr. 1), § 102.
[12]Example: P, a woman, and D, a man, are workplace colleagues, but not close friends. D
comes up behind P and gives P a bear hug, thinking honestly (but unreasonably) that P will not
find this contact offensive.In a court using the majority “single intent” standard, D meets the
intent requirement for battery, since he clearly intends to carry out a contact on P’s body (and



whether D intends or believes that the contact will be harmful or offensive to P is irrelevant). But
in a court using the minority “dual intent” standard, D does not meet the intent requirement,
because D has only the first intent (intent to make a bodily contact) and not the second intent
(intent that the contact, if it occurs, be harmful or offensive to the contacted person).C. Contact
that is “offensive” suffices: If the contact is “harmful” — i.e., it causes pain or bodily damage —
this qualifies. But battery also covers contacts which are merely “offensive,” i.e., damaging to a
“reasonable sense of dignity.” [13]Example: D spits on P. Even if P is not “harmed” in the sense of
being caused physical pain or physical injury, a battery has occurred because a person of
average sensitivity in P’s position would have her dignity offended.D. Reasonableness standard
for “offensive” contact: In determining whether a particular contact is “offensive,” the standard is
not whether the particular plaintiff was offended, but whether an ordinary person who is not
unduly sensitive about his dignity would have been offended. [14]1. Ordinary and reasonable
contacts: Thus if A gently pushes past B in a crowded subway, or taps him on the shoulder to
ask directions, no battery will be found even if it turns out that B is unduly sensitive and was in
fact offended by the touching.E. P need not be aware: It is not necessary that P have actual
awareness of the contact at the time it occurs. [15] (Example: D kisses P while she is asleep. D
has committed a battery.)F. Contact beyond level consented to: Battery can occur where P
consents to a certain level of bodily contact, but D goes beyond the consented-to level of
contact. At that point, the consent becomes invalid, and battery results. Look for this “beyond the
consented-to level of contact” scenario when the facts involve either a sporting event or a
medical/surgical procedure. [15]Example: D, a surgeon, agrees to perform liposuction on P’s
thighs. While P is under anesthesia, D decides that D could benefit from liposuction on P’s arms.
Assuming that P is not found to have impliedly consented in advance to the procedure on the
arms, that procedure was battery, because it went beyond the scope of the bodily contact to
which P consented.III. ASSAULTIII. ASSAULTIII. III. ASSAULTASSAULTA. Definition: Assault
is the intentional causing of an apprehension of harmful or offensive contact. [16]Example: D, a
bill collector, threatens to punch P in the face if P does not pay a bill immediately. Since D has
intended to put P in imminent apprehension of a harmful bodily contact, this is assault, whether
D intends to in fact hit P or not.B. Intent: There are two different intents, either of which will
suffice for assault:1. Intent to create apprehension: First, D intends to put P in imminent
apprehension of the harmful or offensive contact, even if D does not intend to follow through
(e.g., D threatens to shoot P, but does not intend to actually shoot P); [17] or2. Intent to make
contact: Alternatively, D intends to in fact cause a harmful or offensive bodily contact.Example: D
shoots a gun at P, trying to hit him. D hopes P won’t see him, but P does. P is frightened, but the
shot misses. This is assault.3. Summary: So D has the requisite intent for assault if D either
“intends to commit an assault” or “intends to commit a battery.” [17]C. No hostility: It is not
necessary that D bear malice towards P, or intend to harm her. (Example: D as a practical joke
points a toy pistol at P, hoping that P will falsely think that P is about to be shot. D has one of the
two alternative intents required for assault — the intent to put P in imminent apprehension of a



harmful or offensive contact — so the fact that D does not desire to “harm” P is irrelevant.)
[17]D. “Words alone” rule: Ordinarily, words alone are not sufficient, by themselves, to give rise
to an assault. Normally there must be some overt act — a physical act or gesture by D — before
P can claim to have been assaulted. (Example: During an argument, D says to P “I’m gonna hit
you in the face.” This is probably not an assault, if D does not make any gesture like forming a fist
or stepping towards P.) [17]1. Special circumstances: However, the surrounding circumstances,
or D’s past acts, may occasionally make it reasonable for P to interpret D’s words alone as
creating the required apprehension of imminent contact. [17]E. Actual contact or apprehension
required: Assault requires an effect: P must either actually undergo a harmful or offensive
contact, or be put in immediate apprehension of such a contact.1. Unsuccessful prank or bluff:
So where D is pulling a prank or making a bluff, if P believes or knows that no imminent harmful
or offensive contact will really occur, and none does occur, there is no assault. [15]Example: D,
holding a revolver, walks into P’s office and says, “I know you’ve been having sex with my wife,
and I’m gonna blow your head off.” The particular gun that D is holding is a toy replica that
cannot fire anything, and P knows this because W has told him so on a previous occasion. D has
not committed assault — even if D intended to put P in fear of an imminent harmful contact (a
bullet), the “result” requirement for assault has not been met because P has not in fact been put
in apprehension of such contact.2. Feared contact with ground or independent object suffices:
The harmful or offensive contact of which P is placed in apprehension does not have to be with
D or an instrumentality under D’s control — it can be with the ground or some other free-
standing object. [18]Example: While P is riding a horse, D jumps up to frighten the horse. D’s
purpose is to make P think that P will fall. P in fact believes he’ll fall, but doesn’t. Since P has
been intentionally placed in apprehension of hitting the ground, D’s act meets the “intentional
causing of apprehension of a harmful or offensive contact” requirement, and constitutes
assault.F. Imminence: It must appear to P that the harm being threatened is imminent, and that
D has the present ability to carry out the threat. [19] (Example: D threatens to shoot P, and leaves
the room for the stated purpose of getting his revolver. D has not committed an assault on P.)G.
P unaware of danger: P must be aware of the threatened contact. [19]H. Threat to third persons:
P must have an apprehension that she herself will be subjected to a bodily contact. She may not
recover for her apprehension that someone else will be so touched. [20]Example: P sees D raise
a pistol at P’s husband. D shoots and misses. P cannot recover for assault, because she did not
fear a contact with her own body.)I. Conditional threat: Where D threatens the harm only if P
does not obey D’s demands, the existence of an assault depends on whether D had the legal
right to compel P to perform the act in question. (Example: P, a burglar, breaks into D’s house. D
says, “If you don’t get out, I’ll throw you out.” There is no assault on P, since D has the legal right
to force P to leave.) [21]IV. FALSE IMPRISONMENTIV. FALSE IMPRISONMENTIV. IV. FALSE
IMPRISONMENTFALSE IMPRISONMENTA. Definition: False imprisonment is defined as the
intentional infliction of a confinement. [22]Example: D wants to have sex with P, and locks her in
his bedroom for two hours hoping that P will agree. She does not, and D lets her go. This is false



imprisonment, because D has intentionally confined P for a substantial time.B. Intent: P must
show that D either intended to confine him, or at least that D knew with substantial certainty that
P would be confined by D’s actions. The tort of false imprisonment cannot be committed merely
by negligent or reckless acts. (Example: D, a shopkeeper, negligently locks the store while P, a
customer, is in the bathroom. This is not false imprisonment, since D did not intend to confine P.)
[22]C. Means used: The imprisonment may be carried out by direct physical means, but also by
threats or by the assertion of legal authority. [22-24]1. Threats: Thus if D threatens to use force if
P tries to escape, the requisite confinement exists. [22-23]2. Assertion of legal authority: Also,
confinement may be caused by D’s assertion that he has legal authority to confine P — this is
true even if D does not in fact have the legal authority, so long as P reasonably believed that D
does, or is in doubt about whether D does. (Example: Storekeeper suspects P of shoplifting, and
says, “I hereby make a citizen’s arrest of you.” Putting aside whether Storekeeper has a privilege
to act this way, Storekeeper has “confined” P, if a reasonable person in P’s position would think
that Storekeeper had the authority to make such an arrest, even if under local law Storekeeper
did not have that authority.) [23]D. P must know of confinement: P must either be aware of the
confinement, or must suffer some actual harm. (Example: P is locked in her hotel room by D, but
P is asleep for the entire three-hour period, and learns only later that the door was locked. This is
probably not false imprisonment.) [25]V. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS
(IIED)V. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (IIED)V. V. INTENTIONAL
INFLICTION OF MENTAL DISTRESS (IIED)INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF MENTAL
DISTRESS (IIED)A. Definition: This tort is the intentional or reckless infliction, by extreme and
outrageous conduct, of severe emotional or mental distress, even in the absence of physical
harm. (It’s often called “IIED” for “intentional infliction of emotional distress”) [25]Example: D
threatens that if P, a garbage collector, does not pay over part of his garbage collection proceeds
to D and his henchmen, D will severely beat P. Since D’s conduct is extreme and outrageous,
and since he has intended to cause P distress (which he has succeeded in doing), D is liable for
infliction of mental distress. [State Rubbish Collectors Assoc. v. Siliznoff]B. Intent: “Intent” for
IIED is a bit broader than for other torts. There are three possible types of mental state by D that
will qualify:[1] D desires to cause P emotional distress;[2] D knows with substantial certainty
that P will suffer emotional distress; or[3] D recklessly disregards the high probability that
emotional distress will occur. [25-28]Example: D commits suicide by blowing his brains out in P’s
kitchen while P watches. D, or his estate, is liable for intentional infliction of mental distress
because although P did not desire to cause distress to P, or even know that distress was
substantially certain, he recklessly disregarded the high risk that distress would occur.C.
“Extreme and outrageous”: P must show that D’s conduct was extreme and outrageous. D’s
conduct has to be “beyond all possible bounds of decency.” [28-29]Example: D, as a practical
joke, tells P that her husband has been badly injured in an accident, and is lying in the hospital
with broken legs. This conduct is sufficiently outrageous to qualify. [Wilkinson v. Downton]1. Bill
collectors: A common fact pattern in which D may be liable for intentional infliction of mental



distress is where D is a bill collector. The collector’s conduct can and often will be sufficiently
extreme and outrageous to trigger IIED (e.g., repeated abusive phone calls at night; or
denouncing P to P’s boss or neighbors as a “deadbeat”). And it’s no defense to an otherwise
proper IIED action that P really owed the money that D was trying to collect. [27]D. Actual
severe distress: P must suffer severe emotional distress. P must show at least that her distress
was severe enough that she sought medical aid. Most cases do not require P to show that the
distress resulted in bodily harm (assuming that the conduct was directed at P, i.e., that it’s not a
“transferred intent” scenario as discussed in Par. E below). [29-32]E. Directed at third person: If
D intentionally or recklessly directs extreme and outrageous conduct at someone other than P
(call this third person X), D will be liable for IIED to P only if either of two scenarios occurs. [27]
[1] P and X are close relatives: If P (the person who suffers the severe emotional distress) and X
(the one at whom D’s outrageous conduct is directed) are members of the same immediate
family, P can recover for severe emotional distress, even if the distress does not result in bodily
harm, as long as P was present, and known by D to be present.[2] P and X are not close
relatives: If P and X are not members of the same immediate family, thenP can recover only if P
satisfies two conditions: P was present (and known to D to be present) at the time; and The
emotional distress suffered by P led to bodily harm.Example 1 (close relatives): In front of P, D
pulls a gun and threatens to shoot X to death. P, who is X’s wife, suffers great emotional distress
from watching the episode. P can recover from D for IIED, even if P never suffered bodily harm
from the distress.Example 2 (not close relatives): Same facts as Example 1, but now P and X are
friends, not relatives. If P suffers great emotional distress without any bodily harm, she
(probably) cannot recover from D for IIED. But if P’s emotional distress leads to bodily harm
(e.g., a miscarriage), she can recover.1. P must be physically present: Notice that in both of the
above scenarios (close-relatives and not-close-relatives), P must in order to recover be
physically present, and known to D to be present, when the conduct occurs. So if P is secretly
watching, D won’t be liable.F. Constitutional limits on IIED awards: The First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution places some important limits on the right of a state to impose liability for IIED. If
the conduct by the defendant that causes the distress is the delivery of a message or
communication, a state’s act of awarding damages against the defendant for IIED may well
violate the defendant’s First Amendment freedom of speech.1. P is a public figure; rule from
defamation cases: For instance, a plaintiff who is a public figure (essentially, a famous or
newsworthy person) may succeed with a claim for IIED based on a communication only if P
shows that the defendant either knew that his speech was false or recklessly disregarded
whether it was true. [Hustler Magazine v. Falwell] [30]Example: Hustler Magazine satirizes
religious leader Jerry Falwell as a drunken hypocrite who has sex with his mother. Held,
Hustler’s First Amendment rights mean that Falwell cannot recover against the magazine for
IIED unless he shows that the magazinemade a false statement about him with knowledge of
the statement’s falsity or with reckless disregard of its falsity. [Hustler Magazine v. Falwell]2.
Statement on a matter of public concern: Another way a tort recovery for IIED can violate the



defendant’s First Amendment rights is if the alleged distress stems from the communicative
impact of the defendant’s speech, and the speech involves a matter of public concern. [Snyder v.
Phelps] [31]Example: P is the father of a Marine, Matthew Snyder, recently killed in Iraq. The Ds
are members of the Westboro Baptist Church, a church that thinks God punishes the U.S.
military for tolerating homosexuality. During the course of Matthew’s funeral in Maryland, the Ds,
from a public place nearby, carry picket signs with messages like “God hates fags,” and “Thank
God for Dead Soldiers.” (The Ds apparently believe that Matthew was killed because of God’s
desire to punish the military for not rooting out homosexuality.) P brings a suit against the Ds for
intentionally causing him emotional distress. The jury awards P $4 million in damages, based on
its conclusion that the Ds’ conduct was “outrageous.”Held (by the U.S. Supreme Court on
appeal), for the Ds. Since the Ds’ speech was on a matter of “public concern,” their First
Amendment rights allowed Maryland to regulate that speech only in a “content neutral” manner.
Since the jury likely reached its verdict without observing the required “content neutrality,”
enforcing the resulting damage award against the Ds violated their First Amendment rights.
[Snyder v. Phelps, supra]CHAPTER 3INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTYI.
TRESPASS TO LANDI. TRESPASS TO LANDI. I. TRESPASS TO LANDTRESPASS TO
LANDA. Definition: As generally used, “trespass” occurs when either: (1) D intentionally enters
P’s land, without permission; (2) D remains on P’s land without the right to be there, even if she
entered rightfully; or (3) D puts an object on (or refuses to remove an object from) P’s land
without permission. [41]B. Intent: The term “trespass” today refers only to intentional
interference with P’s interest in property. There is no strict liability. [42] (Example: D, a pilot, loses
control of the aircraft, and the aircraft lands on P’s property. This is not trespass to land.)1.
Negligence: If D negligently enters P’s land, this is generally treated as the tort of negligence, not
trespass. [42]2. Effect of mistake: If D has the intent to commit a physical contact with P’s land,
D will have the requisite intent for trespass even if his decision to make the contact is the result
of a mistake. Thus D’s mistake about legal title or consent won’t block liability. [42]a.
Reasonableness irrelevant: This is true even if the mistake is reasonable (assuming the mistake
wasn’t induced by anything P did or said).Example: D, an absentee owner, visits his property,
which is a farm. He drives a tractor on what he reasonably thinks is his parcel, but unbeknownst
to him (and without negligence on his part), he drives over what is really P’s land. This is
trespass, despite D’s reasonable ignorance of the fact that the land he is entering belongs to
someone other than D.C. Particles and gases: If D knowingly causes objects, including particles
or gases, to enter P’s property, most courts consider this trespass. [44]Example: D’s factory, with
D’s knowledge, spews pollutants onto P’s land. D has committed a trespass.D. Air space: It can
be a trespass for a plane to fly over P’s property. However, today most courts find liability only if:
(1) the plane enters into the immediate reaches of the airspace (below federally-prescribed
minimum flight altitudes); and (2) the flight substantially interferes with P’s use and enjoyment of
his land (e.g., by causing undue noise, vibrations, pollution). [45]II. TRESPASS TO CHATTELSII.
TRESPASS TO CHATTELSII. II. TRESPASS TO CHATTELSTRESPASS TO CHATTELSA.



Definition: “Trespass to chattels” is defined as any intentional interference with a person’s use or
possession of a chattel. [46] D only has to pay damages, not the full value of the property (as in
conversion, below).1. Loss of possession: If P loses possession of the chattel for any time,
recovery is allowed even if the chattel is returned unharmed. [47] (Example: D takes P’s car for a
five-minute “joy ride,” and returns it unharmed. D has committed trespass to chattels.)2. Contact
not causing dispossession: Sppose D merely makes contact with the chattel, without taking the
chattel out of P’s possession. (This interference with plaintiff’s use or enjoyment is called
“intermeddling.”)D is liable for intermeddling only where some harm to the chattel, or some
interference with P’s use and enjoyment of the chattel, occurs. [47]Example: D, a child, climbs on
P’s large dog, and pulls its ears. No harm to the dog results. D has not committed a trespass to
chattels, because D neither took the dog out of P’s possession, nor harmed the dog or P’s “use
and enjoyment” of the dog.a. lnterference with computers: Some courts says that the
“intermeddling” variety of trespass to chattels occurs where the defendant interferes remotely
with the plaintiff’s computer system, even though the plaintiff never loses possession or use of
the computer. Malicious hacking of P’s system, or the sending of hundreds of unwanted “spam”
e-mails to P, might qualify. [47]B. Mistake as to ownership: As with trespass, the required intent
does not encompass details about ownership. So if D intends to take possession of an object,
and does take possession of it, the fact that D mistakenly believes the object is his own is no
defense. That’s true even if the mistake is a reasonable one. [48]Example: In a restaurant, D
takes P’s coat from the coat rack, thinking it’s her own. An hour later, she discovers the problem
and returns the coat. D committed trespass to chattels as soon as she took possession of P’s
coat. The fact that D honestly and/or reasonably thought the coat was her own does not negate
the tort, or constitute an affirmative defense.III. CONVERSIONIII. CONVERSIONIII. III.
CONVERSIONCONVERSIONA. Definition: Conversion is an intentional interference with P’s
possession or ownership of property that is so substantial that D should be required to pay the
property’s full value. [49]Example: D steals P’s car, then seriously (though not irreparably)
damages it in a collision. D is liable for conversion, and will be required to pay P the full value of
the car (though D gets to keep the car).B. Intent: Conversion is an intentional tort, but all that is
required is that D have intended to take possession of the property. Mistake as to ownership will
generally not be a defense. [49] (Example: D buys an old painting from an art dealer, and
reasonably believes that the art dealer has good title. In fact, the painting was stolen from P
years before. D keeps the painting in his house for 10 years. D is liable for conversion,
notwithstanding his honest mistake about title.)C. Distinguished from trespass to chattels:
Courts consider several factors in determining whether D’s interference with P’s possessory
rights is severe enough to be conversion, or just trespass to chattels. Factors include: (1)
duration of D’s dominion over the property; (2) D’s good or bad faith; (3) the harm done to the
property; and (4) the inconvenience caused to P. [49-50]D. Different ways to commit: There are
different ways in which conversion may be committed: [50-52]1. Acquiring possession: D takes
possession of the property from P.a. Bona fide purchaser: Most courts hold that a bona fide



purchaser of stolen goods is a converter, even if there is no way he could have known that they
were stolen. [50]2. Withholding good: D may commit conversion by refusing to return goods to
their owner, if the refusal lasts for a substantial time. (Example: D, a parking garage, refuses to
give P back her car for a day.) [51-52]3. Destruction: Conversion may occur if D destroys the
goods, or fundamentally alters them.E. Forced sale: If P is successful with her tort suit, a forced
sale occurs: D is required to pay the full value of the goods (not just the amount of the use or
damage, as in trespass to chattels), but gets to keep the goods. [53]CHAPTER 4DEFENSES TO
INTENTIONAL TORTSI. CONSENTI. CONSENTI. I. CONSENTCONSENTA. Express
consent: If P expressly consents to an intentional interference with his person or property, D will
not be liable for that interference. [58] (Example: P says to D, “Go ahead, hit me in the stomach
— I’ll show you how strong I am.” If D does so, P’s consent prevents P from suing for battery.)B.
Implied consent: Existence of consent may also be implied from P’s conduct, from custom, or
from the circumstances. [59-60]1. Objective manifestation: It is the objective manifestations by
P that count — if it reasonably seemed to one in D’s position that P consented, consent exists
regardless of P’s subjective state of mind. [59] (Example: D offers to vaccinate all passengers on
their ship. P holds up her arm and receives the vaccination. Since it reasonably appeared to D
that P consented, there will be consent regardless of P’s actual state of mind. [O’Brien v.
Cunard])C. Lack of capacity: Consent will be invalidated if P is incapable of giving that consent,
because she is a child, intoxicated, unconscious, etc. [60-61]1. Consent as a matter of law: But
even if P is incapable of truly giving consent, consent will be implied “as a matter of law” if these
factors exist: (1) P is unable to give consent; (2) immediate action is necessary to save P’s life or
health; (3) there is no indication that P would not consent if able; and (4) a reasonable person
would consent in the circumstances. [60-61]Example: P is brought unconscious to the
emergency room of D, a hospital. D can perform emergency surgery without P’s actual consent
— consent will be implied as a matter of law. Therefore, P cannot sue for battery.D. Exceeding
scope: Even if P does consent to an invasion of her interests, D will not be privileged if he goes
substantially beyond the scope of that consent. [61-63]Example: P visits D, a doctor, and
consents to an operation on her right ear. While P is under anesthetic, D decides that P’s left ear
needs an operation as well, and does it. P’s consent does not block an action for battery for the
left-ear operation, since the operation went beyond the scope of P’s consent. [Mohr v.
Williams]1. Emergency: However, in the surgery case, an emergency may justify extending the
surgery beyond that consented to. [61]2. Athlete’s consent: Participating in a usually-violent
sport, like football or hockey, is generally not considered to constitute consent to all injuries
which may be inflicted by an adversary. Instead, there is an increasing tendency to hold that a
player who intentionally attacks or injures his opponent may be liable in tort. [62]a. Scope of
implied consent: So if P impliedly consents to some types of harmful or offensive contact during
the sport, fellow-participant D won’t be liable for contacts falling within the scope of that implied
consent, but will be liable for contacts going beyond the ones impliedly consented to.b.
Significance of sport’s rules and customs: In determining what contacts the player impliedly



consented to, most courts attach great weight to the rules or customs of the sport. Decisions
recognize at least three major categories of contact, and tend to draw different conclusions
about whether the plaintiff “impliedly consented” to the contact based on the category the
contact falls into:[1] Conduct allowed by rules: The first category consists of contact that is
expressly allowed by the rules and customs of the sport. Where the case falls into this category,
in virtually all courts the plaintiff will be held to have impliedly consented to this type of contact,
even if in the particular situation the result is an unexpectedly grave injury. [62][2] Conduct
punishable but not “beyond the bounds” of the sport: The next category consists of conduct that
violates the rules of the sport, but is considered to be essentially within the ordinary give-and-
take of the sport. Conduct would likely fall into this category if it is subject to some minor penalty,
but not to a severe punishment like automatic ejection or a multiple-game suspension. Again,
most courts would likely hold that such conduct, while against the rules, is of a type that is
sufficiently common (and in most instances insufficiently physically dangerous) that the plaintiff
should be deemed to have impliedly consented to it. [62][3] Reckless or intentionally-harmful
conduct beyond the usual bounds: The final category consists of conduct that not only violates
the rules of the sport, but constitutes a flagrant violation by means of actions that are unrelated
to the normal method of playing the game, and that are done without any competitive purpose.
Scenarios where D intends to physically harm his opponent (or recklessly disregards the danger
of such harm), without any bona fide belief that D is advancing his own team’s competitive
interest, are typical of this category. If the case falls into this category, most courts allow a tort
suit (typically one for battery) to be brought by the injured player against the opponent who
committed the violation, and/or the teams that employed that opponent. [63]Example: P and
Clark are NFL players on opposing teams. (Clark plays for the D team.) At the end of a play,
while P is kneeling, Clark comes up behind P and uses his forearm to hit him on the back of the
head and neck, badly injuring him. P sues D for the tortious act committed by its employee
(Clark). Clark is found at trial to have acted out of anger and frustration, but without any specific
intent to injure P. The trial judge, sitting without a jury, rules that P assumed the risk of Clark’s
conduct, on the theory that “professional football is a species of warfare[.]” P appeals.Held (on
appeal): for P — case remanded for a retrial. The rules and customs of the NFL prohibit the
intentional striking of blows. Where one football player intentionally inflicts a serious injury on
another, the injured player won’t be deemed to have assumed the risk of such a conduct.
[Hackbart v. Cincinnati Bengals, Inc.] [63]c. A mere negligent violation of rules: Where D’s
conduct in violating the sports rule manifests mere negligence as to the risk of injury to P (rather
than an intention to hurt P or reckless disregard of P’s physical safety), few if any cases allow
recovery.E. Consent to criminal acts: Where D’s act against P is a criminal act, courts are split.
The majority rule is that P’s consent is ineffective if the act consented to is a crime. [65]
(Example: P and D agree to fight with each other. In most states, each may recover from the
other, on the theory that consent to a crime — such as breach of peace — is ineffective.)II.
SELF-DEFENSEII. SELF-DEFENSEII. II. SELF-DEFENSESELF-DEFENSEA. Privilege



generally: A person is entitled to use reasonable force to prevent any threatened harmful or
offensive bodily contact, and any threatened confinement or imprisonment. [65]B. Apparent
necessity: Self-defense may be used not only where there is a real threat of harm, but also
where D reasonably believes that there is one. [66]C. Only for protection: The defense of self-
defense applies only where D uses the force needed to protect himself against harm. [66]1.
Retaliation: Thus D may not use any degree of force in retaliation for a tort already committed.
[66]Example: P hits D with a snowball. Ten minutes later, D hits P with a snowball, in retaliation.
D has committed battery on P, because D’s act was not done in true self-defense.2. Imminence:
D may not use force to avoid harm which is not imminent, unless it reasonably appears that
there will not be a later chance to prevent the danger. [67]Example: P says to D, “I will beat you
up tomorrow.” D cannot beat P up today, to prevent tomorrow’s attack, unless it appears that
there will be no way for D to defend tomorrow.3. Verbal provocation: D may not use self-defense
in response to verbal provocation, such as taunting or insults. Self-defense is purely a forward-
looking idea: D is entitled to prevent imminent future harm, not redress past harm, especially
purely verbal harm. [67]Example: P calls D a liar and a cheat in front of D’s friends. (Assume that
D is not a liar and a cheat, and that P’s words constitute slander for which D could recover.) P
then says to D, “What’re you gonna do about, you coward?” D hits P in the face. P can recover for
battery, and D cannot successfully claim self-defense. That’s because provocation does not
justify self-defense in tort law; only the prevention of imminent bodily harm can justify it.D.
Degree of force: Only the degree of force necessary to prevent the threatened harm may be
used. If D uses more force than necessary, he will be liable for damage caused by the excess.
[67]1. Deadly force: Special rules limit the use of deadly force, i.e., force intended or likely to
cause death or serious bodily injury. [68-69]a. Danger must be serious: D may not use deadly
force unless he himself is in danger of death or serious bodily harm. (Example: P attacks D with
his fists, in a way that does not threaten D with serious bodily harm. Even if there is no other way
for D to prevent the attack, D may not use his gun to shoot P, even if the shot is intended only to
injure P — D must submit to the attack rather than use deadly force.)E. Retreat: Courts are split
on whether and when D has a “duty to retreat” (i.e., to run away or withdraw) if the threatened
harm could be avoided this way. [68]1. Restatement view: The Second Restatement holds that:
(1) D may use non-deadly force rather than retreating; but (2) D may not use deadly force in lieu
of retreating, except if attacked in his dwelling by one who does not reside in the dwelling.
[69]Example: If P attacks D on the street with a knife, under the Restatement D may use his fists
rather than running away, but may not use a gun rather than running away if running away would
avoid the danger. If the attack took place in D’s home, where P was not also a resident, then D
could use the gun.III. DEFENSE OF OTHERSIII. DEFENSE OF OTHERSIII. III. DEFENSE OF
OTHERSDEFENSE OF OTHERSA. General rule: A person may use reasonable force to defend
another person against attack. The same rules apply as in self-defense: the defender may only
use reasonable force, and may not use deadly force to repel a non-deadly attack. [70]1.
Reasonable mistake: The courts are split on the effect of a reasonable mistake. The modern



view is that if a person makes a reasonable mistake about the need for force (including the
degree of danger to the third person), the defense-of-others defense is not forfeited. [70]a.
Unreasonable mistake: But all courts agree that D’s belief in the need to use force in defense of
another (and D’s selection of the level of force to use) must at least be reasonable. So if D
makes a negligent mistake about whether the third person (call her X) is in physical danger, or
about whether D’s proposed physical contact will help avoid the danger, D will not be able to use
the defense-of-others defense.IV. DEFENSE OF PROPERTYIV. DEFENSE OF PROPERTYIV.
IV. DEFENSE OF PROPERTYDEFENSE OF PROPERTYA. General rule: A person may
generally use reasonable force to defend her property, both land and chattels. [70-73]1.
Warning required first: The owner must first make a verbal demand that the intruder stop, unless
it reasonably appears that violence or harm will occur immediately, or that the request to stop
will be useless. [70]a. Allow time for intruder to obey: Furthermore, if the owner does make a
request to leave, the owner must give the intruder sufficient time to obey the request, unless it’s
clear that the request will not be heeded.B. Mistake: The effect of a reasonable mistake by D
varies:1. Mistake as to danger: If D’s mistake is about whether force is necessary, D is protected
by a reasonable mistake. [71] (Example: D uses non-deadly force to stop a burglar whom he
reasonably believes to be armed. In fact, the burglar is not armed. D can rely on the defense of
property.)2. Privilege: But if the owner’s mistake is about whether the intruder has a right to be
there, the owner’s use of force will not be privileged. [71] (Example: D reasonably believes that P
is a burglar. In fact, P is a friend who has entered D’s house to retrieve her purse, without wanting
to bother D. Even non-deadly force by D will not be privileged.)C. Deadly force: The owner may
use deadly force only where: (1) non-deadly force will not suffice; and (2) the owner reasonably
believes that without deadly force, death or serious bodily harm will occur. [71]Example: D sees
P trespassing in P’s backyard. D asks P to leave, but P refuses. Even if there is no way to make P
leave except by shooting at him, D may not do so, since P’s conduct does not threaten D with
death or serious bodily harm.1. Burglary: But a homeowner is generally allowed to use deadly
force against a burglar, provided that she reasonably believes that nothing short of this force will
safely keep the burglar out. [72]D. Mechanical devices: An owner may use a mechanical device
to protect her property only if she would be privileged to use a similar degree of force if she were
present and acting herself. [72-74]1. Reasonable mistake: An owner’s right to use a dangerous
mechanical device in a particular case will be measured by whether deadly force could have
been used against that particular intruder. [72]Example: D uses a spring gun to protect his house
while he is away. If the gun shoots an actual burglar, and state law would have allowed D to
shoot the burglar if D was present, then D will not be liable for using the spring gun. But if a
neighbor, postal carrier, or someone else not engaged in a crime happened to enter and was
shot, D would not have a “reasonable mistake” defense — since D could not have fired the gun
at such a person directly, the spring gun may not be used either.V. RECAPTURE OF
CHATTELSV. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSV. V. RECAPTURE OF CHATTELSRECAPTURE
OF CHATTELSA. Generally: A property owner has the general right to use reasonable force to



regain possession of chattels taken from her by someone else. [74-76]1. Fresh pursuit: The
privilege exists only if the property owner is in “fresh pursuit” to recover his property. That is, the
owner must act without unreasonable delay. [74] (Example: A learns that B has stolen a stereo
and is in possession of it. A may use reasonable force to reclaim the stereo if he acts
immediately, but not if he waits, say, a week between learning that D has the property and
attempting to regain it.)2. Reasonable force: The force used must be reasonable, and deadly
force can never be used. [74]3. Wrongful taking: The privilege exists only if the property was
taken wrongfully from the owner. If the owner parts willingly with possession, and an event then
occurs which gives him the right to repossess, he generally will not be able to use force to regain
it. [74] (Example: O rents a TV to A. A refuses to return the set on time. O probably may not use
reasonable force to enter A’s home to repossess the set, because A’s original possession was
not wrongful.)B. Merchant: Where a merchant reasonably believes that a person is stealing his
property, many courts give the merchant a privilege to temporarily detain the person for
investigation. [75]1. Limited time: The detention must be limited to a short time, generally 10 or
15 minutes or less, just long enough to determine whether the person has really shoplifted or
not. Then, the police must be called (the merchant may not purport to arrest the suspect
himself). [75]VI. NECESSITYVI. NECESSITYVI. VI. NECESSITYNECESSITYA. General rule:
Under the defense of “necessity,” D has a privilege to harm the property interest of P where this
is necessary in order to prevent great harm to third persons or to the defendant herself.
[77-79]B. Public necessity: If interference with the land or chattels of another is necessary to
prevent a disaster to the community or to many people, the privilege is that of “public necessity.”
Here, no compensation has to be paid by the person doing the damage. [78-78]Example:
Firefighters demolish D’s house, in which a fire has just barely started, because that is the best
way to stop the fire from spreading much further. The firefighters, and the town employing them,
probably do not have to pay, because they are protected by the privilege of public necessity.C.
Private necessity: If a person prevents injury to himself or his property, or to the person or
property of a third person, this is protected by the privilege of “private necessity,” if there is no
less-damaging way of preventing the harm. [78-79]Example: A, while sailing, is caught in very
rough seas. To save his life, he may moor at a dock owned by B, and will not be liable for
trespass.1. Actual damage: Where the privilege of private necessity exists, it will be a complete
defense to a tort claim where P has suffered no actual substantial harm (as in the above
example). But if actual damage occurs, P must pay for the damage she has caused.
[79]Example: On the facts of the above example, if A’s boat slammed into B’s dock and
damaged it, A would have to pay.)2. Owner may not resist: The main purpose of the doctrine of
private necessity is to prevent the person whose property might be injured from resisting the
exercise of the privilege. [79]Example: P moors his ship at D’s dock, to avoid being shipwrecked
by heavy seas. D, objecting to what he thinks is a trespass, unmoors the ship, causing the ship
to be harmed and P to be injured. P may recover from D, because P’s mooring was privileged by
private necessity and D, therefore, acted wrongfully. [Ploof v. Putnam, 79]VII. ARRESTVII.



ARRESTVII. VII. ARRESTARRESTA. Common law rules:1. Arrest with warrant: Where a
police officer executes an arrest with an arrest warrant that appears to be correctly issued, he
will not be liable even if it turns out that there was no probable cause or the procedures used to
get the warrant were not proper. [80]2. Arrest without warrant: [80]a. Felony or breach of peace
in presence: A police officer may make a warrantless arrest for a felony or for a breach of the
peace, if the offense is being committed or seems about to be committed in his presence. A
citizen may do the same.b. Past felony: Once a felony has been committed, an officer may still
make a warrantless arrest, provided that he reasonably believes that the felony has been
committed, and also reasonably believes that he has the right criminal. A citizen may make an
arrest only if a felony has in fact been committed (though the citizen is protected if she makes a
reasonable mistake and arrests the wrong person).c. Misdemeanor: At common law, no
warrantless arrest (either by an officer or by a citizen) may be made for a past misdemeanor not
involving a breach of the peace.3. Reasonable force: One making an arrest may not use more
force than is reasonably necessary. [81]a. Prevention: Where the arrest is made to prevent a
felony which threatens human life or safety, even deadly force may be used, if there is no other
way to prevent the crime. But where the felony does not involve such danger, deadly force may
not be used.b. Apprehension after crime: If a crime has already been committed, the police may
use deadly force only if the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury
to others. (Example: Officer spots Burglar escaping after his crime. Officer knows that Burglar is
unarmed and unlikely to be violent. Officer may not shoot at Burglar to arrest him, even if there is
no other way to make the arrest.)VIII. JUSTIFICATIONVIII. JUSTIFICATIONVIII. VIII.
JUSTIFICATIONJUSTIFICATIONA. Generally: Even if D’s conduct does not fit within one of the
narrower defenses, she may be entitled to the general defense of “justification,” a catch-all term
used where there are good reasons for exculpating D from what would otherwise be an
intentional tort. [82]CHAPTER 5NEGLIGENCE GENERALLYI. COMPONENTS OF TORT OF
NEGLIGENCEI. COMPONENTS OF TORT OF NEGLIGENCEI. I. COMPONENTS OF TORT
OF NEGLIGENCECOMPONENTS OF TORT OF NEGLIGENCEA. Generally: The tort of
“negligence” occurs when D’s conduct imposes an unreasonable risk upon another, which
results in injury to that other. The negligent tortfeasor’s mental state is irrelevant. [94]B. Prima
facie case: The five components of a prima facie case for negligence are: [94]1. Duty: A legal
duty requiring D to conduct himself according to a certain standard, so as to avoid unreasonable
risk to others;2. Failure to conform: A failure by D to conform his conduct to this standard. (This
element can be thought of as “carelessness.”)3. Cause in fact: A showing that D’s failure to act
with reasonable care was the “cause in fact” of the injury to plaintiff. Generally, “cause in fact”
means a “but for” cause, i.e., a cause without which the injury wouldn’t have occurred.4.
Proximate cause: A sufficiently close causal connection between D’s act of negligence and the
harm suffered by P that it’s fair to hold D liable, as a matter of policy. This is “proximate cause.”5.
Actual damage: Actual damage suffered by P. (Compare this to most intentional torts, such as
trespass, where P can recover nominal damages even without actual injury.)Note: When we say



that these five elements make up a “prima facie case” for negligence, what we mean is that if as
part of P’s case in chief, P fails to prove any of these five elements, D will be entitled to a directed
verdict by the judge (and the jury won’t even get to deliberate).II. UNREASONABLE RISKII.
UNREASONABLE RISKII. II. UNREASONABLE RISKUNREASONABLE RISKA. Generally: P
must show that D’s conduct imposed an unreasonable risk of harm on P (or on a class of
persons of whom P is a member). [95]1. Not judged by results: It is not enough for P to show
that D’s conduct resulted in a terrible injury. P must show that D’s conduct, viewed as of the time
it occurred, without benefit of hindsight, imposed an unreasonable risk of harm. [95]B.
Balancing: In determining whether the risk of harm from D’s conduct was so great as to be
“unreasonable,” courts use a balancing test: “Where an act is one which a reasonable [person]
would recognize as involving a risk of harm to another, the risk is unreasonable and the act is
negligent if the risk is of such magnitude as to outweigh what the law regards as the utility of the
act or of the particular manner in which it is done.” [95-96]1. Seriousness can outweigh
unlikelihood: So the more serious the potential injury, the less probable its occurrence need be
before the defendant will be held to be negligent for not guarding against it. Thus if a reasonable
person would realize that a potential injury, if it came to pass, would be extremely grave, there
may be liability even though it was relatively unlikely that the accident would occur.C. Warnings:
One of the ways the risks of conduct can be reduced is by giving warnings of danger. The fact
that D gave a warning of dangers to P in particular, or the public in general, is thus a factor that
will make it less likely that D will be found negligent when the danger that was warned of results
in an accident. [97]1. Failure to warn can itself be negligent: If D fails to give a warning of a
danger that he knows about, and the warning could have been easily given, the mere failure to
warn can itself constitute negligence.2. Does not immunize D: However, it’s clear that even if D
does give a warning, this does not immunize D from negligence liability — if D’s activity is
unreasonably dangerous (evaluated by balancing its benefits against its risks) despite D’s
warning to P, D will still be liable.Example: Dave, while moving out of his second-floor apartment,
throws an old television out the window, aiming for a dumpster on the ground below the window.
Just before he throws the TV, he yells out “Look out below.” Paula, a pedestrian, does not hear
the warning because she is talking on her cellphone. Dave can be found negligent despite
having given the warning — it is so dangerous to throw a heavy object out of an upstairs window,
and so easy to discard the object by safer means, that the giving of the warning did not make the
total benefits of Dave’s conduct outweigh its dangers.III. THE REASONABLE PERSONIII. THE
REASONABLE PERSONIII. III. THE REASONABLE PERSONTHE REASONABLE PERSONA.
Objective standard: The reasonableness of D’s conduct is viewed under an objective standard:
Would a “reasonable person of ordinary prudence,” in D’s position, do as D did? D does not
escape liability merely because she intended to behave carefully or thought she was behaving
carefully. [98]B. Physical and mental characteristics: The question is whether D behaved
reasonably “under the circumstances.” “The circumstances” generally include the physical
characteristics of D himself. [98-101]1. Physical disability: Thus if D has a physical disability, the



standard for negligence is what a reasonable person with that physical disability would have
done. [98-99] (Example: P is blind and is struck while crossing the street using a cane. If the
issue is whether P was contributorily negligent, the issue will be whether a blind person would
have crossed the street in that manner.)2. Mental characteristics: The ordinary reasonable
person is not deemed to have the particular mental characteristics of D. [100] (Example: If D is
more stupid, or more careless, than an ordinary person, this will not be a defense.)3.
Intoxication: Intoxication is no defense — even if D is drunk, she is held to the standard of
conduct of a reasonable sober person. [101]4. Children: A child is held to the level of conduct of
a reasonable person of that age and experience, not that of an adult. [101]a. Adult activity: But
where a child engages in a potentially dangerous activity normally pursued only by adults, she
will be held to the standard of care that a reasonable adult doing that activity would
exercise.Example: If D operates a motorboat, an activity that is potentially dangerous and
normally pursued by adults, D must match the standard of care of a reasonable adult boater.C.
Custom: Courts generally allow evidence as to custom for the purpose of showing presence or
absence of reasonable care. However, this evidence is generally not conclusive. [103]1.
Evidence by D: Thus where D shows that everyone else in the industry does things the way D
did them, the jury is still free to conclude that the industry custom is unreasonably dangerous
and thus negligent. [104]Example: D operates a tugboat without a radio; the fact that most
tugboats in the industry do not yet have radios does not prevent the jury from holding that D’s
lack of a radio was negligent. [The T.J. Hooper]2. Proof by plaintiff: Conversely, proof offered by
P that others in D’s industry followed a certain precaution that D did not, will be suggestive but
not conclusive evidence that D was negligent. [103]D. Emergencies: If D is confronted with an
emergency, and is forced to act with little time for reflection, D must merely behave as a
reasonable person would if confronted with the same emergency, not as a reasonable person
would with plenty of time to think. [104]Example: D is a cab driver. A thief jumps in the cab, points
a gun at D’s head, and tells him to drive fast. D, in a panic, mistakenly puts the car in reverse and
injures P. The issue is whether a cab driver confronted with a gun-pointing thief would or might
have behaved as D did, not whether a cab driver in ordinary circumstances would have behaved
that way.E. Anticipating conduct of others: A reasonable person possesses at least limited
ability to anticipate the conduct of others. [105-108]1. Negligence: D may be required to
anticipate the possibility of negligence on the part of others. [105] (Example: It may be
negligence for D to presume that all drivers near him will behave non-negligently, and that these
others will not speed, signal properly, etc.)a. Parental supervision: A parent has a duty to
exercise reasonable care to supervise the conduct of his or her minor child, to prevent the child
from intentionally harming others or posing an unreasonable risk of harm to others. [105]i. Direct
liability: This principle does not make the parent “vicariously liable” for the child’s torts. Instead, it
constitutes direct negligence by the parent not to use reasonable care in controlling the child,
where the parent has the ability to control the child, and knows or should have known of the risk
being posed by the child’s conduct.Example: As Mom is aware, Kid, her 10-year-old son, is



skateboarding on the sidewalk in front of their house, in a way that poses great danger to
pedestrian passersby. Mom knows that she could control Kid to prevent him from skateboarding
in this manner, but she unreasonably decides that the risks posed by Kid are small enough to
make it not worth Mom’s while to intervene. Kid runs into P, a little old lady, who is badly injured.P
can recover against Mom, for failing to use reasonable care to prevent Kid from dangerous
skateboarding, given that Mom both (1) knew or should have known that she had the ability to
control Kid and (2) knew or should have known that Kid’s behavior was risky to pedestrians.2.
Criminal or intentionally tortious acts: Normally the reasonable person (and, hence, D) is entitled
to presume that third persons will not commit crimes or intentional torts. [107-108]a. Special
knowledge: But if D has a special relationship with either P or a third person, or special
knowledge of the situation, then it may be negligence for D not to anticipate a crime or
intentional tort.Example: It may be negligence for D, a psychiatrist, not to warn P that a patient of
D’s is dangerous to P. [Tarasoff v. Regents, 107]i. Premises liability: One special relationship
between plaintiff and defendant that may impose a duty on the defendant to protect the plaintiff
against third-party crimes involves “premises liability.” That is, the owner of real estate that is
held open to the public normally has some sort of duty to make reasonable protections against
crimes committed by third persons against those legitimately on the property. [107]Examples: A
store owner, a hotel, or a school may be liable for failing to impose reasonable security
measures to protect against crimes against shoppers, hotel guests or students.IV.
MALPRACTICEIV. MALPRACTICEIV. IV. MALPRACTICEMALPRACTICEA. Superior ability or
knowledge: If D has a higher degree of knowledge, skill or experience than the “reasonable
person,” D must use that higher level. [108]Example: D, because she is a local resident, knows
that a stretch of highway is exceptionally curvy and thus dangerous. D drives at a rate of speed
that one who did not know the terrain well would think was reasonable, and crashes, injuring her
passenger, P. Even though D’s driving would not have represented carelessness if done by a
reasonable person with ordinary knowledge of the road, D was responsible for using her special
knowledge and is negligent for not doing so.B. Malpractice generally: Professionals, including
doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers, etc., must act with the level of skill and learning
commonly possessed by members of the profession in good standing. [108-112]1. Good results
not guaranteed: The professional will not normally be held to guarantee that a successful result
will occur, only that she will use the requisite minimum skill and competence. [108]2.
Specialists: If D holds herself out as a specialist in a certain niche in her profession, she will be
held to the minimum standard of that specialty. [109] (Example: An M.D. who holds herself out as
an ophthalmologist must perform to the level of the minimally competent ophthalmologist, not
merely to the minimum level of the internist or general practitioner.)3. Minimally qualified
member: It is not enough for P to prove that D performed with less skill than the average member
of the profession. D must be shown to have lacked the skill level of the minimally qualified
member in good standing. [109]a. Novice: One who is just beginning the practice of his special
profession is held to the same level of competence as a member of the profession generally.



[112] (Example: A lawyer who has just passed the bar does not get the benefit of a lower
standard — he must perform at the level of minimally competent lawyers generally, not
novices.)4. Community standards: Traditionally, doctors and other professionals have been
bound by the professional standards prevailing in the community in which they practice, not by a
national standard. [110] (Example: Traditionally, the “country doctor” need not perform with the
skill commonly found in cities.)a. Change in rule: But this rule is on its way out, and many if not
most courts would today apply a national standard. In “modern” courts, P may therefore use
expert testimony from an expert who practices outside of D’s community.5. Informed consent: In
the case of a physician, part of the professional duty is to adequately disclose the risks of
proposed treatment to the patient in advance. The rule requiring adequate disclosure is called
the rule of “informed consent.” The doctor must disclose to the patient all risks inherent in the
proposed treatment which are sufficiently material that a reasonable patient would take them
into account in deciding whether to undergo the treatment. Failure to get the patient’s adequate
consent is deemed a form of malpractice and thus a form of negligence. (In some cases, usually
older ones, failure to get informed consent transforms the treatment into battery.) [111-112]V.
AUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTESV. AUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTESV. V. AUTOMOBILE
GUEST STATUTESAUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTESA. Generally: A minority of states still
have “automobile guest statutes” on their books. These generally provide that an owner-driver is
not liable for any injuries received by his non-paying passenger, unless the driver was grossly
negligent or reckless. [113]VI. VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)VI.
VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)VI. VI. VIOLATION OF STATUTE
(NEGLIGENCE PER SE)VIOLATION OF STATUTE (NEGLIGENCE PER SE)A. “Negligence per
se” doctrine: Most courts apply the “negligence per se” doctrine: when a safety statute has a
sufficiently close application to the facts of the case at hand, an unexcused violation of that
statute by D is “negligence per se,” and thus conclusively establishes that D was negligent.
[115]1. Restatement standard: The Third Restatement articulates the doctrine this way: “An
actor is negligent if, without excuse, the actor violates a statute that is designed to protect
against the type of accident the actor’s conduct causes, and the accident victim is within the
class of persons the statute is designed to protect.” [115]Example: D drives at 65 m.p.h. in a 55
m.p.h. zone. While so driving, he strikes and injures P, a pedestrian. Because the 55 m.p.h. limit
is a safety measure designed to protect against accidents, and because pedestrians are among
those the statute aims to protect, the fact that D has violated the statute without excuse
conclusively establishes that D was negligent — D will not be permitted to argue that it was in
fact safe to drive at 65 m.p.h.2. Ordinances and regulations: In virtually all states, the
negligence per se doctrine applies to the violation of a statute. Where the violation is of an
ordinance or regulation, courts are split about whether the doctrine should apply, but most
courts still apply it. [116]B. Statute must apply to facts: The negligence per se doctrine will apply
only where P shows that the statute was intended to guard against the kind of injury in question.
[116-120]1. Protection against particular harm: This means that the statute must have been



intended to protect against the particular kind of harm that P seeks to recover for. [116]Example:
A statute requires that when animals are transported, each breed must be kept in a separate
pen. D, a ship operator, violates the statute by herding P’s sheep together with other animals.
Because there are no pens, the sheep are washed overboard during a storm. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because the statute was obviously intended to protect only against
spread of disease, not washing overboard. [Gorris v. Scott, 116-116]2. Class of persons
protected: Also, P must be a member of the class of persons whom the statute was designed to
protect. [117]Example: A statute requires all factory elevators to be provided with a certain safety
device. The legislative history shows that the purpose was only to protect injuries to employees.
P, a business visitor, is injured when the elevator falls due to lack of the device. P cannot use the
negligence per se doctrine, because he was not a member of the class of persons whom the
statute was designed to protect.C. Excuse of violation: The court is always free to find that the
statutory violation was excused, as long as the statute itself does not show that no excuses are
permitted. [118-120]1. Typical reasons: Some typical reasons for finding D’s violation to be
excused are:[a] D was reasonably unaware of the “factual circumstances” that make the statute
applicable;Example: A statute prohibits any contractor from doing excavation within 10 feet of a
high-voltage power line. D, a contractor, excavates within 6 feet of such a line. However, D
reasonably fails to realize that the line is present because it is obscured by heavy foliage. D
knocks down the line, injuring P, a bystander.Because D neither knew nor should have known of
“the factual circumstances” that made the statute applicable to his particular excavation session,
the negligence per se doctrine will not apply to his conduct.[b] D made a reasonable and
diligent attempt to comply;[c] The violation was due to the confusing way the requirements of
the statute were presented to the public;Example: A road sign on Main St. says “No Left Turn.”
The sign is placed just before two roads turn off of Main St., Maple and Oak. A reasonable driver
could be confused about whether the sign means that left turns are prohibited onto Maple, Oak,
or both. D, reasonably believing that the sign applies to Maple but not to Oak, turns left onto
Oak, and collides with P. D would not be subject to liability under negligence per se, because the
confusing nature of the sign would excuse his non-compliance.[d] Compliance would have
involved a greater risk of harm.D. Causal link: Even where the statute is applicable to the facts,
the defendant’s “negligence per se” does not make her liable unless the plaintiff shows that there
is a causal link between the act constituting a violation and the resulting injury. [118]1. Warnings
and safety devices: This is important in cases involving warnings or safety devices — if D
violates a statute requiring a particular type of warning or safety device, but the accident would
have happened anyway, even if the warning or device had been furnished as required, then the
negligence per se doesn’t matter. [118]Example: A statute requires all prescription drug-makers
to insert into the drug package a warning of adverse side effects. D fails to insert an appropriate
warning of a particular side effect, cardiac arrhythmia, in a drug it manufactures. P buys the drug
and contracts fatal arrhythmia. P’s estate argues that the omission of the warning was
negligence per se.If D can show that neither P nor anyone in his household ever read warnings



that accompany prescription drugs, D should win. That’s because D has shown that the statutory
violation had no causal connection to the harm (since the harm would have occurred even if the
never-to-be-read warning had been placed in the package), so the violation won’t matter.E.
Comparative negligence per se : D may get the benefit of comparative negligence per se where
P violates a statute. [120] (See C-59 for a discussion of comparative negligence
generally).Example: Cars driven by P and D collide. If P was violating the speed limit, D can use
the negligence per se doctrine to establish that P was comparatively negligent, thus reducing P’s
recovery.F. Compliance not dispositive: The fact that D has fully complied with all applicable
safety statutes does not by itself establish that he was not negligent — the finder of fact is
always free to conclude that a reasonable person would take precautions beyond those required
by statute. [121]VII. PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSVII. PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSVII. VII.
PROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSPROCEDURE IN JURY TRIALSA. Burden of proof: In a
negligence case (as in almost all tort cases) P bears the “burden of proof.” This is actually two
distinct burdens: [122-123]1. Burden of production: First, P must come forward with some
evidence that P was negligent, that P suffered an injury, that D’s negligence proximately caused
the injury, etc. This burden is known as the “burden of production.” This burden shifts from P to
D, and perhaps back again during the trial. [122-123]2. Burden of persuasion: Second, P bears
the “burden of persuasion.” This means that as the case goes to the jury, P must convince the
jury that it is more probable than not that his injuries are due to D’s negligence. [123]VIII. RES
IPSA LOQUITURVIII. RES IPSA LOQUITURVIII. VIII. RES IPSA LOQUITURRES IPSA
LOQUITURA. Generally: The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur (“the thing speaks for itself”) allows P
to point to the fact of the accident, and to create an inference that, even without a precise
showing of how D behaved, D was probably negligent.Example: A barrel of flour falls on P’s
head as he walks below a window on the street. At trial, P shows that the barrel fell out of a
window of D’s shop, and that barrels do not fall out of windows without some negligence. By use
of the res ipsa loquitur doctrine, P has presented enough evidence to justify a verdict for him, so
unless D comes up with rebuttal evidence that the barrel did not come from his shop or was not
dropped by negligence, D will lose. [Byrne v. Boadle] [126]B. Four requirements for: Courts
generally impose 4 (sometimes 5) requirements for the res ipsa doctrine:[1] No direct evidence
of D’s conduct: There must be no direct evidence of how D behaved in connection with the
event. [127][2] Seldom occurring without negligence: P must demonstrate that the harm that
occurred does not normally occur except through the negligence of someone. [126]Example: If
an airplane crashes without explanation, P will generally be able to establish that airplanes
usually do not crash without some negligence, thus meeting this requirement.[3] Negligence
was probably by D: P must demonstrate that any negligence that caused the accident was
probably by D (or by someone for whose conduct D is responsible).Example: P, while walking on
the sidewalk next to D hotel, is hit by a falling bottle. Without more proof, P has not satisfied the
requirement that any negligence be shown to be attributable to D, because a guest, rather than
the hotel, may be the one whose negligence caused the bottle to drop.[4] Not due to plaintiff: P



must establish that the accident was probably not due to his own conduct. [131][5] Evidence
more available to D: Some courts also require that evidence of what really happened be more
available to D than to P. [132]C. Usually caused by negligence: Requirement [2] above — that
the accident be of a type that usually doesn’t occur without negligence — is often hotly
contested.1. Certainty not required: The plaintiff is not required to demonstrate that there were
no other possible causes of the accident. She must merely prove that most of the time, this type
of accident is caused by someone’s negligence.2. How “usually caused by negligence” is to be
proven: How does the plaintiff go about carrying her burden of establishing that the accident at
issue is of a type that usually does not happen without the negligence of someone?a. Jury’s
own experience: Often, the jurors can use their own common sense and experience to
recognize that the accident is of a type that typically does not occur without the negligence of
someone.b. Need for expert testimony: But in other situations, the type of accident will be so
outside the experience of most jurors that the jurors cannot reasonably rely on their experience
and common sense to determine whether the accident is of a type that usually does not occur
without negligence. In this situation, the plaintiff will need to present expert testimony by
someone who is familiar with the type of accident in question, who will say that this type of bad
outcome usually doesn’t happen without someone’s negligence. [127]i. Medical malpractice
cases: For instance, in many medical malpractice cases, jurors will not have enough experience
with the type of poor outcome at issue to be able to reliably determine that this type of bad
outcome is usually caused by negligence on the part of the medical professional(s) handling the
matter. Therefore, most courts allow the plaintiff to introduce expert testimony that this type of
poor outcome is usually due to a failure to follow medical standards. And often, courts hold that
such expert testimony is not just allowed but necessary, so that as a matter of law, the plaintiff’s
failure to offer it prevents use of res ipsa. [James v. Wormuth]D. Showing that negligence was
probably defendant’s: Requirement [3] above — proof that the negligence was probably that of
the defendant — is also often contested.1. Older “exclusive control” standard: In older cases,
this requirement is usually expressed by stating that the plaintiff must demonstrate that the
instrumentality that caused the harm was at the relevant times within the “exclusive control” of
the defendant. [129]Example: During the great V-J celebration, P is walking on the sidewalk next
to D Hotel, when she is hit by a falling armchair. P proves no other facts at trial.Held, “A hotel
does not have exclusive control, either actual or potential, of its furniture. The guests have, at
least, partial control.” Therefore, P has failed to establish the requirement for res ipsa. [Larson v.
St. Francis Hotel]2. Modern “other causes eliminated” standard: However, modern cases have
usually abandoned the traditional requirement that the “instrumentality” that caused the harm be
shown to have been within the “exclusive control” of the defendant. The modern cases say
merely that the circumstances must be such that any negligence was probably that of the
defendant rather than attributable to the plaintiff or third parties. [129]Example: Consumer buys a
new car. The day after the purchase, the brakes fail, and Consumer strikes Pedestrian.
Consumer has had exclusive control the car prior to the accident, but there is no reason to



believe that Consumer was the negligent one. Rather, there is every reason to believe that the
responsible party is the manufacturer. So in most modern courts, Pedestrian will not have a res
ipsa claim against Consumer (but have a res-ipsa-like claim against the manufacturer) even
though the car was under Consumer’s exclusive control immediately prior to the accident.E.
Effect of res ipsa : Usually, the effect of res ipsa is to permit the jury to infer that D was negligent
(and that the negligence caused the accident), even though there is no direct evidence of
negligence. Res ipsa thus allows a particular kind of circumstantial evidence. When res ipsa is
used, P has met his burden of production, and is thus entitled to go to the jury. [132]F. Rebuttal
evidence:1. General evidence of due care: If D’s rebuttal is merely in the form of evidence
showing that he was in fact careful, this will almost never be enough to give D a directed verdict
— the case will still go to the jury. [133]2. Rebuttal of res ipsa requirements: But if D’s evidence
directly disproves one of the requirements for the doctrine’s application, then D will get a
directed verdict (assuming there is no prima facie case apart from res ipsa). [133] (Example: If, in
a state that requires exclusive control by D, D can show that the instrument that caused the harm
was not within his control at all relevant times, the doctrine will not apply, and D may get a
directed verdict.)G. Typical contexts: Here are a couple of contexts in which the res ipsa issue is
especially likely to arise:1. Airplane accidents: A commercial airplane accident in which the
plane crashes into an obstruction like a mountain, often furnishes a good illustration of res ipsa.
[128]a. Res ipsa applies: Today, airplanes don’t usually fly into obstructions without someone’s
negligence, at least in clear weather. Therefore, the estate of a dead passenger will normally be
deemed to have established negligence merely by showing that the plane crashed into an
obstruction in good weather.i. Rebuttal: But the airline is always free to try to rebut the evidence,
such as by showing that an unforeseeable explosion caused the airplane to veer off course into
the obstruction.2. Car accidents: Plaintiffs often attempt to apply res ipsa to car accidents. The
analysis varies sharply with whether there are multiple vehicles involved or just one. [128]a.
Multiple vehicles: Res ipsa usually does not apply to car crashes involving multiple vehicles. In
most multi-vehicle crashes, it generally cannot be said that that type of accident does not
happen without someone’s negligence. Furthermore, even if someone’s negligence were
probable, usually the negligence of persons other than the defendant (e.g., the plaintiff, driving
in a separate car) cannot be sufficiently eliminated by the evidence.b. Single-car accident: On
the other hand, if the accident is a single-vehicle one (e.g., between a driver and a pedestrian),
then res ipsa will often apply, since such accidents usually involve driver negligence.Example: P,
a pedestrian walking along the road, is struck from the rear by D’s car. P is probably entitled to
use res ipsa to create an inference of D’s negligence, since such accidents usually involve driver
negligence.i. Rebuttal evidence: But D is always free to come up with evidence rebutting the res
ipsa inference of negligence (e.g., that D had an unforeseeable heart attack just before the
accident, or, in the above example, that P veered directly in front of D just before the
accident).CHAPTER 6ACTUAL AND PROXIMATE CAUSEI. CAUSATION IN FACTI.
CAUSATION IN FACTI. I. CAUSATION IN FACTCAUSATION IN FACTA. Generally: P must



show that D’s conduct was the “cause in fact” of P’s injury. [145]B. “But for” test: The vast
majority of the time, the way P shows “cause in fact” is to show that D’s conduct was a “but for”
cause of P’s injuries — had D not acted negligently, P’s injuries would not have resulted.
[145]Example: P takes her prescription for a medication to D, her local pharmacy. D mistakenly
fills the prescription by giving P pills containing 30 mg of the active ingredient rather than the 20
mg called for by the prescription. After taking the pills, P suffers serious heart arrhythmia, and
sues D for this harm. P can recover only if she proves that had D provided the correct, 20 mg,
pills, P would not have suffered the arrhythmia. In other words, for P to recover, the trier of fact
must be satisfied that the wrong pills were the “but for” cause of P’s arrhythmia. [146]1. Joint
tortfeasors: There can be multiple “but for” causes of an event. D1 cannot defend on the grounds
that D2 was a “but for” cause of P’s injuries — as long as D1 was also a “but for” cause, D1 is
viewed as the “cause in fact.” [146]C. Concurrent causes: Sometimes D’s conduct can meet the
“cause in fact” requirement even though it is not a “but for” cause. This happens where two
events concur to cause harm, and either one would have been sufficient to cause substantially
the same harm without the other. Each of these concurring events is deemed a cause in fact of
the injury, since it would have been sufficient to bring the injury about. [146]Example: Sparks
from D’s locomotive start a forest fire; the fire merges with some other unknown fire, and the
combined fires burn P’s property. Either fire alone would have been sufficient to burn P’s
property. Therefore, D’s fire is a cause in fact of P’s damage, even though it is not a “but for”
cause. [Kingston v. Chicago & N.W. Ry.]D. Multiple fault: If P can show that each of two (or more)
defendants was at fault, but only one could have caused the injury, the burden shifts to each
defendant to show that the other caused the harm. [153]Example: P, D1 and D2 go hunting
together. D1 and D2 simultaneously fire negligently, and P is struck by one of the shots. It is not
known who fired the fatal shot. The court will put the burden on each of the Ds to show that it
was the other shot which hit P — if neither D can make this showing, both will be liable.
[Summers v. Tice]1. The “market share” theory: In product liability cases, courts often apply the
“market share” theory. If P cannot prove which of three or more persons caused his injury, but
can show that all produced a defective product, the court will require each of the Ds to pay that
percentage of P’s injuries which that D’s sales bore to the total market sales of that type of
product at the time of injury. The theory is used most often in cases involving prescription drugs.
[153-154]Example: 200 manufacturers make the drug DES. P shows that her mother took the
drug during pregnancy, and that the drug caused P to develop cancer. P cannot show which
DES manufacturer produced the drug taken by her mother. Held, any manufacturer who cannot
show that it could not have produced the particular doses taken by P’s mother will be liable for
the proportion of any judgment represented by that manufacturer’s share of the overall DES
market. [Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 154]a. National market share: In determining market
share, courts usually use a national, rather than local, market concept. [154]b. No joint-and-
several liability: Courts adopting the “market share” approach often reject joint-and-several
liability — they allow P to collect from any defendant only that defendant’s proportionate share of



the harm caused. [154]Example: P sues a single D, and shows that that D counted for 10% of
the market. P’s total damages are $1 million. If “market share” is the theory of liability, most
courts will allow P only to recover $100,000 from D — D will not be made jointly and severally
liable for P’s entire injuries.E. Increased risk, not yet followed by actual damage: Where D’s
conduct has increased the risk that P will suffer some later damage, but the damage has not yet
occurred, most courts deny P any recovery for that later damage unless he can show that it is
more likely than not to occur eventually. But some courts now allow recovery for such damage,
discounted by the likelihood that the damage will occur. [152]Example: D, an M.D., negligently
operates on P. The operation leaves P with a 20% risk of contracting a particular disease in the
future. At the time of trial, P does not yet have the disease. Most courts would not let P recover
anything for the risk of getting the disease in the future. But some might let P recover damages
for having the disease, discounted by 80% to reflect the 80% chance that P won’t get the
disease after all.II. PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYII. PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYII.
II. PROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYPROXIMATE CAUSE GENERALLYA. General: Even after
P has shown that D was the “cause in fact” of P’s injuries, P must still show that D was the
“proximate cause” of those injuries. The proximate cause requirement is a policy determination
that a defendant, even one who has behaved negligently, should not automatically be liable for
all the consequences, no matter how improbable or far-reaching, of his act. Today, the proximate
cause requirement usually means that D will not be liable for the consequences that are very
unforeseeable. [155]Example: D, driving carelessly, collides with a car driven by X. Unbeknownst
to D, the car contains dynamite, which explodes. Ten blocks away, a nurse who is carrying P, an
infant, is startled by the explosion, and drops P. P will not be able to recover against D, because
the episode is so far-fetched — it was so unforeseeable that the injury would occur from D’s
negligence — that courts will hold that D’s careless driving was not the “proximate cause” of P’s
injuries.1. Multiple proximate causes: Just as an occurrence can have many “causes in fact,” so
it may well have more than one proximate cause. [155] (Example: Each of two drivers drives
negligently, and P is injured. Each driver is probably a proximate cause of the accident.)III.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYIII. PROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYIII.
III. PROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYPROXIMATE CAUSE — FORESEEABILITYA.
The foreseeability rule generally: As the idea is traditionally stated, D is generally liable only for
those consequences of his negligence which were reasonably foreseeable at the time she
acted. [157]Example: D’s ship spills oil into a bay. Some of the oil adheres to P’s wharf. The oil is
then set afire by some molten metal dropped by P’s worker, which ignites a cotton rag floating on
the water. P’s whole dock then burns. Held, D is not liable, because the burning of P’s dock was
not the foreseeable consequence of D’s oil spill, and thus the oil spill was not the proximate
cause of the damage. This is true even though the burning may have been the “direct” result of
D’s negligence. [Wagon Mound No. 1] [158]1. Third Restatement: The Third Restatement
applies the same basic concept as the above “foreseeability” principle, but formulates it slightly
differently: a defendant is “not liable for harm different from the harms whose risk made the



[defendant’s] conduct tortious.” [161]Example 1: Consider the above example of the oil spill that
catches fire. The Third Restatement would presumably agree with the result in the above
example: what made D’s oil spill tortious was that it was a nuisance (and perhaps a trespass)
that risked junking up the wharf with a foreign substance. The risk of a fire from the spill was not
one of the risks that made the spill tortious, so D isn’t liable for it.Example 2: D gives a loaded
pistol to X, an 8-year-old, to carry across the room and put in a cabinet. While X is carrying the
pistol, he drops it. The gun lands on the bare foot of P, X’s playmate, and because of its one-
pound weight breaks P’s toe.Under the Third Restatement’s “harms that made D’s conduct
tortious” test, D would not be liable to P, since what made the entrustment of the gun by D to a
child negligent was the risk of shooting (including a shooting caused by dropping of the gun), not
the risk of a foot injury from the weight of the gun if the gun was dropped. [164]B. Unforeseeable
plaintiff: The general rule that D is liable only for foreseeable consequences is also usually
applied to the “unforeseeable plaintiff” problem. That is, if D’s conduct is negligent as to X (in the
sense that it imposes an unreasonable risk of harm upon X), but not negligent as to P (i.e., does
not impose an unreasonable risk of harm upon P), P will not be able to recover if through some
fluke he is injured. [158-160]Example: X, trying to board D’s train, is pushed by D’s employee. X
drops a package, which (unknown to anybody) contains fireworks, which explode when they fall.
The shock of the explosion makes some scales at the other end of the platform fall down, hitting
P.Held, P may not recover against D. D’s employee may have been negligent towards X (by
pushing him), but the employee’s conduct did not involve any foreseeable risk of harm to P, who
was standing far away. Since D’s conduct did not involve an unreasonable risk of harm to P, and
the damage to her was not foreseeable, the fact that the conduct was unjustifiably risky to X is
irrelevant. D’s conduct was not the “proximate cause” of the harm to P. [Palsgraf v. Long Island
R.R. Co.] [158]C. Extensive consequences from physical injuries: A key exception to the general
rule that D is liable only for foreseeable consequences is: once P suffers any foreseeable impact
or injury, even if relatively minor, D is liable for any additional unforeseen physical
consequences. [162]1. Egg-shell skull: Thus if P, unbeknownst to D, has a very thin skull (a skull
of “egg-shell thinness”), and D negligently inflicts a minor impact on this skull, D will be liable if,
because of the hidden skull defect, P dies. The defendant “takes his plaintiff as he finds
him.” [162]D. General class of harm but not same manner: Another exception to the
“foreseeable consequences only” rule is that as long as the harm suffered by P is of the same
general sort that made D’s conduct negligent, it is irrelevant that the harm occurred in an
unusual manner. [164]Example: D gives a loaded pistol to X, an eight-year-old, to carry to P. In
handing the pistol to P, X drops it, injuring the bare foot of Y, his playmate. The fall sets off the
gun, wounding P. D is liable to P, since the same general kind of risk that made D’s conduct
negligent (the risk of accidental discharge) has materialized to injure P; the fact that the
discharge occurred in an unforeseeable manner — by the dropping of the gun — is irrelevant.
(But D is not liable to Y, since Y’s foot injury was not foreseeable, and the risk of it was not one of
the risks that made D’s conduct initially negligent.)E. Plaintiff part of foreseeable class: Another



exception to the foreseeability rule: the fact that injury to the particular plaintiff was not especially
foreseeable is irrelevant, as long as P is a member of a class as to which there was a general
foreseeability of harm. [164]Example: D negligently moors its ship, and the ship breaks away. It
smashes into a draw bridge, causing it to create a dam, which results in a flood. The Ps, various
riparian owners whose property is flooded, sue. Held, these owners can recover against D, even
though it would have been hard to foresee which particular owners might be flooded. All of the
Ps were members of the general class of riverbank property owners, as to which class there was
a risk of harm from flooding. [Petition of Kinsman Transit Co.]IV. PROXIMATE CAUSE —
INTERVENING CAUSESIV. PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESIV. IV.
PROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING CAUSESPROXIMATE CAUSE — INTERVENING
CAUSESA. Definition of “intervening cause”: Most proximate cause issues arise where P’s
injury is precipitated by an “intervening cause.” An intervening cause is a force which takes effect
after D’s negligence, and which contributes to that negligence in producing P’s injury. [165]1.
Superseding cause: Some, but not all, intervening causes are sufficient to prevent D’s
negligence from being held to be the proximate cause of the injury. Intervening causes that are
sufficient to prevent D from being negligent are called “superseding” causes, since they
supersede or cancel D’s liability. [165]B. Foreseeability rule: Generally courts use a
foreseeability rule to determine whether a particular intervening cause is superseding. [165]1.
Test: If D should have foreseen the possibility that the intervening cause (or one like it) might
occur, or if the kind of harm suffered by P was foreseeable (even if the intervening cause was not
itself foreseeable), D’s conduct will nonetheless be the proximate cause. But if neither the
intervening cause nor the kind of harm was foreseeable, the intervening cause will be a
superseding one, relieving D of liability. [165-166]C. Foreseeable intervening causes: Often the
risk of a particular kind of intervening cause is the very risk (or one of the risks) which made D’s
conduct negligent in the first place. Where this is the case, the intervening cause will almost
never relieve D of liability. [166-169]Example: D leaves his car keys in the ignition, and the car
unlocked, while going into a store to do an errand. X comes along, steals the car, and while
driving fast to get out of the neighborhood, runs over P. If the court believes that the risk of theft is
one of the things that makes leaving one’s keys in the ignition negligent, the court will almost
certainly conclude that X’s intervening act was not superseding.1. Foreseeable negligence: The
negligence of third persons may similarly be an intervening force that is sufficiently foreseeable
that it will not relieve D of liability. [167-169]Example: D is a tavern owner, who serves too much
liquor to X, knowing that X arrived alone by car. D also does not object when X gets out his car
keys and leaves. If X drunkenly runs over P, a court will probably hold that X’s conduct in
negligently (drunkenly) driving, although intervening, was sufficiently foreseeable that it should
not absolve D of liability.2. Criminally or intentionally tortious conduct: A third person’s criminal
conduct, or intentionally tortious acts, may also be so foreseeable that they will not be
superseding. But in general, the court is more likely to find the act superseding if it is criminal or
intentionally tortious than where it is merely negligent. [168]D. Responses to defendant’s



actions: Where the third party’s intervention is a “normal” response to the defendant’s act, that
response will generally not be considered superseding. This is true even if the response was not
all that foreseeable. [168-173]1. Escape: For instance, if in response to the danger created by D,
P or someone else attempts to escape that danger, the attempted escape will not be a
superseding cause so long as it was not completely irrational or bizarre. [169]Example: D, driving
negligently, sideswipes P’s car on the highway. P panics, thrusts the wheel to the right, and
slams into a railing. Even though most drivers in P’s position might not have reacted in such an
extreme or unhelpful manner, P’s response is not sufficiently bizarre to constitute a superseding
cause.2. Rescue: Similarly, if D’s negligence creates a danger which causes some third person
to attempt a rescue, this rescue will normally not be an intervening cause, unless it is performed
in a grossly careless manner. D may be liable to the person being rescued (even if part or all of
his injuries are due to the rescuer’s ordinary negligence), or to the rescuer. [169]3. Aggravation
of injury by medical treatment: If D negligently injures P, who then undergoes medical treatment,
D will be liable for anything that happens to P as the result of negligence in the medical
treatment, infection, etc. (Examples: P is further injured when the ambulance carrying her gets
into a collision, or when, due to the surgeon’s negligence, P’s condition is worsened rather than
improved.) [172]a. Gross mistreatment: But some results of attempted medical treatment are so
gross and unusual that they are regarded as superseding. [170] (Example: While P is
hospitalized due to injuries negligently inflicted by D, a nurse kills P by giving him an injection of
morphine which she knows may be fatal, because she wants to spare him from suffering. D is
not liable for P’s death because the nurse’s conduct is so bizarre as to be superseding.)E.
Unforeseeable intervention, foreseeable result: If an intervention is neither foreseeable nor
normal, but leads to the same type of harm as that which was threatened by D’s negligence, the
intervention is usually not superseding. [173]Example: D negligently maintains a telephone pole,
letting it get infested by termites. X drives into the pole. The pole breaks and falls on P. A properly-
maintained telephone pole would not have broken under the blow. Even though the chain of
events (termite infestation followed by car crash) was bizarre, X’s intervention will not be
superseding, because the result that occurred was the same general type of harm as that which
was threatened by D’s negligence — that the pole would somehow fall down. [Gibson v.
Garcia]F. Unforeseeable intervention, unforeseeable results: If the intervention was not
foreseeable or normal, and it produced results which are not of the same general nature as
those that made D’s conduct negligent, the intervention will probably be superseding.
[174-175]1. Extraordinary act of nature: Thus an extraordinary act of nature is likely to be
superseding.Example: Assume that it is negligent to one’s neighbors to build a large wood pile in
one’s back yard, because this may attract termites which will then spread. D builds a large wood
pile. An unprecedentedly-strong hurricane sweeps through, takes one of the logs, and blows it
into P’s bedroom, killing him. The hurricane will probably be held to be a superseding
intervening cause, because it was so strong as to be virtually unforeseeable, and the type of
harm it produced was not of the type that made D’s conduct negligent in the first place. [174]G.



Dependent vs. independent intervention: Courts sometimes distinguish between “dependent”
intervening causes and “independent” ones.1. Dependent: A dependent intervening cause is
one which occurs only in response to D’s negligence.2. Independent: An independent
intervention is one which would have occurred even had D not been negligent (but which
combined with D’s negligence to produce the harm).3. Consequence: Dependent intervening
events are probably somewhat more foreseeable on average, and thus somewhat less likely to
be superseding, than independent ones. But a dependent cause can be superseding (e.g., a
grossly negligent rescue attempt), and an independent intervention can be non-superseding.
[175]H. Third person’s failure to discover: A third person’s failure to discover and prevent a
danger will almost never be superseding. [176]Example: In 2010, Manu manufactures a power
saw that it sells to Factory. The saw contains a hidden design defect that makes the saw blade
likely to snap off, potentially injuring the user. In 2014, Manu discovers the problem as the result
of consumer complaints. Manu then promptly writes a letter to Factory (addressed to Factory’s
president) describing the problem and offering to fix it for free. The president negligently throws
the letter away, instead of reading it or telling anyone on the shop floor about the danger. In
2016, User, a Factory employee, uses the saw and is injured when the blade breaks.A third
person’s failure to discover a danger will virtually never, by itself, constitute a superseding cause
relieving the original tortfeasor of liability. Therefore, the negligence of Factory’s president in
discarding the letter will not prevent Manu’s defective design from being a proximate cause of
User’s injury, so that negligence won’t block User from recovering against Manu in strict product
liability.1. Third person does discover: Even if the third person does discover a danger caused
by the defendant, the third person’s failure to warn the plaintiff about that danger usually won’t be
superseding.Example: Same facts as above example. Now, however, Factory’s president reads
the recall letter, then due to the press of other business fails to mention it to User or to get the
saw fixed. It’s unlikely that this third-party failure to warn will be deemed superseding. So Manu’s
defective design will still likely be considered a proximate cause of User’s injuries. (But if Manu
repeatedly calls Factory’s president with an offer to fix or replace the saw for free, and the
president simply refuses, that probably would be enough to relieve Manu from liability to
User.)CHAPTER 7JOINT TORTFEASORSI. JOINT LIABILITYI. JOINT LIABILITYI. I. JOINT
LIABILITYJOINT LIABILITYA. Joint-and-several liability generally: If more than one person is a
proximate cause of P’s harm, and the harm is indivisible, under the traditional approach each
defendant is liable for the entire harm. The liability is said to be “joint-and-several.” [185]
(Example: D1 negligently scratches P. P goes to the hospital, where she is negligently treated by
D2, a doctor, causing her to lose her arm. P can recover her entire damages from D1, or her
entire damages from D2, though she cannot collect twice.)1. Modern trend cuts back on joint-
and-several liability: But there has been a very sharp trend in recent decades to cut back, or
even completely eliminate, joint-and-several liability. This has been mainly due to the rise of
comparative negligence as a replacement for contributory negligence. (See infra, p. C-59).a.
Few states keep traditional rule: As of 2000, only 15 jurisdictions maintained pure joint-and-



several liability.b. Hybrids: About 20 states have replaced joint-and-several liability with one of
several “hybrid” schemes that combine aspects of joint-and-several liability with aspects of pure
several liability. Here are the three most common types of hybrid schemes [187-188]: Hybrid
joint-and-several liability with reallocation: Under this approach, all defendants are jointly-and-
severally liable, but if one defendant turns out to be judgment-proof, the court reallocates the
damages to all other parties (including the plaintiff) in proportion to their comparative
fault.Example: P sues D1, D2 and D3 for an indivisible harm. P’s damages are $100,000. The
jury concludes that P is 10% responsible, D1 40%, D2 25% and D3 25%. D1 turns out to be
judgment-proof. The court will reallocate based on D1’s insolvency, so that D2 and D3 are each
jointly-and-severally liable for 50/60ths of $100,000 (i.e., $83,333). The effect is that P and the
remaining Ds will share the burden of D1’s insolvency in a ratio to their relative fault. Hybrid
liability based on threshold percentage: Under this approach, a tortfeasor who bears more than
a certain “threshold” percentage of the total responsibility (e.g., 50%) remains jointly-and-
severally liable, but tortfeasors whose responsibility is less than that threshold are merely
severally liable. Hybrid liability based on type of damages: Under this approach, liability remains
joint-and-several for “economic” damages but several for “non-economic” damages (e.g., pain
and suffering).c. Pure several liability: 16 states now have pure several liability — in these
states, a defendant, regardless of the nature of the case, is liable only for her share of total
responsibility.B. Indivisible versus divisible harms: Even where the traditional rule of joint-and-
several liability is in force, it applies only where P’s harm is “indivisible,” i.e., not capable of being
apportioned between or among the defendants. If there is a rational basis for apportionment —
that is, for saying that some of the harm is the result of D1’s act and the remainder is the result of
D2’s act — then each will be responsible only for that directly-attributable harm. [185]1. Rules
on apportionment: Here is a summary of the rules on when harms will or won’t be capable of
being apportioned:a. Action in concert: If the two defendants can be said to have acted in
concert, each will be liable for injuries directly caused by the other. In other words,
apportionment does not take place. [161] (Example: D1 and D2 drag race. D1’s car swerves and
hits P. D2, even though his car was not part of the collision, is liable for the entire injuries caused
by D1’s collision, because D1 and D2 acted in concert.)b. Successive injuries: Courts often are
able to apportion harm if the harms occurred in successive incidents, separated by substantial
periods of time. [189]Example: D1, owner of a factory, pollutes P’s property from 1970-1990. D1
sells to D2, who pollutes P’s property from 1991-2000. The court will apportion the damage —
neither defendant will have to pay for damage done by the other.i. Consequence of non-
apportionability: If P is harmed in successive incidents involving multiple Ds, courts will usually
place the burden of allocating the damages on the Ds, not on P. In other words, if no one proves
how much of P’s damages from the two successive torts is reasonably allocated to D1 and how
much to D2, the court will typically make the Ds jointly and severally liable, so that the
tortfeasors, not the innocent plaintiff, bear the “burden of unallocability.” [179]Example: D1 and
D2 each separately pollutes a stream, poisoning P’s livestock, and damaging P by $100,000.



Neither D (nor P) offers proof allocating the damages as between D1 and D2. A court will likely
hold D1 and D2 jointly and severally liable, on the theory that the uncertainty about how
damages should be allocated between the two should hurt them, not P.ii. Overlapping: It may be
the case that D1 is jointly and severally liable for the harm caused by both her acts and D2’s, but
that D2 is liable only for his own. This is especially likely where D2’s negligence is in response to
D1’s. [190]Example: D1 negligently breaks P’s arm. D2 negligently sets the arm, leading to
gangrene and then amputation. D1 is liable for all harm, including the amputation. D2 is only
liable for the amount by which his negligence worsened the condition — that is, he’s liable for the
difference between a broken and amputated arm.c. Indivisible harms: Some harms are
indivisible (making each co-defendant jointly and severally liable for the entire harm, in a
jurisdiction following the traditional approach to joint liability).i. Death or single injury: Thus the
plaintiff’s death or any single personal injury (e.g., a broken arm) is not divisible. [190]ii. Fires:
Similarly, if P’s property is burned or otherwise destroyed, this will be an indivisible result. [190]
(Example: D1 and D2 each negligently contribute to the starting of a fire, which then destroys P’s
house. There will be no apportionment, so D1 and D2 will each be liable for P’s full damages in a
state applying traditional joint-and-several liability.)C. One satisfaction only: Even if D1 and D2
are jointly and severally liable, P is only entitled to a single satisfaction of her claim. [191]
(Example: P suffers harm of $1 million, for which the court holds D1 and D2 jointly and severally
liable. If P recovers the full $1 million from D1, she may not recover anything from D2.)II.
CONTRIBUTIONII. CONTRIBUTIONII. II. CONTRIBUTIONCONTRIBUTIONA. Contribution
generally: If two Ds are jointly and severally liable, and one D pays more than his pro rata share,
he may usually obtain partial reimbursement from the other D. This is called
“contribution.” [193]Example: A court holds that D1 and D2 are jointly and severally liable to P for
$1 million. P collects the full $1 million from D1. In most instances, D1 may recover $500,000
contribution from D2, so that they will end up having each paid the same amount.1. Amount: As
a general rule, each joint-and-severally-liable defendant is required to pay an equal share.
[193]a. Comparative negligence: But in comparative negligence states, the duty of contribution
is usually proportional to fault.Example: A jury finds that P was not at fault at all, that D1 was at
fault 2/3 and D2 at fault 1/3. P’s damages are $1 million. P can probably recover the full sum from
either D. But if P recovers the full sum from D1, D1 may recover $333,000 from D2.B. Limits on
doctrine: Most states limit contribution as follows:1. No intentional torts: Usually an intentional
tortfeasor may not get contribution from his co-tortfeasors (even if they, too, behaved
intentionally). [194]2. Contribution defendant must have liability: The contribution defendant
(that is, the co-tortfeasor who is being sued for contribution) must in fact be liable to the original
plaintiff. [194]Example: Husband drives a car in which Wife is a passenger. The car collides with
a car driven by D. The jury finds that Husband and D were both negligent. Wife recovers the full
jury verdict from D. If intra-family immunity would prevent Wife from recovering directly from
Husband, then D may not recover contribution from Husband either, since Husband has no
underlying liability to the original plaintiff.C. Settlements:1. Settlement by contribution plaintiff: If



D settles, he may then generally obtain contribution from other potential defendants. (Of course,
he has to prove that these other defendants would indeed have been liable to P.) [195-198]2.
Settlement by contribution defendant: Where D1 settles, and D2 — against whom P later gets a
judgment — sues D1 for contribution, courts are split among two main approaches: [195-198]a.
Traditional rule: The traditional rule is that D1, the settling defendant, is liable for contribution.
This is a bad approach, because it sharply reduces a defendant’s incentive to settle — she
knows that if she settles early, she may be dragged back into extra liability in the form of
contribution to the non-settling co-defendants.b. “Reduction of P’s claim” rule: Today, most
courts deal with this problem by taking two steps. First, they deny contribution to non-settlers (or
later settlers) from the early settler. But second, they reduce the amount of P’s claim against the
non-settlers to reflect the earlier settlement. These courts vary in how they do this [195]:i. Pro
tanto reduction: Some courts reduce P’s claim by the dollar amount of the settlement (“pro tanto”
reduction).ii. Proportional reduction: On the other hand, some reduce it by the proportion that
the settling defendant’s responsibility bears to the overall responsibility of all parties (the
“comparative share” approach.III. INDEMNITYIII. INDEMNITYIII. III.
INDEMNITYINDEMNITYA. Definition: Sometimes the court will not merely order two joint-and-
severally-liable defendants to split the cost (contribution), but will instead completely shift the
responsibility from one D to the other. This is the doctrine of “indemnity” — a 100% shifting of
liability, as opposed to the sharing involved in contribution. [198]B. Sample situations: Here are
two important contexts in which indemnity is often applied:1. Vicarious liability: If D1 is only
vicariously liable for D2’s conduct, D2 will be required to indemnify D1. [198]Example: Employee
injures P. P recovers against Employer on a theory of respondeat superior. Employer will be
entitled to indemnity from Employee; that is, Employee will be required to pay to Employer the
full amount of any judgment that Employer has paid.2. Retailer versus manufacturer: A retailer
who is held strictly liable for selling a defective injury-causing product will get indemnity from
others further up the distribution chain, including the manufacturer. [198]CHAPTER 8DUTYI.
DUTY GENERALLYI. DUTY GENERALLYI. I. DUTY GENERALLYDUTY GENERALLYA.
Concept: Generally, a person owes everyone else with whom he comes in contact a general
“duty of care.” Normally, you don’t have to worry about this duty — it is the same in all instances,
the duty to behave with the care that would be shown by a reasonable person. But there are
several situations in which courts hold that the defendant owes plaintiff less than this regular
duty. The most important of these situations are: (1) D generally has no duty to take affirmative
action to help P; (2) D generally has no duty to avoid causing unintended mental suffering to P;
and (3) D has no duty to avoid causing pure economic loss to P in the absence of more tangible
types of harm such as physical injury. [205]II. FAILURE TO ACTII. FAILURE TO ACTII. II.
FAILURE TO ACTFAILURE TO ACTA. No general duty to act: A person generally cannot be
liable in tort solely on the grounds that she has failed to act. [206]1. Duty to protect or give aid:
This means that if D sees that P is in danger, and fails to render assistance (even though D
could do so easily and safely), D is not liable for refusing to assist. (Example: D, passing by, sees



P drowning in a pond. D could easily pull P to safety without risk to D, but instead, D walks on by.
D is not liable to P.)B. Exceptions: But there are a number of commonly-recognized exceptions
to the “no duty to act” rule: [207-214]1. Special relationship: A duty to give assistance may arise
out of a “special relationship” between D and P. [207] Here is a list (from the Third Restatement)
of relationships that impose such a duty of care [207]:[a] the relationship of “a common carrier
with its passengers”;[b] “an innkeeper with its guests”;[c] “a business or other possessor of
land that holds its premises open to the public with those who are lawfully on the
premises”;Example: P gets his finger stuck in an escalator operated by D, a store where P is a
customer. If D does not give P assistance, D will be liable.[d] “an employer with its employees”;
[e] “a school with its students”;[f] “a landlord with its tenants”; and[g] “a custodian with those in
its custody, if the custodian is required by law to take custody or voluntarily takes custody of the
other and the custodian has a superior ability to protect the other.” (Example: The duty of a jailer
to a prisoner.)2. Defendant involved in injury: If the danger or injury to P is due to D’s own
conduct, or to an instrument under D’s control, D has the duty of assistance. This is true today
even if D acted without fault. [208]Example: A car driven by D strikes P, a pedestrian. Even
though D has driven completely non-negligently, and the accident is due to P’s carelessness in
crossing the street, D today has a common-law duty to stop and give reasonable assistance to
P.3. Defendant and victim as co-venturers: Where the victim and the defendant are engaged in
a common pursuit, so that they may be said to be co-venturers, some courts have imposed on
the defendant a duty of warning and assistance. For instance, if two friends went on a jog
together, or on a camping trip, their joint pursuit might be enough to give rise to a duty on each to
aid the other. [208]4. Assumption of duty: Once D voluntarily begins to render assistance to P
(even if D was under no legal obligation to do so), D must proceed with reasonable care. [208]a.
Preventing assistance by others: D is especially likely to be found liable if he begins to render
assistance, and this has the effect of dissuading others from helping P. (Example: If D stops by
the roadside to help P, an injured pedestrian, and other passers-by decline to help because they
think the problem is taken care of, D may not then abandon the attempt to help P.)b. Mere
promise: Traditionally, a mere promise by D to help P (without actual commencement of
assistance) was not enough to make D liable for not following through. But many modern courts
would make D liable even in this situation, if P has a reliance interest.Example: D promises P
that while P is away on a two-week trip, D will visit P’s apartment every day and feed P’s dog. D
then forgets to do this, and the dog is seriously injured. Today, many courts (and the Third
Restatement) would say that D is liable to P, because once he made the promise to render the
assistance, he was required to fulfill the promise with reasonable care. [210]5. Duty to control
others: If D has a duty to make reasonable efforts to control third persons, D can be negligent for
failing to try to exercise that control. [210]a. Special relationship: A duty to control a third person
may arise either because of a special relationship between D and P, or a special relationship
between D and a third person. For instance, some courts now hold that any business open to the
public must make reasonable efforts to protect its patrons from wrongdoing by third



parties.Example: D, a storekeeper, fails to take action when X, an obviously deranged man,
comes into the store wielding a knife. P, a patron, is stabbed. Most courts would find D liable for
failing to take action.b. Only reasonable care required: But even if D has a special relationship
with P that triggers a duty to try to control third persons, D is required only to use reasonable
care to prevent the third-party misconduct. If it’s the case that even reasonable care by D would
not be enough to prevent the third-party from harming P, D will not be liable to P despite the
existence of a special relationship between them.i. Lack of notice: For instance, suppose D is
not on notice that there is a special reason to fear a particular sort of third-party wrongdoing. In
this situation, D’s failure to try to prevent the wrongdoing or to warn against it will not constitute a
failure to use the required due care (since one does not ordinarily have a duty to exercise due
care in a situation not reasonably known to pose a danger).Example: At 7:30 a.m., officials of D
(a university) learn that a shooting has just taken place at Dormitory 1 on D’s campus. The
officials reasonably believe that (1) the shooting is a one-time domestic-violence scenario, and
(2) the unknown shooter has left the area. Therefore, D does not warn other students on the
campus of imminent danger. At 9:45 a.m., the same shooter then enters Dormitory 2, where he
shoots and kills dozens of additional students, including the Ps. The Ps’ estates sue D for failing
to warn them about the imminent danger.Held, for D: even if universities are deemed to have a
special relationship with their students that triggers a duty to warn of imminent dangers
(something the court assumes without deciding), prior to 9:45 a.m. D had no reason to be aware
of the imminent danger of another on-campus shooting. Therefore, as a matter of law, D had no
duty to warn of this essentially unknown new danger, and cannot be held liable for its failure to
issue such a warning. [Commonwealth v. Peterson] [211-212]III. MENTAL SUFFERINGIII.
MENTAL SUFFERINGIII. III. MENTAL SUFFERINGMENTAL SUFFERINGA. Pure mental
suffering without physical impact or injury: Suppose the defendant’s negligence is the cause in
fact of intense mental suffering to the plaintiff, but this suffering has been produced without any
physical impact upon the plaintiff. Does the absence of any physical impact itself bar plaintiff
from recovery? As we’ll see, the answer is, “not necessarily.” [219]1. Several categories: We’ll
look at several distinct types of scenarios:[1] P suffers a physical impact or direct physical injury,
and seeks to “tack on” to her claim a recovery for emotional distress (though this is not one of
the “pure emotional distress” scenarios). (See Par. B below.)[2] P witnesses an accident; she
never fears for the physical safety of either herself or anyone else during the episode, but suffers
emotional distress anyway, for which she seeks to recover. (See Par. C below.)[3] P witnesses
an accident or near-accident, and is sufficiently close to the dangerous event herself that she is
for a time in danger of immediate bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but suffers mental
distress from the episode. (See Par. D below.)[4] P witnesses a close relative, X, suffer a serious
bodily injury; P never fears for her own physical safety but nonetheless suffers emotional distress
(on account of her concern for X’s welfare), for which she seeks to recover. (See Par. E below.)
[5] Same as [4], but the person, X, that P witnesses suffer a serious bodily injury is not P’s close
relative. Again, P suffers emotional distress for which she attempts to recover. (See Par. F below.)



[6] P suffers emotional distress without ever being himself at risk, and without directly
witnessing serious injury to anyone else, but because of the special relationship between P and
D (or between D and a third person, X, who suffers injury), for policy reasons the courts allow P
to recover for her own emotional distress. (See Par. G below.)B. Mental distress damages
“tacked on” to case involving physical injury: First, let’s consider a situation that does not really
fall into our “pure mental suffering” category, but that we’ll want to compare with the various pure-
mental-suffering scenarios we’ll be considering. This is the situation in which D causes an actual
physical injury to P’s person (or to P’s property), and P suffers not just physical injuries but, in
addition, mental distress arising out of the episode. [221]1. P may recover: In this scenario, it’s
always been clear, in all American courts, that D is liable not only for the physical consequences
of the impact but also for virtually all the emotional or mental suffering that flows naturally from it.
This includes fright at the time of the injury, “pain and suffering” stemming from the injury, anxiety
about possibility of a repetition, humiliation from disfigurement, etc. The mental distress claim is
said to be “tacked on” to the claim for physical injury. [221]2. “Parasitic” damages: Such “tacked
on” damages from mental suffering are often called parasitic — they “attach” to the claim for
physical injury, analogously to the way a parasite attaches to the host. The usual reason for
allowing parasitic damages is that the existence of a physical injury to P provides sufficient
assurance that the claim of suffering is not being feigned.C. Emotional distress,
unaccompanied by fear of impact on oneself or others: Next, let’s look at the scenario which
furnishes probably the weakest case for allowing P to recover: P witnesses an accident or near-
accident caused by D’s negligence, but the danger takes place far enough from P that she never
fears an imminent impact with her own body, or even with the body of anyone else nearby.
Nonetheless, P later suffers mental distress from the episode. In this situation, virtually no
American courts will allow P to recover for her emotional distress, even if that distress has
physical manifestations. [221]Example 1: P is walking in New York City’s Times Square. Twenty
yards ahead of her, she sees a taxi driven by D speed through a red light, lose control, and crash
into a storefront, though miraculously neither D nor anyone else is physically injured. At no time
does P believe that she or anyone else is likely to be hit by the cab. Nonetheless, P keeps
reliving the near-disaster. She develops nightmares, symptoms of PTSD, and an ulcer.It is
unlikely that any American court would allow P to recover. As we’ll see, there are several
exceptions to the general rule against “stand-alone” recovery for negligent infliction of emotional
distress. But here, where P never even briefly feared that either she or anyone else was likely to
be hit by the cab, none of these exceptions applies. [221]1. “Boundless liability” fear: Courts’
universal rejection of a stand-alone distress claim like the one in the above example stems in
part from courts’ fear that if such claims were allowed, there would be a flood of litigation, with no
way for courts to distinguish genuine claims from feigned ones. For instance, in the above
example letting P recover would raise the possibility that hundreds of similarly-situated people
walking or riding in Times Square might bring suit, and there would be no line logically dividing
those who should recover from those who shouldn’t.D. P is within the “zone of danger,” and



suffers distress: Our next category is where P witnesses an accident or near-accident, and is
sufficiently close to the dangerous event that she herself is at some point in danger of immediate
bodily harm. She escapes the bodily harm, but suffers mental distress from the episode. Courts
often describe this situation as one in which the plaintiff was “within the zone of danger.” [222]1.
Most courts allow: In this “zone of danger” scenario, most courts today allow the plaintiff to
recover for her emotional distress, if plaintiff shows that the distress was severe. [222]Example:
D is traveling in his car near the Ps’ farm. Through his negligence, the car leaves the highway,
flies through the air, and sheers off a utility pole. Some electric lines, which lead into the Ps’
house, snap, and an electrical explosion results. Though they are not directly hit by anything, the
Ps suffer an emotional disturbance, with resulting symptoms that are arguably physical (e.g.,
loss of weight).Held, for the Ps. Where D’s negligence proximately causes emotional distress to
the Ps (and the distress causes physical symptoms), the Ps can recover even though they
suffered no physical impact. [Daley v. La Croix][222]2. Third Restatement allows: The Third
Restatement similarly allows the plaintiff to recover in this zone-of-danger situation: “An actor
whose negligent conduct causes serious emotional harm to another is subject to liability to the
other if the conduct: (a) places the other in danger of immediate bodily harm and the emotional
harm results from the danger[.]”Example 2: Same facts as Example 1 above. This time, however,
when the taxi driven by D goes out of control, P is standing two feet away. She jumps out of the
path of the oncoming cab and barely avoids being hit. If P suffers severe mental distress from
constantly re-living the near-accident, most courts (and the Third Restatement) will allow her to
recover for that distress, because she was within the “zone of danger.” [223]E. P is a
“bystander,” and sees a close relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s turn to the first of two
categories in which the plaintiff is a “bystander” who from a position of safety watches another
person suffer bodily injury due to the defendant’s negligence. In the present category, the injured
third person is a close relative of the plaintiff, such as the plaintiff’s parent, sibling, or child.As in
the above situation illustrated by Example 2 (where the plaintiff was herself within the “zone of
danger”), in the present “bystander watching a close relative be injured” scenario, most courts
today allow the plaintiff to recover for her own distress. [223]1. Rationales: There are two
rationales for allowing recovery here: (a) we don’t have to worry much about fraudulent claims,
since it’s highly likely that a person who watches a close relative be injured has indeed suffered
great distress; and (b) we don’t have to worry about a flood of claims, since the number of
people suffering a bodily injury from a given tortious event will be limited, and therefore the
number of close relatives watching those injuries occur will also be limited.2. Third Restatement
allows: Again, the Third Restatement agrees that the plaintiff should be allowed to recover:
[223]An actor who negligently causes sudden serious bodily injury to a third person is subject to
liability for serious emotional harm caused thereby to a person who:(a) perceives the event
contemporaneously, and(b) is a close family member of the person suffering the bodily
injury.Example 3: P is walking with her 6-year-old son, S, in a cross-walk in Times Square. As P
watches, horrified, a taxi negligently driven by D jumps a red light and runs over S, killing him



instantly. P suffers severe mental distress from watching the accident and re-living it. Most courts
(and the Third Restatement) will allow P to recover against D for her own distress. This recovery
is entirely separate, conceptually, from S’s estate’s right to recover for his bodily injury. [223]3.
Meaning of “close relative”: Courts vary in how close the family relationship must be between the
bystander/plaintiff and the third person who suffers serious bodily harm.a. Sibling, parent, child,
or spouse: A bystander who is the sibling, parent, child, or spouse of the person who suffers the
bodily harm is likely to be found to be sufficiently closely-related that the bystander can recover
for distress. [224]b. More distant relative: But if the relationship is even a little more distant,
courts are likely to deny recovery. Thus one who witnesses the death or serious injury of a
fiancé, a cohabiting significant other, a son-in-law, or an aunt or uncle (even one who has raised
the child who suffers the bodily injury) is likely to be denied recovery.4. Perception must be
“contemporaneous”: Most courts insist that the bystander must perceive the accident (the bodily
harm to the bystander’s close relative) “contemporaneously.” In other words, it’s not enough that
the bystander learns of the accident very soon after it occurs. [224] So the following two
examples produce opposite legal outcomes:Example 4: P, sitting on his front porch, watches a
car negligently driven by D strike, and badly injure, P’s 6-year-old son, S, in the street in front of
P’s house. Because P has “contemporaneously” perceived the physical injury to S, P will be
entitled to recover for P’s own mental distress. [224]Example 5: P is sitting in the kitchen of his
house, which looks out only into P’s backyard. The doorbell rings, and P’s next-door neighbor, X,
tells P, “I just saw your son S be hit by a car on the street; the ambulance just took S to the
hospital.” P rushes to the hospital, where he sees S lying badly injured in the ER. In most courts
— and under the Third Restatement — P will not be allowed to recover for his emotional
distress, because P did not “contemporaneously” perceive the event that caused the harm to P’s
close relative.a. Can “perceive” by another sense: Ordinarily, the contemporaneous “perception”
will be by sight — P observes the accident with his eyes. But other senses, such as hearing, may
also suffice, as long as the “perception” is “contemporaneous.” [225]Example 6: Same facts as
Example 4 above, except that P, while sitting on his front porch, does not have his distance
glasses on, and therefore cannot see what is happening in the street with any detail. But P
knows that his son S is playing in the street. P then hears the squeal of D’s brakes, and hears S’s
screams after he is run over. P has sufficiently “perceived” (through his sense of hearing) the
event that caused the serious bodily harm to S that he will be permitted to recover for his mental
distress.b. Perception that occurs remotely rather than in person: It’s not clear whether the
contemporaneous perception has to occur “in person,” as opposed to via some remote,
electronic means. For instance, if P is video-Skyping with X and sees X hit by a car driven by D,
has P met the “contemporaneous perception” requirement? There is little if any case law on the
issue so far.5. Bodily harm witnessed must be serious: The bodily harm that the bystander
witnesses must generally be serious. So witnessing a close relative’s death, significant
permanent disfigurement, or loss of a body part or function will almost always be sufficient. But
bruises, cuts, single simple fractures, and other injuries that do not require immediate medical



treatment will rarely be sufficient. [225]6. Bodily injury must be “sudden”: The serious bodily
harm suffered by the third person in the plaintiff/bystander’s presence must occur in a “sudden
and dramatic manner,” according to most courts.Example 7: W works for years at a warehouse
owned and operated by D. D negligently stores toxic chemicals there, to which W is unwittingly
exposed. Over a period of months, W’s health gradually deteriorates, and eventually she is left in
a coma. Her husband, H, observes the deterioration with horror, and sues D for distress.Even
though H has been a “bystander” who has directly witnessed the serious bodily harm suffered by
his wife, W, a court will probably not allow H to recover for distress, because W’s bodily harm
was not “sudden.”7. P need not be in “zone of danger” or fear for own safety: In the bystander
scenario, most courts that allow bystander recovery at all do not require that the bystander
himself have ever been in the “zone of danger,” i.e., at risk of direct physical harm. In other
words, as long as the bystander “contemporaneously perceives” the injury to a close relative, the
bystander’s own lack of physical danger does not ruin the claim. [225]Example: Recall Example
4 on p. C-42, where P sits on his porch and watches as his son S is struck down by D’s car. The
fact that P was never in any physical danger himself during the episode does not nullify P’s
distress claim.F. P is a “bystander,” and sees a non-close-relative suffer bodily injury: Now, let’s
consider the other major category in which a bystander might try to recover: the bystander
witnesses serious bodily harm to another person, but this time the bystander and the physically-
injured person are not close relatives. In this scenario, few if any courts allow the bystander to
recover for mental distress. [226]1. Rationale: This is one of those situations in which courts fear
that allowing recovery will produce a flood of claims, with no easy way to determine which ones
are genuine, and no way to avoid subjecting the defendant to potentially boundless
liability.Example 8: Same basic facts as Example 1 on p. C-40. Now, however, P sees the
runaway cab strike and kill X, a stranger to P. As in Example 1, P is far enough away (20 yards)
from the cab that she never fears that she herself will or may be hit by the cab. Virtually all U.S.
courts would deny P the right to recover for her mental distress, even if that distress
unquestionably stemmed from seeing the accident and resulted in physical manifestations like
ulcers. The same fears of boundless liability and false claims that would result in courts’ rejection
of P’s claim in Example 1 would be cited here. [226]2. P not within zone of danger: The fact that
the bystander and the physically-injured person are not close relatives makes the most
difference when the bystander is never within the zone of danger. That’s because, in most
courts, if the bystander is himself within the zone of danger, that fact will allow the bystander to
recover for emotional distress from the entire episode — the court will typically not try to
distinguish between distress from the bystander’s own narrow escape and distress from the
injury to the nearby non-relative. [226]G. Special relationship or special activity: Finally, there
are a few types of “special” situations, scenarios that involve either a special activity or a special
relationship among the parties, such that courts have decided that the general rule against
recovery for negligently-inflicted emotional distress should not apply even though none of the
above exceptions to the general no-liability rule applies. In these special categories, courts have



concluded that the risk of emotional harm to the plaintiff is so great, and the number of affected
plaintiffs likely to be so small, that the court should not worry about either feigned distress or a
flood of claimants.1. Two main categories: There are two main scenarios that courts have long
recognized as being “special categories” where pure emotional harm should be recoverable:a.
Mishandling of bodies: One is the scenario in which a hospital or funeral home negligently
mishandles a corpse, thereby causing emotional distress to a close relative of the deceased.
[227]Example: Hospital negligently misidentifies a corpse (that of X), causing the corpse to be
cremated instead of sent to a funeral home for burial. X’s immediate family learns of the error,
and suffers great distress because of it. Most courts would allow the family to recover against
Hospital.b. Telegrams announcing death or serious illness: The other is the scenario in which a
telegraph company negligently and incorrectly announces that A is dead or seriously ill, and the
telegraph is delivered to B, A’s intimate family member. [227]2. Extension to other situations: In
recent decades, courts have often recognized other situations as calling for allowing an
emotional distress claim that does not fall within either of the above categories, or within any of
the physical-impact categories we discussed earlier. [227]a. Factors required: Here are a few
examples, taken from actual cases in which the court declined to rule as a matter of law that P
may not recover for distress:[1] D, a medical clinic that has run a blood test on P, negligently
(and incorrectly) informs P that she is HIV positive;[2] D, an obstetrician, negligently mishandles
a pregnancy of P, a patient, leading to a stillbirth that causes P great emotional harm;[3] D, a
fast food chain, negligently serves P a hamburger with human blood on the bun.H. The “at-risk
plaintiff”: Claims for negligent infliction of purely emotional distress are sometimes raised by “at-
risk plaintiffs.” That is, it is often possible to say that a particular plaintiff, by virtue of his exposure
to a certain substance, has suffered an increased likelihood of a particular disease (e.g.,
cancer). May such a plaintiff recover for the purely emotional harm of being distressed by this
increased likelihood of illness, assuming that there are no symptoms of the illness itself?1.
“Cancerphobia”: Liability for emotional distress due to future illness is often referred to by the
umbrella (and not-always-accurate) term “cancerphobia.” For simplicity, we’ll use this term
here.2. Hard for P to win: Plaintiffs have rarely succeeded in recovering for pure cancerphobia,
i.e., cases where the plaintiff cannot show that he has actually suffered bodily harm. Courts put
various obstacles in the path of cancerphobia plaintiffs — including obstacles summarized in
Pars. 3, 4 and 5 below— and it’s the rare plaintiff who can overcome all of these obstacles.
[227]3. Need actual exposure in toxic cases: Most of the cases raising the issue of recovery for
cancerphobia are “toxic tort” cases, i.e., cases in which the plaintiff has been or may have been
exposed to some toxic substance, whether it is the AIDS virus, hazardous environmental waste,
or some other damaging substance. In this situation, most courts have insisted, at a minimum,
that plaintiff show actual exposure to the substance, not merely the possibility of exposure.
[228]Example: Suppose that D is a physician who has open lesions on his hands and arms, and
who examines many patients, including P, while having those lesions. P later learns that at the
time D examined her, D knew that he had AIDS. P has not yet developed AIDS, and there is no



evidence that she has had HIV virus particles pass into her body. However, P is very frightened
that she will develop AIDS from her exposure to D.A court would probably hold that P loses on
her “fear of AIDS” theory, because she cannot show that she was “actually exposed” to the HIV
virus from D. That is, she will lose unless she can show that more probably than not, some virus
particles actually passed from D’s body into her own.4. Some courts require showing of actual
illness: Some courts have gone even further, and have required that the cancerphobic plaintiff
show that more probably than not, he will actually contract the illness that he is frightened of. In
other words, fear of a less-than-probable illness, no matter how devastating the illness would be
if it occurred, will not suffice, in these courts. [228]5. Need for danger of “immediate” bodily
harm: Another way that courts often make it hard or impossible to recover for emotional harm
from fear of future illness is by insisting that the danger of bodily harm be “immediate.” [228]a.
Third Restatement: Thus the Third Restatement denies recovery for cancerphobia. The
Restatement’s requirement that the plaintiff can’t recover unless she was placed in “immediate”
physical danger by the defendant’s negligence means that under the Restatement, recovery is
not allowed in cancerphobia cases. [228]6. Accompanying physical harm: But always keep in
mind that if there is some physical harm arising from the episode, the emotional distress will also
be compensable. [228]Example: Many workers exposed to asbestos have developed a lung
abnormality known as “pleural thickening.” This thickening is not by itself life-threatening, nor
does it even directly impair the patient’s life. But courts tend to consider it as a form of “bodily
harm.” And it has been statistically linked to a much higher than normal incidence of certain
cancers.A plaintiff who has suffered pleural thickening is likely to be permitted to recover
substantial sums from manufacturer of asbestos to which plaintiff was exposed. Such an award
would compensate plaintiff not just for his current physical harm from the pleural thickening itself,
but also for his distress at knowing that he has a high risk of future harm.IV. UNBORN
CHILDRENIV. UNBORN CHILDRENIV. IV. UNBORN CHILDRENUNBORN CHILDRENA.
Modern view: Most courts have rejected the traditional view that an infant injured in a pre-natal
accident could never recover if born alive. Today, recovery for pre-natal injuries varies:1. Child
born alive: If the child is eventually born alive, nearly all courts allow recovery. [229] (Example: D
makes a drug taken by P’s mother while P is a fetus only a few weeks old. P is born with serious
birth defects resulting from the drug. Nearly all courts would allow P to recover.)2. Child not born
alive: Courts are split about whether suit can be brought on behalf of a child who was not born
alive. Usually, a court will allow recovery only if it finds that a fetus never born alive is a “person”
for purposes of the wrongful death statute. [229]3. Pre-conception injuries: The above
discussion assumes that the injury occurred while the child was in utero. Suppose, however, that
the injury occurred before the child was even conceived, but that some effect from the injury is
nonetheless suffered by the later-conceived child. Here, courts are split as to whether the child
may recover. [229-230] (Example: P’s mother, before getting pregnant with P, takes a drug made
by D. The drug damages the mother’s reproductive system. When P is conceived, she suffers
from some congenital disease or defect (e.g., sterility) as a result. P’s mother can clearly recover



from D for her own injuries, but courts are split as to whether P can recover against D for these
pre-conception events. [Enright v. Eli Lilly])4. Wrongful life: If a child is born illegitimate, or with
an unpreventable congenital disease, the child may argue that it should be entitled to recover for
“wrongful life,” in the sense that it would have been better off aborted. But almost no courts have
allowed the child to make such a wrongful life recovery. Courts do, however, often allow the
parents to recover for their medical expenses, and perhaps their emotional distress from the
child’s condition. [230]V. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSV. PURE ECONOMIC LOSSV. V. PURE
ECONOMIC LOSSPURE ECONOMIC LOSSA. The problem generally: Suppose that D
behaves negligently towards X, in a way that causes X personal injury or property damage.
Suppose further that D’s conduct also injures P, but P’s only loss is economic, not personal injury
or property damage. May P recover in tort from D? As we will see, the traditional general answer
is “no,” but there are some important exceptions.1. Tacking on of economic loss to personal or
property damage: Before we begin examining the “three-party” situation referred to in the prior
paragraph, let’s first consider a simpler “two-party” situation: D behaves negligently towards P,
and causes P both personal injury and economic loss. In this situation, all courts agree (and
have always agreed) that P, in addition to recovering for his personal injury, may “tack on” his
intangible economic harm as an additional element of damages. [231]Example: P owns a retail
store, which he personally operates. P is injured by the negligence of D, a careless driver who
hits P while P is walking. P can of course recover damages for his physical harm (e.g., his
medical bills plus pain and suffering). Once P shows that he has suffered physical harm, he will
be permitted to “tack on,” as an additional element of damages, his loss of profits from being
unable to operate the store. In other words, P’s suffering of physical harm qualifies him to
recover for the full range of damages which he has suffered, including intangible economic
ones.a. Property damage: Similarly, if P suffers property damage (even if he does not suffer
personal injury), this property damage will qualify him to tack on intangible economic loss as
well. Thus suppose, on the facts of the above example, that P’s car was struck by D’s car, and
that as a result: (1) P’s car was damaged; (2) P himself was not physically injured; and (3) P lost
two days of profits at the store because he could not commute to the store. Once P showed that
he suffered direct property damage from P’s negligence, all courts would allow him to recover
his loss-of-business damages, even though those are purely intangible economic losses.
[231]B. Standard rule disallows pure economic losses: Now, let’s return to the three-party
situation, in which D’s negligence causes physical injury or property damage to X, but only
economic loss to P. Nearly all courts agree that P may not recover anything for his economic
losses, since he has not suffered any personal injury or property damage. This is true even
though D is clearly a tortfeasor (vis-à-vis X), and even though D’s negligence has quite clearly,
and foreseeably, brought about the injuries to P. As the idea is often put, a person may not
recover for unintentionally-caused “pure economic loss.” [231]1. Restatement 3d follows this
rule: The Third Restatement of Torts follows this general no-recovery principle: apart from a few
exceptional circumstances:a claimant cannot recover for economic loss caused by (a)



unintentional personal injury to another party; or (b) unintentional injury to property in which the
claimant has no proprietary interest.a. Rationales: There are some strong policy reasons behind
this general rule barring recovery for pure economic loss. Here are two of the leading
rationales:b. Indeterminate and disproportionate liability: Most importantly, if courts allow
recovery for economic loss that is not accompanied by personal injury or property damage to
the plaintiff, the likely result is indeterminate and disproportionate liability.c. Other ways for
claimants to protect themselves: Second, courts reason that the victims of economic injury can
often protect themselves effectively by means other than a tort suit. For instance, they may be
able to buy insurance against their losses.2. Contexts in which rule is applied: Here are some of
the contexts in which the rule barring recovery for pure economic losses is frequently applied:a.
Blocking of highways or streets and thus access to P’s business: Where the defendant
negligently causes a street, highway or waterway to be closed, business owners whose property
is not directly damaged have often sued, seeking recovery for lost business due to customers’
inability to get to the owner’s premises. Most cases find against the plaintiff, in a straightforward
application of the rule denying recovery for negligently-caused pure economic loss. [232]b.
Toxic torts affecting land or water: In another common scenario, the defendant negligently spills
toxic substances or pollutants onto either a waterway or land, and this “toxic tort” interferes with
the economic activities of persons or businesses whose person or property are not directly and
physically impacted by the spill. Again, most courts apply the general rule to these non-
physically-impacted plaintiffs — unless the plaintiff can show that the defendant negligently
created a public nuisance, and that the harm suffered by the plaintiff was different in kind from
the harms suffered by other businesses in the area, the plaintiff may not recover for its “pure
economic loss.” [232]c. Tort against employee or employer causing economic loss to the other:
Similarly, if D negligently injures P’s employee, X, P may not recover for P’s economic losses
stemming from X’s unavailability. And the converse is also true – if D negligently damages X, a
business, then P, an employee of X who is deprived of work because of the damage to X, may
not recover lost wages from D. [233]d. Interruption to power or supplies: Similarly, if D’s
negligence causes an interruption of the flow of goods or services that are needed for P’s
business, but there is no contractual relationship between D and P (and no physical damage to
P’s property), the general rule prevents P from recovering for its losses. [233]Example:
Contractor, doing excavation work on private property two buildings away from P’s factory,
negligently severs the power lines that serve the factory, putting P’s factory out of business for a
day. Assume that the power outage does not cause any damage to P’s building or equipment.
The rule against recovery for pure economic losses prevents P from recovering from Contractor
for these losses.C. Situations that are exceptions or fall outside of the rule: But there are some
important situations that are either deemed to fall outside of the scope of the general no-liability-
for-pure-economic-loss rule, or to be exceptions to the rule. Two of the more important such
situations are (a) where P has a “proprietary interest” in property that is physically damaged by
D’s negligence; and (b) where D has created a “public nuisance,” and P has suffered harm from



the nuisance that is “different in kind” from that suffered by other nearby persons. [233]1. P has
a proprietary interest: Since the general rule we’re discussing bars recovery only for “pure”
economic loss, it’s not surprising that a plaintiff can recover economic-loss damages if the
plaintiff can also show that “property” in which she has a “proprietary” interest was damaged by
the D’s negligence, leading to the economic loss. [234]a. P owns and possesses the damaged
property: If P both owns and possesses the tangible property damaged by D’s negligence, it’s
easy to see how P can recover for economic losses that stem directly from the property
damage.Example: BargeCo, the owner/operator of a barge, negligently spills chemicals into a
harbor. The spilled chemicals flow into the innards of a new custom-designed drill owned by
Contractor, a building contractor who is using the drill to finish a construction project owned by
Owner at the edge of the harbor. Repair of the drill costs Contractor $10,000, and the process
takes a month. Contractor also loses $40,000 because the month’s delay causes Contractor to
forfeit a “timely completion” bonus in that amount that Contractor would have otherwise received
from Owner. (No replacement drill was reasonably available to Contractor sooner because of the
drill’s custom design.)Because Contractor suffered direct damage to its tangible property (the
drill), Contractor is entitled to recover from BargeCo not only the repair costs, but also the
intangible economic loss (the $40,000) since that loss stemmed directly from the same
negligent act by BargeCo that caused the property damage.b. P has possession but not
ownership; the “proprietary” test: Where P does not own the property that’s physically damaged,
but has the right to use or possess that property, P can recover for economic loss directly
resulting from the episode that damages the property if and only if P’s arrangement with the
owner included at least one (and in some courts both) of the following attributes:[1] control of
the property, and[2] the responsibility for maintaining and repairing the property.Example (right
to recover economic loss): P rents one floor of a building from O. D, a contractor working for O on
the exterior of the building, negligently causes a wall to cave in, blocking P’s employees from
work for two weeks. Most courts would say that P, as the tenant of a floor of the building, had
enough control of its part of the premises to be deemed to have a “proprietary” interest in those
premises. In such a court, P would be permitted to recover its economic losses (lost production)
for the period when its employees couldn’t come to work. [234]2. Public nuisance with special
harm: Courts generally recognize an exception to the no-recovery-for-pure-economic-losses rule
if the defendant’s actions create a public nuisance, but only if the type of economic harm
suffered by the plaintiff is qualitatively different from that suffered by other members of the
community. [234]a. Taken from law of nuisance: This “exception” is really a recognition that the
tort of public nuisance has special features that sometimes call for a private right of action for
pure economic loss. (See infra, p. C-90, for a more detailed discussion of private rights of action
for public nuisances.)b. “Distinct in kind” requirement: The requirement for private suits that the
plaintiff’s losses be “distinct in kind from those suffered by members of the affected community
in general” has quite a lot of bite. Where the nuisance has some sort of economic impact on a
significant number of businesses, a plaintiff generally won’t be able to meet the “distinct in-kind”



requirement merely by showing that her losses are of greater magnitude than those of most
other community members. Rather, the plaintiff typically has to show that something about her
situation — usually tied to her particular location — makes her losses of a “different kind,” not
just “different magnitude,” from other nearby businesses’ losses. [235]c. Commercial fishers as
a special case: Some courts allow commercial fishers to recover their lost business when the
defendant wrongfully pollutes the waterway in which the fishers have been fishing. In such suits,
the courts typically conclude that the fishers have met the requirement of showing that their
harm is “different in kind” from the losses suffered by the community in general. [235]D. Some
courts reject basic rule: A few courts seem to have simply rejected the basic rule barring
recovery for economic damages where the plaintiff has not suffered personal injury or property
damage. [People Express Airlines, Inc. v. Consolidated Rail Corp.] [235]1. Rare: But rejection of
the general principle barring recovery for pure economic loss is relatively rare, and seems not to
be growing more common.E. Special statutes: The “rule” barring liability for pure economic
losses is a judge-made doctrine, and as such can be overruled by a legislature for all or certain
scenarios. And, indeed, there are some important contexts in which state and federal statutes
overturn the common-law no-recovery rule.1. Oil spills and the OPA: For instance, Congress
has enacted a special statute that in large part reverses the standard no-recovery-for-pure-
economic-losses rule for persons who suffer economic loss as the result of an oil spill. This is
the Federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (“OPA”), 33 U.S.C. § 2702 et seq. [235]Example: Suppose
Hotel is located near (but not on) a beach that is fouled by an oil spill, and Hotel loses business
because customers cancel their visit when they realize they won’t be able to use the beaches.
Hotel and its employees can probably both recover under OPA.F. Other contexts involving pure
economic loss: Here, we’ve talked about just one aspect of courts’ reluctance to award damage
to a plaintiff who has suffered only economic loss — the “three party” scenario in which D
tortuously causes personal injury or property damage to A, but only economic loss to B, who
nonetheless sues. But there are a number of other scenarios that similarly raise the issue of
whether a plaintiff who has suffered only economic loss may recover, including scenarios in
which the defendant has behaved tortiously only to one person (the one who is now bringing
suit). These other scenarios — where the court may or may not award liability for pure economic
loss — include misrepresentation, products liability, and interference with contract.CHAPTER
9OWNERS AND OCCUPIERS OF LANDI. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESI. OUTSIDE THE
PREMISESI. I. OUTSIDE THE PREMISESOUTSIDE THE PREMISESA. Effect outside: There
are special rules lowering a landowner’s standard of care. However, these rules do not apply to
conduct by the landowner that has effects outside of his property. Therefore, the general
“reasonable care” standard usually applies to such effects. [244-246]1. Natural hazards:
However, if a hazardous condition exists naturally on the land, the property owner generally has
no duty to remove it or guard against it, even if it poses an unreasonable danger to persons
outside the property. But in an urban or other thickly-settled area, courts are less likely to apply
this traditional rule. [244-245] (Example: O allows a tree to grow in such a way that it may hit a tall



truck passing on the roadway. Traditionally, O may not be held liable to the driver of the truck. But
in an urban or suburban context, O might be liable.)2. Artificial hazards: Where the hazardous
condition is artificially created, the owner has a general duty to prevent an unreasonable risk of
harm to persons outside the premises. [245]II. TRESPASSERSII. TRESPASSERSII. II.
TRESPASSERSTRESPASSERSA. General rule: As a general rule, the landowner owes no duty
to a trespasser to make her land safe, to warn of dangers on it, to avoid carrying on dangerous
activities on it, or to protect the trespasser in any other way. [247]Example: P trespasses on D
railroad’s track. His foot gets caught, and he is run over by a train. Even if the reason that P
caught his foot was that D negligently maintained the roadbed, P cannot recover because D
owed him no duty before discovering his presence. [Sheehan v. St. Paul Ry. Co.]B. Exceptions:
There are three main exceptions to the general rule that there is no duty of care to
trespassers:1. Constant trespass on a limited area: If the owner has reason to know that a
limited portion of her land is frequently used by various trespassers, she must use reasonable
care to make the premises safe or at least warn of dangers. This is the “constant trespass on a
limited area” exception. [247] (Example: If trespassers have worn a path across a railroad, the
railroad must use reasonable care, such as whistles, when traversing that crossing.)2.
Discovered trespassers: Once the owner has knowledge that a particular person is trespassing,
the owner is then under a duty to exercise reasonable care for the trespasser’s safety. [248]
(Example: A railroad’s engineer must use reasonable care in stopping the train once he sees P
trespassing on the tracks.)3. Children: The owner owes a duty of reasonable care to a
trespassing child if: (1) the owner knows that the area is one where children are likely to
trespass; (2) the owner has reason to know that the condition poses an unreasonable risk of
serious injury or death to trespassing children; (3) the injured child either does not discover the
condition or does not realize the danger, due to his youth; (4) the benefit to the owner of
maintaining the condition in its dangerous form is slight weighed against the risk to the children;
and (5) the owner fails to use reasonable care to eliminate the danger. [248-250]Note:
Traditionally, some or all of these elements are summarized by saying that O is liable for
maintaining an “attractive nuisance.”Example: O knows that children often swim in a swimming
pool on O’s land. One part of the pool is unexpectedly deep. It would not cost very much for O to
install fencing. P, a child trespasser, walks on the bottom of the pool, panics after suddenly
reaching the deep part, and drowns. O is probably liable to P on these facts. Some courts would
say that O has maintained an “attractive nuisance.”a. Natural conditions: The court is less likely
to find liability where the condition is a natural one than where it is artificial. [250]b. No duty of
inspection: The child trespass rules do not generally impose any duty of inspection upon O.
[250]C. Person who goes beyond scope of invitation: A person who starts out being authorized
to be in particular premises can become a trespasser by failing to stay within the scope of the
area in which the premises owner has invited him.1. “Employees only” or “Keep out”: Thus a
customer or patron who goes into an area of business premises marked “private” or “employees
only” or “keep out” will be a trespasser once she does so, and the owner will no longer owe the



customer any duty of reasonable care if the owner is not aware of the customer’s presence or
peril. [247]III. LICENSEESIII. LICENSEESIII. III. LICENSEESLICENSEESA. Definition of
licensee: A licensee is a person who has the owner’s consent to be on the property, but who
does not have a business purpose for being there, or anything else entitling him to be on the
land apart from the owner’s consent. [250]B. Duty to licensees: The owner does not owe a
licensee any duty to inspect for unknown dangers. On the other hand, if the owner knows of a
dangerous condition, she must warn the licensee of that danger. [251]Example: Rear steps
leading from O’s house to her back yard contain a rotten wood plank. If O knows of the rotten
condition, she must warn P, a licensee, if P cannot reasonably be expected to spot the danger
himself. But O need not inspect the steps to make sure they are safe, even if a reasonably
careful owner would do so.C. Social guests: The main class of persons who qualify as licensees
are “social guests.” [251] (Example: Even if P is invited to O’s house for dinner, P is a “licensee,”
not an “invitee.”)IV. INVITEESIV. INVITEESIV. IV. INVITEESINVITEESA. Duty to invitee: The
owner does owe an invitee a duty of reasonable inspection to find hidden dangers. Also, the
owner must use reasonable care to take affirmative action to remedy a dangerous condition.
[252]B. Definition of “invitee”: The class of invitees today includes: (1) persons who are invited
by O onto the land to conduct business with O; and (2) those who are invited as members of the
public for purposes for which the land is held open to the public. [252-253]1. Meaning of “open
to the public”: The “open to the public” branch of invitees covers those who come onto the
property for the purposes for which it is held open, even if these people will not confer any
economic benefit on the owner. [253] (Example: P, a door-to-door sales representative, pays an
unsolicited sales call on D, a storekeeper. D in fact never buys from such unsolicited callers.
However, since P reasonably understood that the premises were held open to salespeople, P is
an invitee.)2. Scope of invitation: If the visitor’s use of the premises goes beyond the business
purpose or beyond the part of the premises held open to the public, that person will change from
an invitee to a licensee. [253-253] (Example: P visits O’s store to buy cigarettes. O then allows P
to use a private bathroom in the back of the store not held open to the public. Even though P was
an invitee when he first came into the store, he becomes a licensee when he goes into the
private bathroom. [Whelan v. Van Natta])C. Duty of due care: The owner owes an invitee the
duty of reasonable care. [253] In particular:1. Duty to inspect: The owner has a duty to inspect
her premises for hidden dangers. O must use reasonable care in doing this inspecting. This is
true even as to dangers that existed before O moved onto the premises. [253]2. Warning: The
giving of a warning will often, but not always, suffice. If O should realize that a warning will not
remove the danger, then the condition must actually be remedied. [254]3. Control over third
persons: Reasonable care by O may require that she exercise control over third persons on her
premises. [255]D. Firefighters and other public-safety personnel: Under the common-law
“firefighter’s rule,” firefighters, police officers and other public-safety officials who come onto
private property in the performance of their duties are treated as mere licensees, so that the
owner does not owe them a duty to inspect the premises or to make the premises reasonably



safe. The most common application of the common-law doctrine is that a firefighter who is
injured while fighting a blaze cannot recover from the owner of the premises, even if the owner’s
negligence caused the fire. [255]1. Status of rule: A number of states have in recent years
expressed dissatisfaction with the firefighters rule. Some have eliminated it by statute; others
have limited it to the case of firefighters, and have refused to extend it to other rescue workers
(e.g., paramedics). Still others limit it to suits against landowners, terming it a rule of “premises
liability,” not a broad rule against suits by rescue workers. [255]a. Most apply: But most states
continue to apply the rule, at least in the core case: a firefighter injured fighting a fire may not
recover against a negligent fire-setter who owns the premises where the injury occurred.V.
REJECTION OF CATEGORIESV. REJECTION OF CATEGORIESV. V. REJECTION OF
CATEGORIESREJECTION OF CATEGORIESA. Rejection generally: A number of courts have
rejected the categories of trespasser, licensee and invitee. These courts now apply a general
single “reasonable person” standard of liability. California [Rowland v. Christian] and New York
are included in this group. [256]1. Half the states give social guests benefit of duty of due care:
Between the rejection of categories, and other changes in legal rules, social guests are in a
much better position today than at common law. About half the states have either included social
guests in the invitee category or have completely or partially abolished the categories, so that all
or most non-trespassing social guests are entitled to reasonable care under the circumstances.
[256]a. Not followed as to trespassers: But most states have been unwilling to abolish the
categories when it comes to trespassers. Most states continue to apply the common-law rule
that an owner owes a trespasser no duty of care, and only the duty to refrain from maliciously
injuring the intruder. [257]VI. LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESVI. LIABILITY OF
LESSORS AND LESSEESVI. VI. LIABILITY OF LESSORS AND LESSEESLIABILITY OF
LESSORS AND LESSEESA. Lessee: A tenant is treated as if she were the owner — all the
rules of owner liability above apply to her. [257]B. Lessors: In general, a lessor is not liable in tort
once he transfers possession to the lessee. However, there are a number of exceptions to this
general rule:1. Known to lessor, unknown to lessee: The lessor will be liable to the lessee (and
to the lessee’s invitees and licensees) for any dangers existing at the start of the lease, which
the lessor knows or should know about, and which the lessee has no reason to know about.
(This usually does not impose on the lessor a duty to inspect the premises at the start of the
lease.) [257]2. Open to public: If the lessor has reason to believe that the lessee will hold the
premises open to the public, the lessor has an affirmative duty to inspect the premises to find
and repair dangers before the lease starts. [258]3. Common areas: The lessor has a general
duty to use reasonable care to make common areas (e.g., the lobby or stairwells of an
apartment building) safe. [258]4. Lessor contracts to repair: If the lessor contracts, as part of the
lease, to keep the premises in good repair, most courts hold that the landlord’s breach of this
covenant to repair gives a tort claim to anyone injured. However, P must show that D failed to
use reasonable care in performing — it is not enough to show that D breached the contract.
[258]5. Negligent repairs: The landlord may incur liability even without a contractual repair



obligation if she begins to make repairs, and either performs them unreasonably, or fails to finish
them. This is clearly true where the landlord worsens the danger by performing the repair
negligently. Courts are split about what happens where the landlord starts the repair, then
abandons it, without worsening the danger. [259]6. General negligence standard: Courts that
impose a general negligence standard on occupiers of land often impose a similar general
requirement of due care upon lessors. [260]VII. VENDORSVII. VENDORSVII. VII.
VENDORSVENDORSA. Vendor’s liability: Generally, a seller of land is released from tort
liability once he has turned over the property. But there are some exceptions:1. Danger to one
on the property: First, suppose the accident happens to one on the property (e.g., a tenant of the
new buyer). Here, you only have to worry about an exception (i.e., post-closing liability of seller
to persons on the property) if the seller knew or should have known of the condition and its
dangerousness. If that condition is satisfied, then the duration of the seller’s post-closing liability
varies depending on whether the seller actively concealed the danger:a. Seller actively
conceals: If the seller actively concealed the condition, her liability persists after sale until the
buyer actually discovers the condition and has a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether
the buyer takes the opportunity or not). So here, there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to
discover (or fix) the problem. [261]b. Seller doesn’t conceal: If the seller didn’t actively conceal
the condition, the seller’s liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity
to discover” the condition and correct it. In other words here, the seller’s liability is cut off as soon
as the buyer should have discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed
to actually discover it. [261]2. Danger to one outside the property: Essentially the same rules
apply to a seller’s post-closing liability to one outside the property, except that the seller has
longer liability not only for active concealment but for having created the artificial condition. [261]
Thus:a. Seller conceals or created: If the seller actively concealed the condition, or originally
created the condition, her liability persists after sale until the buyer actually discovers the
condition and has a reasonable opportunity to correct it (whether the buyer takes the opportunity
or not). So here, there’s no cut-off if the buyer negligently fails to discover (or fix) the problem.b.
Seller doesn’t conceal or create: If the seller neither actively concealed the condition nor created
it, the seller’s liability continues only until the buyer “has had reasonable opportunity to discover”
the condition and correct it. In other words, here the seller’s liability is cut off as soon as the
buyer should have discovered and fixed the problem, even if the buyer negligently failed to even
discover it.CHAPTER 10DAMAGESI. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES GENERALLYI.
PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES GENERALLYI. I. PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES
GENERALLYPERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES GENERALLYA. Actual injury required: In any
action based on negligence, the existence of actual injury is required. Unlike intentional tort
actions, nominal damages may not be awarded. [267]1. Physical injury required: Furthermore, P
must usually show that he suffered some kind of physical harm. (Example: P may not recover
where he sustained only mental harm, with no physical symptoms.) [268]2. Elements of
damages: But once physical harm has been proven, a variety of damages may be recovered by



P. [268] These include:a. Direct loss: The value of any direct loss of bodily functions. (Example:
$100,000 for the loss of a leg.)b. Economic loss: Out-of-pocket economic losses stemming from
the injury. (Examples: Medical expenses, lost earnings, household attendant.)c. Pain and
suffering: Pain and suffering damages.d. Hedonistic damages: Damages for loss of the ability to
enjoy one’s previous life. (Example: Compensation for loss of the ability to walk, even if loss of
that ability has no economic consequences.)B. Hedonistic damages: As noted, most courts
now allow a jury to award hedonistic damages, i.e., damages for the loss of the ability to enjoy
life. [269]C. Future damages: P brings only one action for a particular accident, and recovers in
that action not only for past damages, but also for likely future damages. [269-271]1. Present
value: When P is recovering future values, courts generally instruct the jury to award P only the
“present value” of these losses. [270]2. Periodic payments: Some states now allow D to force P
to accept periodic payments in certain situations. These payments generally terminate upon P’s
death. [270-271] (Example: In New York medical malpractice cases, where the judgment is for
more than $250,000, D may pay the judgment by purchasing an annuity for P, which will
terminate on P’s death.)D. Tax: Any recovery or settlement for personal injuries is free of federal
income tax. [271]E. The collateral source rule: At common law, P is entitled to recover her out-of-
pocket expenses, even if P was reimbursed for these losses by some third party. This is known
as the “collateral source rule.” [272-272] (Example: P has hospital bills of $100,000. A health
insurance policy owned by P pays every dime of this. When P sues D, and establishes liability, P
may recover the whole $100,000 even though in a sense she has collected twice.)1. Statutory
modifications: Nearly half the states have modified the common law collateral source rule in one
way or another. [272]2. Subrogation: Where the common law rule remains in effect, P may not
get a windfall after all. An insurance company that makes payments to P will normally be
subrogated to P’s tort rights. That is, it is the insurance company, not P, who will actually collect
any judgment from D up to the amount of the payments made by the insurer. [272]F. Mitigation:
P has a “duty to mitigate.” That is, P cannot recover for any harm which, by exercise of
reasonable care, he could have avoided. In particular, P cannot recover for any harm which
would have been avoided had P sought adequate medical care. [273]1. Seat belt defense: In
some states, failure to use a seat belt may deprive P of recovery under the duty to mitigate — if
D can show that P would not have been seriously injured had P worn a seat belt, D may escape
liability for the avoidable injuries. [273]II. PUNITIVE DAMAGESII. PUNITIVE DAMAGESII. II.
PUNITIVE DAMAGESPUNITIVE DAMAGESA. Punitive damages generally: Punitive damages
can be awarded to penalize a defendant whose conduct is particularly outrageous. [274]1.
Negligence cases: In cases of negligence (as opposed to intentional torts), punitive damages
are usually awarded only where D’s conduct was “reckless” or “willful and wanton.” [274]a.
Product liability suits: Punitive damages are also frequently awarded in product liability suits, if P
shows that D knew its product was defective, or recklessly disregarded the risk of a defect.2.
Constitutional limits: The U.S. Constitution places some — but not severe — limits on the award
of punitive damages. [274-276]a. Due process: A defendant might be able to show that a



particular punitive damages award violated its Fourteenth Amendment due process rights.b.
Ratio of actual to punitive: One of the most important factors in whether an award of punitive
damages violates due process is the ratio of the punitive damages to the actual damages. The
higher this ratio, the more likely it is that a due process violation will be found. [276]Example: D,
an insurer, refuses in bad faith to settle a claim by X against P, its policy owner. This refusal
temporarily places P in fear of having to pay an excess judgment of $136,000. (D eventually
pays the judgment all by itself). A state court awards P punitive damages of $145 million, on top
of a $1 million compensatory award. Held, this award violated D’s due process rights. “Few
awards [significantly] exceeding a single-digit ratio between punitive and compensatory
damages . . . will satisfy due process.” [State Farm Mut. Auto. Insur. Co. v. Campbell]III.
RECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENIII. RECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENIII. III.
RECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENRECOVERY BY SPOUSE OR CHILDRENA. General
action by spouse: Most states allow the spouse of an injured person to bring an independent
action for his or her own injuries. [277-278] (Examples: A spouse of the injured person may
recover for loss of companionship or loss of sex.)B. Recovery by parent: Similarly, nearly all
jurisdictions allow a parent to recover medical expenses incurred due to injury to the child. Also,
there may be an action for loss of companionship (e.g., the child is in a coma). [278]C. Child’s
recovery: Some — but still not most — courts allow a child to recover for loss of companionship
or guidance where the parent is injured. [278]Note: The discussion in paragraphs A, B and C
above assumes that the victim is only injured, not killed. Where the victim is killed, the “wrongful
death” statutes discussed below apply instead.D. Defenses: In such third-party actions,
generally any defense which could have been asserted in a suit brought by the injured party may
be asserted against the plaintiff. [278] (Example: In a suit by Husband for loss of companionship
and sex due to injuries to Wife, D may assert that Wife was contributorily negligent.)1. Defenses
against plaintiff: Furthermore, defenses may be asserted against the plaintiff even though these
could not have been asserted in a suit brought by the victim. [278] (Example: Husband drives
and collides with D; Wife is injured. If Husband sues for loss of companionship, D can raise
Husband’s contributory negligence as a defense, even though this would not be a defense in a
suit brought by Wife.)IV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSIV. WRONGFUL
DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSIV. IV. WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR
ACTIONSWRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVOR ACTIONSA. Wrongful death distinguished
from survivor: Most states have two types of statutes which take effect when a personal injury
victim dies. The “survival” statute governs whether the victim’s own right of recovery continues
after his death. The “wrongful death” statute governs the right of the victim’s survivors (typically,
spouse and children) to recover. [279]B. Survival statutes: The survival statute in most states
provides that when an accident victim dies, his estate may sue for those elements of damages
that the victim himself could have sued for had he lived. Thus a survival statute typically allows
the estate to sue for pain and suffering, lost earnings prior to death, actual medical expenses,
etc. In many states, if death is instantaneous, there is no survival action at all, since all damages



are sustained on account of or after the death. [279]C. Wrongful death: Most states have
“wrongful death” statutes, which allow a defined group to recover for the loss they have
sustained by virtue of the decedent’s death. Typically, the decedent’s spouse and children are
covered. If the decedent has no spouse or children, usually the parents are covered.
[280-281]1. Elements of damages: In a wrongful death action, the survivors may recover for: (1)
the economic support they would have received had the accident and death not occurred; and
(2) usually, the companionship (including sexual companionship) and moral guidance that would
have been given by the decedent. Some — but not most — states also allow the survivors to
recover for grief. [280-281]a. Recovery by parent where child is dead: Many courts now allow a
parent whose child has died to recover for the loss of companionship of that child. [280]2.
Defenses: In a wrongful death action, D may assert any defense which he would have been able
to use against the decedent if the decedent was still alive and suing in her own name. [281]
(Examples: The decedent’s contributory negligence, assumption of risk, consent, etc. will all bar
an action for wrongful death by the survivors.)CHAPTER 11DEFENSES IN NEGLIGENCE
ACTIONSI. CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCEI. CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCEI. I.
CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCECONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCEA. General rule: At common
law, the doctrine of contributory negligence applies. The doctrine provides that a plaintiff who is
negligent, and whose negligence contributes proximately to his injuries, is totally barred from
recovery. [285-286]Example: P, while crossing the street, fails to pay attention. D, travelling at a
high rate of speed while drunk, hits and kills P. Had P behaved carefully, he would have been
able to get out of the way. Even though D’s negligence is much greater than P’s, P will be totally
barred from recovery because of his contributory negligence, if the doctrine applies.B. Standard
of care: The plaintiff is held to the same standard of care as the defendant (i.e., the care of a
“reasonable person under like circumstances”). [286]C. Proximate cause: The contributory
negligence defense only applies where P’s negligence contributes proximately to his injuries.
The same test for “proximate causation” is used as where D’s liability is being evaluated.
[286]Example: On the facts of the above example, suppose that D was travelling so fast that
even had P been careful, D would still have struck P. P will not be barred by contributory
negligence, because his negligence was not a “but for” cause, and thus not a proximate cause,
of P’s injuries.D. Claims against which defense not usable: Since the contributory negligence
defense is based on general negligence principles, it may be used as a bar only to a claim that is
itself based on negligence. [286-287]1. Intentional torts: Thus the defense may not be used
where P’s claim is for an intentional tort. [286]2. Willful and wanton: Similarly, if P’s conduct is
found to have been “willful and wanton” or “reckless,” the contributory negligence defense will
not be allowed. (But if D’s negligence is merely “gross,” contributory negligence usually will be
allowed.) The idea is that the defense does not apply where D disregards a conscious risk.
[286-287]3. Negligence per se : Contributory negligence can usually be asserted as a defense
even to D’s “negligence per se,” i.e., his negligence based on a statutory violation. (But if the
statute was enacted solely for the purpose of protecting a class of which P is a member,



contributory negligence usually may not be asserted as a defense.) [287]E. Last clear chance:
The doctrine of “last clear chance” acts as a limit on the contributory negligence defense. If, just
before the accident, D had an opportunity to prevent the harm, and P did not have such an
opportunity, the existence of this opportunity (this last clear chance) wipes out the effect of P’s
contributory negligence. [287]Example: P crosses the street without looking. D, who is travelling
faster than the speed limit, discovers P’s plight shortly before the collision. D tries to hit the
brake, but negligently hits the accelerator instead. P never spotted D’s car at all. D’s discovery of
the danger gave him a last clear chance to avoid the accident, which D failed to take advantage
of. This last clear chance wipes out the effect of P’s contributory negligence, and P may recover
against D.II. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEII. COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEII. II.
COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCECOMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCEA. Definition: A “comparative
negligence” system rejects the all-or-nothing approach of contributory negligence. It instead
attempts to divide liability between P and D in proportion to their relative degrees of fault. P is not
barred from recovery by his contributory negligence, but his recovery is reduced by a proportion
equal to the ratio between his own negligence and the total negligence contributing to the
accident. [288]Example: P suffers damages of $100,000. A jury finds that P was 30% negligent
and D was 70% negligent. P will recover, under a comparative negligence system, $70,000 —
$100,000 minus 30% of $100,000.1. Commonly adopted: 46 states have adopted some form of
comparative negligence.B. “Pure” versus “50%” systems: Only 13 states have adopted “pure”
comparative negligence. The rest completely bar P if his negligence is (depending on the state)
“as great” as D’s, or “greater” than D’s. [289-290]C. Multiple parties: Where there are multiple
defendants, comparative negligence is harder to apply:1. All parties before court: If all
defendants are joined in the same lawsuit, the solution is simple: only the negligence due
directly to P is deducted from his recovery. [289] (Example: Taking all negligence by all parties, P
is 20% negligent, D1 is 50% negligent, and D2 is 30% negligent. P will recover 80% of his
damages.)2. Not all parties before court: If not all defendants are before the court, hard
questions arise concerning joint-and-several liability. The issue is whether the defendant(s)
before the court, who is/are found to be only partly responsible for P’s loss, must pay for the
whole loss aside from that caused by P’s own fault. [290-290]Example: P’s accident is caused by
the negligence of D and X. P sues D, but can’t find or sue X. The jury finds that P was 20%
responsible; D, 30% responsible; and X, 50% responsible. P’s damages total $1 million. It is not
clear whether P can collect the full $800,000 from D. Under traditional “joint and several liability”
rules, P would be able to collect this full $800,000.a. Total abolition: About 1/3 of the states have
completely abolished the doctrine of joint-and-several liability in comparative negligence cases.
In these states, all liability is “several.” That is, each defendant is only required to pay his or her
own share of the total responsibility. (So in such a state, P in the above example could collect
only $240,000 from D, i.e., his 30% share of the overall $1 million in damages.)b. Hybrid: An
additional significant number of states have replaced traditional joint-and-several liability with
some sort of “hybrid” approach, which combines aspects of joint-and-several liability and



aspects of several liability. (See supra, C-33, for a discussion of these hybrids.)D. Last clear
chance: Courts are split about whether the doctrine of last clear chance should survive in a
comparative negligence jurisdiction. [291]E. Extreme misconduct by D: If D’s conduct is not
merely negligent, but “willful and wanton” or “reckless,” most states nonetheless will reduce P’s
damages. [291]1. Intentional tort: But if D’s tort is intentional, most comparative negligence
statutes will not apply. [291]F. Seat belt defense: The “seat belt defense” is increasingly
accepted in comparative negligence jurisdictions. In this defense, D argues that P’s injuries from
a car accident could have been reduced or entirely avoided had P worn a seat belt; P’s damages
should therefore be reduced. [293]1. Contributory negligence jurisdictions: In most contributory
negligence jurisdictions, courts refuse to allow the seat belt defense at all. That is, P’s failure to
wear a seat belt does not count against his recovery in most courts. [293]2. Comparative
negligence jurisdictions: But in states that have comparative negligence, the seat belt defense is
more successful. There are various approaches: (1) D is liable only for those injuries that would
have occurred even had P worn a seat belt; (2) D is liable for all injuries, with a reduction made
equal to the percentage of P’s fault; and (3) D is liable for all injuries, but P’s fault reduces his
recovery for those injuries that would have been avoided. [293-294]a. Effect of statute: Thirty-
two states have mandatory seat belt use statutes. But the majority of these either prohibit the
seat belt defense completely or make the defense almost valueless by allowing only a small
reduction of damages. [294]G. Imputed comparative negligence: Occasionally, the fault of one
person (call her A) may by imputed to another (B), to as to reduce B’s recovery.1. “Both ways”
rule: But under the so-called “both ways” rule, this imputation will happen only if B would be
vicariously liable (see infra, p. C-66) for A’s torts. As the Third Restatement puts it, “The
negligence of another person is imputed to a plaintiff whenever the negligence of the other
person would have been imputed had the plaintiff been a defendant[.]” [272]a. Employer/
employee: This means that if suit is brought by an employer for damages arising out of an
accident involving the employer’s employee, any fault by the employee will reduce the plaintiff
employer’s recovery.Example: Company hires Worker to drive a delivery truck for Company’s
business. (Assume that Company is not negligent in selecting or training Worker for this role).
Worker has a collision with a car driven by Dave, which damages Company’s truck. Company
sues Dave for the damage to the truck.If Worker was negligent in driving the truck, this
negligence will be imputed to Company under the “both ways” rule. That’s because, if Company
were the defendant in a suit by Dave, Company would have been vicariously liable for Worker’s
negligence under the respondeat superior doctrine. Therefore, in a comparative-negligence
jurisdiction, Company’s recovery will be reduced by the percentage of fault attributable to
Worker.b. Not attributed from parent to child: Suppose a child is the plaintiff, the child’s parent
has contributed to the accident (e.g., by a failure to supervise) and some third party has also
been negligent. The both-ways rule normally means that any fault attributable to the child’s
parents won’t reduce the child’s recovery against the third person. [273]Example: Kid is injured
in a playground accident, due in part to Guard’s failure to supervise rough playing between Kid



and Ted, another child. The accident is also due in part to a negligent failure of supervision by
Dad, Kid’s father, who is also present. Kid has suffered $10,000 in damages, and sues Guard for
this sum.Kid can collect the entire $10,000 from Guard, without reduction for any percentage of
fault due to Dad. That’s because: (1) Dad would not be vicariously liable for Kid’s negligence if
Kid were a defendant in an action brought by Ted (since parents are not vicariously liable for
their children’s torts); (2) consequently, under the “both ways” rule, Dad’s fault won’t be attributed
to Kid, and can’t reduce Kid’s recovery against either Guard or Dad; and (3) therefore, Dad and
Guard are jointly and severally liable, and Guard can be required to pay the whole amount.
(Guard could then seek contribution from Dad.)III. ASSUMPTION OF RISKIII. ASSUMPTION
OF RISKIII. III. ASSUMPTION OF RISKASSUMPTION OF RISKA. Definition: A plaintiff is said
to have assumed the risk of certain harm if she has voluntarily consented to take her chances
that harm will occur. Where such an assumption is shown, the plaintiff is, at common law,
completely barred from recovery. [296]
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